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Glossary of Shona terms
Chigara mapfihwa The practice whereby a deceased woman’s sister moves in 
with the widower as a replacement for the wife
Dongo (singular)/
Matongo (plural)
Vacant but previously inhabited homesteads and/or 
agricultural land
Kugarwa nhaka The practice whereby a widowed woman is looked after by 
the brother of the deceased husband
Kutema ugariri The practice whereby a poor man who is not able to pay bride 
wealth lives and works at the wife’s homestead providing his 
labour in lieu of bride wealth
Kutizira Elopement; a girl moves to the homestead of her future 
husband without the consent of the approved channels
Kuzvarira/Kuroodza/
Kwendisa
Poor families in difficulties betroth a young daughter to a 
family that will provide bride wealth, which enables the 
family to survive
Mambo Chief
Mapoto A type of a co-habitation; this union is not based on male 
dominance but on negotiated relations between a man and 
a woman. Since there is no bride wealth, mapoto wives do 
not have the obligations of women in patriarchal marriages, 
such as having to move to the man’s village
Matorwa The girl is collected from her parents’ homestead by the 
husband’s aunt
Maricho Piece work performed for other villagers in exchange for food, 
soap, salt, old clothing or money
Muchinda Second in command to the chief; also referred to as sub-chief
Musenga bere The practice whereby a man rapes a girl in order to get her 
to marry him. This is a forced marriage and is forbidden by 
the government
Ngozi Ngozi is believed to be the avenging spirit of a person who 
has been killed. The family suspected of a killing has to give 
a daughter to the family whose member was killed. That 
woman will be married to a male relative of the deceased to 
bear children
Roora/Lobola The family of the man makes payment to the family of the 
woman in the process of marriage
Sabhuku (singular)/
Masabhuku (plural)
Village headman
Sadza Zimbabwe’s food staple made from ground maize
Zunde raMambo Zunde raMambo (chief’s granary) is a pre-colonial traditional 
social security arrangement designed to address the 
contingency of drought or famine
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Chapter 1  
Livelihood vulnerability of single women in 
rural Zimbabwe
1.1 Introduction: single women in communal farming areas
This research focuses on the ways in which single women access residential and 
agricultural land and make livelihood decisions in the communal1 areas of Zimbabwe. 
Since the establishment of communal areas, there have been significant changes in 
the socio-economic and political environment of the country. The changes caused 
by the liberation war, independence, structural adjustment programmes, land 
reform and redistribution, hyperinflation, the HIV/AIDS epidemic and operation 
Restore Order (see Section 3.2.4) have induced fundamental changes in the way 
people make livelihood decisions and access land. The impact on communal areas 
has been devastating as the productive capacity of these areas has deteriorated 
to the point where their inhabitants have come to rely on subsidies and transfers 
from the other sectors of the economy. Single women are probably more adversely 
affected, as they are not entitled to land under customary tenure rules and form 
an increasing part of the communal area population. This chapter reviews the 
theoretical debates underlying the question of women’s access to land in Zimbabwe 
and outlines the concepts needed to understand the choices single women have to 
make to confront adversity and the decisions they take. This research was initially 
designed to document the ways in which gender inequality in relation to control of 
land made single women particularly vulnerable to impoverishment in Zimbabwe. 
As the research progressed however, it became obvious that single women’s land 
access to land was much greater than the literature suggested, and more complex 
than the distinction between primary and secondary traditional land rights allows 
one to see. The question of gendered access to land is embedded in historical changes 
in land tenure and resource governance, and in the nature of rural livelihoods.
Much of the literature on the impact of AIDS in Africa emphasises the vulnerability 
of widows arising from women’s secondary rights to land (Andersson 1999, Hindin 
2002, Walker 2002). The literature, which focuses on land tenure and property 
relations, emphasises the fact that single women are in a disadvantaged position 
through patriarchal systems of succession to land. It looks at the end of women’s 
marital relationships, through death of the male spouse or divorce. Single women 
(widowed, divorced, never married) are seen as a deviation from the norm. This 
view leads to the misplaced view that the importance of land derives only from its 
1 Communal Lands is the post-independence name for the former Native Reserves or Tribal Trust Lands 
(Coudere and Marijse, 1991:70).
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utility as an agricultural asset and that women access land only as dependents of 
men (as daughters, sisters and wives). This thesis recognises that singleness is not 
a transient phase for many women in rural Zimbabwe. We must look not only at 
dispossession, but also at how single women obtain productive resources and use 
them to construct rural livelihoods. The dispossession narrative also focuses too 
narrowly on agriculture as the main livelihood activity and treats rural communities 
as agrarian.
Such assumptions cannot be maintained in view of all the changes in land access 
and the vulnerability of the livelihoods of single women in the communal areas 
in Zimbabwe. Marriage has for some time ceased to be the universal basis of the 
domestic unit in rural Zimbabwe (Adams, 1991a; Pankhurst, 1991).Women construct 
and maintain their own livelihoods independent of men and without holding 
recognised property rights to land. As a result of the collapse of government support 
for agriculture, and the lack of capital and labour, agriculture is no longer the mainstay 
of livelihoods in communal farming areas. The rapid changes in communal area 
livelihoods require that the way in which we assess viability of rural livelihoods be 
reconsidered as the composition of domestic units and their strategies have to be 
constantly adapted in view of new and often unpredictable conditions. The next 
section explains how we do this.
Instead of focusing only on customary land tenure and property relations, this 
research focuses on a broader concept of land access to analyse the tenure position 
of women. The research looks at decision making by single women in face of the 
multiple challenges emanating from unpredictable economic, political and social 
conditions, and rapid changes in domestic units. The livelihood decision making of 
single women is analysed through the concepts of access, homestead and hearth-
holds, which put women at the centre of the research. The pathways concept (de 
Bruijn and van Dijk, 2005) is used to analyse livelihood decision making and to 
illustrate the diversity of livelihood activities and portfolios of single women. This 
approach was developed to study decision making in risky areas, and focuses on 
the improvised character of many livelihood decisions and is therefore a more 
meaningful tool as it enables focus on single women’s changing livelihoods and 
events over their life course.
In the context of the extreme economic crisis, and high and increasing AIDS mortality, 
rural women heading their own households (particularly widows) are thought to 
be particularly vulnerable. This vulnerability was thought to be contingent upon 
their secondary land rights (Bruce, 1988; Cousins, 1990; Maboreke cited in Cousins, 
1993; WLSA, 1996). However, the fact that women do not have property rights under 
existing tenure relations in communal farming areas does not mean that they do 
not have access to land. The vulnerability of single women and the ways they deal 
with it through their own capacities must be understood in a much broader context 
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that reflects the various processes of politics, market and histories of communities 
that affect single women. Single women’s agency and livelihood decision making 
must be understood within the broader framework of the historical evolution of the 
communal areas and Zimbabwe as a whole.
Communal areas historically functioned as residence, fallback and food production 
areas for the majority of Zimbabwean Africans. African livelihoods were believed to 
be based on patrilineal structuring of land, agricultural inputs and natural resource 
access and governance in communal areas. This dominant view on communal 
farming areas presents men as having primary rights to land and women secondary 
rights as daughters, sisters and wives (Cheater, 1986; Berkvens, 1997; Mvududu and 
McFadden 2001:110). In such systems, adult women can only access communal area 
resources through marriage or through relations with their agnatic kin group. This 
made marriage the most important relationship for adult women living in communal 
areas. Historically within the marriage institution, tasks were divided between the 
husband and wife to ensure the sustainability of livelihoods of the conjugal unit. The 
main livelihood activity in communal areas was subsistence agriculture subsidised 
by wages earned from urban areas. Women (wives) were responsible for the former, 
and men (husbands) were responsible for bringing in the cash to subsidise these 
activities (Potts 1995, 2000a). As a result, women were based in communal areas and 
men were migrant labourers. Land was viewed as the central resource in a largely 
agro-centric and male-centred livelihood system (Pankhurst, 1991). This dominant 
view needs to be re-assessed in light of the recent and fundamental changes in the 
communal farming areas that have led to an increase in single women.
The changes include the migrant labour system, which left many women on their 
own and vulnerable. The economic crisis and recession undermined men’s ability 
to marry and sustain families. The decline in polygamy due to the influence of the 
church2, the increasing economic independence of women following the attainment 
of independence by the country in 1980 and HIV/AIDS were some of the changes 
that altered conditions in the communal farming areas (Scoones et al., 1996; Potts, 
2000a,b; Francis, 2002; Goebel, 2005). The increased infant mortality, barrenness, 
infidelity, insubordination, disenchantment with patriarchal marital obligations and 
moral dislocation, disagreement over migrant remittances between a man’s wife 
and his mother, and changes in matrimonial legislation caused an increase in the 
number of divorced women (WLSA, 1994). Divorce rates increased in rural areas 
of Zimbabwe because of spousal abuse and economic hardship following structural 
adjustment programmes leaving many men unemployed. The desperate need 
for cash under structural adjustment changed the nature of bride wealth from a 
socially bonding transaction into an economic one. In the past, one effectively had 
2 ‘Church’ as used in this thesis refers to the various denominations of Christian churches working in 
the study area at the time of the research.
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a lifetime to pay bride wealth but now, if the son-in-law does not pay up under an 
accelerated schedule, the father takes his daughter and family back home (Kinsey 
cited in IFPRI, 1995; Jackson, 2007).
The HIV/AIDS epidemic has also contributed to increasing the number of single 
women. The epidemic has not just increased mortality, but also articulated on-
going processes of social and economic change. Under the threat of AIDS, women 
leave marriages when their husband’s behaviour threatens the lives of the rest of 
the family (Kinsey cited in IFPRI, 1995). The gender asymmetry in infection rates 
for HIV/AIDS initially resulted in more adult male deaths than female (Gregson 
et al., 1997; UNAIDS, 1998). HIV/AIDS has also increased the numbers of single 
women, as men are reluctant to marry women whose spouses are suspected to 
have died from the disease (Kinsey, 1995 cited in IFPRI, 1995; Vijfhuizen, 2002; 
Muzvidziwa, 2002; Jackson, 2007). The number of widows has also increased because 
of the higher mortality rates among men who are usually older than their wives in 
Zimbabwe (Jacobs, 2002; Chimhowu and Hulme, 2006:734). As a result of all these 
tendencies, adult women who do not form an economic unit with a man have become 
an important category in communal farming areas. These women fall outside the 
dominant discourse of gendered resource access.
The research context – Zimbabwean communal areas – has been undergoing other 
rapid changes in the past two decades as a result of the attainment of political 
independence, economic structural adjustment programmes, land reform, HIV/
AIDS, economic meltdown and operation Restore Order (Potts, 1995; Scoones and 
Wolmer, 2003; Hartnack, 2005). These changes have increased the vulnerability 
of communal area livelihoods by undermining the communal area economy. The 
people’s reactions to the increasing risks have induced changes in the nature and 
character of relationships governing resource access in the communal areas. Initially, 
this study sought to assess the impact of high AIDS-induced mortality on single 
women’s access to land in these areas. AIDS morbidity and mortality put pressure 
on women’s capacity to farm and, it was believed, compromised their land rights that 
were thought to be derived from men’s primary rights (Adams, 1991a, b; Berkvens, 
1997; Walker, 2002). However, during the fieldwork it was found that many single 
women live in communal areas despite the fact that they do not have primary rights 
to land. In many instances, uncultivated land has been allocated to these women. An 
investigation to understand the impact of HIV/AIDS mortality on women’s access 
therefore has to take account of other variables that impinge on women’s access to 
residential and agricultural land in communal areas.
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1.2  Understanding land rights and gender in Zimbabwe’s 
communal areas
The complexity of single women’s land rights and the vulnerability of their livelihoods 
need to be understood historically, taking into account both the long-term changes 
in the colonial period and the immediate history of political turbulence, economic 
stagnation and AIDS in Zimbabwe. The conceptual basis of the argument outlined 
above is captured using the concepts of gender, land tenure, access, livelihood, 
vulnerability and pathways. The relevant concepts which are presented under 
the relevant subheadings reveal the multiple connections between phenomena 
that are the subject of inquiry. Using the concept of gender relates to the need to 
maintain different units of analysis. The livelihood framework is useful for looking 
at different kinds of resources along with the related concept of vulnerability. The 
concept of pathways analytically ties individual change over time to historical change 
and is useful for understanding individual decision-making in rapidly changing 
circumstances. The concepts also highlight the methodological challenges which 
had to be considered in the field.
There is a large body of literature on gendered land rights of rural women in Southern 
Africa, which suggests that the secondary land rights of these women leave single 
women vulnerable to poverty and destitution, particularly in a time of HIV/AIDS. 
This thesis suggests that the reality is more complex in rural Zimbabwe: firstly 
because gendered land rights are not well captured by the distinction between 
primary and secondary rights, and secondly because rural livelihoods are not just 
dependent on land. The main debates about gendered land access in patrilineal 
societies have primarily concerned the typology and the security of women’s 
access relative to that of men. A major debate has revolved around whether claims 
to land are hierarchically ordered and gendered, with men having primary control 
and women having ‘weaker’ secondary rights (Mvududu and McFadden, 2001:110). 
Primary land rights give direct access to the resource and include rights to bequeath 
and dispose of land, whereas secondary rights are normally restricted to use rights. 
Other writers have rejected both the primary/secondary rights distinction and the 
hierarchical ordering of claims, stressing instead the existence of multiple claims, 
and the negotiated, dynamic and fluid nature of tenure relations (Gray and Kevane, 
1999; Whitehead and Tsikata, 2003). The emerging pattern was that, although gender 
was a social construct and diverse, in patrilineal societies women generally had less 
control of resources than men. However, local level structures have demonstrated 
great diversity and complexity in women’s land interests and factors affecting them 
(Razavi, 2003; Whitehead and Tsikata, 2003).
The communal farming areas of Zimbabwe are a specific type of legal and political 
space that was created by the colonial government to function as a labour reserve. 
Land access is the basis for communal area livelihood organisation. The internal 
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governance of communal areas resembles other patrilineal indigenous tenure systems 
in the world. The structuring of gender relations in this space is specific and central 
to the understanding of land and natural resource access in communal areas. The 
Shona, for example, constitute a patrilineal society with an extended family system. 
Under this system, property and authority are vested in the male head (May, 1983; 
Folbre, 1988; Muzvidziwa, 2002). Patriarchy supports and justifies relations of 
subordination of women in their interactions with men (Muzvidziwa, 2002).
The concept of gender is important for analysing ideas about resource access and 
livelihood activities. Gender refers to the widely shared expectations and norms 
within a society about appropriate male and female behaviour, characteristics 
and roles (Gupta, 2000). Gendered patterns refer not only to relations between 
men and women as husbands and wives but also to relations between sisters and 
brothers, between co-wives, between mother and daughter, father and daughter 
and others (Peters, 1995). In communal areas of Zimbabwe, gender has generally 
been thought to determine women’s access to resources as it defines their identity, 
position, entitlement and status through social-cultural meanings, practices and 
power (Kesby, 1999; Hindin, 2002). Traditionally, the institution of marriage has 
occupied a key position in a configuration of powers that constitute the space, 
identity and the dependent position of women in communal areas. The discourse 
and practice of mobility through marriage is important to a woman’s identity 
(Kesby, 1999:30; Adams, 1991a). Married couples live in the husband’s homestead 
among the Shona. Customary marriage laws and tradition give men control over 
women and their reproductive capacities (Folbre, 1988). Women’s land rights are 
secondary to men’s and women depend on the maintenance of a relationship with 
men to maintain access to key resources. Unmarried adult women are viewed as 
impermanent as they are destined to marry and move to another community (Kesby, 
1999:30; Adams, 1991a). Consequently, the women are never allocated primary 
land rights (Gaidzanwa, 1994; Andersson, 1999). In the colonial era, women who 
were orphaned, quarrelled or had weak ties with men were vulnerable and tended 
to migrate out of the communal areas to the urban areas as they could not manage 
without agnatic or conjugal relationships to men (Gaidzanwa, 1994:12). However, 
some scholars have argued that the gendered hierarchy based on male dominance 
has been changing over time in Zimbabwe because of urbanisation, migration, and 
changing marital and livelihood forms (May, 1983; Folbre, 1988; Muzvidziwa, 2002; 
Vijfhuizen, 2002; Goebel, 2005).
Between 1890 and 1980, Zimbabwe was a British Colony. Colonialism initially 
destabilised pre-colonial gender relations through education, migration, urbanisation 
and religious conversion, which saw women exiting the patrilineal relationships 
(Cheater, 1986; Schmidt, 1992; Kesby, 1999). The colonial government and patrilineages 
co-operated to subdue women and reassert patrilineal control. Women were boxed 
into a status of permanent legal minority that increased their dependence on men 
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(Folbre, 1988; Schmidt, 1992; Barnes, 1997). After Zimbabwe gained independence 
from the colonial power, the increase in women’s access to wages weakened gender 
hierarchies (Rwezaura et al., 1995). Though post-independent Zimbabwe witnessed 
legal reforms that pushed through liberal feminist reforms, the changes were 
structured to exclude the communal areas. The result was that patriarchal discourse, 
practise and ideology reinforced male dominance in these areas (Gaidzanwa, 1994; 
Kesby, 1999). Customary tenure in communal farming areas fulfilled a specific 
function in the colonial administrative system as it reinforced patriarchy and male 
dominance and was therefore left in force by the post-independence government.
Male dominance in communal areas has traditionally been based mainly on the 
governance of agricultural resources, but the shifting livelihoods of communal area 
residents have witnessed a change in the role of agriculture. This change has altered 
gendered land access. In the context of this research, increased demand for land and 
the emergence of a land market pose serious threats to patriarchal control. Cash-based 
land transactions have undermined the powers of traditional authorities to allocate 
land to their heirs. Migration and social upheavals caused by land reform, economic 
decline and HIV/AIDS have undermined the marital relationship, which had been 
thought to be the dominant mode through which women access land (Scoones 
et al., 1996; Huisman, 2005; Jackson, 2007). Recent work on widows’ land rights 
has illustrated that widows may retain access and cultivation rights but mostly as 
guardians on behalf of their (male) children (Gray and Kevane, 1999; Jackson, 2003; 
Razavi, 2003). Single women’s land rights may also be allocated outside the existing 
norms and a focus on practice is therefore warranted in the search to understand 
single women’s resource access. Thus, the forms and significance of gendered land 
rights have changed over time in Zimbabwe. To understand questions of women’s 
present-day land access they must be located analytically within changes in the 
governance of land and other resources and within changes in rural livelihoods for 
both women and men. These are discussed in the next two sections.
1.3  Understanding change in land tenure and resource 
governance
The land tenure status of single women in communal farming areas of Zimbabwe 
can only be understood within an analytical framework that encompasses the 
historical processes, which occurred in the country. This is because these processes 
shaped the institutions and governance systems in communal areas to produce the 
tenure status that communal area inhabitants and specifically single women have. 
In order to understand the tenure outcome, it is important to examine the various 
institutions and mechanisms through which people gain and maintain access to land 
and natural resources in communal areas. The concepts of legal pluralism, access 
and land markets are the most salient.
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1.3.1 Communal farming areas and legal pluralism
Property relations and access to resources in present-day communal areas of 
Zimbabwe are governed by plural systems of laws and legal orders, practices and 
mechanisms (Cousins, 1993; O’Flaherty, 1998). The concept of legal pluralism is a 
relevant framework for analysing multiple legal regimes like communal areas. Legal 
pluralism is that state of affairs, in any social field, in which behaviour pursuant to 
more than one legal order occurs (Griffiths, 1986; Merry, 1988). Social fields include 
the family, the village, the community and the wider society. The communal areas 
of Zimbabwe are semi-autonomous legal fields in that there exist within them 
norms and sanctions with respect to land which are valid within a limited social 
frame and political and geographical space, and are accepted as legitimate by the 
interdependent actors there (Moore, 1986; Griffiths, 1986).
State law derives legitimacy from the State and is exercised through the legal system 
as represented by the judiciary and legislative systems. It is viewed as individualistic, 
rational, equally applied, written down, abstract, and has clear procedures (Griffiths 
1986). State law has limited influence on land transactions in rural areas of Sub-
Saharan Africa (Moore, 1986; WLSA, 1995; Andersson, 1999; Nyambara, 2001a; 
Whitehead and Tsikata, 2003).
Customary law consists of customs, traditions and institutions that directly influence 
people’s lives and mediates access to land in villages, families and between individuals. 
Customary law is flexible and better able to respond to specific conditions. This 
provides opportunities for customary law’s adaptation by individuals and individual 
families, and for regional variations. Customary law’s flexibility and its ability to 
respond to specific conditions make it a more dynamic framework and may even 
increase the chances of traditional institutions ruling in support of women’s claims 
against those of men (Whitehead and Tsikata, 2003).
The limit of formal law and legal pluralism in such a rapidly changing environment 
means that formal laws are frequently by-passed as people may take advantage 
of loopholes in the system. The laws and practices governing resource access 
in communal areas have increased over time with various reforms so that the 
relationships between various layers of legislation and land allocation practices 
have become unclear. The pressures on the communal areas resulting from various 
successive government interventions have also led to practices that are more 
responsive to the need of the populace than the official laws and rules. Such practices 
can only be discerned through a framework that goes beyond the legal-centred 
approaches to property relations and incorporates non-legal ways of accessing land. 
The concept of access (Ribot and Peluso 2003) provides a framework for analysing 
divergent means of exploiting resources, which is wider than the concept of property.
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1.3.2 From property to access
Access can be defined as the ‘ability to derive benefit from material objects such 
as persons, property, institutions, social and political, economic relations, actions, 
entitlement, relations of production and their respective histories that shape benefit 
flows. Different circumstances change the terms of access and may change the 
specific individuals or groups most able to benefit from a set of resources’ (Ribot 
and Peluso, 2003:153). Access primarily refers to the social and political relations 
mediating access. Property refers to a more restricted set of relations that people 
have with land. The concept of property is normative and has spatial boundaries 
(Blomley, 2004). It is supported by regulatory systems of law, custom or convention 
(Ribot and Peluso, 2003). This view excludes the people who are not entitled to hold 
property (Rose, 1994; Ribot and Peluso, 2003). In communal areas, land cannot legally 
be annexed or transacted on the market and does not lend itself to regulation by 
state law as is the case in freehold property regimes. The property focus disregards 
derived land rights, which are most important for women as customary law prohibits 
them from holding primary land rights.
By using the concept of access, we can show how some groups or individuals control 
resources, whereas others maintain their access to resources through those who 
control them. Gaining access is the process by which access is established. In order 
to maintain access, people also expend resources. Access maintenance and control 
are complementary activities. Ribot and Peluso’s concept also identifies different 
mechanisms of resource access, which are divided into rights-based and structural 
and relational mechanisms. The former consists of legal and illegal means that people 
use to access resources. Right-based access means that the State controls resources, 
and resource users have to invest in relations with the state agent to benefit from 
resources (Ribot and Peluso, 2003).
The ability to benefit from resources is also shaped by specific socio-economic, 
political and cultural factors within which access is sought. These include technology, 
capital, markets, knowledge, authority, identity and social relations (Ribot and Peluso, 
2003). The access framework recognises that labour, social relations, knowledge, 
authority and identity are all possible mechanisms for gaining and maintaining 
resource access. Since women are often not formal right holders, a focus on these 
alternative mechanisms for accessing resources expands the scope of the research.
1.3.3 Land markets
Although it is illegal to sell communal area land in Zimbabwe (Pankhurst, 1991; 
Nyambara, 2001a), market transactions in communal area land frequently take place. 
The market transactions have been labelled informal or vernacular land markets 
(Andersson, 1999, 2001; Mbiba, 2001; Nyambara, 2001a, 2001b). These land markets 
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operate informally under the customary tenure regime (Chimhowu and Woodhouse, 
2006a). The land sales are disguised as sales and purchases of buildings and other 
improvements such as trees (World Bank, 1986 cited in Nyambara, 2001a:265).
The growth in communal area informal land markets is ascribed to population increase, 
land scarcity, mobility, inadequate urban housing and low wages (Andersson, 1999; 
Nyambara, 2001a; Peters, 2004; Chimhowu and Woodhouse, 2006a). Chimhowu and 
Woodhouse (2006a) have identified three categories of land buyers in communal areas. 
These are: ‘new big men’, who use income from a full-time job, and knowledge and 
influence from bureaucratic office to take advantage of opportunities in agriculture 
(Berry, 1993); migrants, who usually resort to vernacular markets because they 
lack customary rights (Woodhouse et al., 2000 cited in Chimhowu and Woodhouse, 
2006a; Nyambara, 2001b); and those with rights to land through kinship but, where 
land is scarce, have to resort to land purchase or rental often from a senior male 
relative with land to spare (Almanor and Diderutuah, 2001 cited in Chimhowu and 
Woodhouse, 2006a). The challenges of understanding informal markets arise from 
their locally specific dynamics of social and economic change and the difficulty 
of establishing what is being sold and bought, land improvements, use rights or 
community membership (Andersson, 1999; Chimhowu and Woodhouse, 2006a). 
This is important for understanding the insecurity experienced by single women 
who frequently change marital status, identity and residence because of disruptions 
in their lives. The socially embedded nature of vernacular land markets means that 
customary authorities are best placed to gain from commoditisation (Nyambara, 
2001a; Woodhouse 2003 cited in Chimhowu and Woodhouse, 2006a), by personalising 
communal land that they hold in trust for the community.
Generally, the impact of informal land markets in communal areas ranges from 
increasing ownership by those with access to remittance income, distress sales by 
those affected by HIV/AIDS or the emergence of an informal market for re-allocation 
by tribal leaders of land owned by the deceased. (Chimhowu and Woodhouse, 
2006a:360). The impact of the vernacular markets on women’s land rights is diverse. 
In some cases, land markets have strengthened women’s rights to control land and 
afforded the women protection from dispossession under customary law. The markets 
also discriminate against women however, as markets allocate land according to 
purchasing power (Mvududu and MacFadden, 2001; Nyambara, 2001b; Chimhowu 
and Woodhouse, 2006b).
1.4 Understanding changing livelihoods
In order to analyse how communal area residents make livelihood decisions, it is 
necessary to examine how they organise to gain and maintain access to resources, 
the challenges they face and the actions and decisions that the people undertake to 
confront the challenges to their livelihoods. In trying to capture the decisions that 
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people make to confront challenges, it is necessary to use a concept that focuses on 
the individual decisions in light of the resources at their disposal as revealed by the 
lived experiences. The livelihood framework, vulnerability, agency and pathways 
concepts are used to facilitate an analysis of how communal area residents make 
livelihood decisions. These concepts are individually explored in this section.
1.4.1 The livelihood framework
A livelihood can be defined as ‘the way people get by and get things done’ (Bebbington, 
1999:2021). The livelihood framework identifies five forms of capital at the basis 
of a livelihood: human, social, physical, natural and financial, which people use 
to build their livelihoods (Carney, 1998; Farrington et al., 1999). The capitals allow 
survival and are the basis of power to act, reproduce, challenge or change the rules 
that govern the control, use and transformation of resources (Bebbington, 1993:3).
The institutions outside the domestic unit are important in determining access to 
resources and managing risk. The institutions may also provide safety nets to their 
members as a form of insurance against risks and threats (Scoones et al., 1996:34; 
Huisman, 2005:260). These institutions are better analysed by focusing on social 
relations. Social relations are the key to understanding the capabilities of livelihoods. 
Using the social capital lens, we can explore the different ways in which social 
relationships can be mobilised from within civil society to manage resources of 
various types and engage other actors (Bebbington, 1999:2037) and gain access to 
social security. The social relations provide hearth-holds with direct and indirect 
support, physical, financial and moral support in times of need (Rwezaura 1989:5; 
Scoones et al., 1996; Griffiths, 1988). This support is referred to as social security in 
this study. The institutions within which hearth-holds derive social security occur 
at the level of the family, village, wider formal and informal networks comprising 
friends and neighbours, the church and the State (Murray, 1980; Sharp and Spiegel, 
1985; Guyer and Peters, 1987; Pankhurst, 1991; Dhemba et al., 2002; Hartnack, 2005).
The family consists of an individual and his/her immediate kin and wider kindred or 
agnatic lineage (Murray, 1980). The extended family is the traditional social security 
system and its members are responsible for the care of the sick and vulnerable and 
the transmission of skills. In Zimbabwe, these include security, support and care of 
orphaned children (Foster et al., 1997; May, 1987:81). The social security for widows 
in many African societies used to be assured by widow marriage to the deceased 
husband’s brothers. The situation of orphans shows great divergence between custom 
and practice. The type of support depends on the life cycle stage of households and 
individuals within them (Griffiths, 1988). However, kinship-based social security 
should not be romanticised as its impact varies between particular settings (Murray, 
1980:147; Schott, 1988; Golooba-Mutebi, 2005).
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Traditionally, the village consists of a community whose members may be related 
through a common male ancestor (Murray, 1980). The traditional social security 
system allocates more land to the village head (sabhuku) under the Zunde raMambo 
(chief’s granary)3, because it is the sabhuku’s responsibility to host strangers. The 
zunde field is also used to grow food crops to feed the old, destitute and visitors in the 
village. The community provides free labour to work on the zunde. The control of 
zunde lies in the office of the sabhuku (Nyambara 2001a:262, Dhemba et al., 2002:132).
Networks are loosely defined relationships outside those of immediate kin upon 
which an individual can rely (Murray, 1980:148). They include neighbours and the 
church. Scoones et al.’s (1996) study in a rural area in Zimbabwe noted that networks 
are important for accessing labour, loaning of draught animals, herding livestock and 
work parties. These arrangements enable single women hearth-holds to be cared for 
in illness, to mobilise household labour and to manage their survival.
Traditional religion acts also as a kind of insurance against insecurity. Ancestral 
spirits are consulted through mediums to mediate, arbitrate and advise, explain 
deaths, illness and provide protection. People continue to practise religious tradition 
because of fear and the need to maintain family ties. The latter is important since 
most people rely on the family for support when ill, unemployed or old (Vijfhuizen, 
2002:223).
A study in rural South Africa showed that people prefer kin relationships for 
sustenance and support where these are available (Sharp and Spiegel, 1985:145). 
Women tend to concentrate in same sex groups, religious groups and wider family 
networks (Maluccio et al., 2003:147).
In Botswana, the State has provided security through transfers of, for example, 
seeds and agricultural inputs in times of drought. This has enabled the poor to 
produce their own food. Public works jobs provide irregular but important source of 
income. The state intervention has, however, undermined co-operation and sharing 
arrangements (Solway, 1994). In Zimbabwe, many households in communal areas 
3 Zunde raMambo (chief’s granary) is a pre-colonial traditional social security arrangement designed to 
address the contingency of drought or famine. The practise requires the chief to set aside land for the 
communal growing of crops for food security. The community assist with labour on a voluntary basis. 
The harvest is stored and distributed to the community when there are food shortages. The food from 
the zunde is also used to feed the chief’s assistants, widows, orphans and the disabled. The programme 
was undermined by colonial government through systematic destruction of the traditional leadership’s 
authority and the assumption of the food security guardian role by the State. In the mid-1990s, the 
Zimbabwe government tried to revive the concept of zunde in response to concerns about growing 
malnutrition and orphans. The success of the programme has been hampered by a shortage of land, 
inputs and labour (Dhemba et al., 2002). In Gokwe, Zunde raMambo land was appropriated by individuals 
(Nyambara, 2001a).
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came to depend on state transfers during the 1990s (Cousins et al., 1992:5). The 
poor became more vulnerable when the State failed to provide the transfers due to 
budgetary constraints (Scoones et al., 1996).
The social security system has been changing due to increasing mobility, 
individualisation of property, the weakening of traditional beliefs in sanctions from 
ancestors against those who neglect the needy, and feelings of abuse and exploitation 
among the different parties (Schott, 1988; Rwezaura, 1989; Bourque, 1997; Dhemba et 
al., 2002). A study by Pankhurst (1991:612) in villages located in the same province 
as the present research area concluded that villages in the communal areas of 
Zimbabwe had changed from the core of men related through agnatic kinship with 
their wives and children to include far more unrelated people and many people who 
were considered members but did not live there. This induced changes in the social 
security system as the terms of benefits had to be revised to exclude or accommodate 
the diverse populations. People who relocate become isolated and lose contact with 
their kin (Sharp and Spiegel, 1985; Hartnack, 2005). The loss of access to reliable 
sources of cash income due to relocation, retrenchment and economic processes 
undermines networks of reciprocity and condemns most households to dropping 
out of reciprocity networks at times when those networks are needed most (Sharp 
and Spiegel, 1985; Hartnack, 2005; Scoones et al., 1996).
A study of Chivi communal area in South Eastern Zimbabwe noted that successive 
droughts destroyed social security networks and wiped out cattle, which were used 
in draught sharing arrangements. This resulted in more individualised arrangements 
between those with draught animals and those without. In some cases, traditional 
forms of assistance have been replaced by monetised services (Scoones et al., 
1996; Huisman, 2005:260). Zunde raMambo is no longer being implemented in all 
communities because of problems such as lack of fertile land and inputs, and poor 
community mobilisation (Dhemba et al., 2002). The traditional authorities, custodians 
of Zunde raMambo land, have begun selling zunde land on the informal market to 
obtain the proceeds for their own use.
The dominant position of elders has been undermined by the emergence of other 
forms of authority based on religion, politics through the entry of modern party 
politics and patrimonial rule through the ZANU party machine, and access to money. 
Elders are increasingly viewed as a liability and burden and increasingly vulnerable 
to neglect (Rwezaura, 1989:6).
These processes have also increased social and economic differentiation. Social and 
economic differentiation provides fertile grounds for suspicion and accusations of 
witchcraft, which erode social cohesion (Scoones et al., 1996; Golooba-Mutebi, 2005). 
The church, HIV/AIDS and government laws have changed beliefs and practices 
around traditional religion. The old and young take advantage of the beliefs and 
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strategically combine them to explain difficult circumstances and control others in 
resource struggles. The manipulation and use of beliefs has had direct consequences 
for women who are often accused of witchcraft and blamed for causing illness 
(Vijfhuizen, 2002:223; Andersson, 2002).
Families extend through marriage. The dissolution of, and failure to formalise 
marriage has depleted the extended family and reduced the opportunities through 
which single women negotiate access to resources (Foster et al., 1997:156; Vijfhuizen, 
2002:222). Consequently, some roles have broken down and modified, and others, 
such as widow inheritance, have disappeared. This has led to increased fostering4 
and child-headed households. Some of the reasons that people advance for refusing 
to assume responsibility for orphaned children are their illegitimate status, stigma 
and economic burden. The maternal grandmother remains an important source of 
support for orphans (Foster et al., 1997: 163).
This review of the social security system has emphasised the importance of 
kinship, networks, co-operation and increasingly money and the State in mediating 
vulnerability. Social security is an important resource for individuals in need. Since 
there are various levels of institutions that potentially provide social security, it is 
not possible to make generalised conclusions about the impact on the various single 
women. The increasing numbers of single women, ill people, children and poor 
have increased demands on existing systems of social support.
With all these ongoing changes in the institutional framework of the communities 
the household’s viability depends on its members’ capacity to sustain or increase 
their access to livelihood resources, opportunities to turn those resources into 
sources of livelihood enhancement and means of enhancing existing ways in which 
those resources contribute to institutions and relationships (Ellis, 1998). Within a 
household, different members make contributions to the portfolio on the basis of 
their age, gender and endowments (Ellis, 1998).
‘Livelihood diversification is the process by which rural families construct a diverse 
portfolio of activities and social support capabilities in their struggle for survival 
and in order to improve their standard of living’ (Ellis, 1998:5). Diversification may 
occur as a deliberate strategy or an involuntary response to a crisis (Scoones, 1995; 
Ellis, 1998). In Zimbabwe, it has resulted in agricultural extensification, migration, 
rural industry, and rural and peri-urban commerce (Scoones et al., 1996; Bebbington, 
1999). The household’s capitals determine the opportunities and constraints for 
diversification (Ellis, 1998; Francis, 1998; Bebbington, 1999). Diversification does not 
necessarily have positive, tangible or monetary outcomes (Farrington et al., 1999).
4 Mother’s relatives fostering their grandchildren.
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Nowadays it is rare to find people making a living exclusively from land in Southern 
Africa (Scoones et al., 1996:3). Rural people combine farming with factory work, 
mining, farm labouring, trading, craftwork, beer brewing, manufacturing, work in 
shops, schools and local authority, prostitution or domestic employment (Scoones 
et al., 1996; Francis, 2002). The livelihoods of the successful reflect flexibility and 
responsiveness to opportunities (Francis, 2002:539). The most vulnerable households 
are those that have no regular income and are unable to reproduce themselves 
without external assistance from other households or the State (Cousins, 1993; Francis, 
2002). Many of these households have come into existence as a result of marital 
breakdown, the inability of young adults to establish independent homesteads, or 
mobility. People moving in from commercial farms lack a secure base from which 
to reconstruct their livelihoods. They lack networks and support and are excluded 
from resources (Sharp and Spiegel, 1985; Francis, 2002). The former commercial 
farm workers and single women are some of the most vulnerable groups in the 
communal areas of Zimbabwe.
The holistic nature of the livelihood framework enables an understanding of the 
diversity and multi-dimensionality of the poverty problem (Kaag et al., 2002). The 
livelihood framework facilitates a focus on how livelihoods are constructed across the 
spatial divide and across the different arenas of resource access. It also facilitates an 
analysis of the economic, social and political relationships in a way that understands 
that these relationships are subject to negotiation (Bebbington, 1999:3; Murray, 2001). 
The approach views rural livelihood in monetary and non-monetary terms, both 
of which are complementary. By integrating rather than replacing other analytical 
approaches, the livelihood framework overcomes biases of disciplinary approaches 
and facilitates the analysis of a heterogeneous sample of people and their livelihoods 
(Farrington et al., 1999).
Several critiques have been levelled at the livelihood framework. It has been criticised 
for understating the impact of wider processes, such as globalisation, which have 
a significant influence on livelihoods (Cahn, 2002; de Haan, 2000; de Haan and 
Zoomers, 2005). Globalisation through structural adjustment has undermined the 
national economy of Zimbabwe and resulted in the destabilisation of rural livelihoods. 
The resultant migration has weakened household structure and solidarity-based 
patterns of social security (Bryceson, 2000; Kaag et al., 2002). This has increased the 
vulnerability of single women hearth-holds. The livelihood framework underestimates 
the importance of history and consequently fails to tackle the root causes of poverty 
(Murray, 2001; Francis, 2002; Yaro, 2006). The approach downplays the role of 
transforming structures, mediating processes, institutions and organisations – for 
example culture which is an important influence on the vulnerability concept 
(Cahn, 2002; de Haan and Zoomers, 2005). The role of institutional factors such as 
land tenure, village-based institutions for labour and wealth sharing, markets and 
state organisations (important factors for explaining differences in endowments and 
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strategies) are considered only in passing by the livelihood framework (Van Dijk, 
2002). The livelihood framework’s neutral approach to power relations understates 
the role of imbalances in the perpetuation of poverty and inequality (Ashley and 
Carney, 1999; Cahn, 2002; de Haan and Zoomers, 2005). Households with inadequate 
responses to known livelihood risks are vulnerable (Chimhowu and Hulme, 2006:735). 
The livelihood framework does not adequately treat the vulnerability context and 
can potentially straitjacket investigations into the presumption that it is possible to 
stretch the capitals incrementally to enhance livelihoods (Chimhowu and Hulme 
2006:747). In order to understand the vulnerability of single women, it is important 
to explore the concept of vulnerability in general.
1.4.2 Vulnerability
The concept of vulnerability is useful for unravelling how single women experience 
the threats to land access and livelihood maintenance in a patrilineal society and the 
uncertainty brought about by pressures on the communal land area resource, and 
how they manage threats to their human capital brought by mortality, morbidity 
and mobility. Vulnerability is defined as a high exposure to risk, shocks and stress 
and difficulty coping with them (Chambers, 1989). Shocks can destroy assets or 
force people to dispose of them in order to cope. A shock can be negative or positive 
(Scoones et al., 1996). Shocks may undermine rural livelihoods in ways that increase 
vulnerability and result in impoverishment and powerlessness (Scoones et al., 1996:9). 
The threats to communal area livelihoods arise from natural hazards (e.g. drought), 
disease, or human behaviour (opportunism, breakdown of sharing mechanisms, war 
and economic policy). Households face a variety of risks, and different people at 
different stages of their lives manage risks and uncertainty differently. Spreading risk 
across activities allows a diverse response to uncertain events and the contrasting 
dynamics of the operating environment. The ability to spread risk depends on 
access to, and control over, resources (Peters, 2004; Scoones et al., 1996; Wisner et al., 
2004). The rate at which conditions change in communal areas is in itself a source 
of risk. The vulnerability framework allows the analysis of how women deal with 
those risks. The concept of vulnerability draws attention to the multiple dimensions 
of deprivation, such as gender, social exclusion, poverty dynamics and established 
coping patterns, and the resilience displayed by those affected (Yamin et al., 2005).
Vulnerability is also a forward-looking concept that seeks to describe how prone 
individuals and families are to being unable to cope with uncertain adverse events 
that may happen to them. Vulnerability means not lack or want but exposure and 
defencelessness. It has two sides: the external side of exposure to shocks, stress and 
risk; and the internal side of defencelessness, meaning a lack of means to cope without 
damaging loss (Chambers, 1995:175). The concept seeks to describe the risks that 
people confront, the anticipatory management of those risks and what happens when 
those risks come to pass in the form of mitigation, coping and outcomes (Chambers, 
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1989). The broad factors causing vulnerability in Southern Africa are growth failures 
which have resulted in poverty and loss of migration options, market liberalisation 
failures, HIV/AIDS, politics and governance (Ellis, 2003). Vulnerability is embedded 
in complex relations of power, resource distribution, knowledge and technological 
development (de Haan, 2000; Eakin, 2005). Although the poor are relatively more 
vulnerable, they differ in their vulnerability as demonstrated by the differences in 
range of coping strategies (Watts and Bohle, 1993; Bohle et al., 1994; Eakin, 2005), 
differing incomes, commodity bundles (Sen, 1981), relations with institutions and 
the decisions made by the affected populations (Eakin, 2005; Bohle et al., 1994). 
Households headed by women are particularly vulnerable as they have no capital 
reserves such as money or other livestock, which they can liquidate to cushion their 
households (Bohle et al., 1994).
1.4.3 Agency
The single women under study are neither powerless objects nor free agents. In 
order to understand how people deal with changing socio-economic circumstances 
and rural-urban linkages, it is important to focus on their ingenuity, and therefore 
agency in the diverse circumstances in which they find themselves. Bringing human 
agency to the centre of inquiry allows the researcher to analyse people’s different 
responses to similar structural circumstances and at the same time to understand 
how individual choices are shaped by larger frames of action and meaning. Human 
agency refers to people’s capacity to integrate experiences into their livelihood 
strategies and seek outlets for ambitions or solutions to problems. Human agency 
enables them to reshape social conditions Giddens 1987, de Haan, 2000). Agency is 
embodied in the individual but also embedded in social relations through whom it can 
become effective. Through human agency, structures may change. Human agency 
informs decisions and actions of people that cause livelihood changes in the end 
(Giddens 1987, de Haan, 2000). Women who challenge gendered stereotypes push 
boundaries and shift communities’ expectations about gender roles and relations. 
This forces the community to rethink its long-held assumptions about power and 
may lead to a reconfiguration of local gender relations. This study, by focusing on 
‘abnormal’ women (outside the marital relationship), uncovers evidence of shifting 
gender relations. For example, Schmidt (1992) details how women took advantage 
of economic opportunities and alternative judicial arenas as they sought sanctuary 
from traditional institutions in communal areas with missionaries and urban areas, 
as a result of which regulations were altered. The colonial state yielded to this 
pressure by introducing passes to allow some women to legally reside in urban areas 
and eventually provided housing for married couples (Barnes, 1997). Vijfhuizen’s 
(2002:165) research conducted in a rural area of Zimbabwe after independence 
concluded that divorcees have to fight hard to maintain access to their ex-spouse’s 
plot, including by going to court and other strategies.
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1.4.4 Pathways
Agency most clearly manifests itself in the decisions that women taken to deal 
with risk in their environment and to ensure the viability of their livelihoods. The 
environment of communal areas in Zimbabwe is an outcome of long historical 
transformation through colonial and post colonial era. Since the environment in 
which single women in communal areas of Zimbabwe made livelihood decisions was 
characterised by rapid change over a number of years, it was important to identify 
a concept that reflects how individuals make decisions to cope with vulnerability 
in dynamic conditions. The concept of pathways highlights how people’s strategies 
unfold as they interact with the environment and the fact that they are more a result 
of these interactions than of anything pre-planned (de Bruijn and van Dijk, 2005). 
Pathways arise out of iterative processes in which goals, preferences, resources 
and means are constantly reassessed in view of new unstable conditions (de Bruijn 
and van Dijk, 2005). Pathways analysis starts at the level of the individual. This 
facilitates the analysis of diversity in location, experience, assets, political position, 
social networks, social cultural variables, gender and generational differentiation. 
The concept of pathways is oriented towards an analysis of the dynamics of decision-
making processes to pinpoint under what constraints and opportunities actors are 
likely to follow specific pathways to mitigate instability. The pathways concept is a 
relevant concept within which to study how single women make decisions in a fast-
changing environment because its analysis is historical, it recognises that people’s 
actions are not always consciously acted out, people dispose of diverse capitals to 
play the game, decisions are led by emotions and the framework recognises that 
decisions are taken in multiple environments (2005:11).
1.5  Understanding single women’s livelihood decisions: units 
of analysis
1.5.1 Looking beyond the household to the hearth-hold and land units
The ways in which single women access resources and make livelihood decisions 
have to be assessed in terms of individual women, yet these individual decision-
making units are also embedded within larger domestic groups. In the current 
research, this has been achieved through the selection of a representative kind of 
domestic unit, which required rethinking the concept of the household. The neo-
classical household model is frequently used for analysing domestic units. This 
western concept, which assumes a male head, unitary decision making, and western 
gender relations based on a conjugal relationship, does not fit into the African 
residence, production, decision-making and consumption patterns (Peters, 1995; 
O’Laughlin, 1995; Ekejiuba, 1995; Francis, 2002; Quisumbing, 2003). The household 
is not a discrete entity but has permeable boundaries as it is embedded within wider 
structures, and it depends, especially in Africa, for basic livelihood and identity on 
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encompassing structures (Guyer and Peters, 1987:205; Chant, 1997:6). The term ‘head 
of house’ is loaded with additional meanings that reflect the traditional emphasis 
on households as undifferentiated systems in a patriarchal system (Varley, 1996; 
Buvinic and Gupta, 1997). The focus on head of houseship renders invisible those 
single women maintaining families and residing in larger households, for example 
young single mothers residing in larger families and older unmarried women living 
in households conventionally regarded as male headed (Varley, 1996; Buvinic and 
Gupta, 1997; Chant, 1997:7).
The concept of female-headed households emerged in the course of a feminist critique 
of a non-gendered analysis and practise of economic development (Peters, 1995). A 
distinction was made between de jure and de facto female-headed households. The 
former represented women heading households in their own right, whereas the de 
facto female household heads were those heading households in the absence of men. 
This typology has also been criticised for homogenising female-headed households. 
Single women do not share common economic circumstances, and some female-
headed households with economic means can be better off than those headed by a 
male (Peters, 1995; Izzard, 1985; Buvinic and Gupta, 1997). Varley (1996:505) argued 
that discussions of women-headed households are often based on the stereotyped 
image of a single mother with young children to the detriment of elderly widows 
and others heading a large proportion of women-headed households. The normative 
definitions of domestic units focus more on the absence of men than on the presence 
of women. This marginalised women who have never married, or are divorced or 
separated with or without children, elderly women living on their own or with 
an unmarried son. The limited utility of conventional patriarchal frameworks 
rendered the conventional units of analysis irrelevant and therefore there was a 
need to reconsider the domestic unit. The concepts of hearth-hold and homestead 
are more relevant for the study, which focuses on single women and their access 
to communal areas of Zimbabwe.
1.5.2 Hearth-hold
In a search for a more gender-sensitive analytical framework that recognised the 
importance of women, Ekejiuba (1995) introduced the hearth-hold, which refers to 
a female-directed social unit. It is structured on the mother-child bond. The hearth-
hold is a unit of consumption and production. It is not necessarily a co-residential 
unit. It can be independent or interlinked in a household. It depends on transfers 
from other hearth-holds and households in the community. The circumstances that 
give rise to female-directed hearth-holds include polygyny5, leviratic unions, three or 
more generational households of parents and their children, and brothers and their 
5 The state or practice of having two or more wives or concubines at the same time (Webster’s Dictionary 
1976 edition cited in May, 1983:51).
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divorced/widowed sisters. The result is several hearth-holds nested in the household 
but not always headed by a male. The hearth-hold is a unit with more clearly defined 
and less contestable social relations. A hearth-hold is not destabilised by divorce, 
widowhood or non-marriage and thus it is a less volatile institution. Using a hearth-
hold as a female-centred unit of analysis is a more direct way of reaching women. 
The hearth-hold concept facilitates a more effective analysis of gender and intra-
household relationships. It enables us to see women as active, often independent, 
actors who shoulder responsibilities, take risks, strive to maximise livelihood options 
and positive impacts of their efforts on their dependents (1995:60). A focus on the 
hearth-hold as an independent unit of analysis facilitates the understanding of the 
significance of male and female adults as different agents of development and 
change (1995:56). The hearth-hold places single women in focus. This enables the 
identification of single women in their diverse locations as head, sub-unit, dependent 
or nested unit in more conventional households. Hearth-holds are more autonomous 
than the normative paradigms claim. They may have to conform, but hearth-hold 
heads remain in control of at least part of their individual circumstances. Hearth-
holds have to mobilise external resources to survive. This organisation occurs across 
domestic and community boundaries. In order to take into account the various levels 
at which resources are mobilised, other units of analysis have been incorporated in 
this research, such as homesteads and the position of women within homesteads. 
This was done because, in the end, for anybody to be able to live in a communal 
farm area he/she needs a form of access to a place to reside, a homestead, whether 
legitimate or not and recognised by the community or not
1.5.3 Homestead
Female-headed households and hearth-holds were thought to represent transient 
and repeated phases of being without an adult resident man (Peters, 1995; Buvinic 
and Gupta, 1997; Izzard, 1985). The HIV/AIDS pandemic, the decline of polygamy 
and the reduced economic capacity of men have undermined the domestic unit 
and challenged the existing norms about adult women’s living arrangements. It 
is problematic within the household to take into account ‘members’ who move in 
and out in response to the various stimuli. Since migration is one of the enduring 
responses of communal area residents, it is important to have a concept that allows 
the incorporation of migrated members into the domestic unit. The homestead is 
one such entity.
A homestead is the specific residential location to which male-headed households 
and female directed hearth-holds are attached. The homestead is a flexible patriarchal 
landholding grouping of kin who compose and recompose themselves into a 
number of constantly shifting residential patterns according to their changing and 
continuously negotiated interests. A homestead is a place where a family normally 
consists of a husband, wife and children, and men and women who originated from 
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that homestead but live elsewhere. Children of deceased/divorced wives often stay 
on the homestead (Russell, 1993). Wives of sons can also reside on the homesteads 
with their children, as would divorced and unmarried daughters. Widows also form 
part of the homestead composition. Homesteads may provide residence to several 
hearth-holds belonging to the various women (Russell, 1993; Vijfhuizen, 2002). 
The composition of the group resident at any time is the outcome of the interplay 
of several, often divergent, interests of its members. Because the homestead is the 
collective property of the patrilineage, it precedes and succeeds members. Homestead 
membership is indeterminate but is always bigger than the resident group. Those 
residents at the homestead at any time are the members who happen to be exercising 
their right to live there. Absent members lose neither their homestead membership 
nor their kin-based responsibility to contribute to the support of various homestead 
members (Allen, 1990; Russell, 1993; Vijfhuizen, 2002).
Hearth-holds form part of the homestead grouping along with other male headed 
and conjugal domestic units. The advantage of the homestead over the household is 
that it encompasses a wider grouping of people. Unlike the household that focuses 
on a group of people, the homestead focuses on a socially defined space. This same 
space is a tangible unit used in the allocation of residential land rights in the study 
area through which people move. The homestead is a place from which migrants 
can move out but maintain a status and relationship with the communal areas. This 
elasticity allows the research to overcome physical limitations of tying individuals to 
specific places. This is an important consideration in studying the rights of women 
who move in search of better livelihoods. The homestead is also a space within which 
hearth-holds interact with other domestic units. These relationships are important 
for understanding hearth-hold differentiation and resource access. In addition, 
other land units represented by the arable land, gardens, pastures and other various 
land use categories will be used as units of analysis. This is to facilitate an analysis 
between the hearth-holds and the spatial dimensions of livelihoods.
1.5.4 Hearth-hold differentiation
Understanding the differentiation of hearth-holds is useful for explaining the 
differences in resource access and decision-making. The work of Chayanov on the 
Russian peasant household (Thorner et al., 1966) is the basis for most household 
differentiation analysis. According to Chayanov, differences are a result of 
demographic differentiation, which correlates the size, and relative prosperity of 
households with their place in the cycle of generational production. Although the 
literature differs on the number of stages necessary, most models try to identify 
major transition points within the life cycle. These include marriage, childbearing, 
childrearing, a period of joint spouse survival without children and the eventual 
death of the spouse (Norton, 1983). Cain (1978) studied households in a patrilineal 
Bangladeshi society where private ownership of property and ownership of land was 
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concentrated among men and inheritance law and customs favoured men. Cain’s 
study established that the duration of a household’s development cycle is determined 
by the length of a patriarch’s tenure. The developmental cycle is inadequate for 
understanding household differentiation as it treats female-headed households as 
deviant (Murray, 1987; Francis, 2002). Murray’s (1987) examination of materials on 
entire life courses of individuals provided insights into individual heterogeneity. 
In this way he demonstrated the development cycle model’s limited capacity to 
deal with variation. The more relevant criteria for differentiating hearth-holds are 
identity, residence type, marital status, age, rank, economic status, health and the 
extent of kinship support.
Identity as determined by place of origin differentiates hearth-holds as it determines 
people’s access to resources in communal areas. Immigrants have differential access 
to resources and the State to which the traditional authorities are the gatekeepers 
(Shipton and Goheen, 1992:310; Francis, 2002:547). This criterion makes immigrant 
women more vulnerable than autochthons in communal areas.
Hearth-holds in the communal area may be located in the marital residence to which 
they moved upon marriage or they may be residing at a place acquired through 
purchase or employment on the market. Other hearth-holds reside in their natal 
village, that is, the village in which the woman was born. Individuals turn to their 
natal family in times of crisis (May, 1987:37). The conditions under which single 
women access the various residences differ and are influential in single women’s 
decision making. The various residential locations also determine the vulnerability 
of children belonging to these single women.
The life history of single women, whether divorced, widowed or never married, 
indicates the route by which women enter single woman status and also explains 
varied circumstances (Chant, 1997:11). For example, it is suggested that widows 
generally have the respect of rural communities in Zimbabwe, whereas divorcees are 
considered a social failure (Huisman, 2005:260). This differential perception of hearth-
holds influences the opportunities available to single women in their communities. 
Widows are more likely to have acquired assets from marriage than divorcees and 
women who have never married. This makes widows relatively less vulnerable.
The age of a hearth-hold head may determine how long she may remain single. Life 
course is also important from the view of resources, in that households with older 
children may have fewer dependents as older children share in domestic burdens and 
are potential wage earners and providers of remittances (Murray, 1987; Pankhurst, 
1991; Armstrong, 1995; Chant, 1997). Older children potentially cause fewer mobility 
constraints and provide opportunities for income-generating activities of women. 
Chant (1997:13) cautioned against the universal use of the life course as different 
contexts induce deviations in the normative course. The historical importance of 
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labour for agriculture placed a high premium on large families and the reproduction 
of labour. As a result, the life cycle of a woman was centred on the reproductive 
and postmenopausal stage. Previously, women who became widowed while they 
were still in their childbearing stage would remarry and continue bearing children. 
Young widows were a rare occurrence, and the women who remarried continued 
the household development cycle as described by Cain (1978). The HIV/AIDS 
pandemic has destabilised this life path for women. Men are reluctant to marry HIV/
AIDS widows because of fear of contracting the disease, and for the same reason 
widow inheritance is on the decline. This has made young widows a normal and 
increasingly accepted occurrence in rural areas of Zimbabwe (Huisman, 2005:260). 
This development has transformed the meaning of age and has to be incorporated 
into the differentiation analysis. It means that there are young widows, a previously 
uncommon category of women, who experience vulnerability in different ways 
to the elderly widows. Younger widows still in their reproductive stage are more 
likely to re-marry. This renders them vulnerable to the risk of contracting HIV/
AIDS and giving birth to more children without spousal support. The opportunities 
and constraints experienced by women in the colonial and post-colonial periods 
differ considerably and should be taken into account when differences in single 
women’s livelihood decision making are being analysed. As Chapter 3 will show, 
the colonial government placed mobility restrictions on women. The post-colonial 
government lifted restrictions on women’s mobility. Chapter 7 will illustrate how 
these developments made women vulnerable in different ways.
Single women hearth-holds can also be differentiated according to their political 
position. This comes with age or local elected office and determines an individual’s 
access to resources (Cheater, 1986; Rwezaura, 1989; Shipton and Goheen, 1992:310). 
A higher political position or connections with high-ranking men increase single 
women’s control of resources.
Women gain economic status from having a regular source of income or from 
the inheritance of assets from a deceased spouse. The higher the socio-economic 
status of a single woman, the more capacity she has to raise children alone or 
live independently (Armstrong, 1995; Chant, 1997). Though single women are 
found in the lowest and highest classes, they tend to be over-represented among 
the poor in Southern Africa (O’Laughlin, 1998:10). The women with no wage link 
lack labour and struggle to produce their own subsistence. They rely heavily on 
transfers (Pankhurst, 1991; O’Laughlin, 1998). These women are more vulnerable. 
Pensions may provide security for women in their old age, but this is limited to a 
few women whose husbands were civil servants. Even for those women, security 
has been eroded by the high inflation that characterised the Zimbabwean economy 
during the research period.
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HIV/AIDS has introduced another differentiating factor among hearth-holds by 
heightening the importance of health. Single women who are ill or hosting ill adults 
tend to be more vulnerable. HIV/AIDS constrains single women’s access to resources 
by increasing dependency and reducing potential access to remittances. Ill single 
women are more vulnerable as this makes it more difficult for them to diversify 
their livelihood portfolios. However, ill, single women with access to money could 
overcome their vulnerability by negotiating resource access on the market.
The extent to which hearth-holds can ensure social security through kinship support 
contributes to differentiation among single women. This is discerned by living 
arrangements which range from single person, extended household, single-sex 
households, female-dominant households, grandmother-headed households and 
embedded female-headed households. The diverse living arrangements indicate 
the single women’s positioning in relation to accessing resources like labour, social 
security, childcare, money or accommodation (Chant, 1997). These relationships 
reduce the vulnerabilities of some single women.
1.5.5  Extending the boundary of spatial inquiry: rural-urban 
connections
Although attempts to define domestic units centre on a specific physical space such 
as the homestead, village and communal area, the communal areas in Zimbabwe are 
linked with other spatial entities like urban, mining, commercial farming areas and 
growth points. As a result livelihood organisation transcends the spatial boundaries 
of the homestead. It is therefore necessary to extend the spatial boundaries of 
enquiry beyond communal areas to reflect the full range of networks, opportunities 
and constraints experienced by single women. The communal area, homestead and 
village remain the focal point, but their limitation is that they confine subjects of 
study to specific places. In order to inquire into the whole spatial domain of livelihood 
organisation in Zimbabwe, the thesis will use the term rural-urban connections 
(Andersson, 2001). Connections refer to the diverse movements and transfer of 
people, goods and services on the rural-urban continuum. Rural-urban linkages have 
been previously framed in terms of classic dichotomies with mutually exclusive rural 
and urban spaces. This dichotomy confined people to one or the other space and 
misrepresented the ties that bind the rural and urban sectors (Andersson 2001:83). 
Rural-urban connections describes the close ties that exist between rural and urban 
centres and acknowledges that the two spaces are not separable but rather exist as 
a single social universe. Focusing on rural-urban connections rather than migration 
allows us to study the diverse ways in which rural and urban areas relate and the 
different types, duration, volumes ebbs and flows of those movements of people 
and livelihood capitals on the rural-urban continuum in response to the various 
stimuli. While some people leave rural areas for economic reasons on migrancy 
labour contracts, others make opportunistic journeys for social or political reasons or 
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all three. The movements on the rural-urban continuum are neither unidirectional 
nor systematic nor can they be generalised by gender. The movements cannot be 
explained purely in economic terms. The focus on rural-urban connections allows 
us to reflect this diversity. While state regulation and economic factors are important 
in the formation of rural urban connections, they do not determine them (ibid 
2001). Individual actors interact with the economic and state factors to determine 
the nature of rural-urban connections at any point in time. Andersson’s research 
found that the communal area provided a rural base in terms of social security for 
the travellers he focused on. The same research also concluded that rural urban 
connections were not just determined by economic interests but include opportunities 
to develop human capital through education, obligations, custom, and social ties 
that transcend the communal area.
1.6 Research aim and research questions
Single women are a fast-growing section of the population of communal farming 
areas. They fulfil a large number of productive and reproductive tasks, without 
recognition and support by policies. There is a dearth of knowledge on how single 
women access resources and take livelihood decisions in communal areas, because 
knowledge frameworks on land tenure and resource governance and policy have 
marginalised single women. Previous studies have shown that they are increasingly 
vulnerable (Pankhurst, 1991; Gaidzanwa, 1997; Huisman, 2005; Izumi, 2006). Some 
have suggested that the weakness of women’s customary land rights is a source of 
this vulnerability, yet the meaning of custom in such a context of turbulent change 
is in itself contested. This research seeks to clarify these issues by answering the 
following central question:
In this period of heightened vulnerability, how do single women take livelihood 
decisions and gain access to productive resources in communal farming areas of 
Zimbabwe?
This central question can be broken down into a series of sub-questions addressed 
by the thesis:
1. How have historical changes in the wider environment of Zimbabwe affected 
resource access and livelihood decision-making in the communal areas of 
Zimbabwe?
2. What are the emergent modes of access to land and other resources through which 
women and men construct their livelihoods in the rapidly changing communal 
areas of Zimbabwe?
3. What are the specific vulnerabilities confronted by single women in obtaining 
access to land for residential and agricultural purposes in the communal areas 
in the context of these changes in the wider environment?
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4. How do single women organise livelihoods and take livelihood decisions in the 
communal areas of Zimbabwe?
To answer these questions, fieldwork was conducted in two Shona villages in 
communal areas in Zimbabwe. The research focused simultaneously on in-depth 
studies of individuals and generalised study of the wider community in which the 
single women organised their livelihoods. Historic studies were used to take account 
of changes in the colonial period, the history of political turbulence, economic 
stagnation and HIV/AIDS in Zimbabwe.
This research contributes to existing knowledge on the communal areas of Zimbabwe. 
There is substantial research highlighting the impact of land reform on the former 
commercial farms (Kinsey, 1999; Chaumba et al., 2003; Magaramombe, 2004; Goebel, 
2005; Hartnack, 2005). The impact of the land reform, economic meltdown, political 
turmoil and HIV/AIDS on communal farming areas, however, has remained under-
researched so far.
1.7 Structure of the thesis
The thesis consists of eight chapters. The first chapter comprises the introduction, 
the research problem and justification of the study. The chapter sets the scene for 
the rest of the thesis by de-constructing the dominant discourses around gendered 
resource access and livelihoods in communal areas. The chapter critiques the major 
theoretical approaches to conceptualising gendered resource access and livelihoods 
in communal areas, and identifies more relevant concepts for analysing single 
women’s resource access and livelihood decision making.
Chapter 2 describes the research design strategy, research experience and the data 
collection methods employed. The research design is not a series of logical steps 
but an outcome of variances observed between the literature and practice in the 
field, the author’s considerations in selecting the research area, villages and units 
of analysis. The chapter, through a description of the researcher’s experiences, 
demonstrates the shortcomings of normative frameworks for investigating single 
women hearth-holds’ decision making. The field experiences show that fast-changing 
environments require a sensitive and flexible approach.
Chapter 3 traces the history of gendered land rights and livelihood vulnerability in 
the communal areas of Zimbabwe, with emphasis on how single women came to be 
such an important social category. The chapter shows from a national point of view 
how an immensely complicated pile of institutions and laws was created to govern 
resource access in communal areas that have given rise to various institutional spaces 
within which single women negotiate resource access. The chapter describes how 
conditions in the communal areas have become increasingly unstable over the last 
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ten years. This has increased uncertainty in the decision-making environment and 
induced livelihood change.
Chapter 4 describes the specific spatial and historical context of the study with 
particular attention to the ways in which two different communities and their 
leaders have responded to the recent crisis of land and livelihood in rural Zimbabwe
Chapter 5 explains the importance of rights to land for residence as an important 
aspect of the rural livelihoods of single women, showing that residence is not just 
space but recognition as a member of a community.
Chapter 6 explains the tragic puzzle of agricultural production in rural communal 
areas today – the presence of uncultivated land in the midst of scarcity – and shows 
how hearth-holds’ access to agricultural land fits within it.
Chapter 7 shows, through a series of livelihood histories, the pathways followed by 
single women as they piece together different kinds of resources to confront (not 
always successfully) the insecurities of land and livelihood in rural Zimbabwe today.
Chapter 8, the conclusion, draws together all the discussions of the thesis to conclude, 
reflect on lessons learnt and illustrate the work’s contribution to existing knowledge.
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Chapter 2  
Research methodology, design and data 
collection6
2.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the research area, the research environment and the methods 
used for data collection during the fieldwork period. It highlights the limits of standard 
assumptions and research methods for analysing communal area livelihoods. It 
also illustrates the theoretical, methodological and practical challenges of using 
conventional research methodologies in such a fast-changing environment and how 
over the research methodology developed.
The research fieldwork was conducted between August 2004 and December 2005. 
The timing was targeted to cover at least one calendar year to enable me to capture 
livelihood organisation throughout a calendar year. Field research was carried out 
in Makuku and Ndamba villages in Chikwaka communal lands, Juru Growth Point 
(see Section 3.2), Zimbabwe Widows and Orphans Trust (ZWOT)7, and the High 
Court in Harare. The villages and the growth point are located in Mashonaland East 
province, a predominantly Shona-speaking part of the country.
As a Shona-speaking Zimbabwean woman, I shared a nationality and language 
with the community I studied. I was born and raised in a legal pluralistic society. I 
am married under both the customary and the civil laws of the country. However, 
my parents and my husband’s family are predominantly urban based, though both 
families maintain land claims in the communal areas. In this way I lived and witnessed 
the changes in rural-urban connections which have such an important bearing on 
the lives of single women. The research problem is close to my heart as it is partly a 
reflection of my life and that of those around me. The extent to which the research 
inquired into my own life experience made it easier for me to engage the research 
community, as values and meanings overlapped to a larger extent than would have 
6 A version of this Chapter has been published Kakuru, D. and G. Paradza (2007) Reflections on the Use 
of the Life History Method in Researching Rural African Women: Field Experiences from Uganda and 
Zimbabwe. Gender and Development Journal Volume 15 (2): 287-297.
7 The Zimbabwe Widows Association, formed in 1996, later to become the Zimbabwe Widows and Orphans 
Trust (ZWOT), is based in Harare. ZWOT was established to assist grief and poverty-stricken widows 
and orphans. ZWOT has in excess of 25,000 members, and new members continue to join daily. These 
members live in all provinces of Zimbabwe. This organisation is unique in Zimbabwe because it attempts 
to address the wide-ranging problems encountered by this marginalised population. The organisation 
assists with the legal, financial, medical and material concerns of its members. Additionally, it provides 
an important network of psychosocial supports for its members (Paradza, 2007).
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been the case with a person of a different origin and language group. In carrying 
out the research, I was seeking to understand people’s actions and the meanings 
behind those actions. It was inevitable that in some of the relationships and frequent 
interaction I became embedded in the families, homesteads and individuals with 
whom I interacted and this inevitably influenced the responses I received.
The research started with a literature and background study. This was important 
for framing the research. The findings of this phase are discussed in Chapter 3. The 
second phase was a reconnaissance visit to Zimbabwe to select the research sites and 
familiarise myself with the research context – a communal farming area in Zimbabwe 
in 2004-2005. The third stage consisted of the research design, which focused on 
the selection of study methods and data collection instruments. The fourth stage 
consisted of data collection. The final stage was the analysis and conclusions. The 
research design involved a lot of choices, all of which I cannot discuss in this thesis. 
Here I highlight the more significant choices and the post-fieldwork reflections.
2.2 The research area
The research area lies in the north-western part of Zimbabwe in Goromonzi district, 
Mashonaland East province. It is located about forty kilometres from the capital 
Harare. Map 2.1 shows the location of Chikwaka Communal area, the research area. 
Goromonzi comprises communal, resettlement and commercial farming areas, mines 
and small shopping centres. The research villages are located in a communal farming 
area. The choice of the research site was based on a number of considerations. It 
offered opportunities to explore the impact of the wider changes in the economy 
on the communal areas; the short distance to Harare, Zimbabwe’s capital city, and 
the proximity of the growth point provided a better context within which to explore 
rural-urban connections. The proximity to a commercial farming area provided a 
unique setting for studying the impacts of the land redistribution programmes on 
the economic, demographic and spatial organisation of livelihoods in the communal 
area. The research site is also an area of high HIV/AIDS prevalence. This enabled 
me to investigate the consequences of the spread of the epidemic for land rights 
and single women. Lastly, I had previously worked in the area as a regional planner 
for the Government of Zimbabwe. This proved to be a useful negotiating point, as 
entry into communal areas was restricted because of the politicised environment.
Initially I planned to focus on two sites one nearer to and another further away from 
urban areas of Zimbabwe. I revised this after the reconnaissance visit. The widespread 
insecurity which characterised the fast track land reform and presidential elections 
in 2001-2 (McGregor, 2001; Kriger, 2005:2) made security a prime concern and I 
believed increased the risk of working in remote areas in the 2005 parliamentary 
elections. Zimbabwe was experiencing a fuel shortage at the time of the fieldwork 
and this also negated the selection of a more remote research site. I obtained formal 
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permission from various political, traditional and administrative authorities in 
the area.8 This was a courtesy. The successful completion of fieldwork in an area 
characterised by political instability depends a lot on the co-operation of the various 
administrative and political institutions. Research conducted by the Women and Law 
8 I visited the various offices, introduced myself and the nature of my work. I also invited the various 
authorities to come and witness the research.
Map 2.1. Location of research area in Zimbabwe. Source: Surveyor General’s office, 2008.
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in Southern Africa Research and Education Trust (WLSA) noted that it was difficult to 
get information unless the conversation was prefaced by the researchers reassuring 
research subjects by telling them that ‘We have been to the Chief’ (WLSA, 1997:48). 
In my case, I referred to the clearance that I had obtained from the spirit medium.
The study largely focused on this one locality because of the context-specific nature 
of processes to be researched, i.e. livelihood decision making and vulnerability. 
The focus facilitated the contextualisation of the investigations, and this allowed a 
deeper understanding of the dynamics of political and socio-economic processes in 
the locality. These findings can be used as a basis for undertaking similar inquiries 
in other areas.
Goromonzi district is divided into wards. The work focused on Mwanza ward, 
which consists of 35 villages each of which is headed by a village head commonly 
referred to as a sabhuku. The village selection process involved my interaction 
with several people in the course of the two-month reconnaissance during which I 
attended gatherings, meetings, informal chats and village health workers’ monthly 
meetings. I had intended to study a single village. As I made a shortlist, I realised 
that there were wide variations in village organisation, size, and population density, 
extent of land market and prevalence of hearth-holds. These variations and their 
obvious relevance for the study led to my decision to select two villages instead of 
one. The two selected villages represented extremes in size, organisation, resource 
access and leadership style, community activity, origin of inhabitants and degree 
of commercialisation of the land market. The differences in the two villages were 
significant in shaping hearth-hold vulnerability, livelihood decision making and 
people’s access to resources, and are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
Each of the two villages was subdivided into smaller, physically delineated land units 
known as homesteads. I made an inventory of all the homesteads in the villages 
with the help of four research assistants. The results of the survey were used to 
identify homesteads hosting single women hearth-holds. I used the shortlist of the 
selected homesteads to select case-studies for further inquiry. In selecting cases for 
focused research, I was not seeking statistical significance but to reflect the range 
of hearth-holds. I used age, marital status, village, number of residents, incidence 
of mortality and morbidity, socio-economic status and area of origin of homestead 
head in selecting the focus hearth-holds.
After realising that younger single-women hearth-holds were missing from my sample, 
I made further inquiries through which I learnt that the livelihood portfolios of single 
women were generally incompatible with full-time communal area residency. Single 
younger women were more mobile and relatively transient compared to the elderly 
counterparts. I interviewed younger women when they came to visit their parents 
in the study villages. I extended the spatial area of focus to include the growth point 
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and Harare9 where younger women were better represented. I focused on women 
who were members10 of the two study villages to maintain continuity with these 
villages. Some embedded hearth-holds who lived as sub-units of the male-headed 
homesteads were also included. I selected 22 hearth-holds from 18 homesteads for 
in-depth studies.
I also targeted younger widows at the Zimbabwe Widows and Orphans Trust. For 
triangulation purposes, I held focus group discussions with key informants at the 
growth point. The 22 hearth-holds representing 18 homesteads in the study villages 
were the focus of the research.
The women who had moved away and/or were displaced from the study villages 
following a change in their circumstances were not available for interviewing. I 
replaced these women with the single women hearth-holds in the village that were 
made up of women who had relocated from other villages where they had migrated 
upon marriage or employment. I also used focus-group discussions and informal 
discussions with women (and sometimes men) that interacted with the departed 
women to get an insight into the displaced single women’s decision making. These 
included neighbours, mothers-in-law and male relations. I derived several benefits 
from working with ZWOT. Firstly, it enabled me to locate the widows who left 
communal areas following the death of their spouse. Secondly, I got an insight into 
the work and impact of advocacy on property rights for widows. ZWOT provided 
a useful opportunity for me to interact with hearth-holds from other parts of the 
country and test the findings from the field site to ascertain their relevance to the 
rest of Zimbabwe. I attended meetings in Harare and in communal areas, conducted 
interviews, attended court sessions and interacted with ordinary members of the 
organisation over a period of six months. I held focus group discussions with ZWOT 
members during their monthly meetings and had individual interviews with widows.
2.3 Reconnaissance
The reconnaissance was a useful way of meeting people, discovering various 
issues that were of importance to the research area and testing the initial research 
framework. I randomly traversed the whole ward and used this opportunity to 
familiarise myself with the layout of the terrain, physical boundaries of villages and 
their social organisation as well as major physical features like roads, mountains 
and rivers. I capitalised on any gathering that was taking place in the ward to attend 
meetings. I used this opportunity to identify influential people in the ward and the 
topical issues at any point during the research period. I benefited from informal 
conversations with key informants about the situation in their respective villages 
9 Zimbabwe Widows and Orphans Trust offices in Harare.
10 Membership here is defined as having access to residence in the village.
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concerning population, mortality, livelihoods, gender and land transactions. I 
interacted with masabhuku by randomly visiting and spending time with them 
and enquiring about their area. This was a good way of getting to know the layout 
of the ward and relative location of places in the ward. I revised the framework 
by focusing on how domestic units worked and the specific ways in which people 
organised access to livelihood capitals. As a result, the conventional data collection 
approaches became inadequate and were revised or sometimes ditched. The next 
sections details how this happened.
2.4 Units of analysis
The units of analysis are the single women hearth-hold, homestead, land units 
(represented by homesteads, arable land, forest, garden and water channels), the 
village and ward. The use of multiple units of analysis is necessary because of the 
importance of linkages between the hearth-holds and other socio-economic spaces. 
The focus on hearth-holds as a unit of analysis represents a major departure from the 
conventional domestic units used in patrilineal land research. I explored beyond the 
individual hearth-hold to fully investigate the various social organisations, networks 
and places within which hearth-holds experienced livelihood vulnerability. The 
homestead is the physical location of the hearth-holds constituted around single 
women. The homestead encompasses single women living as daughters, widows, 
sisters or in other relationships. It is on the homestead that single women base 
their hearth-holds under differing residential and economic arrangements. These 
include living alone, residing with parents, siblings, children, employees or other 
arrangements. The homestead serves as a focus unit and a physical place where 
individual hearth-holds are based and organise their livelihoods. The homestead is 
also the administrative unit used by the State and conventional governance systems. 
In this study, the homestead was the unit at which the availability of assets such as 
the house, agricultural equipment, wells and toilet could be assessed. The incidence 
of hearth-holds on the homesteads was indicated by their presence and registration as 
homestead members during the inventory. These were either a head of a homestead 
or a co-resident of a homestead. The presence of foster children whose mother was 
divorced, widowed or deserted was also taken as an indicator of hearth-holds’ access 
to the communal area homestead. This category included women who largely lived 
and worked elsewhere, women who left the village after the death of their spouse 
and those who had died and had left children in the homesteads.
The physical layout of the two villages consisted of individually demarcated 
homestead sites ranging in size from 2.308 to 0.492 hectares in Ndamba, and from 
2.1745 to 0.130 hectares in Makuku. Homesteads were separated from each other by 
a fence or vegetation. Some homesteads had another piece of land for agricultural 
use located further away from the homestead, known as the arable land.
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The village is an organisation with definite spatial physical location and spatial 
boundaries and has a legal recognition from the State. The research at village level 
enabled me to capture resources and processes that could not be observed at the 
homestead level. Each village consists of a collection of homesteads. In Mwanza, 
the number of homesteads in a village ranged between 20 and 300. The variation 
was due to the extent to which individual villages participated in the informal land 
markets, the governance style of the sabhuku and the size of the village. Although 
some villages like Makuku accommodated the market led demand for land, others like 
Ndamba resisted pressure and remained relatively small in number of homesteads. 
Intra-village dynamics were widely divergent. Makuku was one of the oldest villages 
dating back to the 1960s. Makuku village was selected because it emerged as one of 
the largest three villages in the ward in terms of population numbers and density. 
The village had 68 homesteads in 2004. The number of homesteads in the village 
grew to 90 at the end of 2005. In terms of surface area, Ndamba village was one of 
the smallest and ‘youngest’ villages in the ward. It was established in the early 1970s 
by young men who were living in Gosha village. Twelve families came together 
and requested the Chief for their own land to set up a village. This was granted and 
Ndamba was set up. The original Ndamba sabhuku was deceased and the current 
one was his son. The village had 23 homesteads at the time of the field research. The 
number of Ndamba homesteads remained the same throughout the research period.
2.5 Data collection
I used both quantitative and qualitative methods including interviews, a household 
inventory, mapping and observation. My goal was to obtain a deep understanding of 
the processes around communal land livelihood and the position of women within 
them. Here I found qualitative methods particularly useful. Although quantitative 
research provided figures that could frequently be used to say something about 
the position of women, the fact that positions, authority, gender identities were 
continuously changing made them more a matter for qualitative analysis (Vijfhuizen, 
2002:233). Qualitative methods helped me to gain an understanding of the culture and 
community and provide a way to validate quantitative results (Quisumbing, 2003:9).
2.5.1 Inventory at village level
In order to contextualise the position of single women, it was important to have a 
general picture of the research setting. The aim of the village level inventory was to 
get an understanding of homestead membership, its size, the incidence of mortality, 
land access mechanisms, area of origin, assets, livelihoods and other basic data 
regarding the homestead. I also used the inventory to identify single women hearth-
holds. The findings of the inventory are presented in Chapter 4. I administered a 
questionnaire that was both structured and open-ended to all homesteads that were 
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occupied11 between September and November 2004 in the two selected villages. I 
compiled a list of all individuals residing on the homestead, their relationship to the 
head and their demographic characteristics. In order to triangulate my findings, I 
used a list of village residents obtained from the sabhuku for the inventories.
This exploratory inventory is conventionally achieved through the surveys carried 
out at the initial stages of fieldwork. The rapidly changing population composition 
in the study villages rendered this strategy inadequate. Trying to record the actual 
number of people in a village was challenging because for a variety of reasons some 
remain unknown and unregistered in official circles12 (Andersson, 1999; Nyambara, 
2001a; Chimhowu, 2002:560). The inventory process had to continue throughout the 
field research period because of the rapid change in people’s circumstances and high 
mobility of the population. The point of reference used in Chapter 4 is the situation 
at the beginning of the fieldwork.
The inventory proceeded relatively smoothly in Ndamba because the sabhuku’s list 
corresponded with the names of people encountered in the homesteads of his village. 
Fifteen homesteads were occupied during the time of inventory. Eight homesteads 
were vacant. The total number of homesteads in Ndamba remained at 23 after the 
GPS survey at the end of the fieldwork in 2005. The household survey presented in 
Chapter 4 focuses on the 15 occupied homesteads.
The Makuku inventory was more challenging. The reasons emerge in Chapters 4, 
5, 6 and 7 and are important in understanding demographic dynamics of communal 
areas and their impacts on hearth-hold livelihood decision making. Initially I obtained 
an indication of the total number of homesteads from the sabhuku and village health 
worker to use as a guide. However, the two figures varied widely. I obtained a ‘register’ 
from the sabhuku who had a very short list of 25 homesteads. This was not a formal 
government register, but a book in which the sabhuku recorded names of the village 
members. After a day in the field and a high level of inconsistency between official 
names and those obtained from the field, the sabhuku supplied another register that 
was supposed to cover everybody in Makuku. This new list supposedly included 
Makuku 2 and Makuku 3. The new list had a total of 52 homesteads. I resolved to 
compile my own register as I proceeded with the inventory and try to reconcile the 
names and numbers later or at least, as was the final case, explain the anomalies. 
At the end of the Makuku inventory in September 2004, there were 68 occupied 
homesteads. There were 90 homesteads in Makuku at the end of 2005.
11 Some homesteads were vacant because of death, or temporary or permanent migration.
12 Andersson’s study in Buhera communal lands described a similar experience where during a dispute 
over grazing lands a sabhuku who was asked to reveal names of people living on a grazing area deliberately 
concealed some names (Andersson, 1999:569).
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There were names in the sabhuku’s book that had not been accounted for. I had 
recorded names that did not appear in the sabhuku’s book and the numbers could 
not be reconciled. There were tenants, purchasers, descendants and employees in 
the village, most of whom were highly mobile. This made it impossible for me to 
compile an ‘accurate’ comprehensive register of all residents by any criteria. There 
were a number of people who concealed their identity because they had purchased 
land on the informal market. Others provided the name of the original owner, 
tenants sometimes gave theirs or the name of the landlords, and children provided 
yet another name. This experience illustrates the challenges of data collection 
methods in anthropological research. Although this may be a problem for quantitative 
analysis purposes, it enriched my understanding of customary resource governance 
and illustrated an underreported but inherent characteristic of communal area 
livelihoods, that is, the high mobility of the population. The experience illustrates 
how the conditions of instability in rural Zimbabwe have induced rapid changes 
in the survey homestead membership and their individual circumstances. This is 
what led to my decision to focus on individual pathways in my presentation of the 
context of vulnerability in Chapter 7.
2.5.2 In-depth case-studies
The main data collection method used was the case study (Yin, 2003). Case studies 
are useful for answering the ‘How’ and ‘Why’ questions about a contemporary 
phenomenon within a real life context. The case-study observation probes deeply 
to analyse intensively the multifarious phenomena that constitute the life cycle of 
the unit with a view to establishing generalisations about the wider population to 
which that unit belongs. This was useful for this research, which focuses on the 
hearth-hold, homestead and village. The units for the case-study were selected so 
as to reflect the variety in life-situations and living arrangements of single women. 
The study went right down to the scale of the individual. In this way, I was able to 
elicit the experiences of the smallest unit in the field (Yin, 2003).
The case-studies, which focus on the 22 hearth-holds that I identified during the 
inventory, are located in the village, the growth point and in urban areas. The focus 
on the various spatial entities enabled me to study the individual hearth-holds’ rural-
urban connections. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 explain how hearth-hold decision making 
influences the location of hearth-holds. The research focus on the communal area 
villages has biased the sample towards hearth-holds that maintain a base in the villages.
In-depth studies were conducted of the selected homesteads and hearth-holds between 
August 2004 and December 2005. I undertook weekly visits to the homesteads to 
collect the hearth-holds’ life histories and monitor their livelihood activities and 
decision-making. I employed a combination of instruments to collect information. I 
observed and informally interviewed other people who interacted with my selected 
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hearth-holds. These included children, siblings, in-laws, relatives and friends. The 
focus of the research on single women in the study sites attracted the attention of 
other villagers who volunteered information for the in-depth case studies. Both 
positive and negative information was volunteered, but these voluntary participants 
added to the richness of the data and should not always be overlooked. One of the 
reasons why the research targets led to volunteers divulging negative information 
was because the research subjects (single women) have a socially stigmatised social 
status (Kakuru and Paradza, 2007).
Life histories generate reflections on topics that would otherwise remain implicit 
because they are taken for granted (Gysels et al., 2002). Life stories reveal the 
complex, contradictory and multiple roles that women juggle. Life history methods 
have been found valuable for generating new insights into women’s experiences not 
generated through other research techniques such as questionnaires and focus group 
discussions, since women’s experiences are often ignored or silenced when they are 
at variance with those of men (Anderson and Jack, 1991; Francis, 1992). Life history 
interviews help to suggest connections and illuminate the causes and meanings of 
relevant events, experiences and conditions (Runyan, 1982). The usefulness of the 
life history approach depends on the researcher having a thorough understanding of 
macro-developments, which frame people’s lives, as this is important for interpreting 
some of the responses informants give for their actions (Francis, 1992:92).
Life stories are often used to triangulate information from other data sources. Life 
stories themselves can be triangulated through interaction with people other than 
the research participant. Such sources in this research were gossip and other people 
who co-resided with the narrators, such as children. This led to inconsistencies in the 
form of different versions of aspects of an individual’s story as told by neighbours, 
children or other family members. The inconsistencies posed methodological 
dilemmas but some information ironed out inconsistencies, and others were resolved 
over time (Kakuru and Paradza, 2007).
In life history research, trust is an important pre-condition for successful data 
collection. Trust was established through constant interaction and confidentiality. 
As trust and rapport were established over the course of the year, the quality of data 
improved, and the women divulged intimate details of their lives that would not 
have been recorded in the survey or focus group settings.
The targets for these life histories were the 22 hearth-holds selected for the in-
depth case-study sample. The life histories were organised according to major 
historical and biographical events in the life of the respondents and were intended 
to facilitate a longitudinal insight into the events that shaped the women’s status, 
the major decisions taken and the outcomes. Generalised probe lists proved to be of 
limited value because the circumstances that structured the experiences, memories 
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and interpretation of individuals who participated in the study differed widely. 
Individual life events such as marriage, childbirth and death, which undermined 
or strengthened the welfare of their hearth-holds, had more biographical relevance 
(Kakuru and Paradza, 2007).
2.5.3 Key informant interviews
The key informant interview technique is pre-eminently suited to the gathering of 
the kinds of qualitative and descriptive data that are difficult or time consuming 
to unearth. Although emphasis is on qualitative data, key informants can generate 
some quantitative data. Key informants allow a researcher to develop a definition 
of dimensions involved in the research, to discover boundaries of communities, to 
identify extremes and to increase knowledge of the problem (Tremblay, 1957). The 
technique facilitates the collection of valuable information from knowledgeable 
members of society. These people also represent dominant discourses on how things 
should be run. Their views may not necessarily reflect the lived reality of all the 
people in the village. The key informants interviewed for this study included official 
or already recognised ‘knowers’ such as government officials, headmen, chiefs, 
lineage elders, local government ministry representatives, mediators, court officials, 
councillor, ZANU-PF representatives, the Master of the High Court, shop owners, 
ZWOT, agricultural extension workers and the police. Key informant interviews 
generated information on historical and factual data on land tenure evolution in the 
area, identified the main triggers of livelihood evolution and provided longitudinal 
data on how women’s land access had evolved and the implications of this for future 
generations and rural livelihoods in general. Key informants provided community 
level information on their area of competence, such as migration, attitudes, beliefs, 
natural resource information, incidence of disputes and local demographic profile.
A weakness was that most key informants were male. Males are the gatekeepers 
of society in the study communities. They also had administrative and political 
authority to set parameters of community life (Vijfhuizen, 2002; WLSA, 1997:48). 
Therefore, women with specialised knowledge or with positions of community 
significance were specifically targeted to counterbalance male knowledge paradigms. 
Female key informants provided information on how women dealt with the formal 
structures of society (WLSA, 1997:49). In the research site the women with specialised 
knowledge included the elderly women, women who held political posts in the 
ward, village health workers and spouses of the village leadership, the spirit medium 
and commercial sex workers. Children proved to be rich key informants as they 
shared insights with me from their viewpoint. Children were important in revealing 
information on movements and life experiences of the single women. It was often 
through children that I learnt about the informal liaisons that single women had 
with men and the involvement of single women in illegal activities. The children’s 
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narratives were triangulated with information from other key informants and the 
women concerned.
2.5.4 Focus group discussions
Focus groups give an insight into a group’s perceptions, attitudes, experiences and 
assumptions on a defined topic. Participants build on each other’s ideas to provide 
a view that is not possible to capture at the individual level. The method also 
allows the generation of unexpected comments whose discussion may provide new 
perspectives. Focus group discussions are good for generating qualitative data and 
are an effective way to obtain general views and source issues in debates around 
the research topic (WLSA, 2002). They involve interviewing a group of people with 
specific expertise on a topic to discuss. The focus group discussions in this research 
centred on vacant land, tenure evolution, widowhood and property inheritance, 
land markets, the ways in which single women accessed productive resources in the 
communal area, livelihoods and governance. The method also investigated areas of 
consensus and diversity in the participants. Focus group sessions were conducted 
with masabhuku, men in Ndamba village, the Chief and sub-chiefs after the weekly 
courts, village health workers in Mwanza ward, single women hearth-holds who 
were based at Juru Growth point, widows from ZWOT in Harare, and members of 
a garden co-operative in Ndamba village.
2.5.5 Observation
Observations provided me with insights into the covert processes by which hearth-
holds negotiated and maintained access to productive resources. I attended gatherings 
and meetings to experience and observe the interactions among the diverse groups. 
The public events demonstrated the interactions of the villagers and their leaders 
and gave me an insight into power relations and resources struggles. These included 
monthly sabhuku meetings, monthly ward meetings, village health worker meetings, 
funerals, field days, grain distribution, AIDS Day commemoration, Chief’s weekly 
court, informal public discussions before and after formal public meetings, widows 
filing their property inheritance papers at the high court, Independence Day, 
tuberculosis (TB) awareness campaigns, election of National AIDS Council and 
ZWOT monthly meetings.
I participated by assisting with registration, balloting, distributing benefits and 
transport. I observed interactions between the hearth-holds, immigrants, indigenous 
occupants, various civic and political leaders. These interactions illustrated the 
tensions with regard to the identities, power relations and processes that any of the 
research subjects had been unable to articulate. For instance the formal meetings 
gave clues about what was happening behind the scenes. During a meeting to elect 
office bearers for an HIV/AIDS programme, I was appointed as the polling officer. 
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I listened as various eligible candidates were considered unsuitable for the various 
offices on the basis of their ‘wearing the wrong t-shirt’13. This included an orphaned 
girl child who was nominated to represent orphans and vulnerable children. In 
another case, I turned up for meetings of a specific ward committee only to have 
the meeting postponed each time because the supposed chair and his deputy never 
attended the meeting. It turned out that by not turning up, the two gentlemen 
wanted to avoid the elections to elect new office bearers as this threatened their 
interests. In the time leading up to the National Presidential Elections in 2005, all 
public meetings were punctuated with political slogans. The locals were reminded 
by the leaders that all people in the ward were Zimbabweans and should support the 
Ruling Party. A month after the elections discussions about evicting ‘immigrants and 
squatters’ dominated the ward meetings. Lastly, throughout the fieldwork period, 
sabhukus were frequently asked by the government to compile and submit lists of 
vulnerable households. After each of these announcements, I regularly gave a lift to 
hearth-holds and former farm workers who wanted to go to the specific government 
office to verify that their name had been included on the list. Discussions with the 
people revealed that they did not trust the sabhuku to include their names on the 
list because of a variety of reasons, which included a failure and/or refusal to bribe 
him or a long-standing disagreement. I also regularly came across hearth-holds in 
my sample who made a point of attending every single meeting including those 
to which they had not been invited. The reason they gave me was that, they were 
scared they would miss out on some important meeting or they did not trust the 
village representatives to disseminate the correct information after the meetings. 
I also observed that there were some hearth-holds that never attended any public 
meeting during the fieldwork period. I probed this behaviour with both the hearth-
hold and the authority that had called the meetings to gain further insight into 
relations and processes in the study villages. There were also tensions between the 
traditional, administrative and political authorities who struggled to exert control 
over governance in the communal areas. These are highlighted in Chapter 4.
Often I became an observer of daily life during life story interviews and when I went to 
offer condolences to homesteads in the study villages that had lost a family, member. 
This occurred when the narrative was interrupted by visitors or a narrator could not 
keep an appointment because of an unplanned family meeting, funeral or another 
gathering. During the ‘observation phase’ I stopped the interview but remained in 
the house while my in-depth interview subject interacted with her visitors. Though 
I had suspended the verbal interrogation, I listened to the discussions and used the 
materials from such sessions to complement the information I gathered through 
other interactions. In my observer position I was able to explore other facets of the 
13 Opposition party t-shirt.
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narrator’s life and community roles that would not have been exposed through the 
life history interview setting.
2.6 Land units
In order for people to live in communal areas, they need access to a land unit, as 
historically this has been the basis of communal area livelihoods and membership 
of a community. People use their land access for residence or generating livelihood 
through agriculture, leasing or selling, but land is the basis upon which they negotiate 
access to other resources and livelihood opportunities. Land units in the research area 
were represented by homesteads, arable land, forest, garden and water channels. The 
land units were a subject of inquiry and therefore formed units of analysis. I used 
a variety of methods to capture the different perspectives and means of accessing 
land. I walked through the villages with key informants who explained the lay of 
the land and land uses to me. I used the land register which I compiled after the 
inconsistencies experienced during the inventory in Section 2.5.1. I also compiled 
a vacant land register of and observed activities on vacant land, conducted focus 
group discussions, key informant interviews and mapping with the help of GPS to 
study land units.
There appeared to be a lot of unused land in an area of increasing land pressure. I 
focused on this anomaly and revised the research design. I compiled a vacant land 
register in June 2005 and during the GPS mapping exercise in November 2005. Over 
the research period, I enquired more deeply into these vacant land pieces in the two 
study villages through interviews and observation. The enquiry into vacant land 
culminated in focus group discussions during which a diversity of interest groups 
discussed the phenomenon of vacant land (matongo). These were masabhuku, widows 
at ZWOT and women members of the garden co-operative in Ndamba. The findings 
of these enquiries are discussed in Chapter 6.
2.6.1 GPS mapping
I used maps to get the ward layout of villages, types of land use and the spatial 
distribution of land according to its uses and to some extent the users. In Zimbabwe, 
there is a dearth of maps for use in analysing communal area land distribution. The 
maps that exist were produced by government to delineate communal farming areas 
from the commercial farms, urban areas and business centres. Layout maps for 
communal areas are rare. I set out to record land mappings of the research area. The 
maps normally used for this are those produced by the surveyor general’s office on 
a scale of 1:50 000. Government maps tend to favour dominant (primary) land use 
and categories at the expense of minor uses and secondary land rights. They also 
portray one-dimensional notions of property with exclusive control and ownership 
that have obscured women’s lands, resources, products and activities nested within 
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men’s property in rural landscapes. A multi-method approach resulting in pictures 
and words allows research to elicit explanations embedded in gender and life history 
(Rocheleau, 1995:463).
I duplicated a hand-drawn map in use in the clinic. The environmental health 
technician allowed me to copy the map which he had drawn up for mapping 
communicable disease prevalence in the ward. This map proved to be a useful base 
map as it showed an up-to-date presentation of the main roads, rivers, bridges and, 
more importantly, village boundaries.
I carried out a GPS mapping exercise at the end of the fieldwork programme in 
November 2005. The aim was to make land maps of the research villages because 
the situation on the ground differed from the official maps, which are out-dated. 
Other objectives were to quantify people’s land holding, to create a database, to draw 
a village layout and to assess settlement patterns, to quantify the amount of land 
used versus under-utilised land, to capture land boundaries in a customary tenure 
area and to make visual records for the research. I was also interested in producing 
a visual representation of the division of land in the village by gender, generation 
and origin of the settlers. I enlisted the services of a surveyor and two assistants. I 
used the following equipment: GPS receiver, type: Trimble Pro XRS, GPS data logger, 
type: TSC1 Asset Surveyor, Pathfinder version 2.51.
2.6.2 GPS data collection procedure
The surveying team was taken on a pre-visit. This was important, as it enabled the 
community to get to know the surveyors and also facilitated the drawing up of the 
data dictionary. The pre-visit involved a physical inspection of the two villages to take 
note of the important features to be included on the maps. The next stage was the 
mission planning that involved devising a data dictionary in the office. We created 
the data dictionary using the Pathfinder software. The data dictionary is a file that 
is created in Pathfinder and contains the features (rivers, trees, fields, homestead, 
vacant, origin), and type of attributes and attribute types (polygons, lines, points, 
etc.) that will be best given the spatial information of the features to be surveyed 
in the field. The data dictionary was uploaded to a file in the GPS data logger (TSC1 
Asset Surveyor).
Before the field visit, a few things had to be checked, including the GPS batteries, 
the cables and the settings on the receiver. Settings on the receiver included the 
coordinates system to be used in the field (for both Ndamba and Makuku, Universal 
Transverse Mercator Projection was used, Datum was World Geodetic System of 
1984 [WGS84], Zone was 36 degrees South) and the logging options in the field, i.e. 
the frequency of data collection; in this exercise we collected data at 10 minute 
intervals. We collected data in the form of waypoints (single point data), polygons, 
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and lines as defined in the data dictionary. All the data collected were corrected by 
the Activated OmniSTAR Satellite Differential Service, in other words the positions 
obtained by the receiver were corrected to fit the international standards by getting 
corrections via a satellite from internationally recognised trigonometric beacons in 
South Africa in real time.
We mapped the village boundaries for the two villages first. These are shown on 
Maps 4.1 and 4.2. The boundaries were meant to coincide with rivers, trees, valleys 
or other distinctive physical features. In practice, the situation was quite different 
as explained in Chapter 4.
The homestead borders are marked by boundaries and fencing. The mapping of 
arable fields was more challenging as here boundaries are more lax. The sabhuku’s 
wife accompanied the team in Ndamba. The Makuku sabhuku initially accompanied 
the team but he handed over to some children after we had covered Makuku 2 
and Makuku 3. The sabhuku accompanied us to allay his and the immigrants’ 
apprehensions about the research and mapping exercise. The arable lands in Ndamba 
were lying fallow due to inadequate inputs and security problems. Some resembled 
bush. The guide skilfully identified individual arable field boundaries in the bush. 
These included trees, footpaths or contour ridges. The fields were distinguished by 
ownership and generation. The field data were downloaded using the Pathfinder 
software. Processing of the data involved creating Shape files and sending them to 
Arcview for the drawing of the map.
The GPS mapping exercise enabled me to re-visit the question of land access, and in 
this way, I obtained relatively reliable information about the vernacular land markets. 
The GPS mapping highlighted the insecurity of the communal area population. 
Individuals expressed fears that the maps would be used by the State to possibly 
withdraw under-utilised arable land, to evict illegally settled people and to detect 
and penalise those who extended their land boundaries beyond what was ‘officially’ 
allocated. I had the advantage of dealing with a relatively small area, which made it 
easier for me to recall and crosscheck responses. The focus on the actual activities, 
which took place on the land units in spite of their designated use, also exposed 
the relationships between different users and facilitated a multi-dimensional view 
of land access modes. Examples included people grazing livestock on a vacant 
homestead, homestead construction on the water channel, fencing of arable land by 
private individuals. There was an area in Ndamba, which for most of the fieldwork 
and in the writing is referred to as community forest (This is indicated in Map 4.2). 
This was because of the observed activities and type of enquiry that focused on the 
current use of the resource. During the GPS mapping exercise, the community forest 
emerged as a collection of individual arable fields, which had reverted to bush as a 
result of non-agricultural use. I had observed collective exploitation of the bush for 
pasture and firewood and assumed that this was an exclusively communal resource.
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2.7 Reflections on the research design
Initially, the data collection procedures had been formulated and designed on the 
basis of normative assumptions about gendered land relations and livelihoods in 
communal areas of Zimbabwe, based on the traditional literature that paints rural 
livelihoods in a static way by presenting customs and traditions as static and denying 
women agency (Odgaard and Bentzon, 2007:202; see also Section 1.4.4). For many 
reasons, life in the communal areas has changed significantly. These reflections on 
the research reveal the adjustments that I made to the research framework to enable 
me to tackle the research questions. The following sections show how I adjusted 
the initial research framework in order to confront the practical, theoretical and 
methodological challenges that arose. The investigation of land access modes and 
the organisation of domestic units posed the greatest challenges. The initial research 
problem had been formulated on the basis of the hypothesis that agricultural land 
was a central livelihood asset in communal areas. In that regard, HIV/AIDS has 
undermined women’s access to land and in so doing decimated women’s food 
security. In arriving at that hypothesis, I had used standard assumptions linking 
land access to gender and food security.
I realised that my research framework was inadequate when I arrived in the communal 
areas and found land lying unused and single women maintaining access to land. As 
I proceeded with the research, it became increasingly clear that land access modes 
were not one-dimensional, and I revised the research design accordingly. I decided to 
focus on access instead of property and ownership, on hearth-holds and homesteads 
instead of the household (marital unit) and on pathways and vulnerability in addition 
to livelihoods. I sidelined the legal centrist line of enquiry and widened my focus 
to include all the possible means that people used to gain access to resources. This 
approach enabled me to capture the wide diversity in the communal areas resource 
access. I used single women and women key informants and diverted from the 
normative key informants of the traditional leadership and male key informants. 
I embraced the views of children and paid attention to the unsolicited responses 
that I received from the community. I viewed agriculture as one of the livelihood 
activities and did not focus on it as a central activity. I realised that the primary/
secondary, rural/urban dichotomies and related tenure terminology was inadequate 
for framing single women’s resource access. I went beyond the conceptualisation 
of rural and urban areas as mutually exclusive spaces and the division of men into 
worker peasants and women into farmer housewives14 (Potts 2000a:808) to explore 
wider rural urban connections which cut across geographical and gender boundaries 
to explore the intimate connections between the urban and rural areas in Zimbabwe. 
I paid particular attention to women who had relocated following the end of their 
14 Worker peasants are urban migrant males who will eventually return to the land and farmer housewives 
are rural based women left to farm the land (Potts: 2000a 809).
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marriage because I wanted to get a full account of their decision making. This was 
achieved through pathway analysis and analysis of life histories of the women in 
the study villages who had returned to, left and remained in the village after the 
end of their marriages. I recorded all the diverse ways in which people, and single 
women in particular, negotiated access to land and productive resources. My aim 
was to understand the decision making of single women over their whole life course 
and diverse locations.
I was preoccupied with security throughout the research fieldwork period. The study 
of land issues in Zimbabwe is highly politicised. Although I tried to remain apolitical 
in various capacities as a neutral observer, I was inevitably drawn into situations 
that compromised this. I frequently provided transport to people who would stop 
me along the way so that they could make announcements about political meetings 
and gatherings. I constantly worried about the impact of these activities and roles on 
the research community’s perception of me and my study. I also made a decision to 
retreat from the research area for two weeks around the election period. This was 
because of the heightening tensions between rival political parties. In my absence, 
village residents who included a teacher and some school leavers were employed to 
record events. This not only facilitated a triangulation of sources, but also allowed 
me to experience events through the eyes of the key informants.
The respondents were uncomfortable with me using electronic equipment to record 
the interviews so I had to rely on handwritten notes. Initially it was difficult to 
conduct private interviews as people always came to sit in and listen. I was careful 
to stick to the non-political script. I attended as many meetings as possible and 
also provided transport to the leadership before and after meetings; this gave me a 
chance to follow-up on issues raised and observed in the field.
The study population was highly mobile as marital status and livelihood activities 
changed constantly. This posed challenges to the research. Although initially I had 
thought that the study of 22 cases was too ambitious, the high mobility, mortality 
and absenteeism rendered this a manageable sample. Hearth-holds’ rural-urban 
connections were constantly reconfigured as they moved rapidly between the growth 
point, urban areas and communal areas. Living arrangements also changed rapidly 
in the case-study homesteads.
The research area has a high HIV/AIDS prevalence. HIV/AIDS is a highly sensitive 
and stigmatised subject. Some of the homesteads in the study villages experienced 
death during the research. It was not easy to ask direct questions about the illness. I 
used proxies of opportunistic illnesses15 for HIV/AIDS. These included tuberculosis, 
15 illnesses that thrive on immune systems weakened by chronic infections (UNDP, 2004a:46).
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pneumonia and meningitis. The community members were, however, surprisingly 
forthcoming in their responses, particularly when reporting the mortality of their 
own homestead members. Nevertheless, only one of the in-depth study women 
communicated her HIV status to the researcher. The rest did not know their status. 
People’s willingness to talk openly about sensitive issues can be attributed to the fact 
that researchers are outsiders, the effect of HIV and AIDS awareness campaigns and 
anticipation of assistance from the researchers by the research participants (Kakuru 
and Paradza, 2007:290). I adjusted the research schedule in many instances to offer 
condolences, attend funerals that occurred during the research and pay constant 
visits to ill research community members, even though they were not part of the 
sub-sample selected for in-depth study. I maintained a respectable distance during 
mourning periods by not actively interviewing the bereaved but by retreating into 
observation. I lost three hearth-holds which I had selected for the sub-sample. Two 
of the hearth-holds relocated and one hearth-hold succumbed to HIV/AIDS. They 
were not replaced, but the information they provided up to their death and the fate 
of the survivors and resources were included in the analysis as they represented 
the single women hearth-holds that succumbed to the difficult living conditions in 
the communal areas. I also incorporated one hearth-hold that was formed during 
the research period. I encountered this hearth-hold when I enquired about a single 
man-headed homestead. By then the widower had taken a wife. Since the marriage 
was less than three months old, I decided to investigate further. I established that, in 
fact, the new wife had previously constituted a single woman-headed hearth-hold. 
As will be explained in Chapter 5, the man died and the woman resumed her single 
woman-headed hearth-hold status. The developments in this particular case revealed 
an enormous amount about the dynamics of single women’s decision making.
Land access modes were challenging to investigate. This was because of the complex 
governance systems, limited records and reluctance on the part of residents to 
confirm market transactions in communal land (Nyambara, 2001a:266; Chimhowu 
and Woodhouse, 2006a:365). The residents who had sold and purchased land on the 
illegal market were reluctant to divulge the sources of land. Instead, the purchasers 
claimed to have obtained land from the village head as gifts, allocation under 
customary law or gifts from ‘friends’. I got around the problem through a combination 
of inventory, life story and mapping. The relatively long research period entailed 
more interaction with the research community during which I was able to iron out 
most inconsistencies. The inventory captured data on area of origin of homestead 
occupants, reason for locating in the study village, father’s occupation and length of 
stay in the village. This information yielded indicators of land access means used by 
the various homesteads. My privileged position as a native Shona speaker enabled 
me to use people’s dialect as a criterion for judging whether they were original 
inhabitants of the area or immigrants.
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In Makuku, the sabhuku who had initially allowed the research was reluctant to 
allow the team to proceed with the GPS mapping at the end. This was because of 
his own role in the informal land market and his discomfort with my increasing 
pre-occupation with the subject. It was around this time that the tensions between 
the immigrants and the autochthons in Makuku were high. The mapping finally 
proceeded after the intervention of the spirit medium and sub-chief. However, by 
this time it had rained and people were preparing the land for the next agricultural 
season. This delay cost me the opportunity to capture the differences between used 
and unused arable land from the previous cropping season in the village.
The exclusive focus on single women could have led to my arriving at a false 
conclusion that the vulnerability of single women hearth-holds was necessarily 
greater than that of other households. This was a possibility, but I could not have 
shown it to be true without looking at other kinds of domestic units. I took some 
steps to remedy this by including:
• an adult man living alone on a homestead;
• an elderly couple that had relocated to the village from a former commercial farm;
• a recently married young couple who were in the process of establishing an 
independent homestead;
• a widower who had married a serial single mother, Alice, who I incorporated in 
the case-studies.
This rapid change in the situations of people in the research area mirrors the rapid 
pace of change in the research community. The single women hearth-holds selected 
resided in a variety of residential arrangements, some of which included co-residence 
with men and women in a variety of economic relationships. My repeated visits 
to the residential homesteads enabled me to also interact with these other women 
and men who resided with single women and better appreciate their experience, 
although this is not stated explicitly in this thesis. The purpose of widening the 
in-depth study sample was to ascertain the extent to which the vulnerabilities of 
single women were common to the whole population. I drew from the experiences 
of these other people in my analysis in Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7.
2.8 Conclusion
The research findings presented in this thesis are specific to the study area. The 
area’s location in close proximity to commercial farms and the capital city provide 
a peculiar context that is not reflected in all the communal areas of Zimbabwe. 
However, the historical context that has shaped the vulnerabilities of single women 
in Goromonzi district extends across communal areas in Zimbabwe more generally. 
The findings thus provide useful insights into the processes occurring in communal 
areas in Zimbabwe in general. The findings of this work can be used as a basis for 
undertaking similar inquiries in other areas. Triangulation of data was achieved using 
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a variety of methods and cross-checking. This enhances the validity of the research 
findings as each method supplemented and checked the others.
In this chapter, the methodological design experiences and data collection procedures 
of the research were reviewed. The limitations of conventional research methods 
and strategies used to address them were identified. The chapter has shown the 
volatile conditions under which the research was undertaken which necessitated 
short-term decision making by the researcher. The volatility arose from the political 
tensions around the election period, high mortality of the study population and 
rapid mobility and resident turnover in the study homesteads. The conditions 
necessitated fast thinking and continuous revision of the research design in the 
field at various crucial moments which are highlighted in this chapter. In adapting 
the research methodology as I proceeded with the fieldwork, I developed my own 
research pathway.
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Changing land governance and livelihoods in 
Zimbabwe’s communal farming areas
3.1 Introduction
This chapter, based on secondary data, explores the historical and contextual 
framework of land tenure and livelihood decision making of single women hearth-
holds in communal farming areas. The complexity of single women hearth-holds’ land 
rights and the vulnerability of their livelihoods need to be understood historically, 
taking account both of long-term transformations in the colonial period and of 
the immediate history of political turbulence, economic stagnation and AIDS in 
Zimbabwe. The transformation of institutions in communal areas governing resource 
access has always been contingent upon larger economic and political developments 
in the country. This has created livelihood constraints and opportunities for single 
women and the communal area population at large. The legal complexity introduced 
by successive governments has created a diversity of institutional spaces, which have 
shaped productive resource access for single women hearth-holds and other people 
in the communal areas. The aim of this chapter is to discuss the context in which 
single women emerged and to provide a backdrop within which research results 
can be presented and analysed in subsequent chapters. The historical analysis of 
the evolution of single women’s vulnerability and decision making in communal 
areas of Zimbabwe is a complex endeavour. The combination of factors makes this 
a complicated chapter.
In order to simplify it somewhat, the chapter is subdivided in five sections. The 
first, a largely descriptive section, presents an overview of the history of Zimbabwe’s 
communal areas. The section describes how the communal areas were established 
and identifies the roots of vulnerability faced by communal area inhabitants. The 
second section highlights how developments in the last decade have exacerbated 
the vulnerability of the inhabitants of communal areas. It shows how the changing 
rural-urban connections increased the vulnerability of the communities in communal 
areas. The third section focuses on how a complex, ambiguous but male-dominated 
governance system developed in communal areas as a result of both colonial and 
post-colonial government policies. The fourth section focuses on how communal 
area residents deal with risks and access productive resources under such dynamic 
conditions. The final section concludes with implications of all the developments 
on single women hearth-holds’ productive resource access and livelihood in the 
communal farming areas of Zimbabwe. The aim is to construct a framework within 
which to analyse how single women take livelihood decisions and gain access to 
productive resources in the communal areas.
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3.2  History and rationale for the establishment and 
maintenance of communal farming areas in Zimbabwe
In 2003, 70% of Zimbabwe’s population was living in rural areas (UNDP, 2004a:15). 
Communal area livelihoods in Zimbabwe have historically depended on a combination 
of farming and non-agricultural employment (Berkvens, 1997; Scoones et al., 1996:67; 
Chimhowu, 2002:573) and rural-urban connections. The main crops grown are hybrid 
maize (the national staple), cotton, tobacco, millet, sorghum, vegetables, sunflower 
and groundnuts. Communal area farmers earn cash through sales of fresh produce 
and forest produce. The forests provide resources that the poor households depend 
on during droughts and periods of unemployment (Pankhurst, 1991; Cousins, 1993; 
Berkvens, 1997; Nyambara, 2001a). Livestock is the main store of capital for the 
communal area households. Farmers also own some agricultural equipment such as 
scotch carts, ploughs and wheelbarrows for agricultural production. Cattle ownership 
is biased in favour of those with access to a cash income. These include male-headed 
and de facto women-headed households (Pankhurst, 1991; Berkvens, 1997). Ox-
drawn ploughs are the main source of draught for tillage. A diversity of rural-urban 
connections are a fundamental resource to the construction of livelihoods. Income 
earned in urban areas has been historically used to fund agricultural activities in 
communal areas and investment in capital development (Potts and Mutambirwa, 
1990). However, connections extend beyond economic reasons to include a person’s 
rights and obligations in the community (Andersson, 2001).
The relative contribution of agriculture to livelihoods in the communal areas of 
Zimbabwe varies from year to year, season to season and between different people 
depending on their gender, asset base or age (Jackson and Collier, 1991; Scoones et 
al., 1996). During the 1992 and 2002 droughts, communal area maize output fell by 
more than 50% (Mudimu, 2003:23). The households relying solely on agriculture are 
the most vulnerable (Andersson, 1999; Coudere and Marijse, 1991: 70; Scoones et al., 
1996; Chimhowu, 2002:573). This is because of the variable climate and the incidence 
of drought. Investment in non-agricultural activities is necessary to reduce exposure 
to agricultural failure. Single women are more vulnerable as they lack agricultural 
inputs, labour and financial capital for agricultural production (Pankhurst, 1991; 
Berkvens, 1997). The people who can diversify from agriculture have more secure 
livelihoods. The communal area inhabitants engage in a variety of non-farm activities 
to diversify their livelihoods. These include wage labour, remittances, trading and 
off-farm labour. Single women hearth-holds remain marginalised in non-agricultural 
activities because of their reproductive and domestic responsibilities, limited access 
to capital and networks, and historical discrimination. The developments leading 
to the vulnerability of single women hearth-holds are better understood through a 
historical analysis of the establishment and evolution of communal areas.
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Zimbabwe, the country formerly known first as Southern Rhodesia and then Rhodesia 
after Zambian independence in 1964, was a British Colony until 1980. The country 
had a population of 11.6 million in 2002. Of these, 70% resided in rural areas and were 
directly dependent on the land for their survival (UNDP, 2004a:11). Agricultural land 
in Zimbabwe is best evaluated in terms of its agricultural potential, according to which 
the land is divided into five regions: region I is for specialised and diversified farming. 
The region receives more than 1,050 mm of rainfall annually, evenly distributed. 
This is confined to the Eastern Highlands Districts and is well suited to tea, coffee 
and intensive livestock production. Region II, located in Mashonaland highveld, is an 
intensive farming region that receives 700-1,500 mm rain per year in summer. The 
area is suited to growing maize, tobacco, cotton, wheat, other grains and intensive 
livestock production. There is an associated sub-region sometimes referred to as 
Region IIb in which the research area is located. This differs from Region II in that 
the sub-region experiences greater rainfall variability and risk. Region III receives 
500-700 mm rain per year. The area experiences seasonal drought and is best suited 
to semi-intensive crop and livestock production. Cropping is risky particularly for 
maize, which requires large quantities of moisture at specific periods. Region IV is 
a semi-extensive farming region, which receives 450-600 mm of rain per year and 
experiences frequent seasonal drought. This region is suitable for livestock farming 
and drought resistant crops. Region V is an extensive farming region, which receives 
less than 500 mm annual rain. Livestock farming is the suitable activity (adapted 
from Rukuni and Eicher, 1987). Communal farming areas are mainly in Regions IIb 
to V. These areas have fragile soils and are vulnerable to periodic drought. The agro-
ecological conditions impose severe limitations on the ability of communal areas 
to produce food. Only nine percent of communal areas receive adequate rainfall 
for the regular production of maize. Six of the country’s eight provincial districts 
in which communal areas are located have been consistently unable to meet local 
food requirements over the past decades (Page and Page, 1991:3; Scoones et al., 
1996; Mudimu, 2003).
There are 172 communal farming areas in Zimbabwe (Coudere and Marijse, 1991:72).16 
They were specifically created and maintained as a vulnerable space by the colonial 
and post-colonial government. The country was divided into land classes during 
the colonial era. The 1930 Land Apportionment Act resulted in the appropriation of 
fertile agricultural land in Regions I-III for European farming. The same Act confined 
Africans to infertile land on overcrowded Native Reserves (Floyd, 1962). The Act 
also demarcated economic space by designating land as urban, rural, mining and 
national conservation park areas. Rural land was further divided into commercial 
16 Pre-colonial Zimbabwe land tenure systems are a subject of divergent debate (Holleman, 1969; Moore, 
1998; Cheater, 1990; Nyambara, 2001b) Various authors give different interpretations and explanations of 
the governance and land tenure situation in pre-colonial times. This makes it difficult for one to make 
a conclusive judgement about the pre-colonial land tenure systems.
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and communal farming areas and small scale African Purchase Areas. Black Africans 
were allowed to hold land in private ownership in the African Purchase Areas. Urban, 
mining and commercial farming areas were for Europeans. Africans were not allowed 
to own land in European areas but could work there. The communal farming areas 
were created by the government to serve as an administrative jurisdiction, a labour 
reserve and a consumer product market for the commercial and urban sectors. 
Communal areas also served to keep Africans off European land and deny Africans 
urban citizenship (Duggan, 1980; Ranger, 1985; Amin, 1992).
The colonial government created communal areas as labour reserves. This was 
achieved by restricting Africans to infertile and overcrowded native reserves. The 
overcrowded conditions on the reserves restricted the Africans’ ability to grow their 
own food and forced men to seek wage employment. This ensured the continuous 
flow of cheap labour for European enterprise in the form of cyclical migration 
between the communal farming areas and the commercial farms, urban areas and 
mines (Floyd, 1962; Page and Page, 1991).
The colonial government used a variety of strategies to undermine the viability 
of communal areas and entrench the communal areas’ dependence on the urban 
areas and commercial farming and mining areas. The aim was to protect European 
farmers from competition and ensure a market for the produce from the European 
commercial farms. This was achieved through licensing and strict regulation of 
traders in the reserves (Cheater and Gaidzanwa, 1996; Pederson, 1997:72). There 
was under-provision of trading centres in communal areas (Wekwete, 1991; Cheater 
and Gaidzanwa, 1996; Scoones et al., 1996). There was biased provision of research, 
advice, and credit and transport infrastructure to the European commercial farmers. 
The colonial government also used discriminatory pricing, imposed market levies 
and maintained unfavourable conditions of access to state marketing institutions 
for African maize growers (Duggan, 1980; Ranger, 1982, 1985; Ladley and Lan, 1985; 
Bratton, 1987; Page and Page, 1991; Amin, 1992). As a result, the communal areas 
became dependent on formal centrally controlled markets for selling their labour 
and produce, buying food and consumer goods, staple maize, agricultural inputs, 
cash, employment and services.
By denying Africans urban citizenship, the colonial government set up the communal 
areas as a social safety net for urban migrants. This was achieved through legislation 
forbidding African ownership of land in European areas. This ‘tradition’, started 
during the colonial era when the authorities decided that it was in the interest of 
tradition for every male native to have a home in the reserves, has been accepted 
by Africans to the extent that those who could have opted out of the reserves feel 
obliged to maintain their land rights. As a result, the dominant form of rural-urban 
connections was cyclical migration labour. This consisted of men relocating during 
their working life to work in urban areas and remitting their wages to the communal 
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areas. The remittances were used to buy agricultural inputs, seeds, fertilisers, 
pesticides, cattle, draft and development of the homesteads. The women largely 
remained in rural areas and invested the urban remittances in farming and running 
of the homestead. The urban wages subsidized the rural area by providing financial 
capital while the communal area subsidise the urban by bearing the costs of raising 
and feeding the family and supplementing the urban wages with agricultural produce. 
The investments and obligations that these men who migrated out of the communal 
areas made helped them to secure and maintain their communal area membership 
and access to a place to retire to at the end of their work life and eventually a place 
to be buried on their eventual death. Possibly, immigrants’ decisions to maintain 
their land rights may provide opportunities for marginalised groups to access land 
in communal farming areas.
The colonial government imported labour from the neighbouring countries of Malawi 
(formerly Nyasaland), Mozambique and Zambia (formerly Northern Rhodesia) to 
supplement the local labour from the reserves and keep wages low. These migrant 
workers were accommodated on the commercial farms and mines where they worked 
(Chadya and Mayavo, 2002; Magaramombe, 2004). Many farm workers were badly 
treated by their employers, lived under poor and unhealthy condition, and were paid 
paltry wages (Rutherford, 1997). The foreign farm workers were officially prohibited 
from getting land in the reserves and many returned to their home countries after 
finishing work on the farms (Rutherford, 2001). However, there were many who 
remained in Zimbabwe.
After the native reserves were established, the population in the reserves continued 
to grow and land pressure intensified. The colonial government feared that the rising 
human and livestock population in the reserves would undermine the government 
policy of land segregation (Drinkwater, 1989). In an effort to redress the situation, 
the Rhodesian government passed the 1952 Land Husbandry Act. The act aimed 
at facilitating colonial control of land use and land allocation in the reserves. Each 
African man was allocated a standard holding of arable and grazing land whose size 
was set by the State. The standard was six to eight acres depending on the climatic 
conditions (Andersson, 1999:561; Nyambara, 2001a:256). However, progressive 
farmers were allowed to purchase rights from fellow peasants. Polygamous men 
received extra land for each wife after the first, and chiefs and headmen received extra 
allocation in recognition of their duties17. Although rights were basically restricted 
to adult men, women who were divorced, widowed, over 25 and unmarried, or 
whose husbands were missing were eligible for a permit to hold land (Machingaidze, 
1991:567; Phimister, 1993:227; Andersson, 1999:561). Although the Native Land 
Husbandry Act (NLHA) discriminated against married women by registering land 
17 To feed visitors, the old and destitute in the community (Nyambara 2001a:262).
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holdings in the names of their husbands, the same Act recognised and acknowledged 
the needs of single women.
The NLHA increased differentiation in landholdings among the peasants, increased 
landlessness among Africans, dispossessed the men who were away working in 
European areas and increased the flow of indigenous Africans to urban areas 
(Machingaidze, 1991; Phimister, 1993; Ranger, 1993; Shutt, 2002). The NLHA 
implementation was halted in 1962 after covering 42-60% of the reserves.18 The 
government identified the slow speed of the team implementing the programme, 
shortage of staff, doubts on the suitability of the Land Husbandry Programme for 
lowveld and increased land pressure as factors which made it impossible to meet 
the targets and an economic recession that curtailed the demand for wage workers. 
The land allocation patterns designed during the NLHA period remain the basis 
on which land management is practised in many communal areas of Zimbabwe 
(Duggan, 1980; Drinkwater, 1989; Machingaidze, 1991; Ranger, 1993; Andersson, 
1999; Mbiba, 2001).
Between 1969 and 1979, Rhodesia was ravaged by a civil war which was mainly 
fought in the communal areas. The war disrupted livelihoods in these areas by 
disturbing production and inducing displacement (Lan, 1985; Gugler, 1989; Potts, 
1995; Kesby, 1996). The war destroyed 180 rural clinics and 23 hospitals (UNICEF/
Goz, 1985 cited in Loewenson, 1991:366). The disruption of veterinary services led to 
huge livestock losses (Lawrence et al., 1980). Some of the communal area inhabitants 
escaped to the urban areas, whereas others moved to more fertile communal areas. In 
1975, the urban population in Zimbabwe doubled (Drakakis-Smith, 1984:1284). The 
increase in urban population was accompanied by an increase in informal activities 
and urban agricultural activities, which were dominated by women (Machingaidze, 
1991; Drakakis-Smith, 1984). The war ended in 1980 and Zimbabwe became an 
independent nation.
The economy that Zimbabwe inherited, though advanced, was underpinned by 
agriculture, heavily subsidised by South Africa, had a fiscal deficit, high unemployment 
rate, price controls and a foreign currency deficit (Rakodi, 1995; UN, 2005). At 
independence, 45 donor countries pledged US$ 1,900 million for development. The 
Zimbabwe government borrowed large sums on the foreign markets, at least partially 
in expectation of receipt of aid. When some of the pledges did not materialise, the 
country was left with a serious debt-servicing problem (Jenkins, 1997).
18 See Phimister 1993 and Machingaidze 1991. The inconsistent implementation of the NHLA meant 
that, at suspension, some reserves had experienced full, and others partial, implementation of certain 
provisions of the act. These differences give rise to inconsistencies.
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The Zimbabwe government at independence was determined to redress imbalances 
in economic development in line with expectations of the rural populace that had 
high expectations of the redistribution of land, had shouldered the burden of the 
war and formed the political base for the Zimbabwe government (Jenkins, 1997). 
The government increased investment in communal area agricultural support 
services and infrastructure and relaxed restrictions on movement (Potts 2000b:879). 
The government supported the resumption of agricultural activities which had 
been disrupted by the war. The support extended by the government included a 
favourable economic environment, increased access to commercial credit, initially 
heavily subsidised and eventually free government inputs. These included fertiliser, 
seed, tractor-powered ploughing, extension, irrigation, infrastructure, improved 
grain marketing, input delivery and veterinary services in communal areas in the 
first decade of independence. The communal areas experienced an economic boom 
because of increased support and an excellent 1980-81 rainy season (Berkvens, 1997; 
Mudimu, 2003). The communal farmers produced 60% of marketed maize in 1982. 
However, the increase in productivity was limited to 22% of the communal area 
farmers who produced 80% of all the marketed maize (Bratton, 1987; Palmer, 1990; 
Breslin, 1994; Amin, 1992). The agricultural output was severely affected by three 
successive drought years that followed the bumper harvest.
The government introduced free medical services for people earning less than the 
minimum wage and increased investment in rural health programmes. More than 
90% of the population in rural areas was eligible for free health care (Basset et al., 
1997:1846). By 1997, 224 rural health service centres had been built and district 
and provincial facilities upgraded. The increased investment in health services 
resulted in a three-fold increase in patient attendances at communal area medical 
institutions. More than a third of pregnant women delivered at formal medical 
institutions (Loewenson, 1991:367; Marquette, 1997). The increased access to medical 
facilities and investments by the government in preventative healthcare reduced 
child mortality, increased life expectancy and increased the general well-being of 
the communal area populations.
The Zimbabwe government established growth points in an effort to generate 
employment opportunities in communal areas and halt rural-urban migration. 
Sixteen centres were accorded growth point status in 1987 (Wekwete 1991:196)19. In 
the study area, Juru Growth Point was established under this programme. Growth 
points received state support to invest in energy, communications, water supply, 
and social and administrative infrastructure. Apart from structural investments and 
19 Ideally, growth points were meant to be development sites based on an existing economic base, usually 
agriculture or mining. The points were envisaged to develop into towns. In the implementation, there 
was a shift from a focus on economic potential to centres linked to administrative units in the communal 
lands (Wekwete, 1991:201).
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decentralisation of government services, the industrialisation did not take off. At 
present, growth points function mainly as service depots for passing traffic, with 
resident populations consisting mainly of civil servants and informal sector workers 
(Wekwete, 1991:210; Bryceson and Mbara, 2003). The growth points increased 
opportunities for women to earn non-agricultural income. This included earning 
cash by serving as waitresses in the bars, shop assistants and prostitutes. Prostitution 
was found to be an important source of income for younger, unmarried women and 
older divorcees (Scoones et al., 1996:184; Gregson et al., 1997: 1273).
The number of women working on commercial farms increased as restrictions 
on movement between European and non-European areas were lifted after the 
war (Mosley, 1983; Clarke 1977 cited in Adams 1991a:167). In 1999, the Central 
Statistical Office estimated that 55% of workers on commercial farms were women 
who were either casual or seasonal employees (Walker, 2006:109; Magaramombe, 
2004:51). Women-headed households were more likely to participate in farm wage 
labour than married women (Adams, 1991a:164). The commercial farms employed 
women mainly on a temporary and casual basis, which was paid less. As a result, 
these women had limited access to accommodation and privileges extended to 
permanent male workers. The lack of accommodation left women vulnerable. They 
entered into informal liaisons with permanent, mostly male, workers to gain access 
to accommodation and support between contracts (Adams, 1991a; Rutherford, 2001; 
Walker, 2006). This increased the number of births to single women, as most of the 
relationships were seasonal (Walker, 2006:110).
The post-colonial government uses communal areas for urban management as 
dumping grounds for squatters, vagrants, informal sector workers and prostitutes 
rounded up in urban areas. Communal areas serve as a scapegoat for the State when 
it fails to generate employment (Cousins, 1990; Mbiba, 2001). Communal areas have 
also been used by the government to diffuse the effects of landlessness (Nyambara, 
2001b; Cousins 1990). The communal tenure is also used by the State to guarantee 
‘the right of every citizen to a minimum use of tribal land’ (Gluckman, 1945:204). 
This phenomenon existed in both pre- and post-independence Zimbabwe, illustrating 
continuities from colonial to post-colonial phases.
The lifting of restrictions on rural-urban movement by the government led to changes 
in rural-urban connections. Instead of male dominated rural–urban movement, 
there was an increase in the movement of women and children to urban areas to 
join their husbands (Potts and Mutambirwa 1990:683). The lifting of prohibitions on 
African ownership of freehold title in urban areas of Zimbabwe influenced livelihood 
decision-making on the rural-urban continuum. Africans who had solely relied on 
communal areas for permanent residence now had an option of owning property 
in urban areas. While some people shifted the focus of their end of life investment 
to urban areas and abandoned the rural homestead, others maintained land access 
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and investments in communal areas (Paradza, 2009). The latter was viewed as an 
important fall-back and insurance against the expensive urban life. The people who 
invested in urban freehold properties also viewed them as age old security and 
insurance against communal area risks of drought, failed agricultural production 
and land shortage. The urban freehold properties provided this security through 
providing rental income.
The exact nature of rural-urban connections varied between those who continued 
with cyclical migration of adult males while the women remained to farm in rural 
areas; some who abandoned the rural homestead and moved a wife and children 
to the urban areas to join the father and those who for periods of the year had the 
whole family under one roof in town and the rest of the year (usually the agricultural 
season) the wife and children returned to the rural areas to engage in agricultural 
activities. People who were not engaged in wage employment in the urban areas, 
sent their children to urban areas to take advantage of relatively better education 
facilities there. Others focused on regular trips to the market to sell their produce, 
purchase goods for resale or if the distance permitted commuting to work. The 
differences were informed by gender, distance from the urban areas, financial capital 
and the way in which prevailing socio-economic conditions impacted on individual 
domestic units.
3.2.1 Land redistribution
In 1980, the Zimbabwe government embarked on a land redistribution programme20 
which aimed to:
• alleviate population pressure in the communal areas;
• extend the base for productive agriculture in the peasant farming sector;
• improve the standard of living of the largest and poorest sector of the population;
• provide opportunities for people who have no land and employment;
• bring abandoned or under-utilised land to full production;
• expand the infrastructure of economic production and to achieve national stability.
The programme also aimed to redress the inequitable distribution of land between the 
racial groups. By the end of the programme, less than seven percent of the communal 
area population had been resettled (Cousins, 1993:31). The then existing legislation 
restricted the government to acquiring land willingly sold by the European farmers. 
The programme was abandoned shortly after because the plan was too ambitious 
and inadequately funded. The Commercial Farmers’ Union, a pressure group for 
the white commercial farmers, successfully lobbied for the slowing down of the 
resettlement process (Palmer, 1990; Cousins, 1993; Goebel, 2005). The commercial 
20 Zimbabwe, Resettlement Policies and Procedures, Harare, Ministry of Lands, Resettlement and Rural 
Development 1980 cited in Kinsey, 1999.
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farmers offered only marginal, unproductive land for sale to the government, 
and some of the acquired farms were diverted for personal use by the governing 
elite (Mudimu, 2003; Goebel, 2005). Furthermore, the post-independence boom in 
communal area agricultural production misled the government into believing that 
a sustainable increase in communal area production, capable of meeting welfare 
needs, might be possible without extensive resettlement (Palmer, 1990:171). The 
ministries involved were not well co-ordinated and lacked the capacity and manpower 
to make effective plans for resettlement.
Resettlement had little impact on alleviating land pressure in communal areas. 
The government of Zimbabwe had planned to resettle 162,000 families when 
the programme started. At the end of the programme, only 28,600 families had 
been resettled (Zinyama, 1991:100). The selection criteria for resettlement were 
biased towards farmers who were formally trained as Master Farmers21, possessed 
agricultural implements and were educated and married (Goebel, 2005:89). The 
financial constraints limited the beneficiary numbers. The conditions for resettled 
farmers, which prohibited the newly resettled farmers from migrating to work in 
urban areas, discouraged the people in communal areas from taking up resettlement 
(Kinsey, 2002). The lack of a clear tenure arrangement between the government 
and the newly settled farmers also dissuaded some farmers from moving from 
communal areas (Kinsey, 2002; Goebel, 2005). Some communal area farmers moved 
to the resettlement areas but retained their land holdings in the communal areas 
as security (Bratton, 1987:191; Cousins, 1993; Kinsey, 1999). The selection criteria 
disadvantaged single women, the poor and the landless in the communal areas 
and had little impact on land pressure in communal areas. Divorced women who 
left resettlement areas returned to their communal areas of origin (Mvududu and 
McFadden, 2001; Goebel, 2005). It is not possible to say anything conclusive about 
the extent to which the land resettlement programme increased communal area 
hearth-holds’ access to productive livelihood resources.
3.2.2 Economic structural adjustment policies (ESAP)
In the 1990s, the Zimbabwe government adopted the Economic Structural Adjustment 
Policies (ESAP). The policies consisted of a package of individual reform measures 
worked out in consultation with international agencies and were tied to foreign 
loans (Norton, 1983; Kanji, 1995). The process involved the adoption of a series of 
macroeconomic measures including deregulation of the domestic economy, less 
restrictive trade policies and reductions in public spending (Kanji, 1995; Marquette, 
1997). The programme resulted in retrenchments in agriculture, textile, clothing, 
civil service, leather and construction industries. During the 1991-1992 period, 
21 Master Farmer: a farming qualification which was used to train communal farmers (Potts 2000a:818). 
The selection criteria favoured men.
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21,000 manufacturing and 11,000 health and education jobs were lost (Rakodi, 1994a, 
1994b cited in Potts, 2000b:885). ESAP increased unemployment rates through 
retrenchment and failure by school-leavers to secure employment. The total number 
of school-leavers seeking jobs in 1990 was in excess of a million, whereas the job 
creation target in the Zimbabwe government’s First Five Year Plan was 144,000 
(Drinkwater, 1991 cited in Nyambara, 2001b:267). These figures do not include casual 
and seasonal labour which were sectors dominated by women (Kanji, 1995:38). 
The urban poor suffered as the loss of wages was coupled with increases in costs of 
urban services that followed the removal of subsidies (Potts and Mutambirwa, 1998; 
Rakodi, 1995). The informal economy workforce in the urban areas of Zimbabwe 
rose from 10% in 1980 to an estimated 40% in 2004 (UN, 2005). This resulted in a 
decline of remittances to communal areas. The way in which the destabilisation 
effects of structural adjustment programmes simultaneously affected both rural and 
urban areas highlighted the complementary relation between the urban and rural 
sectors in Zimbabwe.
Communal areas were vulnerable to ESAP because of their dependence on 
wage employment for cash flows and agricultural inputs. This dependence was 
created during the colonial era and perpetuated by the Mugabe government’s 
post-independence policies. Communal area farmers also suffered from food price 
increases, as they were net food purchasers (Potts, 1995; Rakodi, 1995; Alderson, 
1998). Prices of agricultural inputs, social services, agricultural equipment and 
livestock dipping22 increased significantly (Bird and Shepherd, 2003; Potts, 2006). 
The free provision of agricultural inputs was converted to food-for-work and loans 
(Bratton, 1987). The decline in investment in rural infrastructure such as roads 
also negatively affected rural cash crop growers’ access to the markets (Alderson, 
1998). ESAP disrupted communal areas’ food production as input supplies became 
erratic. Cash shortages constrained purchasing power, and earnings from crop sales 
declined. The removal of subsidies and price control on public transport following 
the structural adjustment programmes resulted in huge transport cost increases 
which had a negative impact on mobility. Since the capacity to engage in agricultural 
production depended on access to cash generated from wage employment, ESAP 
weakened the rural cash flows, with a consequent negative impact on agricultural 
production. This further undermined the capacity of single women to produce food 
for their own consumption and for sale. The development also reduced the incidence 
of casual work as a coping strategy, as the main providers of such work also suffered 
from the income shock. Economic Structural Adjustment Programmes may have 
created new opportunities, as marginal niches (such as lower wages at commercial 
farms) became more numerous, and typically women occupy these niches.
22Livestock, usually cattle, are dipped frequently in chemicals to prevent sickness. Previously, this 
service was provided by government. After ESAP, individual farmers had to purchase their own dipping 
chemicals directly from the suppliers with no subsidy from government.
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The government reduced health spending by a third and re-introduced user fees. The 
reduced public expenditure led to a decline in outreach activities, drug shortages, 
declining clinic attendance, increased infant mortality and loss of staff due to the brain 
drain (Basset et al., 1997)23. This further undermined communal area livelihoods. 
The decline in health services increased women’s burden of care, which traditionally 
is gendered. The incapacitated and/or ill people returned to the communal areas 
where it was cheaper for them to be cared for under the traditional support systems 
which relied on women to take care of the ill.
After ESAP, the government monopolised control of agricultural produce and 
reintroduced price controls in an effort to maintain low food prices for a discontented 
urban population. The reintroduction of price controls discouraged both commercial 
and communal farmers from growing maize, resulting in a net shortage of maize (Bird 
and Shepherd, 2003). The combined effects of ESAP and government price controls 
resulted in erratic and inappropriate supply of agricultural inputs in Zimbabwe 
(Ncube, 2004). This has undermined commercial and subsistence agriculture. As 
a result, communal area farmers have become increasingly vulnerable as they 
simultaneously lost the capacity to produce subsistence food, the option to buy 
from the market, and were no longer receiving remittances from the urban areas.
ESAP divided some families again as wage labourers’ careers shortened and urban 
incomes dwindled. Retrenched workers returned to take up their residence in the 
communal area homesteads which they had maintained as security against such 
eventualities. Another response was the increased movement of people from rural 
areas to seek work in the urban informal sector to replace the agricultural income 
that had been curtailed by a reduction of remittances. The structural adjustment 
programmes induced change in communal areas by significantly altering the 
dynamics of mobility patterns. The movement was not systematic. In some instances, 
contraction of urban employment opportunities resulted in return migration, which 
caused tensions in rural areas as there were inadequate agrarian and non-agrarian 
opportunities to absorb the returnees. Some people reacted to the impacts of ESAP 
by migrating to urban areas, as they were no longer able to farm. This mainly 
involved the movement of women and children joining their husbands as a migrant 
strategy to reduce costs by having a single residence (Bryceson and Mbara, 2003; 
Ranga, 2004). Most of the migrants retained their rural land links as security against 
increased urban insecurity.
The ruling party, ZANU-PF, lost its popularity in the 1990s due to the economic 
downturn, currency collapse, food shortages and unemployment (McGregor, 2001; 
Hartnack, 2005:178). In 2000, a new political party, the Movement for Democratic 
23 The health staff that left Zimbabwe went to Botswana, Australia, United Kingdom, New Zealand and 
South Africa.
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Change (MDC), was formed. ZANU-PF began a process of violent campaigns and 
intimidation aimed at undermining the MDC and bolstering ZANU-PF’s rural base 
(Alexander and McGregor, 2001; Hartnack, 2005). The process resulted in the 
intimidation and politicisation of access to productive resources in the rural areas. 
This process introduced new arenas for negotiating resource access in communal 
areas. These weakened the existing mechanisms of productive resource access and 
introduced vulnerabilities and opportunities for different groups of people.
3.2.3 ‘Fast track’ land resettlement programme
In order to deal with the growing tensions resulting from these austerity measures 
and economic decline, the government launched the fast track land resettlement 
programme in 2000. The programme was initiated to woo support for the ruling 
party, which had dwindled (Hartnack, 2005:177). The programme resulted in the 
forced transfer of land from European commercial farmers to African landowners. 
This had a negative impact on the productivity of these farms. The people who 
benefited from the fast track land redistribution effort maintained their rights to 
communal land. The Zimbabwe government was not able to provide financial and 
infrastructural support to the people who resettled on the former commercial farms 
(Mudimu, 2003; Magaramombe, 2004; Goebel, 2005; Hartnack, 2005). Some of the 
people who left the former commercial farms have returned to the communal areas 
because of lack of government support for the new farmers, lack of infrastructure 
such as schools and health facilities, and forced evictions by government officials 
(Sithole et al., 2003).
The fast track land resettlement resulted in the loss of permanent and casual 
commercial farm employment opportunities, which had formed an important 
source of communal farmers’ off-farm income (Mudimu, 2003; Hartnack, 2005). 
An estimated 80,000 workers, who with their families made up half a million 
people, were affected (Sachikonye, 2003). The fast track land reform programme 
resulted in a loss of livelihood and in many cases a place of residence for former 
commercial farm workers (Mudimu, 2003; Magaramombe, 2004; Hartnack, 2005; 
Walker, 2006). The Zimbabweans returned to their communal areas, with 46% 
of displaced workers settled in communal areas of Mashonaland East, and some 
remained on the commercial farms (Magaramombe, 2004:48). Stranded women 
resorted to commercial sex with influential people to gain access to accommodation 
and land in communal areas, growth points or commercial farms (Walker, 2006:111).
The disruption of commercial agriculture had a negative impact on the country’s 
industry, which was largely agro-based. The closure of seed producing farms as a 
result of the fast track land reform disrupted the country’s maize seed production. 
The shortfall had to be imported (Ncube, 2004).
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The fast track land distribution resulted in targeted sanctions from the West. The 
negative publicity affected the tourism industry, and the economy continued to 
deteriorate. In January 2005, the Zimbabwean economy was characterised by a high 
inflation rate, shortage of foreign currency, inadequate investment, a budget deficit 
and stagnating employment. The shortage of foreign currency restricted access to 
supplies of essential imports needed for industrial and agricultural production, fuel 
and basic commodities. The erratic supply of fuel severely affected agricultural 
production, mechanised draught on commercial farms, and the distribution and 
collection of inputs in rural areas. The declining formal economy had a negative 
impact on the government’s revenue base (UN, 2005). The disruption of commercial 
farming destabilised Zimbabwe’s already unstable revenue base through loss of 
taxes, foreign currency and food. Historically, commercial farming areas had been 
responsible for growing the food that communal and urban area residents purchased 
on the market in drought years. After the fast track land reform, there was a shortage 
of grain on the market. This forced communal farmers to increase reliance on their 
marginal soils and state transfers of food. The government’s ability to import food 
was restricted by its limited foreign currency. The commercial farm workers who 
moved to the communal areas increased demand for land, and this increased the 
diversity of ways that people gain membership and access to residential land in these 
areas. The disruption of commercial farming increased the vulnerability of single 
women by reducing the options available for them to diversify into commercial farm 
work. This forced women to diversify into riskier activities.
3.2.4 ‘Operation Restore Order’
In May 2005, the Zimbabwe government implemented operation Restore Order. The 
motives behind the operation included a general concern felt by the government to 
do something about the chaos and congestion that characterised urban areas and to 
check the parallel foreign currency market. The operation was also believed to be a 
retribution for urban dwellers as they had voted for the opposition party in previous 
elections. Its aim was to disperse selected urban populations to rural areas where 
the ZANU-PF party hierarchy could more easily control them. An alternative view 
saw the operation as a pre-emptive strategy to check popular uprisings in light of 
the deepening food insecurity, as a diversion of attention away from the under-
utilisation of land on the commercial farming areas and as a way to stifle independent 
economic and political activity in the country’s urban areas (UN, 2005; Bratton and 
Masunungure, 2006). The operation led to the destruction of people’s homes, sources 
of livelihood, shelter, access to services and business premises, and property in 
urban areas and growth points. The UN estimated that some 700,000 people were 
directly affected. Of these, 40,800 families were headed by women. The operation 
also indirectly affected other people through the loss of rental income, disruption of 
networks involved in the supply chain of the informal sector, credit institutions and 
casual and part-time labour. Some estimated 114,000 people returned to the rural 
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areas (Action Aid International, 2005; UNAIDS, 2005; Bratton and Masunungure 2006; 
Potts, 2006). The operation disrupted livelihood productive resource access chains 
for some communal area based people. The displacement of people from urban 
to rural areas reactivated people’s interest in communal area homesteads which 
once again provided a refuge from ‘hardships of urban life’. The disruptive impact 
of operation Restore Order on rural-urban connections cannot be generalised here 
but will be explored in more detail in subsequent chapters.
3.2.5 HIV/AIDS and mortality in Zimbabwe
In this context of economic decline and political tensions, the HIV/AIDS epidemic 
has added another burden on the population of communal areas. An estimated 34% 
of the Zimbabwean population was infected with HIV at the end of 2002 (UNDP, 
2004a:11). The 20-49 year age group accounted for more than 70% of AIDS cases. 
This is the most economically active group, and their morbidity and mortality was a 
significant loss of human capital. The deaths increased dependency ratios as mostly 
the elderly and children were spared from the epidemic (NACP, 1998; UNAIDS, 2003; 
Ministry of Health and Child Welfare, 2004). In a reversal of earlier trends, more 
women than men were now being infected, with 28% among women compared to 
19% among men (Gregson et al., 2002). Widowed and divorced women were more 
significantly associated with higher HIV infection than married and never married 
women (IDS, 2003).
A 2005 spatial analysis of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Zimbabwe showed that urban 
area prevalence was 28%, rural areas 21%. The ‘other’ category that included 
commercial farms, growth points, army camps and mining areas had a prevalence of 
35%. ‘Other’ areas were set apart because they have a much higher HIV prevalence 
than traditional rural areas (IDS, 2003). A study in rural Zimbabwe concluded that 
HIV prevalence was higher at roadside trading centres along major highways (Gregson 
et al., 2002). The commercial farms, growth points, army camps and mining areas 
contained no more than 10% of Zimbabwe’s population (Ministry of Health and 
Child Welfare, 2004; UNDP, 2004b). The high vulnerability of commercial farming 
worker populations is explained by the lack of decent accommodation for workers 
on the farm, lack of recreational facilities and lack of social control induced by the 
multi-ethnicity of the populations (IDS, 2003). The close proximity of Goromonzi 
communal area to the ‘other’ areas rendered its population more vulnerable to the 
pandemic than other communal areas.
HIV/AIDS has increased the number of single women by increasing the numbers of 
widows. Premature male adult mortality has left young widows, many of whom have 
not had the necessary time to build up a set of extra-family levers such as access to 
community land, community groups and micro-credit which can be used to exert 
power within a family (Haddad and Gillespie, 2001; Drinkwater, 2003). HIV/AIDS 
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has destabilised already stressed social support networks and put further pressure 
on unstable dependency relationships across generations and between men and 
women (Walker, 2002; Drinkwater, 2003). The stigma associated with the HIV/AIDS 
epidemic has been found to exclude widows from accessing some informal networks 
and survival strategies, such as working for other people (Walker, 2002). The increased 
awareness of HIV/AIDS has led to a gradual decline of the widow inheritance system 
and has deprived widows of an important survival strategy (WLSA, 1994).
Higher death rates have led to increased accusations and pre-occupations with 
witchcraft (Drinkwater, 2003). Widows and women who have lost children are more 
vulnerable to witchcraft accusations. Widows are more likely to be blamed for the 
death of their husband and therefore asked to return to their natal family, resulting 
in the loss of land access (Schmidt, 1992; Vijfhuizen, 2002). Research carried out in 
Southern Africa and Kenya concurred that HIV/AIDS was worsening the already 
vulnerable position of women and children. Land-related disputes had increased, as 
had tension over land allocation to, and the rights of, widows. There was, however, 
no evidence of distress land sales. The studies noted reduced land-use and changes in 
cropping patterns by affected households due to labour shortages and lack of income 
for agricultural inputs (Yamano and Jayne, 2004; Aliber et al., 2004; Drinkwater, 2003).
As in the colonial times, the communal area subsidised the urban area by producing 
and reproducing labour. HIV/AIDS and the declining state health system have had 
an enormous impact on rural–urban connections. Zimbabwean rural areas bear 
the larger burden of the morbidity caused by the HIV/AIDS epidemic because ill 
people generally return to the communal areas where life is cheaper and where 
the immediate and extended family is present to provide care (Mutangadura, 2000; 
Andersson, 2002). The reduced capacity of the Zimbabwe government to provide 
healthcare has led to the promotion of the practise of home-based care for HIV/
AIDS patients. Home-based care services are intended to provide support to families 
and patients in the home and reduce the need for hospital admission. Although the 
initiative has many benefits, the levels of coverage are low and many patients at 
some phase of their illness need more than their home can provide (Jackson and 
Kerkhoven, 1995; Hansen et al., 1998). Home-based care has increased the burden 
of women who are the majority of the caregivers of the afflicted. Carers spend up to 
three and a half hours a day on routine patient care (Hansen et al., 1998:751). The 
increasing prevalence of HIV/AIDS among women has resulted in an increase in 
orphaned children, most of who are cared for by elderly women in grandmother-
headed households. Ill single women are specifically more vulnerable because the 
illness reduces the woman’s capacity to provide for her hearth-hold.
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3.3 The communal areas as a specific type of governance space
The governance system in communal areas has influenced the opportunities for 
women to access productive resources. It is not possible to give general trends here. 
The repeated government interventions and local conditions in specific communal 
area have resulted in specific types of productive resource governance at local level. 
The colonial and post-colonial governments maintained land tenure as communal 
in order to retain political control over productive resources especially land and to 
prevent the residents from becoming economically independent (Cousins, 1990; 
Cheater and Gaidzanwa, 1996; O’Flaherty, 1998). In this way, the State controls the 
rural population and is able to confine it to a specific space. An example is the way 
the Zimbabwe government uses food and drought relief to mobilise votes during 
elections (Mudimu, 2003). The term ‘customary’ is also used to refer to communal 
areas as a legal sphere in which traditional and/or customary laws are observed 
under the administration of traditional authorities who include chiefs, sub-chiefs, 
village heads, traditional authorities and spirit mediums. The chieftainship is divided 
into smaller units headed by sub-chiefs or headmen. These are divided into smaller 
villages headed by a sabhuku/kraalhead/village head (Holleman, 1969; O’Flaherty, 
1998; Andersson 1999). This thesis uses the term sabhuku. The study villages of 
Makuku and Ndamba both fall under Chief Chikwaka’s domain in Goromonzi.
The colonial government reorganised chieftainships (Ranger, 1982; Lan, 1985). 
During the NLHA, the State, through European Native Commissioners, assumed 
responsibility for the allocation and control of land in the communal areas but did not 
wholly override the practise of land allocation and control by chiefs and lineage heads 
(Holleman, 1954; Weinrich, 1975; Ranger, 1982; Cheater, 1986; Machingaidze, 1991). 
The 1967 Tribal Trust Act recognised the traditional leaders and the traditional tenure 
systems’ control over land and gave them the authority to allocate land (Cheater, 
1990; Ranger, 1993; Scoones et al., 1996). The State used these traditional leaders to 
administer a codified customary law, enforce land conservation policies and offer 
propaganda advantage to the colonial government (Ranger, 1982; Bell and Hotchkiss, 
1991). During the war, the traditional leaders lost their legitimacy with the Africans 
and guerrillas as they were viewed as agents of the colonial government (Ranger, 
1982; Andersson, 1999; Vijfhuizen, 2002). Ultimately, the traditional authorities’ 
authority was based on their accountability not towards their citizens, but towards 
the State. The establishment of protected villages24 and the control by guerrillas in 
other communal areas further undermined the influence of traditional authorities 
during the war (Ranger, 1982; Ladley and Lan, 1985; Kesby, 1996; Andersson, 1999).
24 Guarded and fenced villages established during the war by the Rhodesian government in an attempt 
to assert control over rural society (Kesby, 1996:54).
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At the end of the war, there was a vacuum of formal authority in the communal 
areas, and people claimed land for cultivation previously reserved for grazing 
(Ranger, 1993; Kesby, 1996; Scoones et al., 1996). The agricultural boom of the 
1980s generated intense competition for land in some communal areas. In Gokwe, 
land was acquired through political connections, individual initiatives and outright 
purchase as farmers competed to increase output. The powerful gained the most 
through land grabbing and conversion of community land held in trust for individual 
use (Nyambara, 2001a).
The post-independence government created parallel structures to customary 
authorities in addition to the administration that existed before independence. This 
led to a proliferation of governance institutions in communal areas. The independent 
government of Zimbabwe initially marginalised the traditional leaders because of 
their alleged collaboration with the colonial government. The 1982 Communal 
Lands Act gave Rural District Councils the power to allocate land in communal 
areas (Brand, 1991; O’Flaherty, 1998; Nyambara, 2001a). The 1984 Prime Minister’s 
decentralisation directive was adopted, which set up the Village Development 
Committee, Ward Development Committees and the office of an elected councillor 
in place of traditional leaders at the local level (Brand, 1991). The ZANU-PF party 
structures from the war also asserted their authority and took over a number of 
functions that had formerly been exercised by chiefs, headmen or the administration 
(Brand, 1991:90). The chiefs continued to allocate land, claiming to defend tradition 
against state policies, and this increased the conflict between traditional and elected 
leaders (Vijfhuizen, 2002; Andersson, 1999).
In 1992 the Government of Zimbabwe formally restored the traditional leaders’ 
authority over land allocation and management (Cheater, 1990; Cousins, 1993; Ranger, 
1993; Scoones et al., 1996; Nyambara, 2001a). The fast track land reform process put 
in place new political institutions and actors, including war veterans and ZANU-PF 
youths, who were able to exert a certain degree of power over representatives of 
the State and traditional authorities (Hartnack, 2005; McGregor, 2001. Although the 
fast track occurred in the commercial farming areas, the process reinvented the war 
veterans and ZANU-PF party youths in the communal farming areas. The political 
actors and institutions assumed administrative roles in addition to the traditional 
and state authorities. The result is that chiefs, headmen, spirit mediums, traditional 
healers, ZANU-PF party leaders, entrepreneurs, village committees, peasants and 
households are now all involved in struggles over land allocation and management 
in communal areas (Lan, 1985; Cheater, 1986; Cousins, 1993; Andersson, 1999; 
Nyambara, 2001a). With the exception of spirit mediums, these governance structures 
have a male bias. The introduction of multiple authorities into communal areas by 
successive governments has produced a complex governance system. This means that 
neither patriarchy nor any other system is dominant. This has created uncertainty 
and paradoxically also increased land access opportunities for a variety of groups 
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such as single women and former commercial farm workers who were marginalised 
by the traditional communal area land governance systems. However, after all the 
transformations, which the communal areas have undergone, it would be inaccurate 
to continue to label the governance and land tenure system as customary.
The nature of the community in the communal areas is widely contested: there 
are those who see the communities as cohesive (Holleman, 1969) and those who 
challenge the notion of cohesive community. The latter cite the existence of widely 
contested and at times overlapping village boundaries as proof (Ranger, 1982; Cousins, 
1990, 1993; Andersson, 1999). Villages serve as a formally recognised administrative 
unit in the communal areas. The evolution of the villages and their composition 
provides an insight into the nature of the communities in the communal area villages.
Villages were created during the colonial period and organised under the office of 
sabhuku/kraal head who was responsible for collecting the taxes for the colonial 
government (Holleman, 1954; Weinrich, 1975; Ranger, 1982). As already stated, 
during the war, some villages were reorganised as protected villages set up by the 
Rhodesian government while the guerrillas controlled the others (Ranger, 1982; 
Kesby, 1996). The ZANU-PF party consolidated the colonial villages under the 
ZANU-PF village committees at independence. The Zimbabwe government uses the 
villages as administrative units for distributing food relief and collecting taxes. The 
governance of productive resources within the villages remains unclear. There are 
frequent inter-village land transfers, grazing and forestry resource sharing and social 
security arrangements. This has increased the complexity of governance structures.
The foregoing illustrates the multiple, plural, legal governance institutions that 
govern land, labour and forest use in communal areas. As a result, the authority 
and the legal guidelines of traditional leaders have become unclear, confused and 
in many cases overlap with those of other institutions governing natural resources, 
land, labour, village membership and government agricultural inputs and labour 
opportunities access. The contradictory findings in the literature arise because of the 
differential interpretation and application of rules by the various administrators and 
the specific conditions in each communal area. As a result, the various opportunities, 
constraints and outcomes of these governance systems on specific locales will vary 
among the 176 communal areas and the villages within them.25
It is within these systems that there is supposed to exist a system of property rights 
in which individual households within a group or community enjoy rights of use 
over specific land parcels for cropping and residential use, and a defined group or 
25 The present study is unique in that it discusses a unique set of conditions in Mwanza communal area. 
However, at the level of processes and multiplicity of land tenure systems, it is a reflection of the general 
situation in Zimbabwe’s communal farming areas.
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community has rights of access to an area of common land which provides grazing, 
fuel, wood, water and building material (Cousins, 1993). Individuals are supposed 
to gain land through membership of the community. The system allocates primary 
land rights to men and secondary land rights to women. Under this system, daughters 
and widows cannot hold land independent of a man. The literature is contradictory 
on the security of the customary right to land (Pankhurst, 1991; Berkvens, 1997; 
Andersson, 1999). The contradictory positions are a reflection of the different ways 
in which the various governance institutions interact with specific local conditions 
in communal areas of Zimbabwe.
However, under pressure of all kinds of changes in the context of communal farming 
areas, new ways of allocating land have emerged in practice. The traditional systems 
were transformed by interventions of native commissioners allocating land during 
the NLHA, guerrilla and colonial government forces during the war, and the re-
organisation of local government after independence. The changing rural–urban 
connections in response to the war, land redistribution and wage contraction has 
affected the character of the communal areas. The movement of former commercial 
farm workers into communal areas has increased the demand for land, spawned land 
markets and increased the diversity of the populations. The nature of rural-urban 
connections varies with the location and governance systems of a communal area. 
The developments introduced negotiating space within which single women hearth-
holds could gain access to land, community and natural resources in the communal 
areas. All these deviations from traditional norms have increased the space within 
which single women can negotiate access to land in communal areas. The specific 
local conditions are important for understanding the exact impact of the multiple 
governance institutions on people’s daily lives. Single women are also a heterogeneous 
group who experience conditions differently. The focus on individual hearth-holds 
and locations will help to increase the understanding of their experiences.
3.4 The evolution of livelihoods in communal areas
In the early colonial era, when agriculture was the mainstay of existence, elderly 
males controlled the means of production, land, cattle and marriage. Young men relied 
on their patri-kin for land and bride price, and nearly all marriages were arranged 
by parents. Women’s consent to marriage was not required (May, 1983:21; Folbre, 
1988). The colonial government increased the economic dependence of African 
women on men by giving males the control of all forms of property, including 
women in communal areas. This was achieved through the registration of rights 
to communal land in men’s names under the Native Land Husbandry Act under 
the pretext of customary law. Women were confined to communal areas during the 
colonial period (Barnes, 1997; Moyo and Kawewe, 2002; Shutt, 2002). The movement 
of African women from communal areas was restricted by denying them access 
to urban housing and restricting the use of motorised transport to African women 
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who had written permission from their male guardians (Schmidt, 1992; Cheater and 
Gaidzanwa, 1996; Barnes, 1997).
The migrant labour system favoured the employment of single male migrant workers, 
through ‘pass’ laws and the provision of urban residence only for single males. The 
Europeans educated African men and not women, because the men were expected 
to come into contact with Europeans through labour migration. The communal 
areas were maintained for the subsistence of workers’ families and the support of 
men past their working age. Consequently, labour costs were subsidised by rural 
subsistence production, which bore all the cost of the production and reproduction 
of labour and maintenance of workers when they were ill, disabled or old (Potts and 
Mutambirwa, 1990:678). The development left women with no livelihood option 
but to farm. The poor soils and ecological environment made sole dependence on 
agriculture in communal areas risky. Single women were more vulnerable as they 
were more dependent on agriculture and often had no male relatives to support 
them with cash from wage labour.
Urban wage employment destabilised traditional patriarchal relations by freeing 
young men from agricultural livelihoods and gave them an opportunity to make more 
decisions about marriage without their father’s consent. This also made dissolution of 
marriage through divorce easier (May, 1983, 1987). The destabilisation of patriarchal 
relations undermined the seniority and control of the elderly and increased their 
insecurity and dependency on the young. Over time, peasant farming became a fairly 
low status activity, left to women or retirees. The women who remained in the rural 
areas became the de facto heads of households (Cheater and Gaidzanwa, 1996; Barnes, 
1997; Potts, 2000a). The separation of married people changed gender dynamics, as 
high rates of male migration led to increased adultery, new forms of informal unions 
and prostitution (Goebel, 2005:36). All these processes contributed to the increase 
of the number of single women in communal areas. The out-migration of males 
and women’s limited access to livelihood opportunities outside the communal areas 
resulted in the feminisation of communal areas (May, 1983; Schmidt, 1992). The result 
was that male-dominated agriculture ceased to be a dominant form of livelihood in 
the communal areas, although the presence of elderly retired men and the continued 
return of men to the communal areas limited the feminisation of agriculture and 
communal area residence. The continued dominance of males in the land, village 
membership and natural resource governance systems perpetuated the patriarchal 
control over land and other productive resources. The weakening of patriarchy may 
have opened space for women’s autonomy; however, this development has also 
increased the vulnerability of single women as it has undermined the institutions 
that obliged men to take care of them.
The post-independence government of Zimbabwe made a series of legislative changes 
aimed at changing gender relations. A Ministry of Community Development and 
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Women’s Affairs was established in 1981. The Legal Age of Majority Act was passed, 
giving all races and genders full contractual rights on attaining the age of 18. The Law 
and Primary Courts Act allowed primary courts to take decisions that had previously 
been determined by chiefs under traditional law. The passage of the Matrimonial 
Causes Act granted women the right to part of the marital property in the event of a 
divorce (Batezat and Mwalo cited in Hindin, 2002:154). In 1997, the Administration 
of the Estates Amendment Act ended customary inheritance and allowed widows 
to inherit the house, land and property of their husband (Kesby, 1999:38). Although 
the legal reforms freed women from legal disadvantages of perpetual minority and 
reduced the authority of patriarchs over women (Rwezaura, 1989: 15; Hindin, 2002), 
the legislation had no impact on women’s access to land in the communal areas. 
The post-independence government maintained traditional communal tenure and 
supported the administering of customary law on inheritance in the communal areas 
(Kesby, 1999:38; WLSA, 1990) because of the ZANU-PF party’s desire to maintain the 
political support of men (Kesby, 1999). As a result, men have maintained ownership 
of land and homesteads in the communal areas.
The vulnerability of communal area livelihoods, which started when they were 
established, has been heightened over the years by drought, withdrawal of able-
bodied male labour, disruption of commercial farming, economic stagnation in the 
modern sector, structural adjustment programmes and HIV/AIDS which have all 
induced a constant shift in rural-urban connections. The reduction in opportunities 
for diversification caused by structural adjustment policies, economic crisis, land 
reform and operation Restore Order increased the strain on the already marginal 
livelihoods of communal area inhabitants. Drought is a recurring phenomenon in 
Sub-Saharan African semi-arid zones (Scoones et al., 1996:4). The frequent droughts 
threaten farmers’ ability to meet their own food requirements and induce changes 
in people’s livelihoods (Cousins, 1993; Scoones et al., 1996; Kinsey, 2002; Bird and 
Shepherd, 2003). The coping strategies used over successive droughts demonstrate 
a decline in the ability of communal areas to produce subsistence crops, their 
increased reliance on external links and changes in the nature of engagement with 
the urban sector. A survey of literature on drought experiences shows a gradual shift 
from localised responses to increasing dependence on the areas outside communal 
areas, including the State, the market and wages (Scoones et al., 1996:4; Kinsey, 
2002; Bird and Shepherd, 2003).
The pre-colonial people coped with drought by collecting wild food and grain 
exchanges. The coping strategies changed during the colonisation period to include 
the exchange of livestock for grain and provision of drought relief by the colonial 
government (Drinkwater, 1989; Scoones et al., 1996). In the 1920-1940 period, 
the use of cattle sales as a strategy declined because of the reduced number of 
cattle and smaller herds brought on by increased human population and the de-
stocking programme promoted by the Native Land Husbandry Act. Wages became 
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an increasingly important source of normal and drought-time support for communal 
area livelihoods (Ranger, 1982; Scoones et al., 1996). In the post-independence 
period, communal areas increasingly struggled to meet consumption demand 
even in non-drought years. Farmers had to resort to purchasing from the market or 
food remittances from urban areas, to meet the food deficit that occurs just before 
harvesting. There was increased dependence on the government and migrated 
relatives during the 1982-84 droughts. The post-independence government initially 
offered drought relief, which was replaced with food-for-work programmes (Amin, 
1992; Scoones et al., 1996; Kinsey et al., 1998). The drought decimated communal cattle 
herds, impairing the capacity of households to recover in the long term (Alderson, 
1998). The reduction in the livestock undermined the communal area inhabitants’ 
attempts to meet their tillage needs. This reduced agricultural production.
The decline of agricultural production led to an increase in non-agricultural 
activities in the communal areas (Bryceson, 1999, 2002; Andersson, 1999). There 
was reduced usage of arable lands in the affected communal areas. The land under 
fallow increased tenfold in communal farming areas in 2000 (CSO 2000 Agriculture 
Livestock Survey in communal areas cited in Mudimu, 2003:19) because of soil 
exhaustion, the high price of fertiliser which made longer fallow the only affordable 
soil management practice, the shortage of labour and draught, illness or disease (Bird 
and Shepherd, 2003; Mudimu, 2003: 19). The under-utilisation of agricultural land 
in communal areas confirmed the declining use of land as an agricultural asset and 
the increasing importance of livelihood diversification. The changing land use and 
demand patterns cannot be generalised to all the communal areas of Zimbabwe, 
nor is it correct to assume that the 1980s were the same as the 1990s. This finding 
contradicts descriptions of communal areas as overcrowded and land short (Cheater, 
1986; Machingaidze, 1991; Phimister, 1993; Scoones et al., 1996; Andersson, 1999; 
Thompson, 2004). The two opposing views highlight the extent of disagreement by 
scholars on the land access situation in communal areas. Each of these situations 
implies different livelihood opportunities for single women.
Communal area residents’ employment options arise from agricultural, non-
agricultural activities and through mobility. Agriculture-related employment is 
derived from work on other people's land in communal areas and co-operative work. 
The non-agricultural activities that people in communal areas increasingly rely on 
for livelihood generation include casual labour, trading, beer brewing, craftwork and 
migration. Access to these opportunities is gendered. Casual labour refers to non-
permanent, daily paid work performed for a variety of employers (Adams, 1991b:298). 
The work is remunerated through a range of payment arrangements including cash, 
payment in kind or a service like ploughing. Casual work is performed by both men 
and women. Men dominate the ploughing and the non-agricultural jobs (Adams, 
1991b:311; Jackson and Collier, 1991:39; Scoones et al., 1996:183).
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The households that hire casual labour are wealthy and have high crop sales (Adams, 
1991b:313; Pankhurst, 1991:614; Berkvens, 1997:16). Female-headed households are 
more likely than male-headed households to hire wage labourers (Adams, 1991a:164). 
Households headed by a casual worker do not in general hire workers, sell any crops 
or receive regular sizeable remittances. The households that hire out labour are 
mostly poor and headed by single women (Richards, 1939 cited in Adams, 1991a:165, 
1991b:316, 318). This shows that single women headed households are represented 
among the wealthiest and poorest domestic units.
Permanent workers perform general agricultural labour or serve as shop assistants, 
barmaids or domestic house-help. The permanent workers normally reside at their 
place of work (Adams, 1991b; Jackson and Collier, 1991). More than two thirds of 
the permanent workers are male. Female permanent workers raise children, cook, 
clean and fetch water. They are generally aged between 16 and 30 years. Shop 
owners in the communal areas prefer to hire divorced or widowed women to work 
in their stores or beer halls because the women are willing to work for less money 
and are more dependable (Adams, 1991a:175). Another source of waged work is live-
in domestic help in urban areas. A study of urban domestic workers in Botswana 
concluded that the expensive urban environment and conditions of service made 
it difficult for these women to reside with their children (Izzard, 1985).
Some communal areas are close to commercial farms where residents used to have 
access to temporary or permanent work in agriculture. The number of women 
employed on commercial farms has increased steadily since the colonial era. The 
figure continued to rise after independence as women had to support retrenched 
men (Adams, 1991b; Barnes, 1997; Jackson and Collier, 1991). The availability of 
commercial farm employment was curtailed by the fast track land reform (Chadya 
and Mayavo, 2002; Magaramombe, 2004; Goebel, 2005; Hartnack, 2005). The fast 
track land reform prompted a return of commercial farm workers to the communal 
areas. Their return increased competition for land, opportunities for non-agricultural 
employment and transfers from the State.
Women and households with lower remittance receipts dominate trading in communal 
areas. They trade in vegetables, beer, handicraft, pottery and bricks (Pankhurst, 1991; 
Cousins, 1993; Scoones et al., 1996; Berkvens, 1997). Trading is hampered by the 
low availability of cash among the communal area populace, stiff competition and 
erratic availability of goods. The government has restricted trading through strict 
licensing and regulation of all commercial activities in rural areas. For example, 
the preparation and sale of food was, and is, still restricted to licensed premises26 
at growth points and established commercial centres (Cheater and Gaidzanwa, 
26 Illegal traders were harassed by the police, had their goods confiscated and were ordered to pay a fine. 
This undermined the viability of the activity (Muzvidziwa, 2000:82).
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1996; Scoones et al., 1996; Muzvidziwa, 2000). A study on a growth point showed 
that, though single women were the majority of the traders, they had restricted 
access to licensed trading space. The available space was allocated through existing 
governance institutions which favoured men. Single women were discriminated 
against in the allocation of trading space because of their marital status (Zhou, 1993 
cited in Gaidzanwa, 1997: 162-163). The option of cross-border trading is a highly 
lucrative activity closed to the majority of women from rural areas as they lack cash 
and the formal documents required for these activities (Cheater and Gaidzanwa, 
1996; Muzvidziwa, 2000, 2001).
Operation Restore Order severely disrupted the informal economy by disrupting 
networks, destroying businesses and displacing the informal sector workers. This 
reduced women’s alternatives for livelihood diversification and increased their 
reliance on risky activities. Unmarried women and older divorcees used prostitution 
and temporary liaisons with men to gain access to resources (Pankhurst, 1991:623; 
Scoones et al., 1996:184; Gregson et al., 1997:1273; Mudimu, 2003:35; Hartnack 
2005:183). Prostitution, one of the diversification options for women with lower asset 
levels, is concentrated around growth points, rural business centres, beer parties 
and commercial farming areas. The limited options for single women to diversify 
their likelihoods and the risks associated with agriculture have increased their 
desperation. The single women who engage in transactional sex are vulnerable to 
HIV/AIDS and giving birth to children they cannot support.
Commercial and ritual beer brewing activities generate opportunities for non-
agricultural employment. Women dominate beer brewing, an activity concentrated 
around elderly people’s homes (Helmsing, 1991; McCall, 1996; Scoones et al., 1996; 
Vijfhuizen, 2002). Historically, beer has been used as payment for working groups 
and for specific time-bound labour activities such as house construction, land 
clearing or agricultural work parties. In order to conduct successfully a beer brewing 
business, women have to make a substantial capital injection to purchase grain, 
firewood and labour for transporting water. Beer brewing provides more income 
than other businesses (McCall, 1996). Traditional beer is also used appease spirits 
(Vijfhuizen, 2002:2210).
Pottery is the specialist activity of a few women (Helmsing, 1991; Scoones et al., 
1996:185). Skilled women make domestic utensils for sale to the local population. 
Pottery is also vulnerable to the volatility of rural markets and seasonality. Potters 
cannot manufacture pots during the rainy season as they rely on the sun for part 
of the drying process.
Originally a male dominated activity, migration has increasingly been adopted by 
women as they take up employment in urban formal and informal sectors (Drakakis-
Smith, 1984; Barnes, 1997; Bryceson and Mbara, 2003; Ranga, 2004). The easing 
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of laws restricting movement from communal to urban areas by the post-colonial 
government has increased female mobility. The need to balance cash earning with 
domestic roles restricts women’s mobility options and increases their vulnerability 
to the weak and volatile communal area market. Even then, the historical analysis 
of the nature of women’s rural-urban connections shows that the connections have 
evolved significantly. Initially women were confined to rural areas and the extent of 
their connection was the rearing of children, farming to subsidise the urban sector 
and as the recipients of remittances from the waged male migrants. After restrictions 
on mobility and urban land ownership were lifted, women’s connections evolved 
as they increasingly traversed the rural-urban continuum working, trading and 
contributing to the development and maintenance of both rural and urban bases. 
It is not possible to generalise women’s participation in rural urban connections. 
Single women mediated rural-urban connections differently compared to women 
who were in a conjugal relationship.
Remittances are an important source of livelihood diversification. Remittances 
are also important for investment in agricultural activities and a buffer during 
drought (Jackson and Collier, 1991: 37; Scoones et al., 1996). The main recipients of 
remittances are married women and the elderly. Although single women receive 
fewer remittances than other household heads, the remittances enable the receiving 
households to invest in agriculture, casual and permanent labour that are important 
livelihood activities for single women. Remittances have declined since the increased 
cost of living in urban areas following the structural adjustment, retrenchments and 
the contraction of the economy (Scoones et al., 1996; Mudimu, 2003; Huisman, 2005). 
HIV/AIDS has reduced remittances, as the most vulnerable are the economically 
active members of the population. The value of money has also been eroded by the 
high inflation that characterises the Zimbabwean economy.
Although agriculture is no longer the dominant livelihood activity, poorer households 
continue to farm because these households lack resources to diversify their livelihood 
portfolios (Berkvens, 1997; Andersson, 1999). Destitute households increase their 
dependence on networks of social relations, the State and the church (Scoones et 
al., 1996:187; Mudimu, 2003). The state drought relief in years of severe drought 
was erratic but remained vital for many desperate households (Scoones et al., 1996; 
Mudimu, 2003). Households that fail to cope migrate or succumb. The pathways 
of different households demonstrate that experiences depend on the household’s 
access to productive resources.
3.5  Implications for single women’s livelihood decisions and 
productive resource access in the communal farming areas
Single women in communal areas of Zimbabwe make livelihood decisions and access 
productive resources under very difficult circumstances. This is because of the 
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historic and recent developments in the communal areas. The communal farming 
areas were deliberately set up as land, financial and natural resource poor areas. 
Successive governments deliberately produced and maintained communal area 
populations in a vulnerable state as a control tool. The nature of this state-induced 
vulnerability is gendered and has fostered dependency of women on men. Over 
time, the situation has been transformed and livelihoods have increasingly become 
vulnerable. Single women hearth-holds have become an important focus population 
as they are among the most vulnerable.
Communal areas were set up to depend on the hinterland consisting of urban areas, 
mines and commercial farms. Developments in Zimbabwe since independence and 
especially in the last ten years have resulted in the reduction of the migrant labour 
contract. This has had the effect of weakening the basis for economic linkages between 
communal areas and the rest of the economic space in the country. As a result, 
communal areas have increasingly become a disconnected and swelling reservoir 
of the unemployed, ill and redundant members of the population. Single women 
have been increasingly dependent on such communities for support. The declining 
livelihood base in communal areas means that such communities are increasingly 
finding it difficult to support single women and other dependent members of the 
community. Single women thus have to negotiate livelihoods in communities that 
offer limited support on difficult terms. The situation is dire for single women who 
have dependents, are ill and/or destitute. Single women have to devise strategies 
to diversify their livelihoods while coping with increased domestic burdens caused 
by HIV/AIDS, marital breakdown and the collapse of the public health system.
Communal areas have historically been perceived as areas where customary tenure 
is practised. The intervention by the colonial government disrupted and repeatedly 
re-organised natural resource governance institutions. This, coupled with changing 
land-use patterns as the viability of agriculture declines, means that the communal 
areas can hardly be said to have traditional or communal tenure regime. Single 
women may find new spaces and/or simultaneously lose security in the new and 
emergent tenure systems. It may be that traditional productive resource access has 
evolved in line with the new developments. The evolution may have opened up 
opportunities for marginalised groups. Examples include the informal land market and 
other institutions that accompany the evolution of resource governance institutions.
The vulnerability of single women in communal areas is rooted in the patriarchal 
structuring of communal area governance, which increased women’s dependence on 
men. This patriarchal dominance has continued even as institutions for governing 
access to productive resources in communal areas have multiplied. Authority positions 
that were clear in the past have become blurred, and have caused vulnerability for 
women. Single women have moved from one position of dependence to a position 
of vulnerability in which they are less protected but have more possibilities to 
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diversify on their own. The decisions that single women make determine the extent 
of their vulnerability.
The nature of rural-urban connections has been influenced by the economic crisis, 
government policy and declining agricultural production. The literature review has 
showed that rural and urban areas are inextricably linked. This has been illustrated 
by the knock-on effects that development in one locality have had on the other. The 
relaxation of laws on migration, land reform, fast track land reform and operation 
Restore Order have induced mobility of larger numbers of adults of both sexes to 
and from communal areas. The insecurity and uncertainty in commercial farms and 
urban areas have meant that people moving from communal areas make different 
decisions regarding their land rights in the communal areas. The rapidly changing 
rural-urban connections have induced changes in property relations and land use in 
communal areas in ways that have opened up land access opportunities for single 
women and other marginalised people. Single women have to make decisions to 
maximise opportunities and manage risks when they arise.
Although single women are the focus of this research, the impact of recent changes 
on communal areas and on the wider community in the research area forms an 
important backdrop against which to situate single women’s experiences. Single 
women hearth-holds are an ‘abnormal’ category of domestic unit in an arena 
dominated by patriarchal norms. In the following chapters, the ways in which the 
communal area productive resources governance institutions have interacted with 
the increasing number of single women and the manner in which single women 
navigate, through their decisions, the volatility, uncertainty and desperation that 
characterise communal area livelihoods today will be discussed. The local context 
is an important determinant of the impact of processes outlined above. The next 
chapter focuses on the situation in the study area. This will provide a more specific 
backdrop for the empirical findings of the research, which will be presented in 
subsequent chapters.
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4.1 Introduction
The rapid changes experienced by the communal areas in the last two decades have 
increased livelihood differentiation and altered gendered relations. The impact of 
the rapid changes in each communal area was mediated by the location, resource 
endowment and local governance context. This chapter describes the specific local 
context of the study area. The focus is on two study villages. The aim is to highlight 
how different communities and governance institutions responded to the livelihood 
vulnerability caused by the crisis in Zimbabwe. The chapter is also used to provide 
a generalised framework within which the more focused analysis of single women 
hearth-holds in Chapters 5, 6, and 7 can be understood. The chapter is organised into 
four sections. The first section describes the background of Mwanza ward in which 
the two villages are located. It also describes the historic decline of the physical and 
social infrastructure available to the research populace. The second section highlights 
the governance institutions in the ward and the villages. The third section deals with 
the physical, social and governance aspects of the villages, specifically highlighting 
how individuals gained access to the villages and established homesteads. The final 
section describes the ways in which individuals dealt with vulnerability.
4.2 Ward governance
Map 2.1 shows the location of the research area in Mwanza ward, Goromonzi district 
in Mashonaland East province in Zimbabwe. Communal areas in Zimbabwe are 
governed by both administrative and traditional authorities who respectively have 
structures that are decentralised to the local level. Administratively, the villages are 
in Mashonaland East Province headed by the Provincial Governor. The Province is 
divided into Districts which are administered by the District administrator. Goromonzi 
district is divided into four wards. The ward, a sub-unit of the Rural District Council 
is headed by an elected councillor. The elected councillor is a member of the ruling 
party, ZANU-PF. A ward is made up of villages headed by a village head (sabhuku). The 
traditional authorities are represented by chiefs who have a council in the parliament 
of Zimbabwe. Map 2.1 highlights the communal areas in Goromonzi District. The 
Chiefs govern the communal areas in the district. The map shows that Goromonzi 
district is divided into the Chinyika, Chinhamora and Chikwaka Chieftainships. Chief 
Chikwaka’s area is divided into three sub-chieftainships, whose spatial boundaries 
coincide with the administrative wards of the Rural District Council presided by the 
councillor. Sub-chieftainships are headed by sub-chiefs (machinda). The research 
villages are under the jurisdiction of Sub-chief Mwanza. Although the administrative 
and traditional authorities have set up parallel structures in communal areas, the 
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ward and sub-chief’s boundary coincide. This means the councillor and the sub-chief 
administer the same jurisdiction.27
The administration of both the traditional and administrative authorities’ activities 
are both vested in the sabhuku at the village level. Masabhuku are the lowest tier 
of both the traditional and the political and administrative authorities. There are 
35 villages in the study ward of Mwanza. The size of the villages ranges from 20 to 
300 homesteads. The field research was carried out in Makuku and Ndamba village.
The political parties also assert their authority through both the traditional and 
administrative communal areas resource governance structures. At the time of the 
research, the ruling party ZANU-PF had a hierarchy of command that ran parallel 
to the governing system from the parliament right down to the village level in rural 
areas. In the rural district areas, the cell and branch of ZANU-PF were the same as the 
village and ward development committees respectively. In addition to the Zanu-PF 
ward councillor, the ruling party was represented by a ward co-ordinator at the ward 
level. The ward co-ordinator was supposed to be the ultimate authority in the ward, 
answering only to the provincial governor. The ruling party had an important role in 
mobilising the electorate during elections, governing the disbursement of government 
handouts such as seeds and fertiliser and the identification of target groups for 
donor-funded programmes. The war veterans who had settled on the surrounding 
former commercial farms controlled access to grazing, firewood, thatching grass, 
employment opportunities and other resources available on the former commercial 
farms. The politicisation of resources increased the vulnerability of communal 
area people by limiting their access to donor-funded resources and also increased 
interference with the targeting of state resources, as political rather than need-based 
criteria were used to select beneficiaries.
The chief and sub-chiefs administer justice in a number of domains such as 
domestic strife, conflicts between the communal area inhabitants, land allocation 
and adjudication of disputes between masabhuku. The local chief Chikwaka held a 
weekly court at the growth point on Sundays. The nature of the ‘traditional’ authorities 
varied in the research area. There was a village popularly known as UB40 in the 
27 Throughout the fieldwork, the tension between the elected councillor and the traditional authorities’ 
representative the sub-chief was observed throughout the various public meetings. The tension arose 
because of a lack of clarity on which of the two was supposed to dominate the ward. I enquired into this 
and was advised that the sub-chief administers the traditional activities like rain making and sabhuku’s 
monthly meetings while the councillor presides over the political activities like rallies, and election 
campaigns and monthly ward meetings. However, in public meetings the two were constantly engaged 
in a power struggle. Activities like the distribution of Food Aid introduced new arenas for struggle. The 
sub-chief and the councillor tried to diffuse the tension by avoiding attending the same meeting together. 
When I enquired why they had not attended the meeting, they respectively claimed that they had not 
been aware of it or had other commitments.
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Mwanza ward. This village was established by former commercial farm workers on 
the grazing land of Deera village during the fast track land reform programme in 
2003. A former commercial farmer had approached a local sabhuku who was also a 
war veteran for land to establish a village for the former commercial farm workers. 
The sabhuku allocated them the village grazing land. The former commercial farm 
workers had demarcated their homesteads and had a former commercial farm worker 
as the sabhuku. Developments like this village introduced variations to the traditional 
norms and ways of governing land and livelihood capitals in the communal areas.
The Chikwaka spirit medium was responsible for all traditional ceremonies, including 
rainmaking, giving thanks to the spirits, healing and explaining inexplicable events 
like death, illness, barrenness and bad luck. The medium controlled resource access 
by regulating the exploitation of natural resources, which she deemed sacred. These 
included some plant species. She was also a source of non-agricultural employment 
for some people recruited to assist in beer brewing and certain rituals in exchange 
for food.
The local police office was located at the growth point. The police were responsible 
for law and order. Some criminalised activities, like beer brewing and vending, were 
important livelihood strategies for single women. There have been no veterinary 
officers in the village since the government stopped providing the subsidised dipping 
services. This increased the vulnerability of the communal area livestock to disease. 
Neither was the Natural Resources Board represented in the area during the fieldwork 
period. In the past, the Natural Resources Board had been responsible for evicting 
people who had settled illegally in the communal farming areas. The Natural 
Resources Board targeted people who settled along water courses, vleis28, conservation 
areas and buffer zones between communal areas and commercial farms. In the 
past, non-governmental organisations had provided assistance to the community 
through funding and food transfers. The villagers mentioned that they had received 
food from World Vision, Help-Age and Care International. The NGOs had disbursed 
assistance to masabhuku whose responsibility was to identify target homesteads to 
benefit from the assistance. These activities had virtually ceased in 2005 because of 
the deteriorating relations between Zimbabwe and the West following the fast track 
land redistribution programme. During the fieldwork period, the government of 
Zimbabwe had provided every homestead in the ward with two kilogram’s of beans 
for planting. The fact that every homestead had benefited could be linked to the 
forthcoming election (see Section 3.2.3).
28 Wetland environments that retain water close to or at ground level throughout the year. They include 
marshes, sponges, swamps and reed beds (Bell and Hotchkiss, 1991:202).
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4.3 Socio-economic description
Map 2.1 shows that Goromonzi rural district comprises communal, resettlement 
and commercial farming areas, and mines. The areas represent a cross section of 
livelihood opportunities. The research site is located in agricultural Region IIb (see 
Section 3.2). The area has a short rainy season lasting from October to February. 
The area’s dependence on rain-fed agriculture renders the agricultural activities 
vulnerable to the frequent drought that characterises the country’s climate.
The proximity of the area to commercial farms of Bromley and Arcturus made the 
research site a convenient destination for former commercial farm workers who had 
been evicted or retired from the farms. Although some of the former commercial 
farms were redistributed to war veterans under the fast track land resettlement 
programme, some European commercial farmers remained. These farmers and 
the war veterans were engaged in agricultural activities on some of the commercial 
farms. Commercial farming areas with their high labour demand were sources of 
temporary and permanent employment. Chikwaka communal areas’ proximity 
to commercial farming areas, with their reservoirs of wage labourers made the 
communal area attractive for petty traders. The commercial farms were a source 
of stocks of produce29 and commercial farm workers provided a market for women 
involved in trading activities.
Juru Growth Point (see Section 3.2), which is in Mwanza ward, is located on a busy 
highway linking Zimbabwe and the Southern African Development Community 
neighbours of Mozambique and Malawi. The highway is used by truckers moving 
within Southern Africa. The public services at the growth point include government 
offices, a post office, a bank, fuel stations, wholesalers, retail shops, a hotel, nightclubs 
and a clinic. The growth point acts as a magnet offering services to passing traffic 
and locals from surrounding farms and communal areas. There are two rural service 
centres in Mwanza from where locals obtain basic goods. There are several mines 
in the vicinity, which provide livelihood opportunities for small-scale miners. The 
Norah River which forms the eastern boundary of Makuku village is a source of 
alluvial gold.
The two villages and the district are linked to Harare by a tarred highway. During 
the research period, the road from the growth point to the villages was a dirt road, 
in poor state and served by private operators who used poorly maintained vehicles. 
The formal public transport providers cited low demand, political interference in 
pricing and routing, and the poor state of the roads as reasons for not servicing the 
29 Cabbages, tomatoes, beans, potatoes.
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route. The road had been well maintained in the past by the government and former 
commercial farmers.
At the time of the research, there were two primary schools, two secondary schools 
and one clinic in Mwanza ward. The clinic was staffed by two full-time nurses. A 
provincial medical doctor visited the clinic once a month. The clinic also relied 
on voluntary staff drawn from the villages. There were fourteen village health 
workers in the ward. Twelve of these were women. In the past when the clinic had 
more resources, village health workers distributed food rations, some preventive 
medicines, contraceptives and gloves to the community. During the time of fieldwork 
in 2005, the clinic had no drugs. Patients had to supply their own stationery30 and 
medication. The village health workers selected ‘deserving’ individuals to be ‘seen’31 
by the doctor. This, plus the people’s diminished income, reduced the numbers of 
people using the facilities and increased people’s vulnerability to preventable and 
curable diseases.
The ward was also a beneficiary of the Zimbabwe Rural Electrification Programme, 
which was launched after independence. As a result, some wealthier homesteads 
were connected to the national grid and had electricity. There was an Anglican-
church administered orphanage in the ward, which used to absorb orphans from 
the whole district. The orphanage was oversubscribed and had stopped accepting 
orphans. The other churches assisted some destitute members with food, medicine 
and moral support, and others purported to offer healing.
4.4 Village governance
The villages of Makuku and Ndamba were selected because of the striking differences 
between them. The differences are summarised in Table 4.1. Makuku was a much 
larger village in terms of population and size. The village had a total of 335 residents 
compared to Ndamba’s 54. The average homestead size in Makuku was smaller than 
that in Ndamba because of the higher population density in Makuku village. Map 
4.1 shows the layout of Makuku village. The village borders commercial farms to the 
east and, in the south, the boundary is a river. In the west, two other villages, Masawi 
and Tunha, are separated from Makuku by a river. The number of homesteads in 
Makuku village increased from 68 to 90 between September 2004 and November 
2005. Map 4.1 shows that the homesteads in Makuku are divided into three clusters 
labelled Makuku 1, Makuku 2 and Makuku 3. The original settlement and officially 
established village was Makuku 1. This was later extended to Makuku 2 and Makuku 
30 Notebooks to be used by the clinic staff to record patients’ medical condition and history.
31 As there was only one doctor serving the whole province and there were no drugs, the doctor made 
monthly visits to monitor the sick. He could only examine the patients but had nothing to offer them 
by way of medicine.
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3. The resident population in Makuku consisted of 164 children, 89 women and 82 
men in November 2005. Children made up nearly half of the population.
Map 4.2 shows the layout of Ndamba village, with Chipikiri village to the east, 
Goremusandu to the south and Mapfumo to the west. There were 23 homesteads in 
Ndamba in 2004. The number of homesteads in Ndamba village remained constant 
throughout the fieldwork period. As the map shows, homestead allotments were 
fewer and much larger than those of Makuku. The homestead sites in Ndamba ranged 
between 0.49 and 2.31 hectares in size. The population of Ndamba numbered 57 in 
September 2005, of which 23 women, 21 children and 10 adult men.
Villages are made up of individual portions called homesteads. Makuku had 68 
homesteads in 2004 and Ndamba had 15 occupied homesteads. Makuku continued 
to grow because of the flourishing informal land market. This is the reason for the 
large difference in the number of homesteads between 2004 and 2005. The two 
villages proportionally had more male-headed than female-headed homesteads. The 
homesteads hosting single women hearth-holds were more than the homesteads 
headed by single women hearth-holds. Homesteads hosting single women refer to 
Table 4.1. Summary comparison of Makuku and Ndamba villages.
Makuku Ndamba
Size (number of residents) 335 54
Number of homesteads
     2004
     2005a
68
90
23
23
Homestead size 0.13-2.17 hectares 0.49-2.31 hectares
Occupied homesteads
Male-headed homesteads
Child-headed homesteads
Homesteads hosting single women 
hearth-holds
Women-headed homesteads
68
39
1
40
28
15
9
0
12
6
Membership access Kinship, market, employment, 
marriage
Kinship, marriage
Social security Kinship, market, state, church Kinship, state, market
Livelihood opportunities Agriculture, land market, 
commercial farming areas
Agriculture, commercial 
farms
aHomesteads depicted on the maps; number of homestead increased over the fieldwork period.
Source: Fieldwork 2004/5.
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homesteads where single women were accommodated both as homestead heads 
and dependents of either female or male head.
The village boundaries were widely contested. During the monthly ward sabhuku 
meetings and the Chief’s Sunday courts, boundary disputes between masabhuku 
were commonly presented. Map 4.1 shows the boundaries of Makuku. The western 
boundary is marked by some very old trees. Land transactions also cut across 
village boundaries. Both Makuku and Ndamba villages had homesteads belonging to 
Map 4.1. Makuku village land use in September 2005. Source: Derived from GPS mapping procedure 
(see Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2).
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adjacent villages within their respective boundaries. On Map 4.1 depicting Makuku, 
the homesteads in Makuku of which three are located in the western part of the 
main road belong to Masawi village. The explanation is that the adjacent Masawi 
sabhuku had encroached on the territory of Makuku. Andersson’s study in Buhera 
communal areas found that the practices of neighbouring villages encroaching 
boundaries were not uncommon (Andersson 2000:105). The Ndamba community 
garden on the western side on Map 4.2 is located outside its boundaries in the next 
village. Apparently, this is because of a transaction between the two masabhuku to 
facilitate the establishment of a garden32. The eastern boundaries of Ndamba enclose 
32 The site was suitable because it was in the vlei. Ndamba did not have such a site so the sabhuku 
exchanged a residential homestead for the garden site.
Map 4.2. Ndamba village land use in November 2005. Source: Derived from GPS mapping procedure 
(see Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2).
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some gardens, which belong to homesteads from Chipikiri village across the river. 
These gardens existed before the establishment of Ndamba village.
In Ndamba, all homesteads had access to additional cropland beside the homestead. 
This land was used for growing crops. In Makuku, some of the homesteads did not 
have access to arable land because the land had been subdivided to accommodate 
the increasing population. Immigrants, younger families and the autochthons that 
sold and bought arable land were less likely to have arable land in Makuku village. 
There were people resident in Makuku whose livelihood portfolios were made up 
entirely of non-agricultural livelihoods. Such people did not have crop land.
Each village had access to a river from which they drew domestic water use and 
for livestock. Each village had originally been allocated some common land for fuel 
wood and grazing, usually vlei, rocky ground or other inhabitable areas. Settlement 
on these commons was a criminal offence that the State used to enforce through the 
destruction of the dwellings, imprisonment or payment of a fine. The institutions 
enforcing this were the Natural Resources Board and the police. Makuku had a larger 
grazing and forestry area because of its proximity to the commercial farming area. 
Originally, there was extra land between Makuku village and the former commercial 
farms. The extra land acted as a buffer between commercial farms and communal 
farming areas. The high migration into Makuku reduced the buffer, with the result 
that in Makuku homesteads bordered directly on the former commercial farms. 
The villages were served by service lanes, which were used for access by carts and 
cars, as well as for driving cattle to and from the grazing areas. Both villages had 
water channels that were low-lying areas demarcated by the government to facilitate 
drainage of rainwater and prevent flooding. Some individual homesteads had access 
to gardens located on vleis and riverbanks. The gardens were used for growing crops 
and vegetables. The produce was irrigated using buckets to carry water from the 
source which was usually a river or shallow well.
The Ndamba sabhuku was a retired labourer33. He had previously worked in Harare 
while his wife maintained the rural homestead. After retirement he became a full 
time resident in the village. The position of the sabhuku in Ndamba meant that there 
was a central authority around which the community was organised. The Ndamba 
sabhuku’s wife led most of the donor-funded initiatives in the village. The Makuku 
sabhuku was a commuter. A tailor by profession, the sabhuku had a business in the 
town of Marondera approximately 60 kilometres away and another at a shopping 
centre in the adjacent village. The sabhuku commuted between the village and his 
business concerns. In his absence, his brother or cousin assumed leadership of the 
village but the villagers sometimes resorted to the chief or sub-chief. The sabhuku’s 
33 Unskilled labourer poorly remunerated.
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wife travelled with him. The two masabhuku differed in the way they governed 
their villages and received interpreted and practised state laws. The way in which 
this influenced livelihood decision making and resource access for the villagers is 
explored later.
4.4.1 Land access
People gained membership of the villages through kinship, the market, employment 
and self-allocation. The prevalence of various access modes varied between Ndamba 
and Makuku village. The residents in Ndamba were all related to the current sabhuku. 
They obtained land through kinship relations with the sabhuku. The only exceptions 
were an adult male who previously worked for the sabhuku and was allocated a 
homestead as a reward for his labour and two homesteads that belonged to former 
commercial farm workers who moved into the village at the height of the liberation 
war. The Ndamba sabhuku took some pro-active measures to deal with the increasing 
demand for land in the village. The aim was to suppress the demand for land by 
people not originating from the village and to secure land for the future generations 
of the village. If all land was allocated to the families currently in the village, the 
land stock would be exhausted and there would be no opportunity for outsiders 
and/or politicians to demand space in the village. At a village meeting in 2003, 
the sabhuku parcelled out the remaining village residential land in equal portions 
to all homesteads that were represented. Each homestead was allocated an extra 
homestead to cater for its children’s needs. Any other children needing land would 
have to be accommodated from the individual family’s allocation. The sabhuku 
restricted access to the village through various mechanisms, which are discussed 
in subsequent chapters. There were seven single women in Ndamba. Six of these 
hearth-holds headed their own homesteads. They gained access to the homesteads 
through marriage and natal claims. The homesteads were not originally allocated to 
the hearth-holds but as will be shown in Chapter 5, 6, they were allocated to other 
people before the women (husbands, parents). The women then continued to use 
these homesteads as widows, returned daughters or sisters of the original male to 
whom the homestead was allocated by the sabhuku. As a result, the homesteads 
that were occupied by hearth-holds at the time of the research fieldwork were not 
necessarily larger or smaller than male headed homesteads in the village.
Map 4.3 shows that Makuku village is demarcated into villages 1, 2 and 3. The 
situation in Makuku village reflected the wider diversity in the 68 homesteads. 
Twenty-four homesteads had obtained land from the sabhuku on the basis of their 
relationship with the agnatic core, that is, on marriage or upon attaining adult 
status. These were all settled in Makuku 1. The subsequent villages of Makuku 2 
and Makuku 3 were established by the sabhuku in response to immigrant demands 
for land. Immigrants purchased land for homesteads on the informal land market. 
Map 4.3 shows that immigrants also settled in the original Makuku 1 village. The 
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immigrants in Makuku came from other communal areas, commercial farms and 
within Mwanza ward. The single local homestead on the map in Makuku 3 belonged 
to the sabhuku when he temporarily moved there. He has since disposed of the 
homestead on the informal market.
Nearly two-thirds of the people occupying homesteads in Makuku obtained their 
homestead from the informal market. They purchased land from the sabhuku, other 
Map 4.3. Origins of Makuku village inhabitants. Source: Derived from GPS mapping procedure 
(see Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.2).
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villagers, other migrants or claimed land for themselves. The immigrants paid the 
sabhuku for the land and he ‘paced’34 out residential parcels. The immigrants then 
carved out gardens for themselves along the river banks.
Makuku 2 and Makuku 3 are located on Makuku grazing and forest. The land is 
rocky and impossible to plough with an ox- or tractor-drawn plough. Makuku 3 
is inaccessible during the rainy season. The sabhuku assumed ownership of the 
communal commons as the customary trustee. He allocated plots in the former forest 
and grazing area to produce the settlements marked as Makuku 2 and Makuku 3 
on the map. The act of parcelling out village commons to former commercial farm 
workers was also observed by Chimhowu and Woodhouse in another communal 
area in Zimbabwe (Chimhowu and Woodhouse, 2006b).
Research in Gokwe communal area in Zimbabwe reported that people in Gokwe sold 
their land because they were desperate for money and lacked the resources to use 
the land or to raise money for food during the 1992 drought (Nyambara, 2001a:266). 
Individual men and women in Makuku also sold their land.35 For example: a male 
villager sold his arable land and used the proceeds to buy furniture. A widow 
(sabhuku’s mother) sold some of the arable land that she inherited after the death of 
her husband. She used the money to invest in a pig-rearing project. Another widow 
also sold her arable land and used the money to fund the construction of a house. 
Autochthons (people born of the original Makuku agnatic core) subdivided their 
homesteads and disposed of the remainder. Some autochthons sold some or all of 
their arable land. Some immigrants who had bought into Makuku as compared to 
those originating from the agnatic core and or married to people related to the agnatic 
core group subdivided and sold land. Villagers sometimes sold their homestead 
plots when they left the village, whereas others retained control of their land. 
There did not seem to be a direct link between mortality and land sales in Makuku. 
Homesteads that had suffered mortality generally had the relatively largest land 
holdings, even though the land they held was generally under-utilised. The Makuku 
village secretary’s minutes (Box 4.1) demonstrated that people gained access to land 
in the village through purchase on the informal market, self-allocation and allocation 
by the sabhuku. The minutes also showed that some people settled themselves in 
the village without approaching the sabhuku. The excerpts from the minutes of 28 
December 2002, 27 March 2003 and 23 April 2003 all identified cases of people settling 
themselves without the knowledge of the sabhuku. When ‘caught’, such people were 
34 Originally, the state administrators, and later agricultural extension officers, measured parcels of 
land using surveying equipment and recorded the transactions. The apparent reference to the sabhuku 
‘pacing’ land implies that he is not systematic and uses primitive and unscientific tools to undertake this 
highly technical and scientific task.
35 It was not possible to get specific details of all monetary transactions involving land in the village because 
it is illegal to sell land in communal areas and the people involved in the transactions feared prosecution.
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fined and allowed to stay. Those who refused to pay the fine were evicted. An earlier 
section (4.4) of this chapter referred to contested boundaries. The adjacent sabhuku 
Masawi also sold Makuku land, claiming that forest and grazing were commons of 
both villages. Although the homesteads were spatially located in Makuku, they were 
administered by Masawi sabhuku. The various mechanisms through which people 
Box 4.1. Excerpts of minutes of Makuku village secretary.
28 December 2002
• complaints about people encroaching on the service lane, water channel, tree cutting
• sabhuku accused someone of making a garden without his knowledge
• someone settled themselves without knowledge of sabhuku
27 March 2003
• the village meeting people complained about inequality in the distribution of benefits of food aid
• the sabhuku said no squatters would be evicted if placed by his late father or those settled 
by him. Only those who settled themselves would be evicted
• someone had constructed a dwelling on the water channel and would be evicted
• all villagers had to pay money towards Unity Day celebration
• someone’s cattle ate another’s field produce; the owner of the livestock was fined two 
buckets of maize
28 March 2003
• the people present at the meeting complained that government aid beneficiary selection was 
done unfairly. They alleged that the neediest were marginalised
• cattle eating in people’s gardens
23 April 2003
• three people settled themselves into the village without the knowledge of the sabhuku. They 
counter-accused him but he successfully evicted them
• the sabhuku reminded villagers that it is illegal to sell land and anyone caught should be 
reported to the committee
25 January 2004
• someone reported their caretaker for trying to take over their land
• someone settled without permission of the sabhuku
• illegal settler evicted
• sabhuku allowed some illegal people to settle
31 July 2005
• sabhuku selected food-for-work beneficiaries
• sabhuku selected people from the village to be recruited into the neighbourhood watch
• complaint from commercial farms about people poaching firewood
Source: Village records consulted during fieldwork, 2005.
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negotiate land access in Makuku show that traditional authorities are not necessarily 
the only institution responsible for land allocation in communal areas of Zimbabwe.
Immigrant headed homesteads made up seventy-six percent of the total homesteads 
in Makuku. A third of the immigrants moved to Makuku from the former commercial 
farms. The former commercial farm dwellers moved to Makuku on retirement or 
after the fast track land reform programme. A third of the immigrants moved into 
Makuku from other communal farming areas in Zimbabwe, to take advantage of the 
better agro-ecological conditions, escape land pressure in their own communal areas 
and to be nearer to Harare and opportunities for livelihood diversification. The rest 
of the immigrants moved to Makuku from the same communal area of Chikwaka but 
outside Mwanza ward. The main surges in migration into Makuku coincided with 
land pressure in other communal areas, the structural adjustment programmes, fast 
track land reform and operation Restore Order. Five new homesteads were carved 
out of the Makuku landscape to accommodate victims of operation Restore Order 
in 2005. These were all male–headed homesteads who came from Harare. Makuku 
2 and Makuku 3 residents had been there for periods ranging from half a year to 
twelve years. The average period of residence of each immigrant homestead in 
Makuku 2 and Makuku 3 in 2004 was six years. People moving into Makuku from 
other communal areas in Zimbabwe were the dominant type coming into Makuku 15 
years ago. Since then, people moving into Makuku from the commercial farming areas 
have been the majority of immigrants. This demonstrates the declining attraction 
of Makuku as a destination in comparison with other communal areas. This factor 
can be attributed to the increased price and/or difficulty of acquiring land and the 
negative effects of high population density.
Some immigrants initially arrived in Makuku as employees of the village inhabitants. 
These were employed to herd cattle, assist with farm labour or as house help. The 
number of employees increased during the agricultural season, though the majority 
ceased working after harvest. Some of these short-term employees married into the 
village and ended up residing there permanently.
Some people obtained land through a combination of the market and relations with 
the agnatic core in Makuku. The first group consisted of former commercial farm 
workers whose wives originated from Makuku. They negotiated access through 
their wives’ relations and then purchased homesteads. The experiences in Makuku 
show that marriage was neither the only nor the dominant way in which people 
gained access to resources in communal areas. The market, employment, self-
allocation36 and politics provided arenas through which single women gained access 
36 Some people literally claimed land on the village commons for their private use. They fenced off 
portions of the grazing area and erected a residential structure. Others simply extended the size of the 
land that they had been allocated by the sabhuku.
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to communal area resources. The decentralised land allocation in Makuku increased 
the opportunities for people to gain access to land. Ndamba offered fewer options 
for people to control land in its village. The Ndamba sabhuku suppressed market 
transactions by denying people who purchased land membership of the village 
and by confiscating land from Ndamba villagers who sold land. That such diversity 
can be observed in two villages in the same communal area makes it impossible 
to generalise about the effect of traditional and modern governance institutions or 
the informal land market.
Research in other communal areas of Zimbabwe has shown that an increase in 
population resulted in conflict (Andersson, 1999; Nyambara, 2001a:256). WLSA 
regional research concluded that increasing land pressure depleted woodlands. This 
increased the burden for women who are traditionally responsible for the provision 
of fuel wood (Mvududu and McFadden, 2001:98). The increased demand for land in 
Makuku resulted in some people encroaching onto water channels and public access 
roads. The excerpts from the Makuku village secretary’s minutes illustrate some of 
the conflicts that have arisen between the different groups of people. Box 4.1 shows 
that conflicts were over land, firewood and the distribution of food-aid. The minutes 
of 31 July 2005 show that the conflict extended to commercial farming areas where 
Makuku residents collected firewood without the permission of the owners. The 
minutes of 27 and 28 March 2003 show that there have also been cases of land use 
conflicts between livestock rearing and cultivation. This was because the gardens 
were either not well fenced and/or were located on the cattle path (as was the case 
with gardens belonging to people who had bought into the village and had claimed 
land along the river banks for their vegetable gardens).
The Makuku community was divided over the issue of selling land, with those opposed 
pitted against those in support of the practice. The people who were opposed to the 
land market accused the immigrants of squatting. The Makuku residents opposed 
to the prevalence of the land market formed a squatter resistance committee. The 
local squatter resistance committee was led by the brother of the then sabhuku 
and supported by other people related to the agnatic core of Makuku village. The 
squatter resistance committee accused the immigrants of causing land shortage by 
increasing the population density, increasing crime as some of the immigrants were 
not employed, reducing grazing by settling on land that was apportioned as grazing 
land in the land-use plan, increasing river siltation by ploughing on the river banks 
and increasing the prevalence of corruption in the village by offering bribes to the 
sabhuku. The squatter resistance committee reported the matter to the Natural 
Resources Board. In 1999 the Natural Resources Board fined the immigrants and 
destroyed their gardens and dwellings. The ‘squatters’ reconstructed their dwellings. 
The sabhuku who had facilitated their access to the community endorsed this. Since 
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the Natural Resources Board was no longer active in the district37, the immigrants 
had established a permanent settlement.
4.5 Demographic analysis of the villages
The inventory confirmed the existence of a high number of single women hearth-
holds in the two villages. In Ndamba there were nine male-headed, six female-
headed and no child-headed homesteads. The number of homesteads hosting single 
women hearth-holds was 12 out of the 15 homesteads in Ndamba. In Makuku village, 
there were 39 male-headed homesteads, 28 female-headed and one child-headed 
homestead. Forty of the 68 homesteads in Makuku were hosting a single woman 
hearth-hold. Single women hearth-holds resided in various capacities as employees, 
divorced and/or widowed daughters and never married women. The phenomenon of 
child-headed households, which has been attributed to the incidence of HIV/AIDS, 
was observed on one homestead in Makuku but not in Ndamba village. In this case, 
the homestead was inherited from the children’s deceased parents. Proportionally, 
Ndamba village had more single women hearth-holds than Makuku. This could 
be attributed to the continued existence of a relatively intact kinship-based social 
security system. The Ndamba sabhuku’s decision to suppress the land market in the 
village means that the Ndamba community was more cohesive than Makuku one. As 
a result, the land and community in Ndamba was better placed to offer traditional 
support to single women hearth-holds than could the more heterogeneous and less 
cohesive Makuku community. However, the more diverse ways of gaining access to 
land in Makuku opened opportunities for other categories of single women to gain 
access to communal areas. For example, single women entered Makuku through the 
market and employment, channels that did not exist in Ndamba.
The number of homestead residents on the occupied homesteads ranged from one to 
12 in Makuku and one to 11 in Ndamba. Two homesteads were occupied by a single 
person in Makuku. One of these was a single woman. There were three homesteads 
occupied by a single person in Ndamba. All three were single women hearth-holds. 
The single person homesteads were more vulnerable as they lacked labour.
Homesteads in Mwanza lived with the burdens of suffering and care that come with 
very high morbidity. Thirty-one of the 68 homesteads in Makuku were hosting an 
ill adult. Twenty-two of the homesteads with ill residents in Makuku were single 
women hearth-holds. In Ndamba, six of the 15 homesteads were hosting an ill adult. 
The ill were equally represented in both sexes. The sick people were suffering from 
tuberculosis, respiratory problems, mental illness and afflictions related to old age. 
37 The Natural Resources Board was the government department responsible for upholding the conservation 
laws. In this case, they would be expected to mobilise the police to destroy any settlements that were 
seen to threaten the environment.
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Four of the ill people in Ndamba were female hearth-hold heads. The other two 
were under the care of single women. Table 4.2 shows the number of ill people in 
Makuku and Ndamba. The table shows that HIV/AIDS-related illnesses were the 
most prevalent in the study villages. This increased the vulnerabilities of the ill and 
carers as it reduced time and labour available to maintain livelihoods. Age-related 
illnesses were also a source of vulnerability as the elderly were increasingly expected 
to take care of the 15-49 year-olds who were vulnerable to HIV/AIDS. The inability 
of the local clinic to provide health services increased the women’s burden. The 
number of ill people indicates the risk of mortality faced by the study population.
The incidence of mortality since 1980 among homesteads was 11 out of 15 in Ndamba 
(Table 4.3).38 The mortality figures show the full cost to human capital in the study 
population. In Makuku, 38 homesteads out of the 68 had suffered mortality. The 
table shows that HIV/AIDS-related illnesses were the main causes of death in 
Makuku homesteads and that the old-age-related were the lowest. The picture in 
Ndamba was similar. Table 4.3, though not drawn from a representative sample, 
gives an indicative view of the death rate in the study villages. The table shows that 
proportionally, the incident of people dying from old age related illnesses was very 
low. This means that the proportion of young adult deaths in the villages is very 
high. The table shows that the large proportion of deaths are due to opportunistic 
infections like TB, respiratory infections, pneumonia, meningitis and malaria. This 
indicates a high incidence of HIV/AIDS related mortality.
38 One of these homesteads had lost five adults between 1998 and 2000. The deceased included an elderly 
man and four adult daughters. All the deceased were either coughing and/or suffering from tuberculosis 
(HIV/AIDS related). All the daughters were single parents at the time of their deaths. Their children 
were taken care of by relatives.
Table 4.2. Prevalence of morbidity at the homestead level in the study villages in 20051.
Village TB/chest/pneumonia/
meningitis/malaria 
(AIDS-related)2
Old age-related Backache Mental illness
Makuku 15 3 11 3
Ndamba 4 2 1 1
1 The researcher asked each homestead respondent to indicate the presence of sick people at the 
homestead in 2005. 
2 HIV/AIDS opportunistic illnesses. Illnesses that thrive on immune systems weakened by chronic 
infections (UNDP, 2004a:46).
Source: Fieldwork 2004/5.
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Eight out of 15 homesteads were fostering a child in Ndamba. Twenty five of the 68 
homesteads in Makuku were fostering a child. The children were grandchildren, 
nieces/nephews or employees of the household head. There were no child employees 
in Ndamba. The grandchildren made up more than two thirds of the fostered 
children. The parents of the fostered children were either deceased or resident in 
urban areas, growth points or commercial farming areas. The two villages had a total 
of 147 children of school-going age39. Approximately ten percent of these children 
were not at school. This was because some guardians or parents lacked money to 
pay school fees, some children were ill, some children had been expelled from 
school and other children were employed. The employed children were all orphans.
The demographic profile shows that the majority of the resident population were 
dependents. The fact that these dependents were ill, aged and children indicates 
a shortage of a critical mass of human capital needed for agricultural activities. 
The morbidity and mortality data lie behind the increasing number and increased 
vulnerability of single women hearth-holds. This is because high morbidity and 
mortality allude to a loss of human capital and consequently hearth-hold labour 
and/or remittances. The high morbidity also represents an increase in the hearth-
holds’ burden of care. The large number of fostered children also indicates marital 
instability and an increase in the number of single women.
4.6 Living in the villages
A standard homestead comprises housing structures and a well for the provision 
of domestic water. While some households dwell together in a single homestead 
an individual that successfully establishes an independent homestead has more 
autonomy and in the case of hearth-holds, more control over their own labour. In 
39 Children in Zimbabwe attend school from the age of 6 until they are 19 years old.
Table 4.3. Number of individuals reported dead and the causes of death in the study villages since 
1980.
Village TB/chest/pneumonia/
meningitis/malaria 
(Aids-related)
Age-related Other: 
(hypertension, 
poison, accident)
No idea
Makuku 46 2 10 6
Ndamba 11 3 4 1
Source: Fieldwork 2004/5
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order to establish a homestead, an individual or family first needs to secure access 
to the land. New homesteads depend on the availability of resources to cement 
relationships and meet the setting-up costs. Vijfhuizen’s description of her experience 
in establishing a homestead in a communal area in Chipinge Zimbabwe emphasises 
the importance of financial capital, networks, natural capital in the construction 
process (Vijfhuizen, 2002:71, Andersson 2001: 100). The money is used to hire labour, 
purchase building materials and transport. The building materials consist of poles, 
grass and a door frame for a thatched hut. The house construction tasks are gendered. 
Men do the hard digging, cut the poles, lay the foundation and construct the roof. 
Women fetch water, gather stones, dig and transport sand, and plaster the walls and 
the floor. Women also collect the grass for thatching. Men are responsible for digging 
the well, constructing a toilet and the granary. If bricks are used, these are bought 
or moulded by both men and women using cement, water and river sand. Brick 
houses have more window and door frames, and asbestos sheets which cost money. 
Sometimes family members donate building materials. People use a combination 
of family and hired labour. The hired labour is paid in money. The labourers could 
also expect to be fed during the building process (Vijfhuizen, 2002:71).
The most secure shelter is that which is constructed using burnt bricks and mortar 
and roofed with asbestos and/or corrugated iron sheets. This shelter which requires 
less maintenance is relatively more expensive to establish. A survey in Murambinda 
communal lands in Zimbabwe in 1997 found that 84% of the homesteads that had 
a brick house were owned by returned migrant workers or their widows(Andersson 
2001:100). This shows the importance of rural-urban connections in the establishment 
of homestead infrastructure in communal areas. The cheaper shelter is constructed 
from bricks that are not burnt. The roofing material is usually thatch and/or plastic 
sheeting. Structures made of pole and mud are vulnerable to the elements and while 
they require less capital in the outset, in the long run they cost more as they are 
vulnerable to wind, rain and termites.
Water is important for domestic use and gardening. People rely on shallow wells on 
their homesteads. People who have a well on their homestead also save time and 
labour, because they do not have to fetch water from a distance as do homesteads 
that do not have individual wells on the homesteads. Homesteads with individual 
wells are able to diversify into homestead based gardening, beer brewing and pottery 
activities. Well digging is a skilled task that is performed by men for a fee. The 
frequent droughts and fluctuating rainfall patterns mean that wells frequently dry 
up and have to be excavated. People, who do not have a well, have to collect water 
from other homesteads in the village.
A well developed homestead should have a toilet. This gives the people convenience 
and privacy. As the area does not have piped water people in the villages rely on pit 
latrines and ventilated improved toilets. Homesteads that do not have toilets have to 
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rely on neighbours’ toilets and or use the bush. An individual’s capacity to mobilise the 
natural, social and financial capital to develop a homestead is illustrated by the type 
of infrastructure that they have on their homestead. Figure 4.1 shows the distribution 
of shelter, wells and toilets among individual homesteads in Ndamba village.
The figure shows that twelve of the fifteen homesteads that were occupied at the time 
of the fieldwork have brick under asbestos dwellings. All these homesteads had been 
developed with money earned by people who had been employed and or engaged 
in lucrative trading in urban areas. This illustrates the importance of rural urban 
connections for mobilising capital to invest in the development of the homestead. 
There were three homesteads that lacked decent housing. All three homesteads 
were run by single women hearth-holds. This shows the hearth-holds’ relatively 
poor capacity to secure access to the money, networks and natural capital and their 
diminished rural-urban connections. Eleven of the fifteen homesteads in Ndamba 
had a well on the site. The proportion of hearth-holds that had a well was less than 
half of the total number of homesteads that had a well on the site in the village. 
Single women hearth-holds were the majority of the homesteads that did not have 
a well on site. This limited the women’s capacity to participate in water intensive 
activities that were initiated by the various non-governmental organisations. The 
proportion of single women hearth-holds who had a toilet in Ndamba was less than 
half of the total number of homesteads that had a toilet in the village. The overall 
trend for Ndamba village shows that while twelve homesteads have decent housing, 
only eleven of them have a well and nine have a toilet on their homesteads. This 
shows the limited capacities of homesteads to either establish and/or maintain the 
non-housing infrastructure on their homesteads.
Figure 4.1. Homestead access to infrastructure in Ndamba village in 2004.
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Figure 4.2 shows Makuku homesteads access to infrastructure. The figure shows that 
40 of the 68 occupied homesteads in Makuku had a brick and asbestos structure. Single 
women headed hearth-holds made up less than half of the homesteads with access to 
decent accommodation in the village. However, the proportion of homesteads without 
access to decent shelter made up nearly half of the 68 homesteads. Twenty seven 
homesteads in Makuku did not have a brick and asbestos housing dwelling. Some 
of these homesteads had structures that had been abandoned during construction 
because of lack of funding and building materials. Sixteen of the twenty-seven 
homesteads that had substandard shelter were headed by single women hearth-
holds. This over representation of single women highlights their limited capacity 
to construct adequate shelter. Not all homesteads that had a brick and asbestos 
structure had a well in 2004. The number of single women hearth-hold homesteads 
that had a well was 11 of 38. This shows the extent of difficulty that not only single 
women but also male headed homesteads had to excavate and maintain a domestic 
water source in Makuku. The high proportion of homesteads without a well in the 
village is also due to the fact that all of Makuku 3 village relied on a single borehole 
for water. This was because of the low water table in Makuku 3. The borehole was 
drilled by a person who had since abandoned his homestead in the village. The other 
homesteads without domestic water relied on the river, gardens and neighbours for 
domestic water. This water was availed at no charge. The number of homesteads 
that did not have a toilet outnumbered those that did in Makuku. This is partially 
due to the relative poverty of the former commercial farm workers who lived in the 
village and their limited capacity to mobilise financial and social capital to invest 
on the homesteads. The proportion of homesteads without toilet in Makuku was 
higher than the number of homesteads that had a toilet on site. This again is due to 
Figure 4.2. Homestead access to infrastructure in Makuku village in 2004.
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the relative poverty of the population, shorter period of tenure and the existence 
of a significant proportion of former farm workers among the population. A focus 
group discussion with the sabhuku revealed that people financed the construction 
of structures on their homesteads with money from crop sales and or proceeds 
from wage labour. The decline in people’s capacity to mobilise financial capital 
from farming and or wage employment is reflected in the declining housing and 
homestead infrastructure standards.
The rest of this thesis focuses on single women hearth-holds. However, it is important 
to recognise that the difficulties that the single women hearth-holds confront are 
not restricted to single women. The following cases, the first a young couple and 
the second an older man, illustrate the social construction of residential rights and 
livelihoods in the context of rural and urban economic and political turbulence in 
Zimbabwe. The examples draw on experiences of male headed homesteads in order 
to place single women’s experiences in the perspective of other people’s experiences.
4.6.1 Establishing a communal area homestead
This young couple married during the fieldwork period. The man, aged 23 years, 
was living in Harare and doing informal carpentry work. The man rented some 
accommodation while he was employed and returned to the communal areas 
when he was not working. His wife resided in the village with her in-laws. After 
the birth of their son, the couple were allocated a piece of land from the land that 
had belonged to the man’s deceased grandmother. The man’s family assisted the 
couple with labour for land clearance. The couple used the husband’s wages to pay 
people to mould bricks. The couple constructed a kitchen using money earned by the 
husband from his work. The wife and son moved into the house. After six months, 
they constructed a two-bedroom brick house structure and hired someone to sink a 
well. The man’s parents gave them a cow to start their herd. They also bought a pig. 
The man who had worked as a carpenter in the informal sector in Harare lost his 
employment during operation Restore Order. He returned to his rural homestead 
where he resumed full-time residence. After three months, the Ndamba sabhuku’s 
wife helped the man to secure a contract to repair furniture at the local schools and 
clinic. The man’s wife focused on subsistence farming and trading commodities from 
her homestead. The case shows how nuclear households gained access to land and 
established a homestead in Ndamba. In addition the case illustrates the importance 
of social relations in securing livestock, land, labour and providing assistance when 
the household was vulnerable. The networks helped the family to access the ‘seed’ 
livestock, labour and access to employment. The rural-urban connections were 
important for mobilising financial capital to fund the homestead construction. 
However, the delicate connection between rural and urban areas was managed by 
the family maintaining two bases to guard against adverse developments in either 
sector. The utility of the rural area homestead as a fall-back position when the man 
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lost his urban employment illustrated the reason people choose to maintain their 
rural land claims in Zimbabwe.
In addition to the former commercial farm workers, retrenched people, Restore-
Order victims and men in both villages, including those currently employed, failed 
to establish independent homesteads. These continued to live with their spouses in 
their parents’ homesteads with their parents and/or siblings. In both Makuku and 
Ndamba, there were married men who had been unable to develop the homesteads 
that they had been allocated. There were four such men in Ndamba. The number of 
such men in Makuku could not be established accurately as some of them acquired 
their land on the informal land market. Some men moved back into their parental 
homesteads after suffering retrenchment, death of a spouse or illness. The man 
cited in the young couple case managed to survive the consequences of operation 
Restore Order by drawing on his kin and returning to the communal areas. A young 
man in Ndamba sold his land to obtain cash, but the sabhuku repossessed the land 
and evicted the buyer. There were also men who lived in both Makuku and Ndamba 
but lacked resources to develop their own homesteads. They managed by living on 
land and dwellings belonging to migrants. The following case describes this.
4.6.2 Securing a place to live
The old man was not sure of his age, though his identity document showed him to 
be 94 years old40. He had come from Mozambique when he was young. He left a 
wife and son in Mozambique. He worked on a commercial citrus farm all his life. 
He left after the farm was repossessed under the fast track land reform in 2001. He 
had no known relatives. He lived in Makuku 3. The homestead was not cleared but 
was well fenced. The homestead belonged to a couple who were living and residing 
on a commercial farm in the surrounding area. The couple who bought the place 
constructed a grass thatched hut and a two-bedroom brick and asbestos structure. 
There were gaping holes where the door and window frames would be fitted. The 
old man put some old sacks to protect the doorway. He guarded the homestead 
for the couple in return for residence. He worked on other people’s homesteads in 
Makuku to earn his food. This was one of the most vulnerable cases in the village. 
On being asked what would happen if he fell ill or died, the old man replied: ‘Just 
throw my clothes into the grave with me, then that will be that…’
40 It is common for elderly Africans in Zimbabwe not to be aware of their birth dates. However, such 
people usually obtained identity documents to enable them to work in former European areas. It is not 
uncommon for the age records on such identity documents to have no relevance to the owner’s actual age.
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The case shows that both single men and women are vulnerable. The man lost his 
‘pension’ when he was evicted from the commercial farm where he had worked41. 
The old man’s access to the homestead was assured as long as the couple who 
purchased the homestead continued to reside at the commercial farm. The couple who 
purchased the land use it as security and a fall-back position in the face of insecure 
tenure they have as commercial farm employees. The couple’s absence provides an 
opportunity for the man to have access to residence and community membership. 
At his age, there was very little the old man could do to secure his livelihood. The 
old man’s vulnerability was heightened by his immigrant status which limited the 
social support he could mobilise from the village where he resided.
Some people resided in Makuku because of the opportunity that the village offered 
them to pan for gold. These people constructed temporary structures which they 
used for the 3-4 months of the year when they were panning gold. The gold panners’ 
interest in the village was limited to their ability to extract gold from the river at 
a certain time of the year. As a result, they were not in a position to invest in the 
development of a homestead, acquisition of agricultural land or accumulation of 
livestock in the village.
4.6.3 Agricultural practices
Agricultural activities formed a substantial part of homesteads’ livelihood portfolios 
as they enabled people to produce food for their own consumption and possibly raise 
cash to finance other activities from the sale of their own produce. The agricultural 
season lasted from October to June. The village inhabitants farmed on the homesteads 
and on their arable land units. In order to engage in agricultural activities, a homestead 
needed to have access to arable land, plough, livestock, labour and seeds and fertiliser. 
These were procured using the money earned through rural-urban connections. 
Livestock has traditionally been used as a way to accumulate savings and disposed 
of to raise money during times of crisis (Bell and Hotchkiss, 1991:208; Scoones et 
al., 1996). At the time of the research, cattle ownership was low and declining in the 
two villages because of drought, disease, the increasing incidence of livestock theft 
and limited cash flows on the rural-urban continuum. The main cause of draught 
animal loss was red water disease. The total number of cattle in the two villages 
was 128 in November 2005. Sixty-one of these cattle belonged to Ndamba village. 
Cattle ownership in Makuku village was low as 77% of the people in the village did 
not own any livestock. The average cattle ownership in Ndamba was 4 cattle per 
homestead while that in Makuku was less than one head of cattle per homestead. 
The differences can partially be explained by the high population density and 
mobility in Makuku and the prevalence of former commercial farm workers in 
41 The man had planned to see the rest of his days out at the commercial farm where he continued 
to have access to housing and subsidised food and had developed a network of friends over the years.
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Makuku who were a relatively poor community. The low incidence of cattle among 
Makuku homesteads is also partially due to the reduced grazing and more dense 
settlement of the community which leaves little room for agricultural activity and 
livestock grazing. Earlier in the chapter, it was pointed out that agriculture is not a 
portfolio activity for some of the Makuku homesteads especially those who obtained 
village membership to enable them to pan for gold in the river or to be nearer to 
their place of work in Harare. This also partially explains the low incidence of cattle 
ownership in Makuku. Forty-six of the homesteads in Makuku had never owned any 
cattle. Two of the homesteads that owned cattle in Makuku were headed by single 
women hearth-holds. The single women hearth-holds had obtained these livestock 
through inheritance and on the marriages of their daughters. Single women were 
under-represented among the homesteads that owned cattle in Makuku.
In Ndamba, 11 homesteads out of the 15 owned cattle. Three of the homesteads were 
single women hearth-hold headed homesteads. Three out of the four homesteads that 
did not own cattle in Ndamba were run by single women headed hearth-holds. The 
low incidence of cattle ownership among the homesteads reflects a lack of savings 
among the households. This also shows the limited capacity of the village to engage 
in agricultural production as cattle are also used for land preparations. The low cattle 
ownership also reflects the limited capacity of communal area populations to save.
Sixteen homesteads in Makuku owned ploughs. Two of the homesteads that owned 
ploughs were single women hearth-hold headed. The homesteads that had ploughs 
bought them when the Zimbabwean economy was relatively robust. Others had 
inherited them upon the death of the people who had purchased them. Fifty-two 
homesteads did not own ploughs. Twenty-four of the 52 homesteads that did not 
own ploughs were headed by single women hearth-holds. The figure also shows that 
some homesteads in Makuku owned ploughs but had neither cattle nor arable land 
to plough. These were male headed homesteads that had disposed of their arable 
land on the informal land market. In Ndamba however, 11 of the fifteen homesteads 
owned ploughs. The majority of the households in Ndamba had inherited their 
ploughs. The capacity of the homesteads in both villages to secure and maintain 
agricultural assets is linked to the changing rural-urban connection sin Zimbabwe. 
During the interviews, respondents who had previously owned cattle had failed to 
replace them after a loss to drought or disease. This mirrors the limited decline in 
urban to rural cash flows which had historically been used to accumulate agricultural 
equipment and inputs in communal areas.
The villages were originally set up in such a way that each homestead was allocated 
a garden in the vlei and arable land for agricultural production. The Figures 4.2 and 
4.3 clearly illustrate that while homesteads have access to arable land in Ndamba 
village, in Makuku, more than two thirds of the sixty eight homesteads did not have 
arable land. More than twenty of the homesteads without arable land were headed 
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by single women hearth-holds. In Makuku, the homesteads without arable land 
relied on the homestead plot for their farming activities or entered into various 
arrangements with those who had a surplus of land and/or could not utilise all of 
their land because of other limitations for arable land. There were 22 single women 
hearth-hold headed homesteads in this category. There are three main reasons for 
this pattern. The land market reduced people’s access to arable land. Some people 
resided in Makuku village solely for the opportunity the location offered them to 
exploit the growth point, urban areas, mines and former commercial farming areas. 
They either lacked the capacity to undertake, or had no interest in, subsistence 
agriculture. The other immigrants who came to the village in search of the alluvial 
gold panning opportunity only resided in the village during the gold panning season 
and emigrated for the rest of the year. Such people did not acquire communal area 
land for agricultural purposes. The elderly retired former farm workers were too old 
to engage in any meaningful agriculture and struggled even to farm on the small 
piece that they had. None of the people who had arable land in either village utilised 
all of their land, though they claimed to have previously used all the land in the past. 
In Ndamba every resident in the village had access to arable land for agricultural 
use. However, the homesteads had a reduced capacity to work the resource due to 
shortages of labour and inputs. The only time anybody in Ndamba had used their 
entire arable field was in 1982 when the government provided all the inputs. Since 
then, an increasing amount of land has been left fallow.
Thirteen homesteads in Makuku had access to arable land, livestock and a plough. All 
except one were male headed homesteads. There was only one single woman headed 
Figure 4.3. Makuku village homestead access to agricultural assets in 2004.
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hearth-hold in this category. Figure 4.3 shows that other homesteads in Makuku 
possessed two or one of the three basic assets needed to engage in agriculture. More 
than two thirds of the homesteads in Makuku did not possess land, livestock or a 
plough. This illustrates the limited capacity of the village to engage in agricultural 
production. Even if one considers the various transactions that households enter into 
to increase access to agricultural implements, the capacity for villagers to engage in 
subsistence agriculture is limited. Proportionally, single women headed homesteads 
lag behind male headed homesteads in their ownership of agricultural assets.
The rest with neither arable land, ploughs nor cattle, resorted to various networks 
which allowed them to hire draught in exchange for money or services, or to obtain 
draught free of charge, perhaps from relatives. The homesteads that could not 
mobilise draught resorted to hand-hoeing their fields. The terrain in Makuku 3 made 
it impossible for villagers to use ploughs or tractors. The homesteads suffered labour 
shortage because of migration, illness and the unwillingness of the young people 
to engage in subsistence farming. More than two thirds of the homesteads in both 
villages relied on their own labour for subsistence farming. Less than a third hired 
labour. Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of agricultural assets in Ndamba village.
All homesteads in the two villages benefited from the government seed transfers 
for the 2004/5 season. However, the government seed was delivered late. The late 
arrival of government seed and the short planting season increased the risk of crop 
failure for the households who were unable to arrange alternative sources of seed. 
Some people planted the seeds but did not harvest anything. The rest either used 
seed from previous harvests or purchased the seed from the market. In Makuku, 
46 homesteads purchased agricultural inputs. Twelve of these were single women. 
Nineteen homesteads used previous years’ seed; eight of these were single women. 
Figure 4.4. Ndamba village homestead agricultural assets access in 2004. Source: Fieldwork 2004/5.
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People who use old seed run an increased risk of crop failure because old seed loses 
its potency (Folta and Deck, 1987:338). In Ndamba, four homesteads (two single 
women and two married couples) bought seed. One homestead obtained seed 
from the husband’s employer. Two single women got a loan from the dairy project 
(see Section 4.7, NORAD heifer project). Seven single women relied solely on the 
government for agricultural inputs.
There is also a clear relationship between the homesteads that can mobilise 
agricultural inputs and the extent of their rural-urban connections. The changes 
in rural-urban connections induced by the deteriorating economic and governance 
condition in the country are reflected in the changing livelihood portfolios because 
increasingly agricultural oriented portfolios centred around the investments in land 
and agricultural implements like ploughs and livestock funded by urban remittances. 
The homesteads headed by younger men and women and former commercial 
farm workers had the most difficult task to mobilise agricultural inputs. These 
homesteads typically had limited access to urban cash flows that were secured 
through employment and remittances. The limited capacity of communal area 
residents to produce their own food means that they had a diminished capacity to 
subsidise urban livelihoods through transfer of food.
Table 4.4 shows that agricultural production was becoming an increasingly risky 
activity in both villages. None of the households marketed any of their harvest42.The 
homesteads that harvested more than their subsistence needs elected to retain their 
surplus to offset future food shortage. Households defined as ‘too poor to farm’ are 
those that lack the resources to buy, or creditworthiness to borrow, minimal inputs 
or to get labour and continue to farm by hiring themselves out in exchange for the 
commodities they lack (Whitehead 2004: 2). Sixteen percent of the homesteads 
offered their labour to work for those who had adequate inputs. They assisted with 
weeding, harvesting and processing maize in exchange for food and/or cash. Both 
elderly and younger men and women employed this strategy. Some of the land 
rich but input poor elderly leased out some of their agricultural land to land-short 
households and benefited from the harvest of their tenants. Single women were 
involved in these transactions, as ten of them controlled excess arable land. This 
arrangement was widespread in Makuku where there was a wide discrepancy in 
land ownership between the homesteads.
Vlei gardens provided an alternative for homesteads with limited access to resources to 
engage in rain fed agriculture to produce subsistence food. Produce from such gardens 
usually includes an early crop of maize and vegetables for home consumption and 
there may be surplus for sale (Bell and Hotchkiss, 1991). In Ndamba, every homestead 
42 The annual Food and Early Warning System Project used a consumption threshold based on the 
Zimbabwe national grain consumption which indicated 250kgs of maize per capita (Dekker, 2004:185).
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had access to a vlei garden plot. In Makuku, 35 of the 68 homesteads had access to a 
vlei garden. However, in both villages, the vlei gardens were under-utilised because 
the gardens were located away from the homestead, making them vulnerable to theft, 
domestic livestock and wildlife. The constraints reduced women’s ability to benefit 
from them. Garden productivity was also constrained by the availability of labour 
and water. Water was abundant during the rainy season and dried up thereafter. 
Labour demand for subsistence agriculture was highest in the rainy season.
Some women coped by concentrating on the kitchen gardens which were located on 
the homestead plot. These gardens are small fenced plots used for growing vegetables. 
Since gardens have to be watered from domestic wells and kitchen wastewater (Bell 
and Hotchkiss, 1991:210), people without their own source of water, or whose fence 
is ill-maintained, cannot have a kitchen garden. Unfenced gardens are vulnerable 
to goats and cattle. The immigrants in Makuku occupied gardens along river banks. 
This brought them into conflict with the Makuku residents who have historically 
been using these places for grazing livestock. The conflicts were recorded in the 
excerpts from the Makuku secretary’s minutes. The Ndamba villagers reduced the 
vulnerability of individual gardens by establishing a community garden. This is 
discussed in Chapter 7.
The women in Ndamba were engaged in gardening, subsistence agriculture, non-
governmental initiatives, and one was employed as a local house worker. The women 
in Makuku were involved in subsistence farming, trading or maricho. There were 
also women who worked on commercial farms, were employed as maids in town 
or engaged in beer brewing. Some women either looked after the ill and/or were 
too ill to work and remained dependent on other people. The limited capacity for 
Table 4.4. Maize harvest (per homestead) for the 2004/5 season in the study villages.
Village Number of 90 kilogramme bags of shelled 
maize harvested
>10 5-10 <5 None
Makuku 44 13 11
Number of single women hearth-holds 23 10 5
Ndamba 3 8 2 2
Number of single women hearth-holds 1 6 2 2
Total 4 81 27 22
Source: Fieldwork 2004/5.
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agricultural production meant that homesteads had to diversify into non-agricultural 
activities to sustain their livelihoods.
4.6.4 Other livelihood options
The people had to diversify to sustain their livelihoods. Although altered significantly, 
rural-urban connections were important in homesteads’ livelihood construction. 
The breakdown on the migrant labour connection resulted in people struggling to 
develop homesteads and maintain an agricultural centred livelihood. An examination 
of the occupations of men in the two villages illustrated how individuals struggled to 
manage the volatile conditions. In Makuku 34 men were resident in the village at the 
time of the research. Two of them were employed as teachers in local schools. Even 
then one of them supplemented his low salary with running a tuck-shop. This man 
lived on a well developed homestead that he had inherited from his father who had 
built the main house. The other teacher had failed to construct his own homestead 
and relied on his widowed mother’s housing for his own accommodation. The other 
men earned salaries as general cleaner at school and a driver on the commercial 
farms. These men’s salaries were inadequate to develop their homesteads. Their 
wives and children lived as subunits on homesteads belonging to the men’s parents 
while their own homestead remained undeveloped. Eleven of the men listed as 
their main trade, building, brick moulding and farm work. The rest of the men 
combined gold panning, poaching, and golf caddying and informal trading. These 
occupations reflected the men’s attempt to adjust to the contracting opportunities 
for wage employment in urban areas.
The men in Ndamba relied on cattle herding, pensions, building and temporary 
work that involved well digging, work on commercial farms and piecework. The 
opportunities for these activities were curtailed by the declining capacity of people 
to invest in building in communal areas itself a consequence of the rapid contraction 
in urban wage employment opportunities.
Mobility was, and still is, an important strategy for mitigating vulnerability. Men from 
the study moved between the rural and urban areas to secure livelihood capitals. 
The absent men were reported to be engaged in low paying work such as caddying 
at golf courses, driving tractors on commercial farms, security guard and general 
hand. The women worked as domestic workers or shop keepers at the growth point, 
or engaged in trading. The exceptions were women and men who travelled to South 
Africa to trade goods. The marginal occupations realised insufficient income to 
enable the people to invest in and maintain infrastructure in the communal areas.
Some men and women were unable to travel out of the communal farm area because 
of illness, lack of opportunity, advanced age or the need to take care of care of small 
children. These people engaged in local wage labour for other residents and the 
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schools, dairy, orphanage and the clinic. This included cultivating, collecting firewood, 
housekeeping, cattle herding. The homesteads that provided such opportunities 
had access to a reasonably steady source of income to pay for these services. These 
opportunities were limited by the declining liquidity of communal area residents 
which in itself was a consequence of the contraction of the urban economy of 
Zimbabwe.
Thirty-six of the sixty-eight homesteads in Makuku reported receiving remittances. 
Eighteen of these were headed by single women hearth-holds. The women’s children 
sent the remittances. Thirty-two homesteads did not receive remittances. Nineteen 
of these were headed by single women hearth-holds. Twenty of the homesteads that 
did not receive remittances used to receive remittances in the past but these stopped 
following the death or retrenchment of the remitter. Fourteen of these homesteads 
were headed by single women hearth-holds. Eight homesteads had never exported 
labour and therefore never received remittances. Five homesteads had access to an 
urban immovable property. These belonged to elderly widows and retired men in 
the village. These properties were potential sources of rental income for the owners 
who lived in the village. Half of the people who owned urban immovable property 
received rents. The rest did not receive any rent because these properties were 
occupied by other members of the homestead, for example children of the owners, 
who did not pay any rent.
There were three homesteads receiving remittances in Ndamba. Two were married 
women whose spouses were working in urban areas. One was a widow receiving 
support from her adult children. Twelve homesteads did not receive remittances; 
nine of these were single women. Two male-headed homesteads were receiving 
pension during the fieldwork but this was eroded by inflation. Three homesteads 
owned immovable property in urban areas and received rent from their properties. 
The inventory also highlights the fact that 82% of the homesteads had experienced 
theft of items including livestock, household items, clothing, food and agricultural 
equipment.
Bebbington identified rural proletarisation as a significant growth of a rural proletariat 
working on capitalist agricultural enterprises. Although wages are low and hazards 
are high, this can at times resolve the rural residence/making a living dilemma by 
enabling people to remain in their communities by earning income from labouring 
(Bebbington 1999). As already stated, in Zimbabwe, commercial farming activities 
have declined following the fast track land redistribution. This has negatively 
affected industrial growth in the country, which is largely agro-based. A study by 
Adams (1991b) in south-eastern Zimbabwe revealed that single women dominated 
casual farm labour. Commercial farm work is a highly stigmatised activity among the 
indigenous Zimbabweans. Men are reluctant to do it and discourage their wives as 
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they feel it reflects a man’s failure to cater for his family’s needs. The poor working 
conditions also discourage indigenous Zimbabweans (Chadya and Mayavo, 2002:13).
4.7 Community organisation
Community resources include moral support, obligations, assistance, co-management 
of community resources, security, a sense of belonging and assistance with children. 
Ndamba and Makuku villages exhibited great differences in the nature of community 
support and obligations to their members.
The limited influx of immigrants into Ndamba has ensured the relative cohesiveness 
of the community when compared to the situation in Makuku village. The nature 
of the relationships in Ndamba village enabled the villagers to organise collective 
action and assist each other. When a homestead suffered mortality or had an ill 
member, the others took turns to visit and assist the afflicted homestead with food, 
money and moral support. Generally, people went beyond the obligatory assistance. 
The extra resources were also mobilised through the kinship network and the 
centralised control of village governance by the sabhuku. The wealthier households 
in Ndamba subsidised the poorer ones. Three single women were too poor to make 
the monthly funeral insurance contribution but they still received assistance when 
their homesteads suffered mortality. The funeral contribution record showed that 
absent people who considered themselves members of the village also contributed 
towards other funerals in the village. The cohesion and co-operation among Ndamba 
community has also enabled it to benefit from donor-initiated projects.
A non-governmental organisation called Fambidzanai Trust encouraged organic 
maize farming and herb gardening. The trust provided herb seedlings to participants. 
Participants were encouraged to use domestic wastewater for kitchen herb and 
vegetable gardens. The produce from the gardens improved nutrition and was a 
possible source of income as there was commercial demand for the herbs43. All 
homesteads in Ndamba with the exception of two widows participated in the initiative. 
Fambidzanai Trust project also established kitchen gardens. The two women who 
did not participate did not have a well on their homestead. The community shared 
seeds and innovations that they received from the non governmental organisations.
NORAD initiated a heifer project in Goromonzi District in 1984 in collaboration with 
the Zimbabwe government, former commercial farmers and Heifer International. 
The aim was to restock the herds of farmers in communal areas, provide members 
with livestock and consequently milk and manure. The project targeted the poor 
members of the community. The Government of Zimbabwe and Heifer International 
43 At the time of the study, the Rural District Council was buying herbs from the community to package 
for commercial sale.
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purchased livestock from the commercial farmers. The livestock were passed on to 
communal farmers after they had fulfilled certain conditions: the farmers had to 
construct a shed and a paddock on their homestead after which they were allocated 
a heifer44. A focus group discussion with the members of the co-operative revealed 
the paradox of the project: the project aimed at increasing the communal area head. 
While targeting the poorest in the community, the type of livestock disbursed by 
the scheme was pedigree and could not be housed and fed in the same manner 
as the hybrid communal area livestock. Potential beneficiaries had to construct 
a shed on their property to house the livestock from the scheme. They also had 
to collect cattle feed for it and feed it on the property and/or graze it away from 
the communal herd. This pre-condition worked as a constraint as some of the 
poorest people in the community could not benefit from the initiative. When the 
heifer calved, members had to give the calf to the project if it was a female calf to 
enable new members to benefit. If it was male, the member kept it to increase his/
her herd. The project also established a central dairy milk collection point in the 
district and provided a donkey-drawn cart and vehicle. The cart went around the 
members’ homesteads collecting milk for sale to the urban areas. The project also 
extended seed and fertiliser loans to members. The project started in 1984 with 15 
members and grew to more than 100 in 1996. At its peak, the project was delivering 
500 litres of milk daily to the National Dairy Board. This had since declined to 40 
litres a day in 2005. The donkey cart service stopped when the donkeys became 
too old. The members could not mobilise the means to replace them. As a result, 
individuals were responsible for delivering their milk to the collection point. The 
project suffered from the economic crisis and the sanctions that the international 
community imposed on Zimbabwe. The government-subsidised veterinary services 
were suspended and commercial farming activities in the area were disrupted. There 
were four members of the dairy project in Ndamba – three single women and the 
wife of the sabhuku. Only one member still had livestock from the project in 2005. 
The rest had lost their heifers to livestock disease. There was one member of the 
heifer international project in Makuku.
Makuku village had larger and more diverse population than Ndamba. This limited 
the basis for co-operation. There were some sub-units of support in Makuku. One 
consisted of the remaining agnatic group sharing in cattle herding activities, visiting 
and supporting the ill, and transferring land between themselves. The immigrants 
assisted each other through their own networks they helped new immigrants to gain 
access to village membership and land. There was a burial society whose members 
assisted each other in times of bereavement. Six homesteads in Makuku belonged 
to this organisation. There was a group of beer brewers. They shared materials and 
44 NORAD sourced the heifers from the commercial farming areas.
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cooking utensils and took turns to cook and sell beer so as not to flood the market. 
Three homesteads belonged to this group.
The zunde (see note 3) project for Mwanza was supposed to operate at the village 
level. The government tried to revive the concept in communal areas in order to 
enable communities to care for orphans and vulnerable people. The muchinda (sub-
chief) was in charge of it. Despite the fact that land was available for the project 
in the ward, and that the government provided seed and fertiliser, the project had 
failed to take off. The muchinda failed to mobilise labour from the ward inhabitants. 
The State provided drought relief twice during the fieldwork period. The Ndamba 
community all shared equally in their disbursement. The Makuku community was 
so large that homesteads took turns to benefit from the drought relief. This caused 
conflict between the villagers as shown in Box 4.1
Churches provide some links for support (Hartnack, 2005). The people from both 
villages attended a variety of churches. The church assisted its members with 
fellowship, moral support and material support. The churches provided financial 
assistance, school fees assistance and food for children who attended the crèche. 
The Apostolic Church purported to heal their members through prayer.
The two villages derived domestic energy from firewood, solar power and electricity. 
The use of paraffin for lighting had ceased during the fieldwork period because of 
the erratic fuel supplies. Three homesteads had access to electricity. They were 
all male-headed homesteads in Makuku village. One single woman hearth-hold in 
Ndamba used solar power. The rest of the homesteads in the two villages relied on 
wood fuel. Ndamba villagers collected their firewood in their community forest 
and they had a thriving Fambidzanai NGO-initiated tree planting project, shown as 
the gum tree (eucalyptus) plantation on Map 4.2. The community provided land 
and the donor taught the women how to graft saplings. The community nurtured 
and harvested the vegetation for firewood and cattle feed. Makuku villagers bought 
firewood from the market or stole from the adjacent commercial farming areas. The 
people from Makuku walked long distances to collect firewood from the commercial 
farms. These people also risked arrest as they harvested the firewood without the 
commercial farmers’ consent.
There were a variety of livestock herding practices in the villages. Ndamba village 
had fenced off some of its fallow arable land for exclusive use as a cattle paddock by 
Ndamba villagers. This is shown on Map 4.2. The land marked on the map as open 
pasture lying between the river and the homesteads is unused arable land. Ndamba 
villagers also used their large homestead allotments for grazing. In Ndamba, people 
with livestock pooled their cattle for collective herding. The influx of immigrants into 
Makuku was accompanied by the establishment of Makuku 2 and Makuku 3 on the 
community grazing lands. Makuku residents all complained about the lack of grazing 
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which they claimed to be declining as the result of the influx of immigrants. Makuku 
residents also illegally grazed their livestock on commercial farms. Cattle straying 
onto commercial farms were impounded and the owners fined. Collective cattle 
herding arrangements excluded immigrants in Makuku. Some people hired others 
to herd cattle for them, whereas others preferred to herd their cattle themselves. 
The breakdown of cattle herding co-operation and the scarcity of grazing land in 
Makuku increased the costs for the people who owned livestock as they had to go 
further to graze their livestock and enter into arrangements that increased demands 
on their labour.
The political arena offered opportunities and threats for the people residing in the 
villages. The ZANU-PF party organisation was used for channelling government 
benefits. These included employment on food-for-work schemes. Youths were 
employed through the party as local police service officers. They derived allowances 
in return for selling membership cards and provided security during state functions. 
The politicisation of resources in the communal areas meant that political rather 
than needs-based criteria were used in the targeting of state transfers. This increased 
the vulnerability of the most desperate individuals. The people who participated 
in opposition party politics were marginalised from the state support and their 
homestead members were also ostracised.
4.8 Livelihood dynamics
The hyperinflationary environment had a negative impact on people’s livelihoods. 
People lost assets, networks and capital on which they previously relied to construct 
their livelihoods. The villagers reacted by taking certain decisions to ensure their 
livelihoods. The next section describes the impact of this process on people’s 
livelihoods.
There were fourteen men in Ndamba village during the fieldwork, ranging in 
age from 16 to 70 years. Ten of these men were below 30 years of age. The men 
indicated in interviews that they were in the village because they had failed to 
secure employment in the urban areas, growth point or the mines where they had 
wished to earn wages which they could use to develop their homesteads. The people 
in Ndamba reminisced about a by-gone era when resources were abundant. The 
men also reminisced how easy it used to be to secure employment with little or no 
education. The men’s presence in the village increased the availability of agricultural 
labour. However, this labour could only be effectively exploited by families who had 
access to the other agricultural inputs.
The downward spiral in livelihoods started with the war which was followed by the 
economic boom of the 1980s soon followed by the implementation of the structural 
adjustment programmes, which coincided with the drought of 1991-1992. People 
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remembered going for days without food, losing their livestock because there was 
no fodder and withdrawing their children from school. The younger men had a 
different life experience. Although they were more educated than their elderly 
parents, it had been more difficult for them to secure employment. Two of the men 
were employed in Harare but were retrenched during structural adjustment. They 
returned to Ndamba where they herded cattle and engaged in subsistence farming. 
Six of the young men had been working in the informal sector as carpenters, miners 
or builders. They all lost their employment during operation Restore Order and 
returned to the village. The rest had never been employed since they left school. 
The elderly men in Ndamba, who included the sabhuku, survived on subsistence 
agriculture, receipt of a state pension (which had been eroded by inflation), and 
sale of firewood, craft, carpentry and building.
There were 65 men in Makuku during the inventory. Four were pensioners who used 
to be in the civil service. Eight men were not working because they were unwell. Ten 
men aged between 33 and 66 had been retrenched from their work on the former 
commercial farms or from Harare during the structural adjustment programmes. 
There were 37 men who had never been employed. More than two thirds of those 
37 men were aged below 25 years. Six men were employed during the fieldwork 
period as the school caretaker, two teachers, a tailor, a grinding mill attendant and a 
welder in the ward. The grinding mill attendant and the welder lost their employment 
when the informal businesses they were working in were closed during operation 
Restore Order. The few men who had migrated from former commercial farms 
continued to work on commercial farms. The rest combined subsistence agriculture 
with building-brick moulding, painting, gold panning and trading. The failure by 
men to control economic resources undermined their ability to enter into marriage, 
provide communal area based family members with remittances or secure funding 
to establish and maintain a rural homestead. This not only increased the number 
of single women and men in the villages but it also explained the high incidence 
of undeveloped homesteads and ill maintained infrastructure on the homesteads. 
The situation in which adult men remained in the villages with limited access to 
resources also increased the burden of care borne by single women. This will be 
illustrated in Chapter 7.
The women recalled the time when the soils were rich, they received adequate rainfall 
and they had enough money to mobilise agricultural inputs for the planting season. 
Back then, all homesteads had to construct a granary to store their harvest. Some 
people referred to the ease with which the former commercial farmers provided 
mechanised draught for free. The former commercial farms had also been a source 
of food. The people in the research area bought subsidised food from he farms during 
drought years. The women also reminisced about the good roads that once served 
the communal area. The roads were served by subsidised transport. The women 
recalled how they used to rely on those buses to transport their fresh produce to the 
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market in Harare. The people also talked about how they financed the construction 
of their homes, their children’s education, the building of their livestock herd and 
marriage with the money they derived from their agricultural activities. The villagers 
also reflected on how the liberation struggle destroyed infrastructure and disrupted 
people’s investment plans. The men related how their wages had been diverted to 
fund guerrillas at the expense of developing their homesteads. The women related 
how the war had disrupted their schooling through the destruction of schools, roads, 
bridges and health facilities.
4.9 Conclusion
Mwanza communal area during the study period was characterised by unemployed 
people, poor infrastructure, low and declining agricultural output and limited 
opportunities for diversification. The impact of the shocks on the different households 
and people was mediated by their respective positions. Previously, people coped 
by liquidating stored assets, resorting to the market, receiving supplies from the 
former commercial farms and/or transfers from the State and non-governmental 
organisations. The situation in the study villages shows that all these traditional 
coping mechanisms were no longer available. The timing of the shocks (structural 
adjustment, drought, economic collapse, fast track land reform, operation Restore 
Order, HIV/AIDS and inflation) has been rapid, with the effect that people have 
not had time between successive shocks to rebuild their livelihoods. Agriculture, 
previously a relatively important source of cash through crop sales was no longer 
the main activity for all communal area residents. The decline in the contribution of 
agriculture to livelihood means that ownership of livestock, arable land and farming 
equipment are only relevant indicators of livelihood activities for some but not all 
of the people in the villages.
The vulnerable people were drawn from the different population groups. Children 
were vulnerable as they were losing parents and educational opportunities to 
prepare them for the future. The young men lacked access to opportunities to 
diversify livelihoods, establish homesteads and accumulate assets. This increased 
their vulnerability to participation in illegal activities such as gold panning and 
poaching from the former commercial farms. The fast track land reform resulted 
in the ejection of a large population of vulnerable people into the communal areas. 
These former commercial farm workers swelled the numbers of vulnerable people 
in the communal areas and supported the emergence of a land market.
The high demand for land and pressure from migrants put a strain on the traditional 
land access mechanisms. As a result, new and innovative modes, such as the market, 
have become increasingly important. However, the new access modes introduced 
new vulnerabilities for the old and new communities. The extent to which the 
change in land access modes influenced single women’s land access and livelihood 
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decision making was mediated by the specific governance contexts. Ndamba village 
governance reduced people’s vulnerability by suppressing land demand. This has 
resulted in the continued availability of natural capital for residents and social 
security. The village increased people’s access to donor-initiated resources because 
of its co-operative nature. They have benefited from seedlings, livestock, herbs, and 
the gardening project. This has increased people’s diversification opportunities.
Makuku village’s relatively more flexible and decentralised governance system resulted 
in a diversification of resource access modes which opened more opportunities for 
vulnerable people to gain village membership. The land market was one of the 
emergent ways. This heightened competition for resources and led to conflict and 
breakdown of the community-based social security. This in turn increased people’s 
vulnerability as they had to obtain these resources on the market or go without. 
Although the governance context did not have an impact on the prevalence of 
morbidity and mortality, the specific local conditions determined the extent to which 
social security mediated individuals’ vulnerability. Ndamba village was shown to 
be better organised to assist individuals who had suffered misfortune, whereas the 
Makuku community was increasingly losing its cohesiveness because of the high 
population turnover and migrant influx introduced by the informal land market. The 
various activities of the households show the various constraints that individuals living 
in communal areas face. The vulnerabilities vary by age, homestead composition, 
access to cash and identity in the communal areas. The livelihood portfolios show the 
opportunistic decision making associated with the rapidly changing and uncertain 
environment. The proximity of commercial farming areas and the growth point 
(both areas of high HIV/AIDS prevalence) make the population vulnerable to the 
disease. The high mortality and morbidity rates in the survey population confirm 
this. The high proportion of children being fostered on the homesteads also indicates 
an increase in the vulnerable population.
As the capacity to secure rural livelihoods through urban wage work declined, so 
did the communal area’s capacity to subsidise urban livelihoods and provide long 
term security. Some of the men reacted to this by disposing of some or all of their 
communal area land. These decisions increase the vulnerability of not only the men 
but also of their wives and or children in the future. This is because of the loss of 
the rural land which has historically formed an important fall-back position. The 
men in Ndamba could not dispose of their land as the sabhuku did not allow that. 
This ensured at least that the land remained and provided security for the men and 
their families.
The high number of single men, women and different household formations shows 
that marriage is no longer the only way of organising economic and social relationships 
between men and women in the communal areas. This is also confirmed by the 
different ways in which the different people gained access to productive resources. 
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People gained access to productive resources through the market, relations and 
politics, that is, through institutions that are not necessarily traditional and/or 
patriarchal. This increased the opportunities for single women to access resources 
in communal areas. As we will see in the next chapters, the extent to which resource 
access deviates from the norm is still dependent on the local context. In this case, 
the sabhuku was one of the more influential institutions shaping land access. The 
emergence of new land access modes increased the diversification in the way that 
people access resources. The impact was not felt equally in the diverse populations.
The sustained pressure on livelihoods in the communal areas resulting from the 
collapse of urban wage sector has drastically altered the rural-urban connections 
for both men and women. The experiences of the villages show the changes also 
negatively affected the utility of land as an agricultural asset and a source of security 
has declined. This has been reflected in people’s failure to develop the land and 
willingness to dispose of this asset on the market. The consequences of this for the 
single women and the general population will be examined in subsequent chapters.
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Leaving, remaining and living: single women’s 
access to land and community45
5.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses single women’s access to residential land in Mwanza communal 
area. Access to residential land means access to a community as well as a place to live. 
It is sometimes forgotten that access to land in rural areas includes both a place to 
live and a place to work, and that these are not necessarily the same. Socio-economic 
developments, changing rural-urban connections and the high incidence of deaths 
from HIV/AIDS is putting pressure on kinship relations and land availability, which 
in turn threatens single women’s land claims. Single women with young children 
are more vulnerable. The chapter illustrates how single women continuously strive 
and strategise to respond to their constraints, and the limits of their responses in 
the face of severe structural constraints. The focus is on the decisions which the 
single women make in their different circumstances and the consequences for their 
residence access in communal areas. The chapter highlights the importance for 
vulnerable women of access not just to land as a resource but also to membership 
of the community in which the land is located. Finally, by exploring the strategies 
and paradoxes, the chapter shows women not as passive recipients but as active 
decision makers influence the outcomes following changes in their marital status.
This chapter is based on the 22 focus hearth-holds’ residential histories over their 
life courses. The focus group discussions with village heads, Zimbabwe Widows and 
Orphans Trust (ZWOT) in Harare and commercial sex workers at the growth point 
also inform this chapter. The 22 hearth-holds and the 18 homesteads that they live 
on which were sampled from the two villages as explained in Chapter 2 are the 
focus of this chapter. Homesteads are the physical spaces within which hearth-holds 
are located in the village. As mentioned in Chapter 2, this study focused on the 
life histories of 22 hearth-holds that dwelled on 18 homesteads. The hearth-holds 
were either heads of homesteads or dependent on male-headed or female-headed 
homesteads. In Makuku, eight homesteads were hosting more than one hearth-
hold. The 22 hearth-holds in the 18 homesteads studied are the specific subjects of 
enquiry. The concept of access is used to analyse how women gain and maintain 
residence as it acknowledges the importance of place, socio-economic factors, 
employment, vernacular market, relationships and identity in determining access 
to land, community and residence.
45 Gender and Land Relations Project by African Institute for Agrarian Studies (under review).
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5.2 The limits of marriage and custom
Hearth-holds gain residence on a homestead, and thereby community membership, 
through marriage, birth or the market. There are two types of officially valid marriages 
in Zimbabwe: a civil, formal or church wedding under the Marriage Act (Chapter 37) 
and a potentially polygamous customary law marriage under the African Marriage 
Act. The name of the latter act was changed in 1995-1996 to the Customary Marriage 
Act, Chapter 5:07 (Dry et al., 1992; Vijfhuizen, 2002). All marriages in Zimbabwe are 
potentially polygamous (May, 1983). Customary marriages are not registered but 
acquire legitimacy through bride wealth payments and the presence of witnesses 
who were negotiators during these payments (WLSA, 1990; Vijfhuizen, 2002). The 
WLSA research on Lobola46 in Southern Africa in 2002 concluded that, in all of the 
marriage types, the husband is considered the head of the family, women do not 
enjoy the same rights as their men and that marriage under all regimes undermines 
the socio-economic position of women (WLSA, 2002).
Customary marriage has tended to be the more common one among Africans in 
rural areas. Box 5.1 shows that there are at least nine different varieties of customary 
marriages in Zimbabwe. The customary marriage can be concluded and dissolved 
without any court formalities and is not necessarily recorded on paper (May, 1983; 
Vijfhuizen, 2002). This makes it easier for couples to terminate customary marriages. 
The 22 women that were studied respectively entered into diverse marriages which 
are highlighted in the individual case studies in Chapters 5 and 7.
Ideally, all marital forms aim to culminate in the full exchange of bride wealth and 
formalisation of marital relations. This is supposed to give a woman status, shelter 
and security, and ensures the legitimacy of her children and their rights to their 
father’s lineage benefits (Mvududu and McFadden, 2001:205). The kutizira, matorwa, 
kuzvarira, kusenga bere, chigara mapfihwa and kugara nhaka (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7) are 
virilocal marriages, i.e. the couple live in the man’s village of origin. Marriage types 
4 and 9 do not necessarily result in a virilocal marriage. Although marriage forms 3 
and 8 are illegal, they are still practised and were encountered in the study villages. 
Again although illegal, the land market is another way through which people access 
homesteads in Zimbabwean communal areas. The people who buy land cannot 
strictly be described as being in virilocal marriages. Here they are referred to as 
‘market’ to distinguish them from the marital residence gained through kinship in 
communal areas. The diversity of marital arrangements results in different decision 
making and outcomes for the various women who enter into each respective union. 
This means that it is not possible to generalise about the relation between customary 
marriage and land access in the communal areas of Zimbabwe. It is also not possible 
46 Roora/Lobola: the process where the family of the man makes payment to the family of the woman 
in the process of marriage.
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to generalise about consequences for the women who enter into different marriages. 
The diversity of the consequences will be highlighted in the specific case studies 
where relevant. While marriage is an important relationship in determining women’s 
access to land in communal areas, the chapter also illustrates that it is neither the 
Box 5.1. Types of customary marriage in Zimbabwe.
1. Kutizira: elopement where a girl moves to the homestead of her future husband without the 
consent of the approved channels. This should be followed by the husband’s family initiating 
marriage negotiations with the bride’s family to formalise the relationship (Kuper, 1954:21; 
Udry et al., 1992; Vijfhuizen, 2002).
2. Matorwa: the girl is collected from her parents’ homestead by the husband’s aunt (Vijfhuizen, 
2002).
3. Kuzvarira/kuroodza/kwendisa: poor families who have difficulties betroth a young daughter to 
a family that will provide bride wealth, which enables the family to survive. This is prohibited 
by law (May 1983:45, Mvududu and McFadden, 2001:208; Vijfhuizen, 2002).
4. Kutemaugariri: when a poor man who is not able to pay bride wealth will live and work at 
the wife’s homestead providing his labour in lieu of bride wealth (Kuper, 1954:21; May, 1983; 
Vijfhuizen, 2002).
5. Musengabere: the practice whereby a man rapes a girl in order to get her to marry him. This 
is a forced marriage and is forbidden by the government (Vijfhuizen, 2002).
6. Chigara mapfihwa: the practice whereby a deceased woman’s sister moves in with the widower 
as a replacement for the wife (Vijfhuizen, 2002).
7. Kugarwa nhaka/Levirate: a woman is looked after by the brother of the deceased husband 
(Mvududu and McFadden, 2001:206; Vijfhuizen, 2002). WLSA research on inheritance in 
Southern Africa concludes that it is misleading to refer to a widow’s remarriage within the 
deceased husband’s family as widow inheritance, as women have a choice of whether to 
accept the union or not (Aphane et al., 1995:42).
8. Ngozi type marriage: Ngozi is believed to be the avenging spirit of a person who was killed. 
People believe that such a spirit causes illness and other misfortune. The family suspected 
of a killing has to give a daughter to the family whose member was killed. That woman will 
be married to a male relative of the deceased to bear children. People believe that, through 
such a ‘ghost marriage’, the wish of the angry spirit is fulfilled and that this will prevent illness 
and other misfortunes. These ghost marriages are forbidden by the government but they still 
occur (Vijfhuizen, 2002:23).
9. There is another alternative marital form known as mapoto: a type of a co-habitation, this 
union is not based on male dominance but on negotiated relations between a man and a 
woman. Since there is no bride wealth, mapoto wives do not have obligations of women in 
patriarchal marriages, such as moving to the man’s village. These unions are easier to dissolve 
than formalised relationships (Mvududu and McFadden, 2001; Muzvidziwa, 2002).
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sole nor most important determinant of women’s village residence and community 
membership.
5.2.1 Alice: losing a marital home
Alice was a single woman hearth-hold who was living with her mapoto husband in 
Ndamba when the fieldwork started in 2004. By the end of the fieldwork, Alice had 
relocated to her deceased parents’ village which was adjacent to Ndamba the village. 
In order to reconstruct Alice’s residential history, it is important to interrogate the 
whole history of the homestead that she occupied for three years in Ndamba village.
The Ndamba sabhuku occupied a piece of land for his homestead, which he later 
abandoned because of the poor soil quality. The sabhuku later allocated the infertile 
land to a 36-year-old man who had worked for him. The 36-year-old married and 
built a kitchen for his wife, sank a well and established an orchard. The marriage 
produced two daughters. The man’s wife became ill and moved to her parents’ village 
for care. She died in 2003 from tuberculosis. The two daughters went to live with 
their maternal grandmother. The man subsequently entered into a mapoto union with 
Alice, a 33-year-old woman who was an unmarried mother of two. Alice’s children 
were aged 11 and 8 years, respectively, when fieldwork was conducted in 2005. Prior 
to the marriage, Alice lived in her natal village, Mapfumo, adjacent to Ndamba. The 
mapoto marriage between Alice and the man from Ndamba produced a daughter. 
Alice moved onto the husband’s homestead in Ndamba and left her other children 
at her natal village. Alice’s husband died from meningitis when their daughter was 
two years old. The Ndamba sabhuku instructed Alice to find the man’s relatives so 
that they could repatriate the man’s body for burial in his own village of origin. The 
man’s parents then came and buried their son in Ndamba village. They could not 
afford to repatriate his remains for burial in their own village. The man’s parents 
did not acknowledge Alice as their son’s wife because she was not formally married. 
The man’s father took the radio and bicycle, locked the house and took the keys 
with him. Alice’s relatives took her to her natal village so they could comfort her. 
They also felt that she was too young to live on her own. Alice, now a widow, tried 
to maintain the marital residence by watering the vegetables and cleaning the place.
The Ndamba villagers started using the homestead as a common property, by grazing 
their livestock and helping themselves to the fruit from the orchard. It was difficult 
for Alice to secure this garden as she no longer resided in Ndamba. The deceased 
man’s father later returned and sold the fencing, roofing and all building materials 
which he could strip from the homestead. The land was returned to the Ndamba 
sabhuku. The sabhuku subsequently allocated this homestead to his son who lived 
in Harare. Alice relocated permanently to her natal home.
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In an interview, Alice described how from the start she had been excluded from the 
village. She had been marginalised from the women’s garden co-operative and other 
activities in the village. During her husband’s illness, the family never received any 
assistance from the village health worker. Their name had not been included on the 
list of food-aid beneficiaries. A month after the death of her husband, somebody else 
died in the Ndamba village. Alice went to pay her condolence subscription and was 
told that her name had been struck from the village register as she was no longer 
considered a member of the community.
In her natal village, Alice resumed occupation of her late parent’s homestead, which 
she had ceded to a younger sibling when she moved to the marital homestead. The 
sibling was 15 years old when Alice returned to her parents’ homestead. Alice lived 
there with her three children, an orphaned niece and her own brother and younger 
sister. The brother, a school dropout, was an active opposition party supporter. As 
her parents’ village was adjacent to Ndamba village, Alice invested in cultivation in 
her natal village, received food aid and government relief through membership of 
that community and was a senior member of the garden co-operative in her natal 
village. She had maintained this position for the duration of her marriage. Her 
harvest failed as she had spent most of the work time looking after her ill husband. 
She survived by doing piecework for fellow villagers in exchange for food.
Alice’s eight-year-old son fell ill during the fieldwork period. She took him to her 
faith-healing-based church for prayers, but he did not improve. She borrowed money 
and took him to the clinic where they were referred to the hospital. Alice did not 
succeed in borrowing money from the village to take her son to hospital as she had 
a bad credit record. A neighbour asked her to provide some 50 bundles of thatching 
grass in exchange for the money to pay her son’s hospital expenses. Alice worked 
for a week and produced seven bundles. Her son got worse and died before she had 
raised enough money to take him to the hospital. When the son died, her church, 
which normally assisted her with food and money, refused to participate in the 
funeral because she had taken the child to the clinic against their advice. Alice also 
spent time nursing an ill neighbour who was her major source of employment.
Alice’s experiences show that access to a homestead and community membership 
is important for communal area livelihoods. It is from the homestead that people 
can negotiate membership of the community. However, though she successfully 
negotiated access to a homestead in Ndamba, Alice was not accepted as a member 
of the community into which she married, despite the fact that she had taken up 
residence in that village, because her husband was an immigrant, and also the union 
between Alice and her husband was not a socially sanctioned one. Consequently, 
the traditional support networks did not extend to people in mapoto unions. As a 
result, Ndamba village restricted her access to community level support. Alice’s 
experience illustrated that it is within the wider community that hearth-holds have 
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to negotiate access to livelihood capitals for managing risk. These include labour, 
physical, moral, financial support and, if necessary, land to farm. The government 
and non-governmental organisations channel seed, drought relief and employment 
opportunities through the community structures. Other residents of the community, 
(adult children, the church, the State or the extended family) potentially provide 
support.
The social support systems were breaking down because of the economic crisis and 
mobility induced by the changing rural-urban connections. The state health system 
was failing to deliver, so people had to mobilise their own networks and financial 
resources to deal with illnesses. Alice’s example shows that, in order to benefit from 
the community, hearth-holds have to be recognised as members by the other people 
in the community. There may also be obligations and conditions that community 
members have to observe in order to be eligible to benefit. Although agriculture is 
no longer the main livelihood activity, residence in the communal farming area is 
important for people as it is from there that they negotiate access to non-agricultural 
income earning opportunities in the communal areas, urban areas, commercial 
farms, mines and the growth point.
5.3 The formation of single women hearth-holds
The single women hearth-holds’ life histories revealed that these women have quite 
diverse life-histories and living conditions. Single women hearth-holds are composed 
of divorced, widowed or abandoned women. These categories are not mutually 
exclusive as the case studies show, an individual hearth-hold like Alice cited above 
can have at different points in their lives become widowed, abandoned and divorced. 
Married women whose husbands die before them become widows. Sixteen of the 
single women in the in-depth sample were widows at the time of fieldwork. When 
spouses separate after bride wealth has been paid, it is called a divorce. There were 
five divorcees in the in-depth sample. Some of the women had had children with 
men but had not married them.
Sixteen of the twenty-two hearth-hold heads in the in-depth sample had been 
widows at some point in their lives. The total number of women who had ever been 
divorced was eight. Five women had had illegitimate children. There were women 
who in their lifetime had become widowed or divorced more than once or widowed 
more than once. Two women in the sample, both in their thirties, had four and six 
children, respectively, fathered by three different men. Both expressed hopes of 
getting married in the future. The life histories of single women also demonstrate 
the fast-changing circumstances in which they lived. The marital status of three 
single women-hearth-holds in the sample of 22 some changed during the fieldwork 
period. One was Alice who was a single mother, a married woman and a widow over 
the time span of three years. In another instance, a single woman of 19 was married 
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in a kuzvarira marriage and subsequently divorced. There was a serial divorcee 
who was in a mapoto marriage that ended during the course of the fieldwork. The 
last example was a formerly abandoned woman who when the research started 
was in a mapoto marriage to a man who later succumbed tuberculosis leaving her a 
widow. Thus hearth-holds were constantly negotiating homestead access because 
of changing conditions.
A married woman normally gains access to a village and place of residence through 
marriage, i.e. she obtains access to a homestead following her marriage and ties to 
her husband. The study will illustrate that this is not always the case. In the present 
study, this type of formerly married woman was to be found in both villages and 
constituted the majority of single women in Makuku. Former male commercial farm 
workers move into or retire into communal farming areas, and, although not born 
in the communal areas, these men marry women from the host community and 
successfully negotiate for land on which to establish their homesteads. This is akin 
to a kutemaugariri type marriage as the husband moves to the wife’s village on the 
marriage. These marital homesteads are located in the woman’s natal village, i.e. 
among the woman’s kin. Such homesteads were encountered in both Ndamba and 
Makuku during the study period. Chapter 4 highlighted that some people purchased 
land in Makuku in order to establish a communal area home closer to Harare and 
surrounding commercial farms. This was a response to the high commuting costs 
of maintaining rural-urban connections. While they are employed and residing in 
the cities and on commercial farms where they work, these purchasers’ homesteads 
remained unoccupied in Makuku. Some single women in Makuku were occupying 
homesteads as caretakers for absent homestead owners. These will be discussed 
in the next chapter. The sample had some single women who entered the village 
through the purchase of homesteads on the market. There was one single woman 
who purchased a homestead in Makuku in her own capacity. However, women do 
not always have this possibility. A study in Svosve communal farming area concluded 
that the sabhuku discriminated against single women when selling land (Chimhowu 
and Woodhouse, 2006b).The other single women hearth-holds resided in homesteads 
purchased by their deceased husband and/or adult children, respectively. The 
women at the growth point rented houses from the market. The diverse ways though 
which married couples access homesteads in communal areas has given rise to more 
divergent rules on the governance of property on marital dissolution. Examples 
include but are not limited to the allocation by the sabhuku to a married man from 
the village, allocation by the sabhuku to an immigrant man who married into their 
village, mapoto and/or purchase on the informal land market. The experience of 
single women in various marital statuses will be used to highlight the main factors 
that influence single women’s decision making in residential space.
Although marriage is historically one of the commonest ways of gaining residence 
on a homestead, this can be threatened by the death of the spouse, divorce and the 
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failure of the man to complete the marriage formalities. Traditionally, a woman 
widowed when she is past childbearing age comes under the care of the head of the 
family whose duty it is to see that she has a means of survival, i.e. land to cultivate. 
A widow’s continued access to productive assets in her late husband’s homestead 
sometimes is contingent upon her remarrying a brother of the deceased husband 
(WLSA, 1994, 1997) in a kugarwa nhaka type marriage. In this study, the focus group 
discussions concluded that, in most virilocal marriages, family courts were convened 
to determine the future of a widow with regard to her late husband’s homestead and 
arable land. The family courts usually consisted of the deceased husband’s family 
members and the widow herself. The sabhuku might attend the family court but in 
the capacity of observer rather than as an active participant. The outcome for widows 
was a function of residency type, marital status, life course stage/age, economic 
position/class, the woman’s agency, the woman’s health status and children. The 
specific experiences varied with individual women’s circumstances and at times 
contradicted the findings of the focus group discussions.
Folta and Deck’s (1987) study in a communal area in Zimbabwe revealed multiple 
patterns of inheritance of property utilised in the case of widows. Either widows 
inherited the property of the husband or it was shared among the wives and children, 
or among the husband’s family (1987:330). Cases of masabhuku dispossessing widows 
have also been noted in other studies in the communal areas of Zimbabwe (Izumi, 
2006:30). Focus group discussions in the study villages concluded that, in a virilocal 
marriage when the male spouse died, the couple’s possessions were distributed in 
an inheritance process. The inheritance process involved the decision making that 
the family entered into concerning the deceased man’s property and family. The 
process ranged from a formal discussion involving the deceased’s family, the wife 
and/or her relatives to the situation described in Alice’s case where the widow was 
marginalised in practice by both the sabhuku and her deceased husband’s family.
The property under consideration usually included urban immovable property, radios, 
bicycles, ploughs and livestock. The governance of urban immovable property falls 
under the jurisdiction of formal law and is administered in urban centres.47 Four 
widows in the two study villages had retained access to urban immovable property. 
None of them had completed the legal formalities to have the property transferred to 
their names. The contraction of urban wage earning opportunities reduced communal 
area residents’ access to remittances and also undermined opportunities for men to 
earn an income. As a result, the rent from the urban immovable property enabled 
47 The process of inheriting urban immovable property is a cumbersome one for widows because of the 
historical discrimination and lack of clarity resulting from legal pluralism and limited access to institutions 
that administer state law. This renders the property vulnerable to repossession by the local authority 
or children and relatives of the deceased man who may be in a better position to navigate the practical 
and financial obstacles than the widow (Paradza, 2007).
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single women hearth-holds that had control of such property to maintain rural-urban 
connections which underpin communal area livelihoods.
The focus groups reported that normally the deceased man’s relatives were entitled 
to his clothing and property that belonged to the extended family. The property 
usually included agricultural equipment and livestock that the deceased man had 
inherited but did not include land and/or housing. Some of the widows in the 
sample retained the radios, wheelbarrows and bicycles. However, most of these were 
broken down and no longer in use. Alice’s experience provides evidence of property 
grabbing48 by the deceased husband’s relatives. This was the only case of property 
grabbing encountered in the study area. If a widow is allowed to continue using 
the assets such as the homestead, land, agricultural equipment and livestock, she 
is more likely to remain in the homestead than one who is stripped of the physical 
assets. The focus group discussions concluded that women who had established an 
independent homestead with their husband and developed it were more likely to 
remain in the marital village on widowhood than those who had not yet developed 
their homesteads. Independent homesteads were normally allocated to domestic 
units after a period of time, depending on availability of space and the child-bearing 
status of the woman. This disadvantaged younger widows as couples were struggling 
to gain access to independent homesteads and/or establish their own homesteads on 
land allocated to them. However, Alice’s experience, where she had an independent 
homestead and had borne a child but was unable to retain access to the homestead 
following the death of her husband, contradicts this assertion.
The focus group discussions also revealed that being accepted as a member of 
the community was an important factor in hearth-hold’s decision-making. The 
community provided support, assistance with child care, moral support, assistance 
with agricultural tasks and recognition of the hearth-hold as a member. Access to 
money reduces a widow’s need for assistance. This is because the widow can use the 
money to hire people to perform tasks that would have otherwise been performed 
by her now deceased husband. The tasks include ploughing, repair of the homestead 
and/or excavating a well. The focus group discussions showed that widows sometimes 
experienced hostility from wives of the deceased husband’s brothers who felt 
threatened by the widow. As a result, these women withheld support and assistance 
from the widow. Alice’s experience shows how a whole village collaborated to exclude 
her hearth-hold from the community by their failure to acknowledge her as a recipient 
of government aid, their treating her homestead as open pasture upon which they 
could allow their livestock to graze and their refusal to allow her to contribute to the 
village burial society. Hearth-holds that find themselves in such situations are more 
48 Property grabbing is the process whereby an individual is forcibly evicted from her home by other 
family members, traditional leaders or neighbours and is often unable to take her possessions with her 
(Izumi, 2007:12).
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likely to leave than remain in a marital village. Some widows in the study remained 
in the marital villages with neither money nor social support because they lacked 
alternatives or wanted to protect the residential rights of children who had moved to 
urban areas. Specific examples are highlighted in the case-studies described later in 
the chapter. A woman’s age influences the hearth-hold’s material status and the status 
of adults in the community, their obligations and the help they may receive (Izzard, 
1985). A woman widowed in her elderly years is more likely to remain in the marital 
village than a younger woman, because her experience and senior status increases 
her chances of successfully negotiating for continued community membership. All 
the younger widows with virilocal marriages encountered in the sample had left 
the marital village when their spouse died. Alice’s experience shows that it is not 
possible to generalise the decision making of single women. Even though the focus 
group discussion indicated that elderly widows (postmenopausal) were more likely 
than younger ones to remain in the virilocal marital village, the case-studies show 
that elderly widows also relocated following the loss of their spouse.
A woman widowed after she has borne and reared children is more likely to decide 
to stay in the village than one who has either no children or very young children, 
because younger children need assistance and support which a young woman would 
have a difficult time mobilising. She would have to resort to her own kin who are 
not the agnatic kin of the children. Younger women who are still in the reproductive 
phase also leave marital villages to pursue other opportunities to remarry (Vijfhuizen, 
2002:15, Izumi, 2006). Women who are still in the reproductive stages normally stay 
on in a marital village if they decide to marry one of their husband’s brothers in a 
type 7 marriage (see Box 5.1), popularly known as Kugarwa nhaka or levirate. The 
kugara nhaka practice in Zimbabwe has been declining because of changing norms, 
the economic independence of women through receiving the husband’s pension and 
increasing knowledge about the spread of HIV/AIDS (Vijfhuizen, 2002; Huisman, 
2005). The next section focuses on specific women’s circumstances to illustrate the 
ways in which single women gain negotiate and maintain community membership 
and residence in communal areas.
5.4  Remaining: women who remained in the marital 
residence after the end of their marriage
5.4.1 Mary: maintaining and consolidating a prosperous homestead
Mary was a widow who lived on a homestead that Mary and her husband were 
allocated by the sabhuku upon their marriage. She was living in Ndamba village in 
2005. She had already been a widow for 12 years at that time. Mary had the best 
developed and maintained homestead in Ndamba. There were five brick and asbestos 
buildings, two toilets, a well, a vegetable garden and a large granary. She lived at 
the house with her two adult sons and a grandson. One of the sons was married and 
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his wife lived there with Mary. This married son and his wife had been allocated 
a place to develop a homestead by the sabhuku but they lacked the labour, finance 
and building materials to do so. Mary’s younger son was still single and therefore 
not entitled to a homestead in the village. Mary and her husband were allocated the 
homestead by sabhuku Ndamba in 1977. The husband worked in the urban areas 
while Mary looked after the homestead and farmed. The husband constructed two 
buildings. Mary’s husband died in 1993, and she continued to live on the homestead 
after her husband’s death. This was after she chose not to enter into a kugarwa nhaka 
marriage with one of her deceased husband’s remaining brothers. Mary was the head 
of this homestead and in charge of decision making and control of the assets. Mary 
inherited the plough and radio that had belonged to her husband. The husband’s 
family shared the clothing. Mary started going to South Africa to buy clothing for 
resale in Zimbabwe in 1997. This was a highly profitable venture and was her main 
source of income. Using the proceeds of the business, Mary added another building 
to the homestead and invested in solar power. She also completed the construction of 
her house in Harare, which she and her husband had started while he was alive. She 
leased that house in exchange for rent. Mary’s unemployed son and the daughter-in-
law helped her to keep the house and look after it when she was absent. Although 
Mary was in charge of the homestead, the sabhuku retained control over this and 
other single women hearth-hold headed homesteads. This is explored in Chapter 
6. Mary’s experience shows how a communal area homestead was developed and 
maintained using resources that were secured through rural-urban connections. 
The case also illustrates how the connections changed over Mary’s life course and 
the way in which she repositioned herself to maintain access to financial resources. 
Initially the homestead relied on the wages from Mary’s husband to develop the 
homestead and invest in agricultural activities. Thereafter Mary herself exploited this 
connection by trading goods and investing the proceeds into the development of the 
homestead. This enabled the hearth-hold to develop and maintain her homestead 
and livelihood in the communal areas after the death of her husband.
5.4.2 Lizzy: maintaining a marital homestead with no income
Lizzy was a widow who lived on a homestead that had been allocated to her and her 
husband by the sabhuku when they got married. Lizzy was at least 65 years old in 
2005. She lived in Makuku village. Her deceased husband was an original inhabitant 
of Makuku. She never went to school. When she married, Lizzy and her husband 
were allocated a homestead by the Makuku sabhuku. The couple lived and worked 
in Harare for more than 30 years. They constructed a house in Makuku. The couple 
also acquired a house in Harare when the government converted the African rental 
housing to ownership for sitting tenants after independence in 1980. The couple 
had a son. When the couple retired to Makuku, their grown-up son married and 
took up residence in their urban house with his wife and children. The son was not 
employed and offered no financial support to his parents. Lizzy’s husband drowned 
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in 1999. Lizzy blamed her husband’s brother and his family for his death. This 
soured relations between the widow and her husband’s family. She remained in the 
marital village living alone on her homestead. Lizzy had a homestead that was not 
fenced. The homestead had a three-roomed brick and asbestos structure, a hut that 
no longer had a roof and a dried out well. There was no toilet.
Lizzy inherited her husband’s bicycle, plough, livestock and homestead. She lost all 
her livestock to the drought. At her age, she had no money or grain to hire people 
to repair her fence; this rendered her crops vulnerable to livestock. She struggled to 
maintain the fence as she lacked the skills and materials. The holes in her roof were 
filled with bits of paper; loose masonry was secured with maize stalks and pieces 
of firewood. She stored her clothing in upturned metal containers to protect them 
from rats. She had a banana orchard on her homestead but had never benefited from 
it as the fruit was eaten by cattle. Her homestead well dried up and she could not 
afford to have it excavated. Lizzy relied on neighbours for water. The toilet that she 
and her husband constructed fell apart. She used bits of wire to secure her house 
in her absence. Almost all her windowpanes were broken and had been replaced 
with cardboard. When her son fell ill, she went to visit him in Harare. During her 
absence, her home was broken into and the plough and bicycle she inherited from 
her husband were stolen. Lizzy opted to stay on in the marital village to maintain her 
son’s claims to the homestead. She survived on handouts from other villagers and the 
little that she managed to produce on her homestead plot. Lizzy’s case illustrates the 
role of urban-rural connections in facilitating the communal areas residents’ access 
to finance. The finance was used to develop the homestead to which the couple 
retired to after their working life. The homestead suffered when the rural-urban 
connections were severed when her husband died. The urban house a potential 
source of financial income was occupied by Lizzy’s son. The labour (son) that Lizzy’s 
homestead exported to urban areas failed to remit any money. As a result, Lizzie 
could not maintain her homestead infrastructure or invest in agricultural activities.
Lizzy and Mary’s cases describe the experiences of women who have gained 
community membership and access to residence through marriage. Both women 
stayed in the marital village after the death of their spouse. The two women retained 
their husband’s homesteads when they became widows. They both had established 
independent homesteads when they lost their husbands. They also had grown-up 
children, more importantly, sons, which strengthened the women’s claims to the 
marital homesteads. However, the two women’s pathways demonstrate different 
vulnerabilities. Although the communities accepted the two widows as members, 
the village offered limited assistance. The two women were vulnerable in different 
ways. Mary’s strategies to reduce vulnerability included living with her son and his 
wife, maintaining a source of income by repositioning herself in order to maintain 
the rural-urban connections and successfully leasing the house in Harare. The cash 
income increased her autonomy and reduced her dependence on the husband’s kin. 
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The presence of her son and his wife provided Mary’s homestead with security in 
her absence. Lizzy’s options were limited by her advanced age and the decision to 
allow the son to occupy the urban property. As a result, Lizzy’s urban connections 
did not result in the flow of financial capital but were characterised by the rural 
area providing security and a fall back for the son who had migrated. Without the 
financial lifeline from either rent or remittances, Lizzy became more dependent on 
traditional assistance. However, the relations on which she would have drawn for 
support had become strained when her husband died, because of the accusations. 
The two women both had adult sons who had failed to secure employment. The 
living arrangements of the women and their sons rendered Lizzy more vulnerable. 
Mary’s residential arrangements increased her access to her adult son’s labour and 
household maintenance. Lizzy’s vulnerability increased when she went to visit her ill 
son as she lost some of her possessions, whereas Mary’s living arrangements ensured 
that her homestead was secure in her absence. Lizzy’s experience shows how even 
when they retain the marital assets, widows remain one of the most vulnerable 
populations in communal areas. Lizzy’s increasingly vulnerable position shows the 
importance of rural-urban financial flows for the maintenance of rural livelihoods.
5.4.3 Ginny: maintaining and re-negotiating homestead access
Ginny was a widow who continued to live on a homestead that had been allocated 
to her and her husband when they got married. Ginny was about 63 in 2005. She 
was one of the poorest hearth-holds in the sample. Although Ginny still controlled 
the arable land that had been allocated to her husband upon their marriage, she did 
not fully utilise the land as she lacked inputs, labour and was hosting an ill adult. 
She survived on handouts and collection of wild vegetables and occasional work for 
other people. Ginny had a son out of wedlock in her teenage years. She later married 
into Ndamba village where she and her husband were allocated land to develop a 
homestead. They developed the homestead using proceeds from Ginny’s husband 
who was employed as a wage labourer in town. Ginny used the wages to hire labour 
to work their agricultural land. The marriage produced six other children. Ginny’s 
husband died after all her children became adult. Like Mary, Ginny elected not to 
enter into a kugarwa nhaka marriage and she continued living in the marital village. 
Ginny could not access her deceased husband’s pension as her marriage was not 
formally registered. During the fieldwork period, Ginny’s eldest son lost his wife 
to pneumonia. He too became ill and lost his job. He moved in with his mother so 
she could take care of him. The Ndamba sabhuku resented this arrangement and 
initially encouraged the elderly widow to take her ill son to his father’s village. 
Ginny ignored the sabhuku. As the son’s condition deteriorated, the sabhuku offered 
Ginny bus fare to enable her to transport her son to his father’s village. The sabhuku 
was worried about the social cost to the village of not only caring for the ill man 
but also the funeral expenses. The ill man eventually died and had to be buried in 
his mother’s marital village. Ginny received minimal assistance from the village 
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residents to the extent that there were no meals for mourners. People congregated 
on the homestead just for the burial rites and dispersed immediately after. The case 
shows the increased vulnerabilities of single women in a community whose social 
networks have been weakened by economic crisis and HIV/AIDS. The desperation 
of the man who had to follow his mother to her new marriage village highlights the 
vulnerability of hearth-holds’ children. The son’s presence undermined Ginny’s 
claims to community assistance because the son was not a blood relation of the 
villagers. The sabhuku withheld assistance and tried to persuade Ginny’s son to leave 
the village. Ginny successfully resisted attempts to stop her from looking after her 
ill child. Ginny’s hearth-hold’s financial rural-urban connections were severed when 
her husband passed away. Even though her children had left home, none of them 
sent her money to invest in her land and/or the maintenance of the homestead. This 
made Ginny entirely dependent on the handouts and the little she produced with 
her own labour from her arable field. However, even though the homestead lacked a 
constant stream of finances from the urban areas, it still served as a fall back for her 
son when he fell ill which confirms the enduring position of the communal area as 
providing security for urban migrants. The extent to which the rural homestead can 
provide insurance for the ill and aged is also dependent on the nature of financial 
flows between the two. Without a sustained link, it becomes difficult to provide care 
for the ill and/or to meet funeral expenses from the rural home.
5.5  Leaving: hearth-holds who left the marital homestead 
after the end of their marriage
With the exception of Alice who relocated from the study villages to an adjacent 
village, the experiences of women who left the study villages after the end of their 
marriages could not be captured from them. The study relied on a combination of 
the stories of those who remained in the study villages, such as their mother-in-law, 
focus group discussions and women who lived in the study villages who had returned 
from their marital villages to settle in the study villages. The sample of 22 had eight 
women who had returned to Chikwaka communal areas following the end of their 
marriages. These were interviewed to ascertain the processes and circumstances 
that lead a hearth-hold to leave their marital home. One of these was Alice. The 
hearth-holds’ accounts confirmed that the widows left because they were ill, too 
young, childless and/or had no means of sustaining themselves. There were some 
women whose decision to leave the marital village was made by their parents. Some 
women left the husband’s village immediately after the burial of their husbands. 
Normally, the women would be accompanied by their parents who claimed to be 
taking them to their birthplace for ‘comfort during their bereavement.’ Such women 
rarely returned to their marital villages. Parents of such women claimed to have 
perceived hostility from the daughter’s late husband’s family, poverty in the marital 
village or bride wealth outstanding. Some claimed that their daughter was too young 
at the time of her husband’s death to continue living in the marital village. A study 
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in three communal areas of Zimbabwe found that widows were commonly accused 
of bewitching husbands who had died of HIV/AIDS (Izumi, 2006). More often than 
not the end of the marriage also signalled a change in rural–urban connections for 
the women most of who relied on remitted wages of a husband to establish and 
maintain a homestead. The single women hearth-holds had to seek alternative 
means to earn an income and/or relocate. The next section uses experiences of 
single women hearth-holds that left their marital residence following the change 
in their marital status.
5.5.1 Tracy: hearth-hold continuously renegotiating residence
Tracy was a widow who had returned to live in Ndamba after her two marriages 
ended with the death of her respective spouses. Tracy was living in Ndamba village 
and was approximately 70 years old in 2005. In 2005 Tracy was living on a homestead 
that was originally allocated by the sabhuku to Tracy's deceased parents. She also had 
access to the arable land that went with this homestead. She never went to school. 
Tracy’s main assets were her, health, pottery skill, the relationship to the sabhuku, 
membership of Ndamba village and host community, the control of the homestead 
and agricultural land and a few chickens. She had no livestock. The Ndamba sabhuku 
was her nephew. Around the 1950s, when she was a teenager, Tracy married a man 
from Murehwa, a communal farming area located to the North of Goromonzi. The 
couple lived in Harare and worked as domestic workers for ten years. Tracy’s husband 
died before the couple had developed their rural homestead. Tracy entered into a 
kugarwa nhaka marriage and married her deceased husband’s younger brother and 
they established a homestead in Murehwa communal area. Tracy had three children 
with her new husband. When her second husband died, Tracy was blamed for his 
death. She left the village in Murehwa and her children after being threatened by the 
husband’s family. She went to live in her natal village in Ndamba with her mother. 
After some years, her mother died and Tracy remained on the homestead.
When Tracy’s sons grew up, they bought a homestead in their father’s village and 
invited Tracy to come and live with them. Tracy left Ndamba and went to live in 
Murehwa with her sons49. She lived there for seven years and had her own house and 
some land to farm. She did not get on with her daughters-in-law who also had their 
homes on the homestead. After seven years, Tracy had to return to Ndamba to look 
after her widowed sister who was ill. When the sister died, Tracy’s children barred 
her from their homestead in Murehwa. They accused her of bewitching them. Tracy 
lived at her late sister’s old house before moving back to her parents’ homestead in 
Ndamba. In 2005, she was living on her deceased parents’ homestead. There were 
49 Tracy’s children wanted to look after their elderly mother instead of leaving her to depend on her 
natal family as this reflected badly on them. They bought one homestead but it was for the family’s use. 
Tracy would have been living there with her daughters-in law while her sons worked in urban areas.
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two mud and pole huts, which had been constructed by her now deceased father. 
Tracy was entitled to live on this homestead even though her nephew the sabhuku 
retained the overall control over it. The well and toilet had both collapsed. The 
fencing was poorly maintained rendering her garden vulnerable to livestock. She 
lived alone on the homestead in her natal village. She received no support from her 
children. She thought that this was because they accused her of witchcraft. Tracy 
made clay pots for sale. As she was illiterate, she relied on young people in Ndamba 
to assist her with the pricing of her pots. She tried to practice organic50 maize farming 
but complained that it was labour intensive. She was also employed at the spirit 
medium’s house to brew beer for rituals. Shona cultural beliefs prescribe that only 
post menopausal women are involved in the preparation of this beer. These women 
are provided with food during the time they were working at the spirit medium’s. 
Tracy had an herb garden but the herbs died during her absence and also in the dry 
season, as she did not have a domestic water source. In May 2005 she went away 
for a funeral and was absent for two weeks. During that time, the sabhuku’s children 
looked after her property.
Tracy’s case shows how death and illness can undermine a hearth-hold’s residence 
and community membership. Tracy tried to secure her interests by marrying the 
deceased husband’s brother. This is a common strategy (Folta and Deck, 1987:330). 
The witchcraft accusation that followed the death of Tracy’s second husband cost her 
access to the marital residence and the support of all her children. Tracy’s experiences 
illustrate the extent to which beliefs can destroy relationships, undermine social 
security and increase a hearth-hold’s vulnerability. Witchcraft accusations, which 
are often levelled at women, undermine the advantages of rank that women gain 
with age. In her case this cost her support from her children. Tracy had to rely on 
her own networks in her natal village. Age, which is so often seen to disadvantage 
women, proved to be an asset to the elderly woman as it enabled her to gain access 
to income earning opportunities through the spirit medium in Ndamba. The case 
shows that even support from adult children is conditional upon a hearth-hold 
maintaining cordial relationships with the children. The case also shows that women’s 
domestic responsibility to care for the ill may cause them to move and undermine 
their homestead access. Tracy returned to her village of birth where her community 
membership and homestead access were restored. In her natal village, Tracy was able 
to benefit from the community. This came in the form of co-operation, assistance 
with pricing of her pots, participation in NGO projects, employment and security for 
her homestead by the sabhuku’s children during her absence. This was in contrast 
to Lizzy whose home was ransacked in her absence. In her natal village Tracy coped 
with the limited support by trying to be self-sufficient and reducing her dependence. 
Rural-urban connections in Tracy’s case ebbed and flowed as she was initially 
50 This is a practice where, instead of using commercial fertiliser, the farmer relies on leaves, cow dung, 
etc. that occurs naturally in the environment.
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employed herself and lived in urban areas and changed to the time when she was 
a recipient of her children’s remittances which she used to finance her agricultural 
activity. After the ties with her children were severed, Tracy found a way to access 
financial capital through the pottery business and working at the spirit medium’s. 
Although she managed to meet her other needs, Tracy’s activities were inadequate 
to invest in the maintenance of her homestead infrastructure.
Negotiating access to residence and Community after divorce
There is no general rule for dealing with divorced women in the communal areas 
of Zimbabwe. A study based on a single village in Manicaland province concluded 
that divorcees returned to their natal village, cleared their own sites for settlement 
within the husband’s village or were allocated land by the local authorities (Vijfhuizen, 
2002:44). Others concluded that most divorced women were forced to leave the 
homestead (Andersson, 1999; Huisman, 2005; Goebel, 2005). A study conducted in 
Zimbabwe51 in 2000, found that 40% of the older single women, 35% of divorced 
women and 15% of widowed women lived with their parents (Hindin, 2002). Another 
study concluded that divorcees who left their marital homestead were often destitute. 
They lost their children, land, homestead and income (Goebel, 2005:128). Yet another 
study concluded that divorcees were usually granted a piece of land to work for 
themselves (and their children) but remained heavily dependent on social networks 
(Huisman, 2005:256).
5.5.2 Rita: destitute divorcee conditionally accepted into natal village
Rita was a divorced woman who had returned to Ndamba village after her marriage 
had ended in divorce. Rita lived alone on a homestead in Ndamba village. She had 
access to an arable field but owned no livestock. The cooking utensils that she 
used had been left there by Rita’s deceased aunt who had occupied the homestead 
before her. Rita was born in 1957. Rita was 48 years old in 2005 and lived alone on 
a homestead in Ndamba. She was the sabhuku’s stepsister. Rita’s parents divorced 
when she was young, and Rita’s mother returned to her natal village. There was a 
single, poorly maintained very old hut on the property. There was no well, toilet 
or fence to protect the homestead. Rita had a son out of wedlock in 1980. She sent 
him to live with her mother. Rita moved to the city where she secured employment 
as a domestic worker. In 1994 Rita married another man and moved to his village. 
51 The sample was taken from a cross-sectional national level sample, 1994 Zimbabwe\Demographic 
Health |Survey (ZDHS), part of a 13-year project to help developing countries to conduct and analyse 
surveys on population and health (MACRO International, Inc., 1994). MACRO International, Inc. has been 
conducting the DHS surveys since 1986, and funding for the DHS surveys has been provided primarily by 
USAID (United States Agency of International Development). The surveys generally encompass issues 
of health and population. In general, the DHS surveys aim to get a nationally representative sample 
of women in reproductive age, and for the 1994 ZDHS the sample includes 6,128 women aged 15-49.
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She gave birth to three children and established an independent homestead with 
the assistance of her husband. Rita farmed in the rural areas while her husband 
worked in town and sent her some remittances. Rita divorced her husband when he 
married another woman. She returned to Ndamba, her natal village, with her three 
minor children and resided in the homestead that had been constructed for her now 
deceased aunt. The sabhuku insisted that she return her children to their father since 
he was alive. Rita remained in Ndamba as she relied on her natal relatives to assist 
her in her illness. Rita was frequently too ill to provide for herself and relied on 
the sabhuku’s wife and sabhuku’s children to assist her with fetching water, cooking 
and care. Rita’s adult son lost his job during operation Restore Order and moved in 
with her. The sabhuku gave the son some money and advised him to go and find his 
own people. The son went but failed in his bid to claim his birthright to land and 
returned to his mother’s place.
5.5.3  Netty: divorcee who used the communal area residence as a fallback
Netty’s was one of two single women-hearth-holds that maintained a base on a 
male-headed homestead in the study villages. She was the sabhuku’s daughter and 
27 years old in 2005. Netty attended primary school (seven years of schooling), after 
which she secured employment in Harare as a housemaid. She became pregnant, 
left Harare, and went to live with her divorced father-in-law in the communal area 
while her husband was employed in the urban area. Netty focused on communal 
area farming. Netty and her husband divorced shortly after her baby was born. She 
returned to Ndamba and moved in with her parents. She left the child under the 
care of her parents and resumed work as a domestic maid. While she was working, 
she lived with her employer. After two months, she moved to work in a shop in 
Mutare. She was left after working for two years. She came to Juru Growth Point and 
secured a job as a shopkeeper through the local ZANU project co-coordinator. She 
had another baby but did not marry the baby’s father. The baby lived with Netty’s 
parents in Ndamba village. Netty helped her parents with expenses for thatching, 
plastering and glazing their homestead. She rented a room at the growth point. She 
contributed regularly to the Ndamba village burial society. She was also a recipient 
of food aid in the village.
Netty’s residential pathway illustrates the importance of natal claim to residence as a 
fallback. She was able to rely on this between work and marriage. Netty’s experience 
also shows single women structure rural-urban connections to manage insecure 
livelihoods in communal areas and insecure urban employment tenure. While in 
a marriage, a man migrates and leaves his wife to develop the homestead, a single 
woman hearth-hold has to rely on other kinship structures to look after her children 
when she moves on the rural-urban continuum. She lost the marital homestead 
upon the dissolution of her marriage. She secured work-tied housing and lost that 
when the employment contract was terminated. The importance of communal area 
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community membership and residence as a fallback for single women is highlighted 
in this case. In Ndamba, Netty was able to benefit from the community through 
assistance with childcare and recognition as a member of the community. In return, 
she had to contribute to the community, which she did through subscribing to the 
burial society. The differential terms on which Alice, Netty and Rita negotiate access 
to community membership and residence to Ndamba village illustrate the importance 
of relationships with people in authority to mediate access.
Research in Chimanimani and Buhera communal lands in Zimbabwe discovered 
that some women who returned to their natal villages had been allocated land in 
their own right by the sabhuku (Izumi, 2006:42). The focus group discussion with 
village heads in Mwanza confirmed that women could not inherit land belonging to 
their parents. However, returned daughters resided with parents in their homesteads 
and cared for parents in their twilight years in return for shelter. If the parents died 
before the daughter, she was ‘allowed’ to use the parents’ homestead for the rest of 
her life. The male relatives retained control of the resource but the single woman 
had usufruct entitlements which however remained contested.
5.5.4 Ann: widow allocated her own homestead in natal village
Ann was a divorced hearth-hold head that had been allocated a homestead in her 
own right in one of the study villages. Ann was approximately 80 years old. Ann was 
allocated a homestead by her father who was the sabhuku at the time. The Makuku 
sabhuku was her nephew. Ann had never been to school. She could not remember 
dates and was not able to relate to historic events like Independence in Zimbabwe. 
Ann lived with her divorced daughter and divorced son and his two children. Ann 
lived in a homestead which was well fenced, with an independent well and toilet. 
There was a chicken coop and a kraal for her livestock. The homestead had one 
brick and asbestos structure and a thatched hut. There was a kitchen garden. Ann 
controlled the most land in the village (see Chapter 6). She leased out some of the 
land to land short villagers in exchange for grain. Ann was a successful farmer who 
also derived considerable income from remittances and beer brewing. Ann was born 
in Makuku and left to get married. Initially Ann lived, cooked and farmed with her 
mother-in-law until she had borne three children. Ann was then allocated her own 
homestead. Ann’s husband was a policeman in the urban area and she was farming 
in the rural area. It was through the proceeds of the husband’s wages that Ann and 
her husband developed a homestead and she farmed the arable land. The husband 
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died after a short illness.52 Ann’s children were very young. The deceased husband’s 
brother, who had three wives, wanted to marry her in a kugara nhaka marriage, but 
Ann refused the marriage offer and remained on the marital homestead. Without 
the income from her deceased husband, Ann began to struggle with the homestead 
maintenance, child care and organising financial resources to fund her farming 
activities. Ann’s father observed how she was struggling to raise her children; he 
took her back to Makuku. In Makuku, Ann initially resided with her children in 
her father’s homestead. The father, who was the sabhuku, later allocated Ann and 
her children their own homestead and helped her to construct a dwelling and clear 
the land for farming. Ann financed her activities through proceeds from moulding 
bricks and working on other people’s land. Ann left her homestead in her father’s 
village when she married another man. They had two children after which the man 
died. Ann returned to her homestead in Makuku. One of her sons married and when 
divorced moved back to his mother’s homestead with his two daughters.
Ann’s was the only one of all the 22 case study hearth-holds that had established 
her own homestead following the end of a marriage. Ann’s homestead access was 
through marriage and later through birth claim in her natal village. In her natal 
village, she was allocated land in her own right by her father who was the sabhuku 
at the time. This is contrary to findings in another communal area in Zimbabwe that 
women who returned to their natal villages faced land problems and were reluctantly 
accepted by their parents (Gaidzanwa, 1994:115). In her natal village, Ann was able 
to access assistance with raising her children, farming and the establishment of her 
homestead. Ann’s ability to retain her claim to her homestead in her natal village 
after she remarried illustrates that single women’s land claims are not all tenuous. 
Ann coped with the loss of her husband’s wages by returning to her natal village 
where her father subsidised her and helped her to establish her own homestead. After 
relying on her father’s homestead, Ann successfully moved out and repositioned 
herself on the rural-urban continuum by selling beer to access financial capital. 
The latter enabled her to secure agricultural inputs and carry out farming activities.
5.5.5  Cathy: widow trying to re-establish herself after loss of marital home
Cathy is another hearth-hold that was based as a subunit of a male headed homestead. 
Cathy who was a widow, lived with her two children on her father’s homestead. 
Cathy’s father was the sabhuku. Cathy was born in 1982 and was 23 years old in 
2005. She spent 13 years at school. In 2000, Cathy went to work as a domestic help in 
52 Ann was the eldest person in the two study villages. A combination of illiteracy and advanced age 
made it difficult to get her to relate to calendars and/or the Zimbabwe independence. It was not possible 
to extract this information from other villagers in Makuku because as far back as they could recall, Ann 
was living in the village a single woman. In addition Ann’s husband did not die in the village where she 
was residing at the time of the fieldwork.
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Harare and lived with her employers. Cathy left this residence when she got married 
in 2001. Cathy was married as a second wife after her husband’s first wife had failed 
to produce children. When Cathy married this man, she went to live at the man’s 
homestead in a communal area. The husband was working in town. The marriage 
produced one son. Cathy’s homestead was destroyed by lightning53 in 2003. She 
moved back to town and her husband rented accommodation for her away from the 
first wife who also lived in town. Cathy was not working and her husband provided 
for her and her child. The husband used to alternate spending a week at Cathy’s 
and another at the first wife’s place. In 2003, the husband died of meningitis. Cathy 
returned to her parent’s house in Ndamba with her son. The husband’s family said 
she could return to her natal village, as she was young and needed to work to look 
after her son. The son lived with Cathy’s parents in Ndamba village. Cathy resumed 
her work as a domestic help after the death of her husband. She worked in Harare 
for one year but lost the job when her employers emigrated. Cathy lived with her 
employers during the time she was employed. She secured another position as a 
domestic worker in Harare in January 2005. On 20 May 2005, Cathy lost her job 
in Harare because she suffered from incessant headaches. Cathy resided with her 
parents in Ndamba when she was not employed. She secured another job, which 
she lost again after she became ill. In September 2005 she got an office job in Harare 
but, after working for only two days, she had a minor stroke and had to leave the 
job. She returned to her parents’ village.
Cathy’s case shows the residential pathway of a hearth-hold that lost her residence 
claim to the virilocal homestead at the end of marriage. Cathy’s marital status, ill 
health, circumstances of destitution and the responsibility of caring for a dependent 
young child undermined her ability to negotiate continued access to the marital 
homestead after the death of her spouse. That both Cathy and Tracy found it relatively 
easy to regain access to homesteads and rejoin community members in their natal 
village shows the importance of kinship in facilitating access to homesteads. The 
natal home was the most secure option as there was the least risk of eviction. That 
both women were able to regain their natal residence more than twice shows the 
importance of natal residence as a fallback for vulnerable hearth-holds. As members 
of the community, the two women benefited from childcare arrangements, assistance 
from neighbours and support in illness. Cathy’s illness increased her vulnerability. 
The younger woman tried to reduce her vulnerability by securing employment away 
from the risks of agriculture, but her illness made it impossible for her to work for 
any length of time. The risk of work-tied residence was realised as the young woman 
lost her job and residence every time she fell ill. The constantly altering nature of 
53 People believe that witchdoctors are able to make and send lightning (Vijfhuizen, 2002:213). As a 
result, they shun places that have been struck by lightning fearing that the bolt may be re-sent. Others 
claim that when lightning strikes a place once, it ‘lays its eggs’. As a result, the lightning will strike the 
same place again.
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Cathy’s hearth-hold’s rural-urban connections the challenges faced by women who 
have to balance reproductive duties with the need to earn cash income. The illness 
which constantly interrupts her working life adds another dimension to the life 
story. The life story vividly illustrates the changing roles of the rural home as a fall 
back position between marriages/employment opportunities and a repository for 
young children and eventually the incapacitated adults. This and other cases show 
the interconnectedness between the rural and urban and the diverse movements 
of people in response to the various stimuli.
The last five cases have illustrated that hearth-holds left their marital homesteads 
because of widowhood, divorce, exclusion from the community, witchcraft accusations 
or the threat of impoverishment. Although the five hearth-holds had different 
individual circumstances, they all had young children when their marriages ended. 
This increased their need for support and precipitated their decisions to return to 
their natal villages. All five cases made different decisions concerning their young 
children. Ann, Netty and Cathy moved to the natal village with their children. Rita 
and Tracy left their children in the marital village. Rita was too poor to provide for 
her own children, and her natal relatives were reluctant to assume responsibility for 
them. Rita’s illness increased her dependency on her relatives and imperilled her 
capacity to provide for her own children. Tracy was not allowed to take her children 
with her when she was evicted from her deceased husband’s homestead following 
witchcraft accusations. Netty and Cathy decided to split their hearth-hold residence 
between the growth point and the communal areas because their conditions of 
employment and residence were incompatible with child-caring responsibilities.
All the women used the natal village as a fallback as their marital residence had 
been lost as a result of the demise of the marriage. Three of the five women had 
been able to establish an independent hearth-hold by occupation of homesteads that 
belonged to their deceased parents and allocation by the sabhuku. The other women 
obtained residence in their parents’ homesteads. Ann’s pathway demonstrates that 
living with parents was in the past a transitory phase for single women hearth-
holds. The conditions under which younger single women hearth-holds negotiated 
residence in Ndamba and Makuku indicates that these women may increasingly be 
taking up permanent residence in their parents’ homesteads. Four of the five women 
attempted to regain access to residence through remarriage. The strategy was not 
successful for the women hearth-holds described here and resulted in a temporary 
displacement of the women hearth-holds from their natal villages. The attempts at 
remarriage had produced more children. The women risked contracting HIV/AIDS 
in their attempts to renegotiate marriage. The repeated attempts by four of the five 
single women to contract a marriage shows the importance and hope that single 
women place in the relationship. This may mean that these women perceived the 
potential benefits deriving from marriage to be greater than the risks.
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Although all five women returned to their natal villages, the conditions under which 
they rejoined these communities differed. The hearth-holds who were related to 
people in decision-making positions, i.e. the sabhuku, were welcome to bring their 
children on their return. The other hearth-holds were not allowed to bring their 
children into the natal village. This shows that hearth-holds’ community membership 
conditions are not homogeneous. The natal residence was also conditional on the 
availability of residence and the terms that single women’s relatives gave for her 
residence. The high demand for land on the market, high mortality and dependent 
children undermined single women’s claims to homesteads in their natal villages. 
The land interests of the women’s children were compromised when the hearth-
holds left the marital village and relocated to the natal village.
5.6  Hearth-holds that gained homesteads through the 
informal land market
This section will illustrate how people move into Makuku to take advantage of the 
land market, through employment or on marriage. In Makuku, there were women 
whose husbands had migrated into Zimbabwe from the neighbouring countries of 
Malawi and Mozambique to work as commercial farm workers. As these immigrants 
did not have a communal home in Zimbabwe to retire to, they negotiated to set up 
their homesteads in their wife’s village of origin. Other people who did not originate 
in Chikwaka took advantage of the illegal land market to purchase land and establish 
homesteads in Makuku. The diversity led to variations from the generalised norms 
about women’s experiences on the termination of marriage, as illustrated by the 
two cases selected from the sample of 22 hearth-holds based on 18 homesteads.
5.6.1 Matty: immigrant widow consolidating a successful homestead
Matty was a widow aged between 65 and 70 years, who lived on a homestead that 
her and her now deceased husband bought from other villagers in Makuku. After 
the death of her husband, Matty continued to live on the homestead. She was living 
in Makuku village in 2005 with two orphaned grandchildren. The house was a three-
bedroom brick under tile structure built by her husband when he was alive. The 
property was well fenced and maintained. There was a good orchard, and a well-
maintained thatched kitchen, protected well, cattle pen and chicken coop. Matty lost 
a 32-year-old widowed daughter, a 26-year-old married daughter and her husband 
between 2000 and 2005. She had a house in Harare and her only surviving child, a 
divorced daughter, lived in the United Kingdom. She had one cow on the premises 
(from the NORAD heifer project, see Section 4.7), two goats and 28 chickens.
Matty came to live here in 1976 after her husband retired from his job in town. The 
couple purchased the land from the sabhuku. The husband had until then been 
employed as a factory worker in Harare. Matty’s husband died after a short illness 
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in 1980. Matty succeeded to her husband’s estate as all his male relatives had died 
before him. She also inherited a house in Harare, a plough, scotch cart and bicycle 
from the deceased husband’s estate. She collected rent from the house in Harare and 
received remittances from her daughter in the United Kingdom. Matty hired labour 
for the collection of firewood and the maintenance of her homestead garden. Matty 
travelled to the United Kingdom for a medical check-up during the research period.
The case illustrates the experience of a person people who obtained homesteads 
on the market and managed to find a way to ensure access to non-farming income 
which in Matty’s case was the remittances from her daughter in the United Kingdom. 
This in itself was exceptional. Although this hearth-hold had access to land, in the 
village, she could not rely on the community to support her with agricultural tasks 
and homestead maintenance. This made it vulnerable. Matty mediated this by paying 
for services like fence repair and homestead maintenance on the market. The case 
highlights the importance of having entitlement to assets in mediating vulnerability.
5.6.2 Betty: ill immigrant widow maintaining a vulnerable hearth-hold
Betty was a widow who lived on a homestead that she and her deceased husband 
had purchased on the market in Makuku. Betty was 36 years old in 2005. She was a 
former commercial farm dweller who moved to Makuku with her husband during 
the 2002 land invasions. Her parents migrated from Malawi and she was born 
and raised on a commercial farm. Betty had a son when she was 14 years old. She 
later married a long-distance truck driver and they had three children. Betty and 
her husband were evicted from the farm during the fast track land reform. They 
moved in with friends in Makuku where they stayed for about half a year. Later 
they purchased their own homestead from the Makuku sabhuku and constructed a 
kitchen and a bedroom. The homestead is on the stream bank54. The homestead has 
not been cleared of bush though the residents have been living there for two years. 
There is no fence, toilet or well. There was a poorly constructed mud and thatch 
kitchen and a two-roomed brick and asbestos structure. Betty’s husband fell ill and 
died in April 2005. He was suffering from tuberculosis. Betty was also suffering from 
tuberculosis. Betty lived with her 15-year-old daughter and her three grandchildren 
whose mother was Betty’s daughter. The grandchildren’s parents worked and lived 
on commercial farms. Betty’s youngest daughter of 15 was at school. When Betty’s 
kitchen structure collapsed, she had it fixed by her informal liaison. Betty made 
frequent trips to the commercial farming areas. She was a full-time commercial farm 
worker. Now that she no longer lived there, she made the daily trips to the farms 
throughout the planting season. Sometimes she stayed away for up to two weeks. 
The children begged for food from the other villagers. Betty was arraigned before 
54 Zimbabwean conservation legislation prohibits settlement on the stream bank (Bell and Hotchkiss, 
1991:204).
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the village court twice and threatened with eviction from the village because of her 
neglect of the children who lived with her. This was because in her absence, other 
villagers were obliged to feed the children and provide for them. Betty’s 15 year old 
daughter also worked on commercial farms with her mother during the weekends. 
Women in Makuku gossiped that Betty was promiscuous.
Betty’s case describes the experience of a hearth-hold that is trying to survive in the 
communal area with little asset entitlement. She has no kin support and limited 
financial capital. The case shows the limited opportunities for people whose life 
circumstances force them to rely entirely on the rural economy. Betty’s hearth-hold 
vulnerability was heightened when she lost her husband who had a waged job. 
The case was compounded by the fact that the husband died before the couple had 
established the homestead. The homestead was purchased on the market. Unlike 
Matty, Betty had no cash and therefore needed external assistance on her homestead. 
She was unable to rely on the host community for assistance with homestead repair, 
care of her children or any kind of support, as she was marginal as an immigrant. 
Unlike Cathy and Netty, Betty could not go and work in the urban areas as she had 
no-one to look after her children. The community recognised her as a resident but 
she was not entitled to support from them.
5.6.3 Implications
Betty, Matty and Alice’s cases explain the circumstances of widows whose husbands 
entered the village through the market. Betty’s experience shows that immigrant 
hearth-holds try to cope with the challenges of residing in communal areas, raising 
small children at the same time and having little or no access to financial capital.. 
Although her husband purchased a homestead on the market, Betty’s ability to 
mobilise community support is limited. Even though some friends assisted them 
to settle into the village, they could offer only limited support. Betty’s inability to 
care for her children increased the chances of her being evicted from the village 
and losing the residence. Matty’s strategy of paying for services and limiting her 
reliance on the host community reduced her vulnerability. There were two well-
built homesteads in Makuku 3 lying vacant. The former occupants, both women 
whose deceased spouses had bought land in Makuku, had deserted the homesteads 
after they lost their spouses. Both women were reported to have returned to their 
deceased husbands’ villages, as they felt isolated in Makuku community.
The residents of homesteads acquired through market transactions are not subject to 
the patriarchal rules governing the transfer of property upon the death of a woman’s 
husband. However, these market residences are vulnerable in their own way. All 
three homesteads in this category in the study were developed on land that was 
transacted illegally. There was always a risk that these might be repossessed by the 
village head as in the case of Alice, or the widows could be evicted by the State as 
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explained in Chapter 4. This remained a real threat to these women. Matty, Betty and 
Alice were marginalised by the communities they entered through the market. Alice 
had to leave the village. Betty’s habit of regularly abandoning her children increased 
the risk of eviction from the village. Matty’s economic independence reduced her 
dependence on the host community and therefore her vulnerability. Alice and Betty 
were more vulnerable as they were younger and had dependent young children. 
Betty managed to retain residence of her marital homestead but, unlike Alice, Betty 
had no natal village to fall back on as her commercial farm residence was lost during 
the fast track land reform programme. The three immigrant hearth-hold residence 
pathways show great diversity in the way single women dealt with risks to residence, 
the loss of their financial capital and the outcomes thereof.
5.7  Single women managing challenges of shelter, ill-health 
and children
Single women hearth-holds who head homesteads in the community have certain 
obligations on their homesteads, which they have to meet in their day-to-day living. 
These are the construction and maintenance of shelter, caring for the ill and young 
in their homesteads, and looking after their children. The hearth-holds traditionally 
rely on the community, adult children or their spouses for assistance with these tasks. 
The extent to which hearth-holds can mobilise community assistance varies with 
individual capacities, their position in the community and the manner in which they 
have gained community membership. The hearth-holds also need financial capital 
to fund the various obligations and pay for certain services. The case studies showed 
that after the end of the marriage which in most cases ended the migrant labour 
rural–urban connection, single women hearth-holds had to reposition themselves in 
order to ensure a continued access to goods and services to enable the to establish 
and maintain their residence and community membership in the communal areas.
Shelter or housing is important to provide women with cover from the elements, 
security for their possessions and privacy. In Chapter 4 case 4.6.1 described how a 
young couple developed a communal area homestead using a combination of family 
support and financial capital earned by the urban migrant husband. With the exception 
of Ann, all single women hearth-holds in Chapter 5 lived on homesteads that had 
been developed by their husband during marriage and/or by their parents. This shows 
the challenge that single women have to organise residence and develop shelter on 
their own. One of the reasons is the difficulty for these women of simultaneously 
earning cash income and maintaining the communal area residence and community 
membership. A 2006 study on experiences of widows in Zimbabwe confirmed that 
women struggled with the construction and repair of residences. It was difficult for 
the women to approach men to assist, as the men’s wives did not trust the single 
women. The study also showed that men demanded sexual favours in return for 
the assistance (Izumi 2006:35).
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In the present study, the homesteads currently occupied by independent single 
women hearth-holds were constructed by the parents or husband before the women 
arrived or became single. Only one single women hearth-hold in the sample had 
constructed their own shelter. This shows that hearth-holds generally had limited 
access to money, labour and building materials for shelter construction. However, 
the best constructed and best maintained homesteads in both Ndamba and Makuku 
villages belonged to elderly widows with sources of cash. This was through remittances, 
which they obtained from adult children, rental income from an urban property or 
income from a successful non agricultural venture that was pursued by the hearth-
hold head. This included trading, brewing beer or manufacturing clay pots. Leaking 
roofs, broken or missing fences, decayed buildings and collapsed wells were common 
problems for single women in both the study villages. Activities like fencing, roofing 
and maintenance of infrastructure and buildings were male tasks that also require 
a considerable financial investment. The extent to which single women could rely 
on the assistance of male relatives for the maintenance of shelter was limited. This 
was confirmed by masabhuku in a focus group discussion, in which they indicated 
that the withholding of assistance is a common strategy used to ‘nudge’ women 
especially those who had refused kugarwa nhaka out of the marital community.
Despite the fact all hearth-holds in Ndamba were related to the sabhuku, they had 
to mobilise their own labour, networks and finance for maintenance of housing 
structures. These included paying for service on the market, relying on adult children 
or sons-in-law. The hearth-holds that could afford to obtain homestead maintenance 
services from the market were elderly women with adult children who were employed 
and sent them remittances Lizzy was unable to do anything about her collapsing 
shelter as her only child could not afford to remit any money to her, Matty who had 
access to remittances from a daughter in the United Kingdom and rental income 
from a house in the urban area relied on the market and hired people to maintain 
her homestead. Betty an immigrant with neither remittances nor relations in the 
community entered into informal liaisons with men, and Ann whose father was the 
sabhuku relied on her father’s assistance for the maintenance of her shelter. The 
poorly maintained infrastructure rendered single women’s possessions vulnerable 
to theft and livestock. Betty and Rita’s cases demonstrate the vulnerability of hearth-
holds who cannot mobilise labour and financial capital to maintain their shelter. 
Vulnerability to theft was experienced differently by single women in Ndamba and 
Makuku. Tracy and Mary in Ndamba relied on neighbours and kin to provide security 
for their residences, whereas in Makuku Lizzy’s home was ransacked in her absence. 
Only four out of the 12 single women-headed homesteads had a well and toilet. 
The rest did not have any of the facilities. They either had never been constructed 
or had collapsed due to lack of maintenance. The women relied on the facilities of 
neighbours or the bush. The hearth-holds which co-resided as a sub-unit of a larger 
family group or lived in employer-tied accommodation were not responsible for the 
maintenance of their shelter.
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Illness is one of the major determinants of single women’s residence location. Widows 
have reported poor eyesight, ill health, physical handicaps. Poor health contributes 
to their inability to support themselves or others (Folta and Deck 1987:332). Ill 
women rely on the community for support. In the present study, the focus group 
discussions revealed that natal kin were responsible for the care of ill adult women, 
irrespective of their marital status. This was indicated by both the presence of 
ill adult daughters in their natal homesteads and the reported incidence of adult 
daughters who died under the care of their natal family. The experiences of Tracy, 
Cathy and Rita demonstrate the importance of family support to single women in 
times of illness. Single women with access to money can seek medical assistance 
in the private sector, as shown by Matty and Mary’s experiences. Alice’s experience 
shows that churches could offer some assistance to destitute people, but in Alice’s 
case this assistance was conditional on Alice abiding by the rules of the church, 
which prohibited her from visiting the clinic. Alice lost the church’s support when 
she took her son to the clinic when he fell ill.
Children require care and nurturing when they are young. They cost money in terms 
of schooling and care. The birth of children enhances a married woman’s status. In a 
marriage, children are the responsibility of both parents. Although children increase 
a woman’s chances of retaining her marital homestead in widowhood, they can be 
a liability when young. In the present case-studies, the women who had given birth 
to children had difficult decisions to make on the demise of their marriage. The 
hearth-holds either remained in the marital homestead or returned to their natal 
communities. Rita, Lizzy and Ginny’s experiences showed that the contraction of 
wage earning opportunities following structural adjustment and the demise of the 
economy meant that adult males also failed to secure employment as these women’s 
children remained unemployed. As a result, these hearth-holds did not receive 
remittances from their sons who nevertheless still migrated to the urban areas in 
search of work. In addition, the rural homesteads became more important as a fall 
back and primary residence for these men who relied on their mothers to look after 
them. In some instances, these men cost the single hearth-holds income as they 
resided in the urban properties from which the single women who owned urban 
properties could have obtained a rental income to offset the failure of remittances.
Children raised among their patri-kin are entitled to inherit land on marriage and/or 
through inheritance. The children’s patriarchal relatives have a customary obligation 
to raise them. The ability of a widowed woman to mobilise childcare support and 
assistance is conditional. Anna was expected to marry the brother of her deceased 
husband, failing which her husband’s relatives withheld assistance. Cathy, Ann and 
Jane decided to leave their deceased husband’s villages with their young children. 
The experiences of Cathy, Jane, Rita and Ann’s children show that children who leave 
their patriarchal village lose their rights to homesteads. The children had a difficult 
if not impossible task of reclaiming their residence and community membership 
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in the paternal village when they became adults. The experience of Rita’s son, who 
was unable to claim his rights to land in his father’s village and had to return to his 
mother’s natal village vividly illustrates this. Hearth-holds with children have to decide 
between staying in the marital community or reducing their vulnerability by leaving 
the marital community and returning to their natal village where they would have 
better access to social security. The latter option is chosen, however, at the expense 
of their children’s homestead rights in the children’s patriarchal community. One 
of the strategies formerly married women use is to decide to remain in the marital 
village under very difficult circumstances. This was a strategy used by Lizzy.
The experiences of the women who brought their children to their natal villages 
illustrate that this too has limits. Women who managed to bring their children to the 
natal home were engaged in constant fights with their relatives who were unwilling 
to assist them when their children were ill or needed school fees. Single women 
in the sample who were in the natal homesteads were worried about the future of 
their children because the woman’s natal families threatened to evict the children 
upon the death of the mother. The situation was worse when the women lacked 
independent means and were not well, as illustrated in the case of Rita in Ndamba 
village. Rita had to leave her children in their father’s village or risk losing her right 
of residence in Ndamba. Ginny on the other hand successfully resisted attempts 
by the Ndamba sabhuku and community to evict her ill son who had followed her 
to the village.
A hearth-hold’s natal relatives resent their daughters’ children because the children 
pose a threat to the long-term residence interests of the people in their mother’s 
natal village because, as these children become adults, they form families and in 
turn negotiate access to homesteads, residence and community membership. This 
increases competition for scarce land, natural resources and the communal area 
land market. Hearth-holds do not have similar experiences even within the same 
village. In Ndamba, for example, Cathy and Netty’s children were welcomed whereas 
Rita’s were not, because of their different positions in relation to the sabhuku. Rita 
was ill herself, had no means or a living female relative to assist her with childcare. 
The Ndamba sabhuku’s attitude towards Ginny and Rita’s children exemplifies how 
the community excludes people in order to limit increasing demands on the social 
security system of the village.
The single women residing in Makuku on a natal basis faced similar resentment, 
not at the level of the sabhuku but from individual families. As a result, experiences 
were widely divergent. However, Betty, an immigrant in Makuku, was hauled before 
the village court and threatened with eviction as she constantly failed to take care 
of her young children. Her behaviour placed demands on the community, as other 
people had to look after the children. There were some young men in Makuku who 
had returned to the village with their mothers as young children. When these men 
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became adults, the Makuku sabhuku and community denied them customary land 
given to married men, as they were not viewed as full members of the community. 
Some of these male children purchased land on the market in an effort to secure 
their claims. Even then, these children were regarded as squatters, along with the 
former commercial farm workers, by those who considered themselves as the rightful 
occupants of Makuku. These children faced a real risk of displacement, and tried 
to mediate their vulnerability by negotiating access through political activism and 
entering into informal relationships which they hoped would evolve into marriage.
All the single women hearth-holds in the study accessed residence conditionally. 
They constantly had to negotiate residence and community membership in the 
marital, natal or market-secured community. The hearth-holds resisted eviction, 
marriage, widow inheritance and attempts by the village head to stop them from 
looking after their children. The different decisions that widows took on the position 
of remarrying the husband’s brother or the location of their children illustrates 
that widows like these have more room for manoeuvre than previously believed 
(Hindin, 2002). The examples of single women moving from one residence to another 
between marriages, work and childbearing, and the reasoning behind each move, 
demonstrate how women used the networks, financial resources and own labour 
to negotiate residence in the communal areas.
5.8 Conclusion
It is important for single women to secure communal area residence as it is from 
there that the women can organise their livelihoods, access social security and have 
the opportunity to mediate their vulnerability. Although some of the livelihood 
activities are located outside the communal areas, access to a communal area 
homestead remains important, as it continues to be relatively cheaper and more 
secure than the alternatives of urban areas, commercial farming areas and/or the 
growth point. Having residential land means access to a community as well as a 
place to live. Single women hearth-holds gain access to residence in communal areas 
in a very uncertain environment. Women are bounced back and forth between kin 
and affines and have a very unclear and insecure status with respect to residence. 
This is not inconsistent with the fact that they have access to residential land, but 
this access is contingent upon the sets of conditions that have been identified.
Homestead access is subject to constant renegotiation because of the unstable 
environment within which hearth-holds negotiate access. The multiplicity of variables 
that influence single women’s residence access is inconsistent with findings that 
infer that customary tenure systems generally result in the eviction of widows and 
restrict hearth-holds’ access to residence in their natal homestead (Andersson, 1999; 
Huisman, 2005; Goebel, 2005). The findings of this study are that single women 
have more room for manoeuvre in deciding where to locate their residence. Hearth-
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holds deserted homesteads, were nudged out by the community or were pulled out 
by their natal relatives. These tendencies are neither the dominant nor the only 
outcomes of single women’s residence status following the change of marital status. 
There were no cases in this study of hearth-holds that were violently evicted from 
communal areas.
The rural-urban connections were important in determining single women hearth-
holds’ access to community and residence in the communal areas. In this chapter 
the historical importance of the wage labour contracted in financing and the 
construction and maintenance of a homestead was highlighted. It emerged that 
all of the homesteads that single women hearth-holds occupied were constructed 
through migrant earnings by a husband, brother or other male kin. That the hearth-
holds heading and managing their own homesteads struggled to maintain and or 
improve these homesteads confirmed this observation. Nevertheless, the hearth-holds 
continued to try and organise their livelihoods across the spatial boundaries in order 
to maintain their residency. This involved moving between the rural and urban areas 
and splitting the hearth-holds between the rural and growth points or urban areas. 
This happened when the hearth-hold head secured employment and had to leave 
their children in the rural areas. Hearth-holds’ mobility was also informed by the 
need to balance gendered responsibilities of raising children and caring for the ill. 
As a result, it is not possible to generalise the direction, frequency or consequence 
of rural-urban connections for single women hearth-holds. However, the chapter 
illustrated that these connections were important and the communal areas were 
inextricably linked to other spatial enclaves in the country.
Hearth-holds accessed residence through kinship relations, marriage and the market. 
Employment-tied residence was limited to the duration of the work contract. The 
hearth-holds that accessed homesteads on the market remained marginalised from 
the community and had limited access to social support systems in the community. 
Access through kinship ties emerged as the most accessible to single women as 
they had limited finances and access to employment opportunities to negotiate 
homesteads on the market. The kinship, homestead and community membership 
were earned through marriage and birth. Change in marital status wrought by death 
or divorce altered the conditions upon which the woman maintained residential and 
community access. The resultant change in terms of access meant that women had 
to resume negotiations with different people who assumed control of the homestead 
and community membership. The options open for the women were mediated by 
the interests of those controlling the land and community. These included the village 
head, community and kin. The flexibility of communal area land governance gave 
rise to a variety of possible outcomes for single women’s residence access.
There was no single outcome of these negotiations as each single woman’s situation 
was unique. Women born on the commercial farms or whose natal kin were all 
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deceased did not have the option of returning to the natal residence. Hearth-holds 
returned to the natal village if they perceived the benefits of residing there to be 
greater than those of remaining in the marital village. Single women hearth-holds left 
the marital village when they failed to mobilise labour to construct and maintain a 
homestead, were accused of witchcraft, were ill, were of a young age, faced the threat 
of impoverishment caused by the loss of a wage-earning spouse and had to tackle 
the need for the support associated with raising young children. These experiences 
underline the importance of the natal family as insurance for women in their illness, 
old age or when nurturing of children. The natal residence was also conditional on 
the availability of residence and the terms that single women’s relatives imposed 
on her residence. The market, high mortality and dependent children undermined 
single women’s claims to homesteads in their natal villages. The kinship system is 
under siege from the increasing number of single women and divergent ways of 
gaining residence in the communal areas. This has resulted in loss of support and 
increased exclusion and marginalisation of single women who have increased their 
dependence on their immediate families; it has also resulted in new outcomes for 
women who gained land through the market and employment as they escaped the 
negative sanctions of the kinship system normally imposed on widows in a patrilocal 
marriage. The precarious positions and residence deterioration of single women 
hearth-holds without active rural-urban connection underlined the importance of 
these linkages to the hearth-holds’ residence and livelihood in the communal area.
The vulnerability of single women hearth-holds’ residence in communal areas is 
linked to the vulnerability of their children’s residence rights. Children have the 
most secure residency claims in their paternal village. These claims are normally 
safeguarded by the mother’s continued stay in the village. The destabilisation of 
marriage undermines a hearth-hold’s living environment, sometimes leading to its 
abandoning the marital residence. This compromises the children’s paternal land 
claims in the long term. There is a catch-22 situation for the women: whether to decide 
on staying and increase their children’s opportunities to gain village membership 
or leave and potentially risk their children’s losing their paternal residency claims.
The importance of support and social relations for single women cannot be overstated. 
Villages like Ndamba, which was a relatively cohesive community, are in a better 
position to assist desperate single women. However, access to this community 
was increasingly restricted. This is the reason why single women had different 
experiences in accessing this support. The support was mainly extended to kin and 
single women born in the village. In Makuku, there was less restriction on entry 
into the community. However, it was harder for single women to mobilise support 
because of the diversity introduced into the community by the market. There were 
limits to the kind of support that single women, even among their own kin, could 
draw from the community. Market access remained most difficult for single women 
and was even more difficult to maintain because of exclusion by the host community 
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and the isolation that single women experienced. This chapter has confirmed the 
insecurity of residence obtained on the market as it is subject to repossession by 
the sabhuku. This finding is consistent with those of Chimhowu and Woodhouse, 
(2006b:36). Single women whose hearth-holds had entered the community through 
the market coped with community isolation by forming liaisons with men, depending 
on other migrants or obtaining services on the market.
There is no general impact of the various factors on single women’s residence. The 
conditions may interlock to produce extreme vulnerability, and the reverse is also 
true. The most vulnerable single women in this study included the ill, those with 
dependent children and those lacking access to reliable, regular income. The women 
who had inherited marital residence and had adult children who had successfully 
migrated or had managed to organise another consistent source of income were the 
least vulnerable. However, the residences remained subject to constant negotiation.
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A field not quite of her own: single women’s 
access to agricultural land55
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 has shown that demand for land in communal areas has been increasing 
because of increased population density caused by the displacement of people from 
urban areas and commercial farming areas. It also established a counter tendency 
that population increase, resettlement and HIV/AIDS have resulted in the spatial 
displacement of people from their land in communal areas, in response to their 
increasingly insecure agrarian livelihoods. Hearth-holds displaced by the breakdown 
of their marriage, illness or the termination of their employment contract, vacated 
their residences and arable land in their place of origin and had to negotiate for 
new residence and/or land access in their new destination. This chapter focuses on 
how indeterminate governance institutions, mobility, high morbidity, mortality and 
rural-urban connections intersect to produce various opportunities and constraints 
for livelihood resource access for single women and other marginalised people in the 
communal areas. The focus on hearth-holds and single women’s land access exposed 
various ‘extra-legal’ methods, which single women used to access land, residence 
and community to reduce their vulnerability in communal areas. The chapter is 
organised in four sections. The following section deconstructs the meaning of ‘vacant 
land’ in the context of the communal areas. It defines the concept of matongo and 
shows how mobility, mortality and legal ambiguity identified in Chapter 3 nurtured 
matongo. The second part shows how single women gain resource access through 
the matongo layer and identifies the vulnerabilities of these opportunities. The 
third part focuses on the impact of the governance context on matongo. In the final 
section, the implications of the findings are discussed and conclusions are drawn. 
The existence of matongo reflects the vulnerabilities that people in communal areas 
confront, but it also creates new opportunities for them.
6.2 Unravelling matongo
Historically, rural-urban connections consisted of cyclical migratory movements of 
mainly men between rural and urban areas. The men earned a wage some of which 
they remitted to the communal areas. This formed the main source of financial 
capital for communal area livelihoods. The nature of the connection has changed 
over the years because of the war, independence, structural adjustment, economic 
55 Submited to World Development Journal.
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crisis and operation Restore Order. People move between the rural and urban areas 
in response to the various stimuli. The variety of stimuli of these movements means 
that it is not possible to generalise about the nature, direction, volume and frequency 
of these movements. High mobility has resulted in people having an indeterminate 
residential and occupational profile. This mobility is accompanied by an enduring 
availability of vacant land in the communal landscape. This vacant land is described 
by the Shona term of matongo (singular dongo), which refers to previously inhabited 
places (Andersson, 1999:559).
The existence and importance of matongo became clear through the compilation of a 
vacant land register during the fieldwork undertaken for this study (see Chapter 2). 
Table 6.1 shows an excerpt from the Makuku vacant land register compiled in 2005. 
The table's second and third columns identify the type of land and the approximate 
period for which the land had been matongo. Both arable and residential land can be 
matongo. That means that when the person considered to be the rightful owner of 
the property permanently or temporarily stops using the land, then it is a dongo. The 
fourth column identifies the processes leading to the vacant land, and the processes 
that led to the land vacancy. These include mobility, mortality, marital dissolution 
and household consolidation56 The fifth column identifies the source of the land, 
which became a dongo. The column shows that the land was either allocated on 
marriage, inherited or even purchased on the illegal land market. This means any 
category of land can become a dongo in communal areas. Although this work focuses 
mainly on single women, the table illustrates that both men and women have lost 
and gained land access through matongo. The institution of matongo creates both 
opportunities and vulnerabilities for people in communal areas. The sixth column 
indicates the use and/or user of the land in 2005. The abandoned matongo in column 
6 on the table describes arable and/or homesteads that were not in active use during 
the fieldwork period. This is to distinguish these homesteads and arable fields from 
those that in the absence of the rightful owner were being put to use by relatives, 
tenants or employees.
Matongo are areas that were used for human habitation in the past and were 
subsequently abandoned by the owner. As a result, even homesteads and agricultural 
fields that were put to use by somebody who was not considered by the community 
to be the one supposed to be on the land, were referred to as matongo. The various 
informants that were used to define matongo were community leaders, members of 
Zimbabwe Widows and Orphans Trust (ZWOT), key informants and single women. 
Field observation also yielded information, which was helpful in defining matongo. 
56 Household consolidation occurs when the residents of two or more homesteads live together. This 
occurred in the research area when orphaned or widowed people moved in with a grandmother or sister 
who lived on a different homestead. The homestead that has been abandoned in the process becomes 
a dongo.
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The land identified as matongo consisted of homesteads that were considered as 
undeveloped, abandoned, vacant, fallowed arable land and land occupied by single 
women. The classifications are described in more detail in Table 6.2. The figures 
used in this chapter are based on homestead matongo. The phenomenon of matongo 
was constantly changing because of the fluid nature of processes that gave rise 
to its existence. As a result, figures are used mainly to indicate the extent of the 
phenomenon. The figures presented in this chapter were accurate in November 
2005. However, the situation will have changed considerably since then.
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show matongo to be a process and not a state. It is a negotiated land 
access procedure during which various overlapping claims to the piece of land exist. 
For example, plot 32 on Table 6.1 is a dongo because the couple who purchased the 
land and developed the homestead do not live on it. It is referred to as a dongo even 
though the place is occupied by the couple’s employee. There is no clear definition 
or identification of parameters for defining matongo. Table 6.1 was drawn up after 
compilation of the vacant land register, focus group discussions with masabhuku 
and widows, and key informant interviews who physically identified the matongo. 
Table 6.1 indicates that matongo can be defined by use (abandoned, uninhabited), 
gender (used by single women hearth-hold, time, activity (or lack of e.g. land under 
fallow), relation to other users, or in terms of normative access frameworks. The 
categories are not mutually exclusive. The explanations of the criteria indicate the 
subjective and fluid nature of the concept. The table illustrates the importance of 
qualitative data in customary tenure analysis. The categories of vacant land are 
defined in line with the processes that gave rise to them. These are explained in 
Table 6.2. The village head in Makuku identified the undeveloped, abandoned, 
absentee-owned land and land occupied by single women as matongo. The Ndamba 
village head identified the abandoned, absentee-owned and vacant land, and places 
occupied by single women as matongo, because single women’s occupancy of the 
matongo was considered temporary and conditional. The single women identified 
abandoned and unused arable land as matongo. The single women did not refer to 
the homesteads that they were occupying as matongo Instead, they referred to the 
places that they occupied as belonging to their deceased father, spouse, out-migrated 
owner or whatever the case was. I quizzed a single woman hearth-hold on this and 
she responded that her entitlement to using the homestead made her an eligible user. 
This disagreement on what constitutes matongo indicates that matongo is a contested 
resource. This confirms an assertion that the description of fallow land and land of 
absentee owners as vacant is a form of contestation (Shipton and Goheen, 1992:309).
The experiences of delineating matongo partially explain the logistical problems 
described in Chapter 2 when I attempted to do a ‘complete’ inventory of land 
ownership in Makuku village. Different people move between locations in different 
response to the multiple contextual factors affecting the communal area environment. 
Consequently, the timing of a survey is important in determining whether a land 
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Table 6.2. Criteria for delineating matongo.
Criterion Explanation
Undeveloped This is land that has been demarcated and allocated to somebody for the development 
of a homestead but that has not yet been developed. There are no structures on the 
homestead. These situations arise when the person allocated land by the sabhuku is 
absent from the village, has taken up residence in another dwelling available to him, 
e.g. late parents’ homestead, consolidates residence with an existing parent or lacks 
the building materials, labour and money to develop an independent homestead as 
described in Chapters 4 and 5.
Abandoned 
(see Figure 
6.1)
These homesteads have shelter structures constructed on them but they are neglected 
and unoccupied. Such matongo arise due to death and/or out-migration of the owner. 
An example is when widows abandon homesteads following the deaths of their 
spouses, as illustrated in Chapter 5.
Absentee 
owned
These are homesteads on which dwelling structures have been developed but are not 
in use by the ‘owner’. Usually other people, including employees and relatives, use 
the homestead. The owner is deceased or has migrated. 
Single women 
occupied
These are a subgroup of the absentee-owned matongo and are occupied by single 
women, because single women do not have primary rights to the homesteads but 
instead occupy them on behalf of either their children, brothers, or other relatives.
Source: Fieldwork November 2005.
Figure 6.1. Abandoned homestead dongo.
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is classified as a dongo or not. The link between mobility and matongo means that 
mobility patterns over the year influence the landscape and the classification of 
land. Given that mobility is a permanent feature of life in communal farm areas, 
it is not possible to choose a time that would yield a ‘true figure in the Zimbabwe 
context’ (Potts and Mutambirwa, 1990:685).
In Chapter 1 a homestead was defined as a piece of land that has been allocated to an 
individual and developed through the construction of shelter for human habitation. 
A homestead becomes a dongo homestead when it is no longer occupied by the 
person that the community considers being the rightful owner or is abandoned. 
Makuku village had a total of 90 homesteads in September 2005. This was up from 
68 homesteads counted in 2004. According to the various criteria in Table 6.2, there 
were 56 matongo homesteads in Makuku village in September 200557. Ndamba village 
with 22 occupied homesteads had eight matongo. The difference in the incidence 
of matongo can be explained by the age of the village, the number of homesteads, 
the governance context and the timing of the survey. The legal uncertainty and 
plurality that characterise communal area resource governance have given rise to 
the divergence in the interpretation of matongo by the informants. This is reflected 
in Table 6.1.
Matongo develop for a variety of reasons, including mortality, mobility, traditional 
beliefs, speculation, government policy, lack of urban security of tenure (Mbiba, 
2001; Potts, 1995) and the diverse ways in which people in Zimbabwe manage their 
rural-urban connections. The re-organisation of settlements in the communal 
areas under the Native Land Husbandry Act of 1951 gave rise to matongo. When the 
Government moved people from their original settlements into organised villages, the 
people retained their original homesteads as matongo. Andersson’s study of Buhera 
communal in 1999 established that people were referring to that 1951 legislation to 
justify their claims to a contested space in a communal area (Andersson, 1991). Table 
6.1 shows that the matongo observed in the research area originated from market 
transactions of land, customary allocations and inheritance.
Approximately a third of the matongo in Makuku village were obtained through 
market transactions. The people who purchased the land were resident in places 
where they were employed. These are represented by matongo numbers 9, 14, 18, 
21, 24, 25, 27, 31 and 32 in Table 6.1. The market-related matongo occurred only in 
Makuku and not in Ndamba because there were no market transactions with land in 
57 The idea to investigate matongo developed during the fieldwork. As a result, during the initial survey 
in 2004, the number of homestead matongo in Makuku was not captured. In Ndamba, it was easier to 
recall the figure as it had remained more or less constant and the village had fewer homesteads which 
made it easier to take note of mobility and occupation patterns on various homestead throughout the 
fieldwork period.
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Ndamba. The people who purchased land but did not reside in the village were away 
working on the mines, commercial farmers and urban areas. They purchased and 
developed land in Makuku so that they could retire to it at the end of their working 
life and or when they became too ill and or unemployed. These arrangements were 
a way of maintaining and managing rural-urban connections and resource flows.
The Chikwaka ward matongo statistics58 show that the period for which a dongo was 
in existence in the ward ranged from two months to more than 20 years. These years 
of vacancy were estimates made by key informants who included village health 
workers, the elderly and masabhuku. A third of the matongo had been in existence 
for at least fifteen years. The 1-15-year-old matongo accounted for two thirds of the 
matongo in the ward. Of these, the 0-5-year-old matongo made up more than half of 
the matongo. This is associated with the high mortality experienced in the last ten 
years due to the prevalence of HIV/AIDS and the high mobility of people in response 
to the changing rural-urban connections. A few of the identified matongo could not 
be dated, as the key informants were not able to give estimates.
6.3 Processes leading to matongo
6.3.1 Mortality
The HIV/AIDS pandemic caused a sudden increase in mortality rates in Zimbabwe 
(Feeney, 2001). A focus group discussion with masabhuku concluded that the 
mortality-related matongo had significantly increased in recent years in the study 
ward. The majority of those dying were in the 18-45-year-old age group. Death gives 
rise to a dongo by depriving a homestead of a household head. This happens when 
the male head (as the case of Alice) or both spouses die. Chapter 5 discussed how 
the death of a male head triggered subsequent out-migration of the female spouse 
to her natal home, growth point or urban areas. The case studies showed that this 
could be temporary or permanent. It is not possible to generalise. Discussions with 
some widows that had left their marital homes following the deaths of their spouses 
showed that the widows’ abandoned homestead remained as matongo and the widows 
and/or their children could always return and claim the homesteads. Section 5.6.3 
identified two women who had relocated to Makuku when their respective husbands 
purchased land and developed homesteads there. These people’s homesteads in 
their villages of origin remained standing as matongo. When their respective spouses 
died, the women returned to their matongo. The death of a female spouse in a 
young couple’s homestead may also trigger out-migration. For example a widower 
abandoned his homestead following the death of his wife and returned to his parental 
homestead, as illustrated by the history of plot 33 in Table 6.1. Chapter 4 identified 
58 Gathered from a small survey with village health workers.
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cases of young men who failed to marry and establish independent homesteads 
and some who married were allocated land to develop homestead but lacked the 
financial resources to secure labour and material to construct their housing, wells 
and livestock shelters. These men remained on their parents’ homestead while 
their undeveloped homestead land remained as matongo. The process of inheritance 
ensured that land was passed from the dead to the living. If the heir was too young 
to inherit a homestead, living away from the village or not yet married, they could 
not occupy the land and/or homestead that they were entitled to. This increased 
the incidence of matongo.
A new phenomenon of ‘upward inheritance’ has been observed in cases where adult 
children die before their parents. The normal inheritance patterns are downward in 
that descendents inherit the assets. The new process is termed upward inheritance 
because it reverses the generational order of inheritance. In the current study, parents 
assumed primary control of the homesteads in a number of cases after the death of 
their child. Plots 5, 22 and 23 in Table 6.1 are examples of this. The woman living 
on plots 22 and 23 in Table 6.1 lost six adult children over a period of ten years. She 
assumed control of two homesteads that had been allocated to, and developed by, 
her two deceased sons. The deceased daughters had been married at the time of 
death. The deceased women may have left matongo in their marital villages. Such 
matongo are referred to as abandoned matongo in Table 6.2.
Traditional beliefs also perpetuate matongo. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show that some 
matongo were linked to the non performance of inheritance transfers ceremonies. 
Customary practices, normally performed a year after burial, include the distribution 
of the deceased’s moveable and immovable assets (May, 1983; Vijfhuizen, 2002). 
Some of the families in the current study failed to conduct the ceremonies due 
to either lack of money or disputes between the interested parties. The affected 
homesteads remained vacant. Social barriers prohibited the occupation of homesteads 
by certain categories of people in the study area. An example is the prohibition of 
the permanent occupation of a parents’ homestead by an adult daughter and her 
children as these are reserved exclusively for a son’s wife or a grandson’s spouse. 
This did not preclude the daughters from temporarily occupying the place until 
the eligible people needed a homestead. The period that the daughter was allowed 
to occupy the homestead varied but was usually determined by the presence or 
absence of the ‘rightful occupant’.
Another practice occurring in the research site stipulated that, when a man married 
a wife, he was obliged to build her a kitchen. If the wife died before the husband 
and he decided to remarry, he had to provide his new wife with her own kitchen as 
happened in Alice’s case. The deceased wife’s kitchen was reserved for her daughter-
in-law or her grandchildren. Where land was available, the man relocated to another 
place in the village with his new wife, leaving the previous place as his dongo.
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People believe that witchdoctors are able to make and send lightning (Vijfhuizen, 
2002:213). There was a village in the study ward where three adjacent homesteads 
became matongo after their occupants were killed by a single bolt of lightning. The 
homesteads remained matongo as people were afraid to occupy them because of 
traditional beliefs that associated lighting with witchcraft and the supernatural.
Historically, people have buried their dead on the homesteads in the communal area. 
Such places become symbolic in some rituals and descendents are obliged to maintain 
such land in their family. It therefore becomes very difficult to sell such a place. As 
a result, such homesteads become matongo if there is no immediate kin available 
to occupy them. The Government of Zimbabwe made several announcements at 
the monthly ward meeting aimed at discouraging the practise of burying people 
on homesteads. However, the government lacks the manpower to enforce the 
decision. This observation was also made by Andersson in his study in Buhera where 
he concluded that ‘…state institutions responsible for land issues have a limited 
understanding of and exercise little control over land issues…’ (1999: 553)
6.3.2 Mobility
In chapter three, the historical analysis of the development of Zimbabwe showed 
how the establishment of rural to urban areas created socio-economic spaces that 
straddled the rural-urban divide. Consequently, people’s livelihoods are organised 
across the spatial boundaries. The people and goods move between the rural and 
urban areas to maximise opportunities. This mobility leaves vacant spaces that 
present opportunities for other people. The rural land holding status of the mobile 
people in communal areas is subject to debate. There are those who believe that the 
land holding rights cannot be lost on migration (Pankhurst, 1991:612). Others argue 
that masabhuku have a right to reclaim and re-allocate land that has been left vacant 
by the mobile people (Berkvens, 1997). The masabhuku in Mwanza were ambivalent 
on the matter because of the multiple interpretations of the legal system, specific 
local contexts and the existence of plural legal systems in the communal areas. 
The legal uncertainty increases the vulnerability and decision-making context of 
the weak, such as single women, young men and those who have purchased land 
on the informal land market.
Previously these people retained their communal area land claims as they offered 
social and economic security for urban dwellers in an insecure environment (Potts, 
2000a:813). This has also increased the number of matongo. The changes in the rural-
urban connections and mobility patterns induced by the war, structural adjustment, 
independence, land resettlement and HIV/AIDS has increased the incidence of 
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matongo because women and children were also displaced as whole families ceased 
the physical occupation of their communal area homesteads. The land redistribution 
programmes in the 1980s (see Section 3.2.1) created opportunities for people to move 
to former commercial farming areas. Some of the people retained their communal 
area land interests, and this gave rise to matongo. This is illustrated by plots 8, 9 
and 12 in Table 6.1. The change in laws governing ownership of urban property 
by Africans at independence and increased urban housing security, have resulted 
in more permanent settlement of people in urban areas. The people who found 
security in urban areas reduced their reliance on rural land holdings as security. 
As a result, such people’s homesteads remained derelict and abandoned matongo.
People who move out of a communal area choose to hold on to their land rights in 
their area of origin because of the insecurity of urban livelihoods, their wish to be 
buried at their home of origin and the fact that there is no obligation for migrating 
people to give up their land rights (Potts, 2000a:809). As a result, it becomes impossible 
for the market to reallocate the land in an efficient manner i.e. to those who need 
it most. The people’s historical mistrust of government and the legacy of the forced 
removals during the colonial era and more recently operation Restore Order is 
another reason migrants hold on to their land in communal areas. Survey findings 
from the fast track resettlement areas concluded that peasants mistrusted the State 
and that this mistrust was based on experience. As a result, those who benefited from 
the fast track land redistribution effort maintained their rights to communal land 
(Sithole et al., 2003). In August 2005, for example, 2,000 families who had moved onto 
a former commercial farming area in Goromonzi were evicted to pave the way for 
the political elites59. Another report cited clashes between more than 180 resettled 
farmers and the political elite who sought to evict them60. Operation Restore Order 
resulted in the eviction of people from the urban areas. A post-operation Restore 
Order survey reported that 53% of the displaced people relocated to a rural area 
(Bratton and Masunungure, 2006:16). Processes like these strengthen people’s belief 
in the need to maintain a rural home and confirm the continuity between the rural 
and urban spaces in Zimbabwe.
Chapter 4 showed that people moved into Makuku village and purchased land on the 
market to escape land pressure in their own communal areas, to access the river bed 
for gold panning and to be nearer Harare and surrounding commercial farms-oasis of 
non agricultural income earning opportunities. Some of these people who buy land 
in Makuku but work and live elsewhere for example in Harare or commercial farms 
maintained land claims in Makuku as a fallback and/or final burial place. While 
they remain unoccupied, these people’s homesteads added to the stock of matongo. 
Chapter 5 also showed that some single women abandoned their homesteads after 
59 Financial Gazette, 5 July 2005, p15.
60 Daily News, 23 October 2005, p4.
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they lost their spouse, as they felt isolated. These homesteads also contributed 
to matongo. Chapter 5 illustrated how the increasing break-up of marriages and 
subsequent relocation of hearth-holds contributed to migration-induced matongo. 
These matongo are emphasised with an asterisk (*) in Table 6.1.
There are also matongo that belong to people who have emigrated that also contributed 
to matongo. There was a homestead whose owner was reported to be working for the 
Zimbabwean embassy in Asia. In Makuku, related younger and older people living 
alone on their respective homesteads consolidated residential units to maximise 
efficiency of resource use and this increased the matongo. Instead of a widowed 
son and his widowed mother cooking a respective pot of food on their individual 
homestead, the two domestic units occupied a single homestead and pooled the 
financial and labour resources available. Examples of consolidated households 
included divorced or widowed sons who had abandoned their marital homesteads 
and relocated to their parents’(usually widowed mother’s) place, grandparents living 
with grandchildren and adult sons, some of them married, who lived with their 
widowed or divorced mothers. This is described in the example below.
6.3.3 Case 6.1: overlapping claims on a dongo
This homestead in Makuku was a dongo previously occupied by a now deceased 
senior inhabitant of the village. The dongo was located adjacent to the homesteads of 
three single women in the village. The women were a daughter-in-law, daughter and 
sister of the late owner, respectively. Their relationship with the late owner entitled 
them to use the dongo. The three women normally used the dongo for growing their 
crops during the rainy season. Alan was a grandson of the deceased dongo owner 
and also related to the three women. This also entitled him to the dongo. When 
Alan married, the women made way for him and his wife to set up their homestead 
on the dongo. Alan constructed a house, dug a well and moved from his widowed 
mother’s homestead onto the dongo with his wife. Alan’s wife became ill and died 
after three years. Alan moved back to his mother’s homestead. Alan disposed of 
the dongo on the market. The three women denied the new owner permission to 
occupy the dongo and reclaimed it as their arable land. Alan remarried after a year. 
He had to live with his new wife in his mother’s homestead, as the three women 
would not let him occupy the dongo. Alan and his wife later moved to a dongo that 
belonged to a person who had moved to the urban areas. The example highlights 
how people consolidate homesteads and in the process increase the matongo. The 
case provides an example of how overlapping claims to a dongo are managed and 
also shows that women do not always lose out to men in land-related disputes over 
land held under customary systems. The case also shows how young men who 
fail to secure livelihoods resort to matongo and also illustrates how some people’s 
management of rural-urban connections creates economic, residence and livelihood 
opportunities for others.
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Chapter 4 showed that some adult married men in Makuku and Ndamba villages 
who had been allocated land were failing to develop independent homesteads. Mary’s 
case illustrates how one of these men coped by residing with his widowed mother. 
The men’s undeveloped homesteads contributed to matongo in Ndamba. There were 
also such matongo in Makuku. Some of the men who had been allocated land but 
were unable to develop it had disposed of the land on the illegal land market. The 
focus group discussions and key informants were divided on whether such land 
was matongo.
Alice’s case demonstrates how individuals create matongo through mobility of 
people within the village. Each time they claimed virgin land while maintaining 
the previously occupied place as a dongo. Some of the reasons for this migration are 
failure to strike water when digging a well or poor fertility of the soil, as typified by 
the Ndamba village head in the Alice case-study. In such cases, people leave their 
original homestead but maintain control over the dongo.
The high mortality rates induce high mobility, which makes it difficult for the 
authorities to apply the procedures in place. This is because of the fast pace and 
unsystematic manner at which people move in and out of the village. This situation 
nurtures matongo, which provide an opportunity within which single women can 
negotiate for land access in the communal areas. The next section discusses the 
specific manner in which the situation resulted in opportunities and constraints for 
single women in Makuku and Ndamba villages.
6.4 Matongo as a resource for single women
Matongo arise as a result of overlapping land access rights. Overlapping rights occur 
in customary tenure systems where absent land right holders retain a right to return, 
but this right does not necessarily exclude other people from the land (Shipton and 
Goheen, 1992:311). Matongo are especially important to women as they form the 
majority of the communal area residents and have relatively limited access to non-
agricultural employment in both rural and urban areas. A study of people in Harare 
established that 51% of the people who maintained land claims in communal areas 
had not cultivated the land in the previous two years even though there had been 
good rains (Potts and Mutambirwa, 1990). Tables 6.1 and 6.2 indicate that some of the 
matongo were neither occupied nor used for agricultural purposes during the study 
period. Some of the very old vacant plots, especially homesteads, had reverted to 
bush. The changing rural-urban connections resulted in the periods of vacancy being 
interrupted by temporary occupation of matongo by family members ho needed to 
use the place for various reasons, including seasonal unemployment, illness and loss 
of permanent employment. Some matongo were only used by the owners for burial 
of the dead. The sudden increase in mortality induced by HIV/AIDS has heightened 
the importance of communal areas as burial sites. In some urban based families, 
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women usually returned to the rural areas to cultivate during the rainy season. 
Others hire labour or allow others to use their land. This is a fundamental aspect of 
urban-based households’ attempt to maximise their economic security by maintaining 
communal area land rights (Potts and Mutambirwa, 1990:685). In Makuku, some 
of the people usually hired local labour and provided agricultural inputs. Table 6.1 
summarises the different users of matongo in Makuku. These included employees, 
relatives and single women. There were no employees staying on any of matongo in 
Ndamba. This was not because of lack of demand, but because of the strict control 
that the sabhuku had on access into the village.
Single women benefit from the matongo as guardians, caretakers and homestead 
users. In the sub-sample of 22 women, three single women acquired residence in 
male-headed homesteads belonging to their fathers. These women resided as sub-
units of the larger unit because they lacked money and networks with which to 
secure land and establish independent homesteads. The single women like Ann 
who were allocated land and developed a homestead in their own right were not 
residing on a dongo. The remaining 18 hearth-holds are presented in the Table 6.3. 
The 18 hearth-holds were hosted on 16 homesteads because some of the hearth-
holds lived together on one homestead.
Table 6.3 reveals that hearth-holds accessed homesteads through marriage, natal 
claims or the market. There was no market-based access in Ndamba because of the 
sabhuku’s opposition to it. All single women who had an independent homestead in 
Ndamba occupied a dongo which belonged to their parents or other relatives before 
them. The institution of matongo enabled these women to overcome their lack of 
access to shelter, their lack of money to buy or of labour of a man to construct an 
independent homestead. Table 6.3 also shows that nine of the 18 hearth-holds gained 
access to residence through marriage. These hearth-holds continued to occupy the 
homesteads after the death of their spouses. These are also matongo according to 
the criteria in Table 6.2. Ten of the hearth-holds moved to their current place of 
residence after they had been displaced. The displaced hearth-holds gained residence 
mainly through natal claims.
Two of the displaced single women gained residence through the market and 
employment. If all single women-occupied residences are classified as matongo, 18 of 
the 22 single women benefited from matongo. If matongo only refers to places that were 
vacant before the single women moved to them, then only 10 of the single women 
can be classified as deriving benefit from matongo. This confirms the importance 
of matongo in providing social security for the women. Matongo is a subjective and 
contested term. The land market increases the number of homesteads through 
subdivision of existing homesteads. This in turn increases the opportunities for people 
and single women hearth-holds to negotiate access to residence and community 
through employment as caretakers and/or temporary use of the homestead.
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The women who gained access to matongo in Ndamba negotiated their access directly 
with the sabhuku. The sabhuku used his position to accumulate land and create 
patronage relations with a variety of women. The following analysis of Ndamba 
village matongo demonstrates the ways in which matongo facilitate the co-existence 
of multiple claims:
Table 6.3. Single women hearth-holds’ land access through matongo.
Village Marital status Residence Way in which access to 
matongo was negotiated
Continued 
after death 
of spouse
Moved 
in after 
displacement
1. Ndamba Widow Marital ✓
2. Ndamba Widow Marital ✓
3. Ndamba Widow Marital ✓
4. Ndamba Widow Marital ✓
5. Ndamba Widow Natal ✓
6. Ndamba Divorcee Natal ✓
7. Makuku
8. Makuku
9. Makuku/growth point
Widow Marital ✓
Separated Natal ✓
Widow Natal ✓
10. Makuku Widow/Divorcee Natal ✓
11. Makuku Divorcee Natal ✓
12. Makuku Widow Marital ✓
13. Makuku Widow Work ✓
14. Makuku1 Widow Marital/natal ✓ ✓
15. Makuku
16. Makuku
Divorcee Natal ✓
Widow Marital ✓
17. Makuku Widow Marital ✓
18. Makuku Widow Market ✓
1 Case number 14 refers to a woman whose husband purchased a piece of land in Makuku and lived 
with her there. When he died, the house they had occupied fell apart. The woman vacated her 
marital homestead and moved to a dongo that had a better house. This explains why the case has 
both marital and natal access.
Source: Compiled by author from field data.
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6.4.1 Case 6.2: opportunistic sabhuku maintaining control of land
The sabhuku in Ndamba controlled six homesteads. The first homestead was the 
one on which the sabhuku and his family resided during the fieldwork in 2005. He 
was allocated this land by his father who was the sabhuku when he married. This 
is not a dongo.
I. The land parcel adjacent to his homestead. The current sabhuku allocated this 
land to his son when the son married. Unfortunately, the son died before he had 
developed the homestead. The son’s widow returned to her natal village with her 
young son leaving the homestead as a dongo. The sabhuku reclaimed this land 
in the process of upward inheritance.
II. Dongo two was originally allocated to the sabhuku’s sister who had returned from 
a failed marriage. She since died and the sabhuku allowed his other divorced sister 
(Rita in Chapter 5) to occupy the homestead. The homestead had been inherited 
by the sabhuku as he was the surviving male heir. Rita’s claim to this residence 
was that she was a daughter of Ndamba village.
III. The third homestead is the one involving Alice which the sabhuku occupied, 
vacated, allocated to Alice’s husband and subsequently reclaimed on the death 
of Alice’s husband. The sabhuku acquired this homestead through his power to 
repossess as a village head and his claim on it that he originally resided there. 
Alice’s claim was that she was the wife of the deceased male owner. At the end 
of the research, this homestead was an abandoned dongo.
IV. The fourth homestead was a dongo previously occupied by the sabhuku’s parents 
who are now deceased. The place was occupied by the sabhuku’s aunt (Tracy in 
Chapter 5), a returned, widowed elderly woman. In reference, the place belonged 
to the ‘sabhuku’s father’. This was another single woman-occupied dongo.
V. When the sabhuku’s mother died, his father married a new wife and moved to 
a new homestead, as explained earlier in the chapter. In 2005, the sabhuku’s 
stepmother was occupying the homestead as she continued to live there after 
her husband died. The sabhuku controlled this place, as he was now the ‘father’ 
of the family. In reference, the place belonged to the sabhuku’s stepmother. The 
sabhuku gained control of this homestead through inheritance as the male heir. 
This too was a dongo occupied by a single woman.
The matongo transactions described in Ndamba demonstrate the different ways in 
which single women gained access to matongo in Ndamba. The examples show how 
male and female claims to homesteads co-existed without being mutually exclusive. 
The cases also illustrate how women’s claims relate to the male claims to the same 
matongo. Matongo provided immediate relief to single women in sometimes desperate 
situations like that of Rita, the sabhuku’s sister on plot II. The vulnerabilities of single 
women on matongo displayed in relation to matongo I, II, III and V are discussed in 
the next section. In what testifies as an acknowledgement of the increasing demand 
for shelter by women who returned to their natal homes, the Ndamba sabhuku joked 
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about dongo IV as the ‘women’s dongo’. Similar attitudes were expressed in Makuku 
as related in the following example.
6.4.2 Case 6.3: matongo as a fallback for single women
A woman born in Makuku became married and moved to her husband’s village. She 
lived in her husband’s village for ten years but failed to have children. She returned 
to her natal village Makuku where she resided with her parents until they died. 
She continued to live at this homestead and left when she remarried. However, her 
brothers claimed to be keeping the dongo for her in case her marriage broke down 
again and she returned to the village.
The abandoned matongo sites were a form of common property for the villagers. The 
open access on matongo meant that women could collect firewood, wild vegetables, 
fruit and thatching. This was important, as the village grazing and forestry in Makuku 
had been converted to private homesteads. The homestead matongo were located 
within the residential part of the village, whereas arable lands were located further 
away. Access to more cropping land in the residential area enabled women constrained 
by domestic chores and labour shortages to increase their agricultural production. 
A single woman had abandoned her arable field and was concentrating her efforts 
on her own homestead and the adjacent homestead land, which belonged to her 
deceased parents-in-law. Cathy in Ndamba, who resided in her parents’ homestead, 
used the land on a dongo for subsistence farming. This gave her some autonomy.
Ndamba village derived more benefit from the natural resources of matongo because 
their under-utilised land had not been sold on the market. This increased the village’s 
forest and natural grazing resources. The village’s matongo were a source of materials 
to construct shelter, firewood and pasture. The availability of these natural resources 
in close proximity reduced competition and increased opportunities for hearth-holds 
to access firewood, thatch and grazing.
The increase in the crime rate necessitated caretaking arrangements in Makuku 
village, as property that was abandoned or left unoccupied was vulnerable to looting. 
Caretaking arrangements ranged from the specific employment of an individual or a 
family member to reside on the place to having somebody, usually a relative, in the 
local community keep an eye on the homestead. Single women in Makuku occupied 
matongo as guardians of the homesteads for absentee owners. The old man cited 
in Section 4.6.2 is an example of how men also benefit from matongo. Women also 
benefited as caretakers of matongo. The case of Timika in Makuku demonstrates 
how women can gain from such arrangements.
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6.4.3 Case 6.4: living off matongo
Timika was a widow who lived with her mother in Makuku. Timika was born in 
Makuku. She got married in the adjacent village and moved from Makuku to the 
neighbouring village. The husband’s parents were deceased. Timika and her husband 
used the husband’s deceased parents’ homestead dongo for residence and farming. 
Timika and her husband divorced. Timika returned to her mother’s residence in 
Makuku. She then left for Harare to work as a housemaid. Timika stopped working 
to marry another man. They lived on the commercial farm where her husband was 
working. Timika’s husband died and she returned to Makuku where she resided 
with her mother. An immigrant bought a homestead, developed it and employed 
Timika to live on his dongo while he worked in town. Timika’s employer provided 
her with agricultural inputs. The vulnerability of single women hearth-hold’s matongo 
resource access, and specifically that of Timika, is explored in Section 6.6.1. However, 
this excerpt illustrates how Timika’s livelihood straddled the rural urban space as a 
single entity within which she moved to earn financial income and fall back when 
the marriage and employment failed respectively.
In another example, a single mother of three children was residing on a dongo in 
Makuku. The woman had been employed to look after the homestead by the owners 
who lived in Harare. This woman was paid a wage, which she combined with her 
trading income to look after her children. The woman explained that her predecessor 
had moved into a place of his own in Makuku. She was saving money so that she 
could purchase land to construct her own homestead.
The opportunity to take care of a dongo increased opportunities through which 
people could gain access to homesteads in the village. Makuku had male and female 
caretakers whose had since married and were raising their families on matongo 
under their charge.
6.4.4 Case 6.5: matongo as a source of shelter
Tessa was a 52-year-old widow who resided in Makuku. She was the sabhuku’s sister, 
and lived with her eighteen year old son and a five year old nephew. The house was 
a well-constructed but ill-maintained brick structure. There was a well, which had 
collapsed. Tessa grew up in Makuku village. She married a commercial farm worker. 
Tessa and her husband negotiated with her brother, who was the sabhuku in Makuku, 
for space to construct their residence. They constructed two huts. They had three 
children. Tessa’s husband fell ill and died. Tessa’s huts started to disintegrate and 
she could not maintain them. Tessa negotiated with the sabhuku for permission to 
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occupy a dongo that belonged to a now deceased sibling of Tessa and the sabhuku. 
The deceased man had constructed a solid brick and mortar house. His wife and 
young children left the village after his death, leaving their house a dongo. Tessa and 
her sons moved into the ‘new’ house and had better shelter. Tessa maintained her 
own dongo and used it for agriculture. Tessa’s sons were reluctant to invest in either 
of the two matongo. They feared the risk of eviction from their mother’s relatives.
These cases illustrate how single women negotiated access to shelter and residence 
through matongo, and thereby reducing the vulnerability highlighted in the previous 
chapter. However, this does not mean that all single women had access to the land 
they needed or that the land was equitably distributed. The co-existence of claims 
facilitated complementary access to land and residence for different claimants.
The village of Makuku was experiencing land shortage because of the high land 
demand. Table 6.1 reveals that some people used matongo for cultivation. Relatives 
used matongo for free, whereas non-related people entered into some kind of lease. 
Single women in Makuku also accumulated land through matongo. One woman 
gained access to two matongo through upward inheritance of lands belonging to her 
deceased sons. There was an elderly woman in Makuku who had acquired control 
of several homesteads through matongo.
6.4.5 Case 6.6: Ann: land baroness on matongo
She had:
• control over her own plot which she was allocated in her own right by her 
father who was the sabhuku when she returned to the village after the end of 
her marriage. This was not a dongo;
• control of the dongo which belonged to her son who moved to the former 
commercial farms after he was allocated a piece of land following the fast track 
land redistribution exercise;
• control of a dongo which belonged to her deceased brother;
• control of her deceased parents’ dongo.
The ways in which the woman gained access to these matongo show the potential 
influence of rank, as she seemed to have inherited land in the same ways as, and in 
some cases ahead of, the men like the sabhuku who was her nephew. Ann controlled 
the largest land holding in Makuku village. Although she was too old to utilise this land 
fully, she benefited from the land as she collected firewood and thatch, and she leased 
the arable land to some landless immigrants in exchange for some of their harvest.
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There were widows who remained in Makuku after the death of their husbands 
and continued to use the homesteads and arable land. Some of these women sold61 
the arable land and/or subdivided their homesteads and sold the remainder to 
immigrants. This enabled women to derive another benefit from matongo. The 
evidence of widows disposing of ‘inherited land’ on the informal market proves 
that they have more decision-making power than could be claimed on the basis of 
normative customary rights.
6.5 Vulnerability of women’s land access through matongo
Access to a dongo is based on fragile claims which rest on underlying stronger land 
claims. This is a source of both the weakness and the strength of matongo. The main 
threats to matongo access originate from changes in the underlying relationships 
upon which the matongo rest. These changes are contingent upon other changes 
introduced by the State through policy and legislation, the market through supply 
and demand dynamics, and mortality and people’s mobility patterns in response 
to these changes.
In Makuku, the deteriorating relations, due to the increased competition over land 
and grazing, between the people who had purchased land on the market and those 
who viewed themselves as original inhabitants were a source of instability. One 
of the consequences of this in customary tenure areas is a process of narrowing 
the definition of belonging (Peters, 2004:301). The people who see themselves as 
belonging use metaphors of ‘stranger’ and ‘squatter’ to refer to those denied legitimate 
status by the landholding community (Nyambara, 2001a; Peters, 2004). In Makuku 
during the heated debates and meetings, single women were sometimes referred to 
as squatters by local squatter resistance commitee. The men argued that these single 
women did not belong to Makuku because they should have worked at making their 
marriages a success and then would have remained in the marital villages. The women 
who gained access to residence in Makuku on their natal claims were constantly 
threatened by these young men, and their names had been included on the list of 
those to be evicted along with the people who purchased land. The autochthons 
in Makuku also pressured that matongo land be reallocated, especially to their 
sons. The locals resented matongo, which they viewed as providing an opportunity 
for migrants to enter and eventually settle in their village. The autochthons gave 
examples of at least three former caretakers who had now married and/or acquired 
their own place in the village in the previous three years. The treatment of single 
women and immigrant men suggested that these two categories occupied similar 
positions in the land access hierarchy.
61 The fact that the community let these women dispose of the land rights on the market means that 
they were recognised as having some power to dispose of the land.
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The under-utilisation of arable land caused by the lack of access to agricultural 
inputs rendered the land vulnerable for reallocation or sale by the powerful, like the 
Makuku sabhuku. The Makuku sabhuku tried to sell some of the land belonging to 
Ann, the land baroness, his land-rich aunt, but she resisted. The woman explained 
in her own words how she resisted attempts by the sabhuku to sell some of the land 
under her control;
‘I pulled up the pegs from my field and threw them away.’
Chapter 4 described how the Makuku sabhuku allocated his migrated brother’s dongo 
to the village gardening co-operative. The initiative was stalled after the sabhuku’s 
widowed mother refused to allow the co-operative to occupy the land. The practise 
of sabhuku allocating fallow land to other villagers was also observed in Buhera 
(Andersson, 1999:554). The Ndamba women’s matongo access was not under similar 
threat because of the sabhuku’s attitude towards the market. The Ndamba sabhuku 
viewed fallow land as a common resource providing firewood and pasture for the 
population. However, the Ndamba sabhuku’s control of transactions in the land means 
that single women hearth-holds in Ndamba cannot benefit from the land market 
through for example disposing the ‘excess’ land or subletting to land short people.
High mortality has increased matongo. Some women accessed matongo belonging to 
people who have moved out of the villages in response to the various stimuli. These 
women’ access is vulnerable to the death of the owner of the dongo. The women would 
be displaced by family members and/or local leadership seeking to take advantage 
of the opportunities created by the demise of the owner as demonstrated in Alice’s 
experience (see Section 5.2.1). Chapter 5 described the existence of nested hearth-
holds consisting of more than one single woman residing on a homestead: cases 7-9 
and 15-16 in Table 6.3. In these cases, daughters were living on homesteads headed 
by their widowed mothers. In such cases, the mother had less tenous land rights 
than the daughter and her children. These daughter hearth-holds were vulnerable 
to the death of the senior woman, as this would destabilise their claims.
The men who accessed matongo land were equally vulnerable. Employees were 
vulnerable in the same way as women caretakers. Some male children in Makuku 
resided on matongo with their mother. The mother had accessed matongo on a natal 
claim. These men were vulnerable to eviction on the death of the mother. This is 
the reason Tessa’s sons in case 6.5 above were reluctant to invest in the dongo that 
their mother occupied. The men coped by purchasing their own homesteads and 
not investing in matongo.
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Single women’s claims to matongo remained vulnerable to male claims on the same 
land. The description of Ndamba highlights the juxtaposition of the matongo interests 
of the Ndamba sabhuku and those of single women in his village. In all five cases 
represented by homesteads II to VI (Case 6.2 in Section 6.4.1), the sabhuku had a 
male claim to the dongo which was stronger than that of the respective single women 
because of the sabhuku’s capacity as a former owner, male heir and village head. 
The case shows that, in instances where male and female interests are in conflict, 
male interests dominate. This led to the eviction of single women as typified by 
Alice in homestead III and the village head’s son’s wife in homestead I in Case 6.2. 
Experiences in Makuku on the other hand show that women’s interests can supersede 
those of the males. Examples of this are Ann (Case 6.6) who resisted the sabhuku’s 
attempts to dispossess her of matongo in her control
People who had escaped the war by migrating to urban areas returned after the 
cessation of hostilities to reclaim their homesteads and arable fields in Gokwe 
(Nyambara, 2001a:258). The expense of urban life, coupled with the added burden 
of HIV/AIDS, resulted in the re-activation of rural communal land claims by those 
whose urban livelihoods were threatened. Research carried out in other communal 
areas of Zimbabwe concluded that urban migrants returned to their rural homes after 
structural adjustment programmes. People who moved out of the villages to settle on 
former commercial farms after the land resettlement programmes also returned to 
the communal areas if they failed to meet their basic needs in the resettlement area 
(Bird and Shepherd, 2003:596; Potts, 2000a:814, Chimhowu, 2002:568; Chimhowu 
and Woodhouse, 2006a:738). Operation Restore Order displaced people from the 
urban areas. During the fieldwork, five victims of operation Restore Order returned 
to the villages. Although not observed in this study, the return of immigrants to 
communal areas may have led to the displacement of people occupying matongo.
6.6 Masabhuku: defining, managing and disposing of matongo
The uneven enforcement of legal codes and ambiguous customary paradigms 
that govern communal area resources create gaps and opportunities for people to 
manipulate the system (Nyambara, 2001a:257). The time of the research, Mwanza ward 
was experiencing high land demand as a result of changing rural-urban connections 
and the displacement of people by the fast track land reform programme and 
operation Restore Order. As land became more contested, people devised strategies 
and took advantage of loopholes in the system to increase their control over land. It is 
usually the powerful and well-established people in the village, such as the sabhuku, 
elderly and powerful individuals who can do this (Shipton and Goheen, 1992:311; 
Nyambara, 2001a:261). The masabhuku in Ndamba and Makuku took advantage of 
the vague process leading to delineation of land as dongo to accumulate land and 
redistribute it as part of their patronage system. The manner in which the Ndamba 
village head used matongo to accumulate land is demonstrated in Case 6.2. A sabhuku 
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in Gokwe converted the zunde (see note 3) field to personal property62, which he 
used to grow cotton (Nyambara, 2001a:262). The Makuku sabhuku used his position 
to establish Makuku 2 and Makuku 3 by selling land to immigrants. The following 
description of Makuku sabhuku’s residential history reveals how the sabhuku’s actions 
created risks and opportunities for the single women and immigrants in the village.
6.6.1 Case 6.7: sabhuku taking advantage of matongo
The sabhuku inherited the position from his late father. By the time his father died, 
the sabhuku was a married man who had been allocated his own homestead in 
Makuku. When he assumed the sabhuku position he had power to allocate land. The 
sabhuku sold his homestead to Chako, an immigrant, and moved onto an unclaimed 
place where he set up home. The purpose of briefly living there was to formalise 
the claim before selling it to another immigrant. Meanwhile Chako lived in town, 
but he developed the homestead that he purchased from the sabhuku with the hope 
of retiring to it at the end of his working life. Chako hired Timika, a divorced adult 
woman who returned to the natal village after her divorce, to look after the homestead. 
He provided her with agricultural inputs. The arrangement lasted for eight years.
The sabhuku then moved in with his sister (Tessa). The sister was living on a dongo 
which was left vacant after the death of the sabhuku’s brother. At the time of his 
death, the deceased brother had divorced his wife and she went away with her two 
sons from the marriage. Tessa claimed to be keeping the dongo for those sons. Tessa 
moved into the homestead to take advantage of the shelter when her own shelter 
deteriorated. The sabhuku moved out and claimed another piece of virgin land, which 
he briefly occupied and then sold. By then the village had run out of new land. The 
sabhuku carved a place for himself on the water channel (land reserve set aside for 
the management of rainwater drainage). This was all in a space of ten years.
The sabhuku began to feel the pressure of living on an illegal plot and, having sold 
all the land at his disposal, devised a strategy to reclaim the land from Chako. The 
sabhuku claimed that, since Chako was not living on the land, he as the village head 
was repossessing it. By the same action, the sabhuku claimed to be repossessing 
the dongo that he had previously occupied. The sabhuku ordered Chako’s caretaker, 
Timika, to vacate the premises. When Chako learnt of this development, he demanded 
that the sabhuku refund all the money that he paid for the purchase and improvements 
on the homestead. In a public gathering, the sabhuku denied selling the land to 
Chako. The sabhuku asked the villagers to endorse his actions but the villagers did 
not do so. Nonetheless, although they generally felt that the sabhuku was acting 
62 The zunde programme was undermined by the colonial government through systematic destruction of 
the traditional leadership’s authority and the assumption of the food security guardian role by the State. 
When the zunde concept failed, the zunde land remained unused and became a dongo.
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unfairly, they were scared that he would abuse his powers as village head to victimise 
them, e.g. deny them access to food aid. Alledgedly, while this was going on, the 
sabhuku had sold the homestead which he had been occupying. Chako reported the 
story to the sub-chief. In the meantime, the sabhuku took up occupancy of Chako’s 
homestead. The sub-chief ruled in favour of Chako on the basis that the land had 
been continuously occupied and that there were a lot of unutilised matongo, which 
had been standing for longer, which the sabhuku could repossess. The sabhuku vowed 
to remain on the homestead. The case was referred to the Chief for arbitration. The 
story had not been concluded at the time of finishing the fieldwork, but Timika was 
still residing on her widowed mother’s homestead.
This case illustrates the complicated processes underpinning customary land access 
in combination with vernacular land markets. It demonstrates the tenuous rights 
that women and immigrants have through matongo. Matongo provided livelihood 
diversification opportunities for the Makuku sabhuku. The case shows male 
immigrants’ land rights to be as tenuous as those of single women in the communal 
areas. The migrant’s case to defend his claim to the land was weakened by his failure 
to use the place continuously, lack of proof of a financial transaction, the illegality of 
the transaction and the failure by the Makuku community to support his land claim.
The behaviour of the sabhuku highlights the arbitrary character of the legal 
environment of the communal area. This created uncertainty and opportunities 
for abuse of power by the sabhuku and increased the vulnerability of his sister, other 
single women and possibly all people occupying matongo in Makuku. The sabhuku’s 
sister Tessa could potentially lose her access to the homestead if the sabhuku decided 
to claim his male inheritance right to it. Even the sabhuku’s wife was potentially 
vulnerable as both she and her husband had failed to establish a clear claim to any 
homestead in the village. As a result, she could potentially lose her homestead if 
her husband died before her.
The cases illustrate the fact that, if there is a contestation between males and females, 
the risk is that female rights will be subordinated. As a result, single women generally 
avoid contestations. The cases expose how people in authority may use their power 
to their own advantage and dispossess those with less power. The masabhuku used 
their power and community control to dispossess single women. The evicted women 
resorted to other matongo.
The absence of a land market in Ndamba meant that there were fewer homesteads 
and consequently fewer, and less diverse, opportunities available for matongo. The 
Ndamba sabhuku’s reaction to reduced agricultural production was to convert the 
land into a community forest and paddocks. This was a different decision to that of 
the Makuku sabhuku who decided to make money out of the resource. The result 
was that access to fruit trees, land and grazing on unused matongo was better for the 
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single women in Ndamba. Matongo provided firewood, grazing and forestry products. 
This was important in mediating women’s vulnerability as they did not have to 
take the same risk as people in Makuku who, because their forest was depleted, 
resorted to stealing from the commercial farms. The centralised governance of land, 
homesteads and matongo in Ndamba resulted in more stringent rules governing the 
access of single women to land. The stricter application of rules also resulted in 
the reduction of the number of matongo available in Ndamba. The land pressure in 
Makuku increased conflict and tension between the various groups of people and 
resulted in the targeting of single women as squatters. Ndamba village did not have 
this problem because it did not have such a large population.
There is a lack of clear legislation from the Zimbabwe government to guide authorities 
in their governance of matongo and land in communal farming areas in general. 
According to the Native Land Husbandry Act, it is legal for the local leadership to 
repossess and re-allocate land belonging to absentee owners. This has led to a loss 
of communal land rights through non-use (Machingaidze, 1991:578). This provision 
has not been followed consistently in the communal areas of Zimbabwe. Berkvens 
(1997:3) observed that people could lose their rights to land when they did not use 
the land. Pankhurst’s (1991:612) study in a village in Mashonaland East concluded 
that rights to communal land could not be lost through non-use. The inconsistent 
application of the law has created uncertainty and maintained the vulnerability of 
matongo land access. The outdated Native Land Husbandry Act has not been replaced 
by updated legislation.
The urban migrants interviewed on the security of their land rights in communal 
areas were divided, with some feeling that their land rights were not threatened, 
whereas others felt that the land could be repossessed. People who were living in 
urban areas but maintained communal areas land rights feared that they could lose 
matongo to reallocation by the sabhuku, whereas others feared that somebody would 
just start using their land without permission. Both groups, however, linked this not 
to government policy but to the land shortage problem (Potts and Mutambirwa, 1990). 
The Mwanza ward masabhuku concurred in a focus group that they were empowered 
to repossess and re-allocate land on the basis of non-use, i.e. after it had been a dongo 
for more than three years. The ward vacant land register, however, showed that, 
in all the villages, there were matongo that were more than three years old, over 
which the masabhuku had not exercised their repossession and re-allocation powers. 
Table 6.1 shows that only five of the matongo were less than three years old. The 
rest had been matongo for up to 20 years, but the masabhuku had not repossessed 
them. The masabhuku admitted that repossessing and/or reallocating matongo was 
not an easy task because of the kinship networks that existed between a sabhuku 
and some people, fear of witchcraft and related practices by the sabhuku, especially 
when the place concerned became a dongo because of death. The dongo of a person 
who had moved out of the village was never repossessed as long as that person or 
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his descendents were believed to be alive and could possibly return. This suggests 
the existence of checks and balances in the system that protects land claims from 
arbitrary possession by the sabhuku.
The improvements that people made on their land while it was dongo made it difficult 
for the masabhuku to repossess the homesteads, because whoever took over the land 
would be obliged to compensate the owner for his/her investments. This is only 
possible when the owner can be located and found willing to dispose of the place. 
The sabhuku who displaced Alice got round this problem by asking the deceased 
man’s father to remove all his late son’s improvements from the dongo before he 
reclaimed it. Even in instances where there were no improvements, a dongo owner’s 
relatives who lived in the village fiercely resisted any attempts by the sabhuku to 
repossess and or reallocate matongo. The relatives claimed to be acting on behalf of 
the rightful owners of the land. 
The actions of the senior women who resisted the sabhuku’s attempts to sell their 
matongo exhibited the agency of single women in defending their land claims on 
matongo. Women also resisted through collective action, as they did when they resisted 
Alan’s attempts to sell the land (Case 6.1, Section 6.3.3). Alice and Timika’s decisions 
after their eviction from matongo show another strategy that women use to cope with 
dispossession. They avoided confrontation with the sabhuku who threatened their 
access and negotiated access to other matongo in the village. The constant request 
by single women for residence access through matongo has resulted in a change in 
the gendered resource allocation in the communal areas by the setting aside and 
maintenance of homesteads by the kin groups for use by the single women and their 
children. However, the status of children remains a sticking point.
6.7  Conclusion: bargaining for land within patrimonial 
governance systems
The focus on practices and individual single women hearth-holds rather than norms 
highlights an increasingly important mechanism through which people gain and 
maintain access to land and residence in the communal areas of Zimbabwe. Norms 
marginalise matongo and treat them as a temporary phenomenon; yet observed 
practice illustrates that matongo are widespread and their existence is an enduring 
phenomenon. The different ways of delineating matongo, the diverse experiences of 
men, women and masabhuku, and the gaps between norms and practices illustrate 
the ways in which general things are different in ways that matter to the individuals 
concerned.
Matongo increased the ways in which single women marginalised in other land 
access modes gained communal area resource access in the study area. Both men 
and women benefited, but the resource was more important for women because 
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of their historical disadvantage and gendered governance of land, community and 
natural resources in a customary tenure area. The diverse rural-urban connections, 
mortality and market activity in communal areas have continued to promote the 
existence of matongo. The practise by people leaving communal areas of retaining 
their communal land claims and the ‘accumulative’ tendencies of those remaining 
in the village highlight an effective strategy used to cope with uncertainty in a fast-
changing environment. The people who were in a position to do this were elderly 
men and women in the village. Senior single women increased their control of 
land and homesteads through matongo. The women used their control as a basis for 
negotiating access to employment and community membership in the communal 
areas. Through control of matongo, some senior women were able to dispose of 
or lease out land to land-short people, especially those who had bought land on 
the market. In return, the women gained access to financial capital, labour and 
agricultural produce.
The emergence of the informal land market in Makuku may have served to reduce 
the availability of matongo. The experiences of the Makuku community show 
that the phenomenon of matongo persists despite increases in mortality rates, 
increasing mobility of people moving between urban and rural areas and the increased 
importance of market transactions, because of the plurality of processes that give 
rise to the phenomenon. The informal land market has increased the diversity of 
ways through which women can benefit from matongo, including caretaking or 
employment as a means of gaining access into the community. Such opportunities 
did not exist in Ndamba. The prohibition of the land market in Ndamba ensured the 
availability of kinship-transacted matongo. This was a valuable resource for single 
women who were displaced. The decision by the Ndamba sabhuku to turn matongo 
into forest and grazing benefited single women, as they were more reliant on the 
natural capital.
Matongo land access in communal areas of Zimbabwe is fraught with contradictions: 
the matongo layer of land access has emerged out of the legal uncertainty, high 
mobility, mortality and rural-urban connections. These processes have maintained the 
matongo layer and provide invaluable opportunities for the landless and marginalised 
people in communal areas. The same processes of legal uncertainty, rural-urban 
connections, high mobility and mortality are also the source of matongo fragility. 
The fragility of the matongo made women vulnerable to opportunistic behaviour by 
masabhuku in the two study villages. The two cases of the masabhuku illustrate that 
they used counter claims on matongo to destabilise the claims of single women. The 
matongo concept is also paradoxical: on one hand, matongo land access reinforces the 
patriarchal structure of customary land access which maintains male superiority. 
On the other hand, the ability of women to defend matongo claims against male 
kin shows that kinship claims of women to matongo are stronger than commonly 
believed. The rural urban mobility caused by HIV/AIDS, structural adjustment, fast 
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track land reform and operation Restore Order have led to the return of migrated 
men and a reduction in the out-migration of men, and have resulted in the loss of 
matongo access by all those who depend on them to access land and gain village 
membership. However, the high HIV/AIDS-induced death rate for the moment 
acts as a leveller. The fact that people who are expelled from matongo generally 
find another dongo to occupy shows that, for now, matongo opportunities exceed 
demand. This means that this opportunity will continue to be available and act as 
a pressure valve in the immediate future. Single women’s matongo land access is 
not equally vulnerable. Elderly single women have stronger claims to matongo than 
junior women and men. In addition to single women, other categories of women 
and men are vulnerable in communal areas: immigrant men and the children of 
the single women who acquire resource access through matongo.
The multi-layered nature of rules governing land access in communal areas is a 
valuable resource for women, given the highly uncertain conditions under which they 
have to make decisions. Matongo is a mechanism for ensuring a more efficient land 
distribution system as it helps to address inefficiencies inherent in the customary 
and market-based land distribution systems. The diverse situations that give rise to 
and perpetuate matongo maintain this resource even as conditions change.
This examination of matongo has enabled the analysis of land claims as complementary 
rather than mutually exclusive competing categories. The terms for gaining access to 
matongo are not always clear. In some cases, the conditions are quite restrictive by, 
for example, denying women autonomy to decide with whom to co-reside. However, 
matongo provide a valuable resource and relief for single women who are faced 
with homelessness and impoverishment when they are displaced. Single women’s 
claims to matongo are stronger than presented in normative discussions on single 
women’s resource access in communal areas. The matongo discourse shows that 
the male lineage has a kind of obligation to accommodate their single women. This 
is the main reason why returned women are relatively more secure than women 
occupying matongo through marriage, employment or as a guardian. Matongo act 
as a pressure valve by giving access to the desperate people, while retaining the 
claims of the absent people.
The increased mobility and mortality has significantly changed the way in which 
women gain access to homesteads. The extent of a single woman’s security of tenure 
on matongo depends on her health, the way in which she gains access to matongo, 
her rank and the decisions she makes. Matongo access is destabilised by death, 
rural-urban connections or illness. The indeterminate rules governing matongo are 
a source of uncertainty for people who gain access to land through matongo. This is 
a source of vulnerability. The unclear governance of matongo results in some people 
retaining ownership, while others dispose of their land claims on out-migration. 
Table 6.1 shows that purchased properties are also a source of matongo; this means 
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that this phenomenon transcends market, customary and employment transactions 
of resources. The existence of matongo shows that single women are not the only 
people who have tenuous claims to land. The claims of people who purchase land 
in the village and children of both sexes belonging to single women are shown to 
be weaker than those of single women hearth-holds on matongo.
The specific local context is a significant determinant of the numbers, processes and 
vulnerability of matongo. The Makuku example shows how the land market increased 
the diversity of ways by which people accessed matongo in their local area, but it also 
increased conflict between the different people. The Ndamba style of governance 
shows how matongo can be managed to provide increased social security not only 
for single women on the homesteads, but through promoting access to fruit, thatch, 
building materials and grazing on the fallowed land. However, this limits women’s 
access to residential land – an access that is important for negotiating access to 
community and residence.
Matongo is an increasingly important way through which single women negotiate 
residence, land and community access in the gendered resource governance space 
of the communal areas. Matongo enable women to overcome the barriers imposed 
by the market and custom, and to gain access to resources in the communal areas 
without directly confronting the patriarchal norms.
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Livelihood decision-making experiences of 
single women-directed hearth-holds63
7.1 Introduction
Communal areas serve as residence and livelihood bases for single women. Chapters 
5 and 6 have focused on how single women gain access to residence and community 
in communal areas Since hearth-hold residential access is the basis for negotiating 
access to financial capital, human capital and access to other livelihood resources it 
is important to understand how single women make livelihood decisions. Through 
a series of livelihood decision-making histories, this chapter shows how single 
women piece together different kinds of livelihood capitals to confront (not always 
successfully) the insecurities of land, health, the economy and livelihood in rural 
Zimbabwe. The analysis draws from life histories of 22 hearth-holds who participated 
in the in-depth sample. Life histories of single women hearth-holds provide the 
longitudinal data through which influences of macro-level policy changes can be 
judged. The historical analysis of the pathways unravels the single women-hearth-
holds’ experiences. The rural-urban connections was used to understand how the 
complimentary relationship between rural and urban areas evolved and influenced 
single women’s livelihood decision-making This is triangulated with data collected 
through focus group discussions. The exploration of the day-to-day activities of 
people has enabled the identification of the range of factors that impinge on decision 
making in a more realistic way (Scoones et al., 1996:73).
7.2  Contextualising hearth-holds’ livelihood decision-
making environments
Hearth-holds construct livelihoods in conditions characterised by exposure to multiple 
shocks. The concepts of livelihood vulnerability and pathways will be used to 
analyse the life stories of the hearth-holds. The concept of vulnerability is useful for 
unravelling how hearth-olds experience threats and how they manage the threats 
to their livelihoods. Vulnerability can also be used as forward looking concept that 
describes how prone individuals are to being unable to cope with certain adverse 
events that may occur. The environment in which hearth-holds construct livelihoods 
has been shaped through a long history of transformation and rapid changes over 
63 A version of this chapter is has been submitted for publication under the title ‘Single Women’s 
Experiences of Livelihood Conditions, HIV and AIDS in the Rural Areas of Zimbabwe’ in: Niehof, A; 
G. Rugalema and S. Gillepsie (eds). AIDS and Rural Livelihoods: Diversity and Dynamics in sub-Saharan 
Africa; Earthscan, London (forthcoming).
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time. The concept of pathways which reflects how individuals cope with vulnerability 
in dynamic conditions will be used to study how hearth-holds make decisions over 
their life course. The units of analysis will be the hearth-holds, homestead and the 
village. Hearth-holds' livelihood portfolios are composed of activities that are pursued 
in the communal and urban areas. In order to take into account the spatial spread 
of hearth-hold livelihood activities into areas beyond communal areas, the concept 
of rural-urban connections is utilised. Connections refer to the diverse movement 
of people, goods and services on the rural-urban continuum. The connections 
acknowledge that the rural and urban areas exist as a single social universe.
 The communal area residents’ capacity to pursue various livelihood activities is 
undermined by the scarcity of financial capital in the rural area. The liquidity of 
communal areas declined when the urban economy contracted and wage income, 
which had formed the core of urban rural monetary flows, declined. Old age pensions 
and rental income, previously a secure source of income, have been undermined by 
hyperinflation. Women’s reproductive responsibilities and the increase in morbidity 
rates have limited women’s capacity to diversify income-generating activities. 
Single women are marginalised in their access to non-agricultural income and 
labour, seeds, and draft for agricultural production. The State limits communal areas 
inhabitants’ access to non-agricultural income through strict controls on activities 
and the historical bias of education and mobility in favour of men. The availability 
of stocks for trading is uncertain due to the erratic supplies, which characterise the 
Zimbabwean consumer market. The inflationary environment and high transport 
costs have had a negative impact on the returns from trading activities. The sale of 
home-brewed beer remains illegal under Zimbabwean law. Beer brewers risk having 
their beer confiscated by the law enforcement agents.64 Pottery, a diversification 
option for elderly women, is a seasonal activity and remains vulnerable to the 
limited viability of cash in rural areas. The government, which aims to provide 
communal area households with food and agricultural inputs, has been struggling 
to cope with demand.
The increasingly difficult environment in the communal areas has fuelled beliefs 
about misfortune and witchcraft. This, in turn, has led to increased reliance on 
spirits, and consequently an increase in the incidence of traditional beer brewing. 
The beer-brewing activities are strictly regulated by customs. Postmenopausal women 
are specifically central to this ritualistic beer brewing and earn a livelihood from the 
activity. The Christian churches also provide financial, moral and material support 
to their members (Scoones et al., 1996; Vijfhuizen, 2002; Hartnack, 2005). Some 
churches have a reputation for healing. They usually provide free assistance. The 
high morbidity has increased church membership as people seek healing (Vijfhuizen, 
64 At the time of the research, the beer brewers feared that Zimbabwe Republic Police members would 
dispose of any beer brewed and sold in the communal areas.
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2002:221). Conversely, high mortality has decimated church membership. This in 
turn undermines the church’s capacity to extend moral and financial support to the 
remaining members. The impacts of the shocks and constraints on the different 
households are mediated by the individual circumstances. The single women in the 
study took (sometimes) risky decisions in an effort to maximise opportunity and 
safeguard their hearth-holds.
7.3 Hearth-holds’ livelihood activities
7.3.1 Reproductive activities
Women are responsible for the material reproduction of labour. This includes 
preparing and producing food, maintaining the home, and bearing and raising 
children (Adams, 1991a; Pankhurst, 1991; Scoones et al., 1996:48; Huisman, 2005). 
Traditionally, women’s childcare obligations have been towards young children. 
HIV/AIDS, economic stagnation and livelihood changes have altered the nature of 
single women’s maternal responsibilities in the study villages. Chapter 4 showed 
that nearly two thirds of the homesteads in the two villages were fostering minor 
children. The parents of the fostered children were deceased or had moved out of 
the communal areas to work and/or remarry. The foster parents included a high 
number of grandparents. Childcare responsibilities included primary care, schooling, 
and clothing and health fees when necessary. The declining government support has 
reduced institutional healthcare. This has increased the work burden of women, who 
are the traditional carers. This has increased the vulnerability of the hearth-hold’s 
livelihood as the responsibilities of caring for the ill have limited women’s mobility 
and opportunities for earning an income and diversification of their activities. 
Vulnerability in this instance refers to how prone individuals and families are to 
being unable to cope with uncertain adverse events that may happen to them.
In Chapter one it was discussed that one of the reason people had children was to 
have them look after their parents in their old age. The declining economic conditions 
in Zimbabwe negated this trajectory. Male and female adult children have failed 
to leave the parental home, delayed departure or returned to the homes in which 
they were born and raised, because such ‘children’ failed to establish independent 
homestead, experienced marital dissolution or succumbed to illness. Twelve of 
the 22 single women in the in-depth sample had dependent adults65 in their care. 
These included single and married sons, their spouses and children, and in some 
cases single daughters and their children. Though hearth-holds are responsible for 
both young and adult children, the table focuses on the adult children as they have 
largely been under reported in research that focuses on women’s burden of care. 
65 Unemployed without income. Though some of them were sometimes erratically employed, the parent/
host was the main provider in the homestead.
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Seven of the single women in the sample were hosting their sons and daughters 
who had returned to the parental home after the death of their spouse, and children 
who had lost one or both parents. Five of the single women hearth-holds in the 
sample lived as dependents in other people’s homesteads. Three of these lived on 
the homesteads of other single women. Table 7.1 summarises the obligations of the 
single women to the adult children.
Table 7.1. Responsibilities of single women to adult children.
Mother’s status Child’s problem Status of child’s own household Duration and timing of assistance
Elderly widow Ill married daughter (28 years) Intact but needs assistance when ill Whenever the daughter fell ill
 Unemployed, Ill adult son (38 years old) The informal business he worked in was 
destroyed by ‘operation Restore Order’ 
and The man subsequently became ill and 
moved in with his mother
Ended when he died
Divorcee Adult son unmarried (26 years old) The informal housing he occupied was 
destroyed by the government during 
‘operation Restore Order’
Till he secures new employment
Elderly widow Divorced daughter (36 years old) Dissolved Not possible to say as the daughter might remarry and/
or remain single for the rest of her life
An employed son who works and lives at his place of work. The man has not 
developed his own homestead (34 years old)
Lives in work-tied housing with his wife and 
children. When he retires and or loses 
the job, he will have to fall back on his 
mother’s homestead
Fallback/maintenance of rural land rights
Life term
Elderly widow Widowed son (32 years old) Dissolved Till remarriage of the son
Widowed and divorced daughter (26 years old) The woman lost her homestead after 
divorce. She returned to the village She 
left her children in the village but she 
resides at the growth point where she 
works
Not possible to say as the daughter might remarry and/
or remain single for the rest of her life
Elderly widow Divorced displaced daughter Dissolved Not possible to say as the daughter might remarry and/
or remain single for the rest of her life
Divorced son who moved back to mother’s homestead Dissolved Not possible to say as the daughter might remarry and/
or remain single for the rest of her life
Elderly widow Adult unmarried son Delayed departure Till married and/or employed Unpredictable
Elderly widow Unemployed married son who has not developed his own homestead Intact: residing in urban immovable 
property of the mother
Until the son finds employment where he earns 
enough to develop his own homestead
Source: Fieldwork 2005.
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The table shows the circumstances under which adult children remained in or 
moved back into their single mother’s residence. The children’s reasons for moving 
back were marital breakdown, illness and unemployment. Both male and female 
children returned to the mother’s homestead. Divorced and widowed sons moved 
back to the mother’s homestead as they lacked capacity to manage a homestead on 
their own. The ages of the children show that these are normally the economically 
most productive group.
Table 7.1. Responsibilities of single women to adult children.
Mother’s status Child’s problem Status of child’s own household Duration and timing of assistance
Elderly widow Ill married daughter (28 years) Intact but needs assistance when ill Whenever the daughter fell ill
 Unemployed, Ill adult son (38 years old) The informal business he worked in was 
destroyed by ‘operation Restore Order’ 
and The man subsequently became ill and 
moved in with his mother
Ended when he died
Divorcee Adult son unmarried (26 years old) The informal housing he occupied was 
destroyed by the government during 
‘operation Restore Order’
Till he secures new employment
Elderly widow Divorced daughter (36 years old) Dissolved Not possible to say as the daughter might remarry and/
or remain single for the rest of her life
An employed son who works and lives at his place of work. The man has not 
developed his own homestead (34 years old)
Lives in work-tied housing with his wife and 
children. When he retires and or loses 
the job, he will have to fall back on his 
mother’s homestead
Fallback/maintenance of rural land rights
Life term
Elderly widow Widowed son (32 years old) Dissolved Till remarriage of the son
Widowed and divorced daughter (26 years old) The woman lost her homestead after 
divorce. She returned to the village She 
left her children in the village but she 
resides at the growth point where she 
works
Not possible to say as the daughter might remarry and/
or remain single for the rest of her life
Elderly widow Divorced displaced daughter Dissolved Not possible to say as the daughter might remarry and/
or remain single for the rest of her life
Divorced son who moved back to mother’s homestead Dissolved Not possible to say as the daughter might remarry and/
or remain single for the rest of her life
Elderly widow Adult unmarried son Delayed departure Till married and/or employed Unpredictable
Elderly widow Unemployed married son who has not developed his own homestead Intact: residing in urban immovable 
property of the mother
Until the son finds employment where he earns 
enough to develop his own homestead
Source: Fieldwork 2005.
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The table reveals that the mother’s responsibility for her children is no longer just 
a factor of time but also depends on the children’s health and ability to gain and 
maintain access to labour, land, building materials and financial capital to set up 
an independent homestead, such as marriage and/or employment. The children 
remained in the mother’s homestead for indeterminate periods. This is because with 
the information at hand it was not possible for the researcher, the children or their 
single mother to predict if the children would remarry and/or secure employment 
to enable them to set up and independent homestead in future. The majority of 
children who returned to their mother’s care also brought a dependent grandchild. 
Single women had to nurse their ill children and provide for them following the 
break-up of their own household. The ill adult children increased a single woman’s 
burden of care and constrained her opportunities to pursue other livelihood activities. 
The table also shows that single women hearth-holds had to support children who 
were employed, because the employed children’s wages were inadequate for them 
to set up independent homesteads. Some of the resident adult children assisted the 
single women with chores, and sometimes provided money from the opportunities 
they secured.
However, in all the hearth-holds in the case-studies, the single women were the 
main providers and decision makers. The adult children assisted their mothers in 
the homestead with labour and when possible some income from opportunistic 
activities like trade and participating in government public works programme. The 
ill children could not assist in the agricultural activities. The adult male children did 
not participate in agricultural activities preferring instead to focus their attention 
on securing access to financial capital. The men viewed farming as women’s work. 
The adult male children who were more educated looked down on communal 
area agricultural work.66 An example is Ann, one of the women hearth-holds was 
staying with a divorced son and his daughter. The son, a former liberation struggle 
veteran was getting a pension from the Government of Zimbabwe. He lived with 
his mother but spend all his days drinking beer and telling war stories. The mother 
implored the researcher to report her son to the government as he did not even 
invest his pension in his daughter’s education. He would not help his mother in the 
field. He sometimes assisted her to repair the infrastructure around the homestead. 
This man and other hearth-holds’ unemployed sons hung around their mothers’ 
homesteads and engaged in occasional casual jobs and if they had livestock, help 
with the ploughing. They left the weeding, harvesting and planting to the women. 
These findings corroborate similar conclusions reached by Bryceson and Berkvens 
in rural Zimbabwe. In a study in rural Zimbabwe, Bryceson found that hardly any 
of the male or female interviewees stated that they were farmers by occupation 
66 During the homestead visits, I would come across adult children lounging in the shade while their 
mothers and wives were working in the fields. When I asked the mothers about this, they told me that 
these ‘educated’ children did not like to work in the fields.
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because ‘communal farming is not regarded as a job. It is valued as a residual kind 
of work … hard work with low and insecure returns’ (Berkvens 1997:26-7). Men 
were more likely to state that they were unemployed instead of admitting to being 
a farmer, whereas older farming respondents classified themselves as retirees. 
(Bryceson 2002: 22).
Chapter 5 highlighted how, sometimes, single women’s residence access was 
undermined by the presence of dependent children. Returned adult children also 
represented a loss of remittances, an important source of non-agricultural income 
for the single women hearth-holds. This increased the vulnerability of the hearth-
holds’ livelihoods as remittances were used to purchase household goods and 
agricultural inputs.
7.3.2 Productive activities
The declining viability of agricultural activities means that hearth-holds have 
to diversify their livelihoods in order to sustain their livelihoods. The extent of 
diversification depends on individual women’s portfolios. A pension is an income 
source for widows of former civil servants. Five single women in the sample of 
22 received a pension from the estates of their deceased husbands. The money 
has been eroded by inflation. Three other widows in the sample of 22 could not 
access their deceased husbands’ pensions because of lack of documentary proof of 
marriage. This was caused by illiteracy, the need to balance the allocation of time 
between the rural areas where the hearth-holds live and farm and urban areas where 
formal institutions of justice are located, limited access to financial capital needed 
for travelling and to pay the various fees required to acquire formally documented 
proof of marriage (Paradza, 2008).
Remittances are a source of income for elderly women with grown-up children. This 
was an important way in which hearth-holds that were based in communal areas 
could continue to receive financial income from urban areas after the loss of their 
husband who in most cases had remitted wages. Some of the elderly women who 
were raising children of employed parents also received remittances, but these were 
irregular and inadequate. Four of the women in the sample of 22 received a regular 
and reliable remittance amount. Seven of the single women had adult children in 
their homesteads who had failed to secure employment. The presence of adult 
dependent children in single women’s homesteads highlighted in Table 7.1 indicates 
a failed opportunity for the woman to derive remittances from those children.
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The contraction of urban employment opportunities has undermined hearth-holds’ 
livelihoods. This is because with no employment the younger generations are 
forced to depend on the economic assets of older people. This has consequences 
for the welfare of the older generation as it undermines their economic welfare and 
increases pressure on their assets. The ownership of urban immovable property 
potentially enabled the hearth-holds to earn an income through rental of these 
properties. The income from these properties should have provided insurance to 
the single women in the form of rentals67. This was only possible if the women who 
had the properties had control of the properties and the rental income deriving from 
them. Four of the hearth- holds in the sample of 22 all, widows inherited urban 
immovable properties upon the death of their spouses. Two of the hearth-holds 
were receiving rental income. The other two were not, because their own children 
were residing in those properties, as shown in Table 7.1. These were adult children 
who, because they had failed to establish an independent dwelling in urban areas, 
relied on the family property. However, the livelihoods and housing problems of 
the younger generation pose problems for the older generation’s potential to benefit 
from their ownership of urban housing (Paradza, 2009:423). The children and their 
families were not in a position to remit money to their mothers in the rural areas. 
The loss of this source of financial income increased the hearth-holds’ livelihood 
vulnerability as they had to secure other sources of cash income in the communal 
areas. These examples illustrate how the negative impact of the economic situation 
in Zimbabwe disrupted the flow of financial capital through rural-urban connections. 
The high inflation and contracting economy resulted in the drying up of remittances 
and pension flows to the communal areas. This made the rural livelihoods more 
vulnerable to the deteriorating economic conditions as they lost their traditional 
sources of income that they used to invest in agricultural activities and develop and 
maintain their homesteads.
Legislation in Zimbabwe states that a man must provide for his legitimate and 
illegitimate children (Armstrong, 1998). This is to ensure that man bears responsibility 
for the care of his children. Although all the divorced women in the sample were 
aware of this provision, none of them was receiving regular alimony from their 
children’s fathers. The constraints that influence the enforcement of Maintenance Law 
include the attitude towards child support influenced by customary law, allegations 
of women’s abuse of the allowance, financial and practical problems, and fears of 
physical and other retributions (WLSA, 1992; Armstrong, 1998; Mupedziswa and 
Gumbo, 2001). The high unemployment among men partially explains the men’s 
inability to pay maintenance for their children. In cases where these minor children 
are being fostered, some of the children lack formal documents to prove the paternity.
67 To hedge against inflation, people were charging rent in foreign currency and/or demanding groceries 
(such as soap, sugar, cooking oil, maize seed, etc.) from the tenants.
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Ten of the 22 single women in the sample were engaged in petty trading. The 
activity is popular because it requires a low initial capital outlay. The traders in 
this study can be divided into three groups according to their access to financial 
capital to invest in the venture. There were women involved in relatively skilled 
and capital intensive activities like cross-border trading. Women and men engaged 
in this activity needed to have secured a Zimbabwean passport, access to foreign 
currency and networks. The networks enabled the individuals to identify the goods 
for sale and the markets in the destination countries. The women and men normally 
sold artefacts to Mozambique, South Africa and Botswana. The second category of 
traders was involved in the sale of candles, salt, sugar, vegetables and second-hand 
clothing. The single women bought these commodities from the growth point, 
former commercial farms or urban areas. All the women engaged in this type of 
trading obtained their capital from relatives and friends. The availability of basic 
commodities is erratic because of poor transport and the traders’ lack of capital 
to finance the activities. The business activity is also vulnerable to police raids 
and confiscation of commodities. This is because the women did not have trading 
licences. All four women regularly consumed their operating capital and constantly 
adapted the commodities in line with the availability and scarcity of commodities 
on the market. The commodity markets for vegetables were flooded during the peak 
season as there was an oversupply of cabbages and tomatoes. The single women 
consumed the excess stock and incurred losses. The women with only their labour 
to invest were involved in the trading of natural forest products, which they obtained 
from the bush and commercial farms. These included firewood, mice68, tobacco, 
brooms, thatch and fruits. The women obtained the commodities free of charge, and 
the volumes were very low. The activities were time consuming. The returns were 
low for the labour involved. The availability of the commodities was seasonal. The 
productivity of these activities was declining because of the increased depletion of 
the forest resource. The natural produce which the hearth-holds exploited for sale 
was also vulnerable to destruction by bush fires during the dry season. Firewood 
sellers had to compete with young men who used scotch carts and produced in 
larger volumes than the head loading of women. The people who sold firewood 
and thatch stole these commodities from former commercial farms. The demand 
for thatch was low because of the depressed construction economy. The initiatives 
by people involved in trading to diversify into trading activities illustrates not only 
the importance of rural-urban connections in underpinning livelihoods but also the 
fact that in addition to people, money, goods and produce also flow between the 
two spatial divides. As the foregoing paragraph shows, the individual portfolios also 
determine the nature of the flows of goods and people.
68 Mice are consumed as relish, that is, as an accompaniment to the local staple, sadza (maize porridge).
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Chapter 4 highlighted the presence of a NORAD-funded dairy project in Ndamba. 
Members of the project were able to benefit from milk and ownership of cattle. This 
was a profitable product when it was available as there was high demand for milk. 
However, all except one woman in Ndamba had dropped out of the project because 
of high livestock mortality and the withdrawal of donor support.
Three single women brewed beer for sale in the villages and commercial farming 
areas. Two elderly single women manufactured pottery in Makuku and Ndamba, 
respectively. The women used clay, which they collected from the source69 and 
transported by head, pounded, ground, sifted and used to mould the pots. There was 
a high demand for the pots from the local village and the Apostolic church70. The 
women bartered the pots for food and services such as draught, assistance with repair 
of the homestead and fencing. Both of the women had learnt the skill from their 
respective mothers. Pottery is a seasonal activity and requires a lot of firewood for 
the firing process. The sale of beer and pottery enables single women hearth-holds to 
raise financial capital in the rural areas. Some traditional activities of healing, death 
and birth rituals are almost exclusively performed by postmenopausal women. The 
high incidence of death, lack of effective health services, drought retrenchment and 
‘inexplicable misfortune’ has meant that an increasing number of people turn to 
traditional means of solving their problems. This increased the opportunities for the 
hearth-holds engaged in healing, funeral rites and beer brewing to earn monetary 
income for their services.
With the exception of the traditional activities, women require a licence to practise. 
None of the single women in the sample had a licence. They all risked arrest by 
engaging in illegal activities without the required licences. The women who harvested 
natural produce and traded it were taking two risks. They stole the commodities 
from the commercial farms. They risked arrest by trading in these commodities 
without a trading licence.
Chapter 4 showed that even though some commercial farms had been taken over 
by the government during the fast track land reform, some European commercial 
farmers remained in Goromonzi. These farmers provided employment opportunities 
for people in the communal areas. Although commercial farm work opportunities 
exist in the study area, such work was poorly remunerated. Commercial farmers 
were failing to mobilise adequate labour from the communal areas. The farmers 
picked up the villagers at 04.00 hours to return at 15.00 hours. Six single women 
in the sample were employed on commercial farms. Two were permanent and the 
69 River bed at least five kilometres from the village.
70 One Apostolic church insists that individual members keep ‘holy water’ blessed by the prophet on 
their domestic premises to protect them against illness and bad luck. The members are encouraged to 
store the water in clay pots.
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rest temporary workers. Commercial farm work is hard and backbreaking with long 
hours and thus left the hearth-holds with no time to invest in their own subsistence 
land. This increased their vulnerability to crop failure and ends up increasing their 
dependence on the market for food and transfers. Furthermore, there is no job 
security in the commercial farm work because all the workers are laid off after the 
harvest. The hearth-holds complained that they no longer received benefits that they 
historically associated with commercial farm work, such as food subsidies from the 
farmers. Other commercial farmers used send their tractors into the communal area 
to plough for the individuals who worked for them while others provided monetary 
loans and subsidised the cost of their employees’ children’s schooling and provided 
housing. All the hearth-holds holds who engaged in commercial farm work were 
among the poorest households and had been engaged in this activity for all their lives.
 Chapter two highlighted that the research area was in close proximity to Juru 
growth point. At the time of the research, the 60 shops at Juru Growth Point 
included butcheries (butchers’ shops), bottle stores (off-licences), supermarkets, 
bars, nightclubs and petrol filling stations. Each of these enterprises employed an 
average of two single women. Business owners reported that the turnover of these 
shop assistant women was very high. An average worker stayed up to a year. Their 
main reason for leaving was pregnancy. The growth point harboured a substantial 
number of single women who claimed to be involved in selling food or working in 
the shops, bars and nightclubs. A focus group discussion with the women who were 
not employed showed that the women used to work in the shops, bars or nightclubs 
but that they left to start their own business. The business involved a day and a 
night job part. During the day, the women were engaged in cooking and selling food, 
hairdressing or vegetable vending. At night, they worked as prostitutes, which the 
women claimed was more profitable71. The customers were mainly truck drivers and 
members of the surrounding commercial, communal and mining community. The 
business owners provided the accommodation. The commercial sex workers have 
formed an association to work with the HIV/AIDS awareness groups. The majority 
of the membership was drawn from divorced, widowed and single younger women 
from the communal areas. These women indicated in the focus group meeting that 
they were not interested in subsistence agriculture as their work was more profitable 
and less prone to climatic vulnerability and the shortage of financial capital in the 
communal areas.
In Chapter 3, the communal area agriculture was described as entirely dependent 
on the rain. This is unlike the commercial farmers that had irrigation systems. The 
rainy season lasts from October to February which makes timing of planting very 
71 Though prostitution is an illegal and stigmatised activity in Zimbabwe, the women in the focus group 
freely admitted their involvement in the activity. However, It was not possible to pose questions about 
this sensitive issue to individual hearth-holds during the in depth interviews.
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important. Even though the communal area commercial and subsistence agricultural 
production capacity was declining, the activity was still a part of the portfolio of 
some single women hearth-holds. Eight of the 22 hearth-holds in the sample did 
not engage in agricultural production at all in the 2004/5 agricultural season. The 
hearth-holds may have been minimising the risks associated with agriculture or 
lacked money, draft and labour to enable them to undertake agricultural activities. 
Chapter 6 showed that matongo enabled some single women to accumulate land 
in Makuku. These land-rich elderly women in Makuku leased out some of their 
agricultural land to land-short households and benefited from the harvest of their 
tenants. This enabled the hearth-holds to reduce their hearth-holds’ exposure to 
the climatic variability. Fourteen of the 22 single women engaged in agriculture in 
2004/5 farming season. Ten of the fourteen hearth-holds failed to produce enough 
food to meet their subsistence needs. The latter part of the chapter will show that 
these hearth-holds failed in their agricultural activities because they either lacked 
the agricultural inputs, draft power, labour or all three commodities to farm or their 
agricultural activities were disrupted by shocks like illness and mortality. Five of 
the 14 single women hearth-holds that engaged in agriculture produced enough for 
the subsistence of their hearth-holds. The households that performed relatively well 
in subsistence farming were those who purchased seed, hired or owned draught 
animals, mobilised additional labour and were able to fertilise their crop on time. 
They harvested at least 10 sacks of 50 kg of shelled maize each. The hearth-holds 
with access to regular remittances and or secured rental income from an urban 
property formed the core of the successful agricultural producers. This illustrates the 
importance of rural-urban connections in agricultural viability in the communal areas.
 Draft power is important for preparing the land before planting. Although six of the 
14 cultivating single women owned cattle, none of the hearth-holds owned a full 
span of traction animals. The livestock were inherited, acquired on the marriage 
of their daughters or procured through the NORAD-funded heifer project (see 
Section 4.7). Four of the single women (all widows) owned ploughs which they had 
inherited on the death of their spouse. However, bearing in mind that none of the 
single women possessed a span72 of cattle, the ownership of a plough had limited 
impact on their ability to plough the land by themselves. The women who owned 
cattle pooled their animals for draught and also generated income from hiring out 
the cattle. Some single women received free ploughing provided by their relatives, 
male liaisons or their deceased spouse’s relatives. However, free ploughing was done 
at a time and acreage convenient to the one giving the free service. This did not 
necessarily coincide with the recipient’s plans and thus increased single women’s 
vulnerability to climatic variability and the short agricultural season. The elderly 
single women who had access to money hired ploughing services. Others offered 
72 A standard span is four oxen (Wolmer and Scoones, 2000:587).
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labour in exchange for draught. This reduced the amount of labour available for the 
timely preparation of their own hearth-hold’s land and increased their vulnerability 
to crop failure. Three of the women used their hand hoes for tilling the soil, as they 
had no access to draught at all. The women who hand-hoed were in Ndamba village. 
The different ways in which hearth-holds with limited access to the agricultural 
inputs tried to organise alternatives illustrates the ways in which they attempted 
to mediate their vulnerability to subsistence agricultural failure. Here vulnerability 
helps us to understand how hearth-holds experienced threats and how they managed 
the threats to their livelihoods.
Vulnerability is caused by the HIV/AIDS pandemic, rapidly changing environment 
and market liberalisation policies. These have led to an increase in the number of 
single women hearth-holds and resulted in labour shortage among these hearth-
holds. More than two thirds of the hearth-holds in the sample relied on their own 
labour for subsistence farming. The hearth-holds residing as lone residents on 
their homesteads relied on their own labour. This shows that the historical labour 
mobilisation through kinship and reciprocity either were no longer working or were 
not available to single women hearth-holds. This differential access to money for 
hiring labour increased differentiation between the hearth-holds, as hearth-holds 
that hired out their labour could not afford to hire in any labour. The two single 
women with means in the sub-sample obtained labour from the market. Nine of 
the hearth-holds had insufficient labour for their own produce because they hired 
out their labour to other hearth-holds and homesteads. They assisted with weeding, 
harvesting and processing maize in exchange for food and or cash. The five relatively 
successful hearth-holds were the main consumers of the hired labour. The healthy 
single resident hearth-holds all hired out their labour. Some hearth-holds were 
confined to the rural area because of their responsibility for small children. They too 
hired out their labour and thus reduced the labour available work their own land. 
This arrangement increased the vulnerability of the hearth-holds, which hired out 
their labour to food shortage. This was because they did not have enough time to 
invest in their own subsistence production. Vulnerability here refers to the exposure 
to shock and the difficulty with coping. The situation in which at least ten hearth-
holds depended on five hearth-holds for labour shows the extent of dependency of 
the communal area population.
The government has in the past tried to reduce people’s vulnerability to the short rainy 
season and poor soils by providing free seed and fertiliser to the rural inhabitants. 
The government seed was disbursed in February at the end of the rainy season. 
Some households try to use old seeds or buy from the market. In the 2004/5 season, 
the late disbursement of seed by the government increased people’s vulnerability 
to crop failure. Single women hearth-holds were more vulnerable to crop failure as 
they were more reliant on the government seed and fertiliser. Ndamba villagers 
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had an alternative seed source through their participation in the dairy and organic 
farming projects.
The low number of successful farmers in the sample shows the high risk of crop 
failure that hearth-holds that practise agriculture as a portfolio activity are exposed 
to. The hearth-holds who had a successful agricultural season reduce this risk by 
with holding all their produce from the market so they can use it as a buffer against 
crop failures in the future. The poor agricultural performance of single women 
hearth-holds begs the question of why people continue to invest in the activity when 
it is so risky. The stifling of trading opportunities by the government and the poor 
liquidity situation in communal areas has left subsistence agriculture as the only 
legal livelihood activity in the communal areas. This worked when the viability of 
agriculture was assured in the past through government subsidies and sustained 
flow of seeds, fertiliser and money to invest in agriculture from the waged workers. 
The people who engage in trading activities are liable to get arrested by the police 
as this is against the law to trade outside the prescribed commercial trading zones in 
the communal areas. Some authors are of the opinion that women continue to farm 
because they lack resources to diversify (Berkvens, 1997; Andersson, 1999; Huisman, 
2005: 256). The limited capacity of people with no financial flows from urban areas 
to mobilise agricultural inputs illustrates the importance of conceptualising the 
rural and urban as a single social universe rather than two dichotomous spheres.
Single women hearth-holds attempt to mediate the risk of agricultural crop failure 
by working in vlei gardens. These are gardens that are located on wet lands, sponges 
which are less prone to the short rainy season than the arable lands which are 
solely reliant on rainwater. Garden produce provides a supplement to the staple 
diet and can be a source of income. Households without gardens provide a market 
(Bell and Hotchkiss 1991:210). Although they are less vulnerable to drought, vlei 
garden produce is vulnerable to wildlife, domestic livestock and theft. In order to 
reduce the loss of garden produce, individuals have to fence and secure their vlei 
gardens. The distance from the homesteads, decreased pasture and depletion of the 
forest resources made it difficult for the hearth-holds in this study to secure their 
garden adequately. As a result, their vlei gardens were under-utilised. The women 
in both villages had instead opted for home gardens. These are gardens located on 
the residential land, which are irrigated using domestic wastewater and water from 
the homestead well. The hearth-holds without a well and fence on their properties 
were not able to establish home gardens. Ndamba village established a community 
garden, which enabled the women to reduce the high risks associated with individual 
vlei gardens, seasonal water and domestic labour shortage. The Ndamba garden 
project is described below.
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Ndamba’s community-level initiative to reduce hearth-hold vulnerability 
to drought
In 1988, a co-operative garden was established in Ndamba village. This garden was 
located nearer to the homesteads than the vlei gardens. The site of the garden is 
land that belonged to the adjacent village of Mapfumo. The women’s group identified 
the site as ideal for a garden and approached their sabhuku for assistance. The 
sabhuku arranged for a land swap with Mapfumo. The Ndamba sabhuku gave two 
homesteads in exchange for the garden site. The Ndamba sabhuku allocated the land 
to the women’s group. A commercial farmer drilled two wells. A non-governmental 
organisation loaned them money for fencing. All women resident in Ndamba village 
at the time were eligible for co-operative membership. Initially they worked together, 
growing vegetables for sale collectively, hiring and organising transport to urban 
areas. With the proceeds, they paid off the fencing loan and realised some income. 
The co-operative benefited from the advice of all the NGOs that passed through the 
village. After some time, the women decided to subdivide the garden into individual 
plots within the garden. Each woman was allocated some land for individual use. The 
wells and fencing were still maintained communally. The garden gave the women 
opportunities to pool labour and to organise draught collectively. The availability 
of a fence and the community-level obligation to maintain it meant that the crops 
are more secure from theft, wild animals and livestock. During the rainy season 
when the hearth-hold labour has to be spread between the individual garden, arable 
field and co operative garden, the women abandoned their individual vlei gardens 
outside the co-operative gardens and focused on the land in the co-operative garden 
without compromising nutrition in the homesteads. Without the co-operative garden, 
the women would not have been able to produce supplementary food as the costs 
and labour of walking to, fencing and individually maintaining the vlei gardens 
are higher. The hearth-holds’ participation in the garden project enabled them to 
receive inputs, information and advice that would be otherwise difficult to access 
at the individual household level. During the dry season when the water table in 
the wells was lower, the women took turns to water their vegetables, some watering 
in the morning and others in the evening to ensure there was enough water to go 
around. Members also assisted each other with weeding and watering vegetables in 
times of illness or when a member had to go away to attend a funeral or other social 
obligation. Portions of land were easily lent to other women by relatives or those 
not utilising their portion. The younger women who were not members of the co-
operative benefited through borrowing the land belonging to the older women. One 
of the women was not using her plots because she was nursing an ill person. Two 
women did not use their plots because they had inadequate labour. Younger women 
borrowed plots from their relatives and mothers-in-law. The activity of gardening is 
most useful in enhancing household nutrition and decreasing expenditure on food. 
Two widows in the sample employed other people to work in their garden, though 
production is mostly for their own consumption.
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This community-level initiative has reduced the vulnerability of women in the 
communal area to garden produce loss and rain dependent agriculture. Through 
this effort, women were able to secure access to land, water, fencing, market, 
technology and opportunities to diversify their livelihoods. Six of the women in 
the sample participated in the garden project. They were all in Ndamba. Makuku 
village attempted to establish a village garden as well. The village head allocated the 
co-operative some land for this purpose. However, the sabhuku’s mother claimed 
this land for herself as it had been allocated to her son who works as a teacher in 
town. As a result, Makuku had no co-operative garden. The minutes of the Makuku 
sabhuku’s secretary show that in Makuku 3 immigrants had set up gardens along 
the riverbanks and livestock routes to the river. This was another source of conflict 
between the autochthons and immigrants in Makuku.
7.4  Hearth-hold livelihood decision making: typologies of 
hearth-holds
An individual hearth-hold’s livelihood assets and decision making determine 
livelihood outcomes. The life stories of single women hearth-holds in the sample 
were analysed using the pathways concept. The pathways of individual women are a 
matrix of different bundles of livelihood capitals and livelihood shocks. The pathways 
illustrate the variation in resources, contingency and agency of the individual single 
woman. Hearth-holds’ health and/or burden of care and access to steady and reliable 
non-agricultural income are an important determinant of diversification capacity. 
The positions are also influenced by processes associated with the formation and 
development of households, together with the longer-term processes of accumulation 
and loss of assets (Francis, 2002:536). Because it is historical, the pathways concept 
allows us to take into consideration the impact of various processes on single women 
hearth-hold decision-making. The single women hearth-holds in the current study 
showed differences in level of diversification, depending on wealth, age group and 
location of single women-directed hearth-holds. Single women need access to living 
space from which they can organise access to opportunities to procure labour, land 
and financial capital from the market and/or networks. An examination of the 
individual women’s pathways allows us to illustrate the diversity in hearth-hold 
decision-making.
The matrix of pathways shows that the individual hearth-holds studied were all 
unique. An attempt to draw generalisations revealed some common characteristics 
however. These are represented in Table 7.2. The typology divides hearth-holds 
into five groups according to their position on a continuum. These ranged from 
group I, hearth-holds that diversified into accumulation, to group V, hearth-holds 
that failed to construct viable livelihoods and succumbed to the shocks. The criteria 
used to classify the hearth-holds were the viability of their livelihoods, livelihood 
portfolios, and the capacity of the individual hearth-holds to sustain an independent 
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Table 7.2. Differentiation of single women hearth-holds.
Characteristics Assets Portfolio 
Category I: Hearth-holds: diversification into accumulation of assets (4 hearth-holds)
Independent, well maintained homestead, able to save and invest surplus
Mean age of head (66)
No longer child bearing
Single for at least ten years
Adult children
Healthy
No AIDS-related burden 
Healthy head
Independent, well maintained 
homestead Agricultural land
Co-resident with family 
members (labour) livestock
Owned agricultural inputs 
(draught, seed, labour), 
livestock
Kinship, Social networks
Diverse viable activities, regular 
receipts of non-agricultural 
income
Surplus agricultural production 
requirements
High capital-high return 
activities (livestock, pig 
rearing, beer brewing 
construction, cross border 
trading, pottery)
Land baroness
Category II: Hearth-holds that are managing (3 hearth-holds)
Independent homesteads. Get enough to meet day to day needs. Do not accumulate 
Mean age of head (59)
No longer child bearing
Small resident population (max 
two residents)
Healthy
Cannot afford to pay for 
medical care
No burden of caring for ill and/
or young children 
Healthy individuals
Independent, poorly 
maintained homestead
Own labour, community, arable 
land, Social networks
Erratic remittances
High reliance on transfers 
from government and non-
governmental agencies for 
agricultural inputs increases 
risk of agricultural failure
Manage risk by trading their 
labour in exchange for food 
and agricultural inputs
Depend on NGO activities
Pottery, beer brewing, healing
Category III: Vulnerable (7 hearth-holds)
Independent homesteads poorly maintained who rely heavily on transfers
Mean age of head (54)
Child bearing and post-child 
bearing
Hosting ill adult and/or young 
children
Cannot afford medical care
Losing assets over time
Independent homestead, 
poorly maintained, arable 
land
Community membership
Heavy burden of care reduces 
capacity to pursue livelihood 
activities
Cannot produce subsistence 
even if they receive all 
agricultural inputs on time
Rely on transfers and charity 
(family, church, state)
Illegal trading of poached 
natural produce
Commercial farm work
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homestead. The typologies are not fixed. Though generally hearth-holds gradually 
slipped downwards as they struggled with the increasingly difficult conditions, 
some progressed to less vulnerable categories over time. Age is important because it 
relates to experience, accumulation of assets, and possible assistance from children. 
The hearth-holds’ relationship to the village head was also an important asset for 
their hearth-holds in negotiating access to other livelihood capitals in the village. 
The extent to which hearth-holds were able to gain access to livelihood capitals and 
mediate vulnerability to the volatile and deteriorating environment over the life 
course determined the sustainability of their livelihoods.
7.4.1 Hearth-holds type I: diversification into accumulation
Type I hearth-holds all headed and controlled independent, well-maintained 
homesteads. The average age of the hearth-hold head was 66 years. Over time, all 
the hearth-holds had successfully diversified their livelihood portfolios, which reduced 
Table 7.2. Continued.
Characteristics Assets Portfolio 
Category IV: Dependent vulnerable hearth-holds ( 7 hearth-holds)
Hearth-holds embedded in other people’s homesteads lack livelihood capitals to negotiate access to 
independent homestead and sustain an independent livelihood
Mean age of head (31)
Child-bearing and/or ill
Dependent children
Hearth-hold split between two 
residences
Lack independent homestead
Labour and sometimes
Social networks
Not accumulating assets to 
buffer hearth-holds in the 
short term 
Lack livelihood capitals 
to negotiate access to 
independent homestead
High reliance on host (parents, 
family)
Experimental trading; irregular, 
erratic, low income; high risk-
low return activities
Category V: Succumbed hearth-holds (1 hearth-hold)
Wholly dependent for food, shelter and care
Age of head 32 year old
All members ill
Dead, dissolved
Kinship support
Source: Author Fieldwork 2004/5.
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their vulnerability to agricultural failure and poor economic conditions and secured 
their livelihoods. The hearth-holds had diverse non-agricultural income sources in 
their portfolios. The minimum age of the hearth-hold head in this category was 50, 
meaning that the women had acquired experience and accumulated assets, and that 
most likely their children had grown and left the house. All hearth-holds heads in 
this category were relatively healthy and were not hosting ill adults. Though some of 
the hearth-holds had lost family members to AIDS, the accumulated asset base had 
enabled them to weather the setback. The hearth-holds in category I formed the core 
of the successful agricultural producers. They were able to mobilise agricultural inputs 
for their hearth-holds well before the onset of the rains and could produce surplus 
from their agricultural activities. They had stopped marketing their agricultural 
surplus, using it instead as a buffer and for negotiating access to labour and other 
livelihood capitals. They hired labour from the poorer hearth-holds. The women 
were able to accumulate some savings, as shown by the capital intensive investments 
they made. Diversification provided a buffer against short, medium and long-term 
risks. The hearth-holds’ livelihoods remained vulnerable to the volatile conditions 
in different ways, as highlighted in the following case summaries.
Mary: weathering shocks through diversification
Mary, who was living in Ndamba village, was a 50-year-old widow heading a 
homestead and already widowed for 12 years in 2005. She had the best-developed 
and maintained homestead in the two villages of Ndamba and Makuku. She lived 
at the house with her two adult sons and a grandson. One of the sons was married 
and his wife lived here with Mary. Mary and her husband were allocated the 
homestead by sabhuku Ndamba in 1977. The husband worked in the urban areas 
while Mary looked after the homestead and farmed, producing maize for sale. The 
husband constructed two buildings. In 1990, Mary was elected to go and represent 
the village at a meeting of co-operatives in Tanzania. She obtained a passport to 
undertake this trip. Her husband died in 1993. Mary continued to live and farm on 
the homestead after her husband’s death. She also had access to the rental income 
from the property in Harare and her deceased husband’s pension. Mary managed 
to put her children through school. In 1998, she decided to use her passport to try 
cross-border trading. She received assistance from her neighbours at the house in 
Harare73 who had relevant experience. Mary used her savings from crop sales to 
invest in the cross-border activities. She bought artwork from Zimbabwe for resale in 
South Africa and brought blankets and clothing for resale to people working in the 
mines. She added another building to the homestead and invested in solar power. 
She also completed the construction of the house in Harare, which she and her 
husband had started while he was still alive. Mary’s married son lost his employment 
73 Mary interacted with her neighbours when she went to Harare to visit her husband who had lived 
and worked in Harare.
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during operation Restore Order and moved back to Mary’s homestead with his wife. 
Mary’s unemployed son and the daughter-in-law helped her to keep the house and 
looked after it when she was absent. The widow’s 19-year-old son, who was also 
unemployed, lived at the homestead. Mary did not travel between November 2004 
and February 2005 as she was engaged in agricultural production on her homestead. 
The widow obtained all her agricultural inputs from the market and well before the 
onset of the rains. In 2004/5 she harvested 19 90kg bags of maize. She had 13 bags 
left over from the previous year in her granary. She did not sell any of her maize. She 
hired people from the village for agricultural work, fetching firewood and working 
on her co-operative garden. Mary’s elder son had some erratic employment and 
used the proceeds to fund his homestead development. The younger son did not 
engage in agricultural activities. When foreign currency became scarce as a result 
of the sanctions imposed on the Zimbabwe government in 2001, Mary resorted to 
the black market. During operation Restore Order, the artwork suppliers relocated 
and controls at the border increased. The widow went to South Africa but returned 
with nothing because she could not afford to pay the high import duties levied by 
the customs and excise officials at the border.
Mary’s hearth-hold weathered the shock of losing her spouse with the assets that 
they had accumulated over time. She continued to farm and managed to educate her 
children. When her son lost his employment, Mary's hearth-hold's diversifed portfolio 
limited its exposure to this shock. Mary’s timely decision to venture into cross-border 
trading reduced her hearth-hold’s vulnerability to agriculture-related activities. As 
a result, she consolidated her portfolio by investing in immovable property. Mary’s 
access to foreign currency shielded her homestead from the inflationary pressures 
that were haunting the Zimbabwean economy. The hearth-hold’s livelihood portfolio 
remained vulnerable to the licensing regulations in Zimbabwe, which constrained 
her business, and the scarcity of foreign currency. Mary risked arrest by trading 
without a licence and by acquiring foreign currency on the black market. The widow 
reduced these risks by continued agricultural activities. As a result, she had a store 
of maize which she could consume or dispose of in times of stress. The availability 
of resident adults in the house, caused by a delayed departure of adult children from 
the parental home, increased the woman’s access to labour. The son’s wife helped 
with the agricultural activities and the children provided security for the homestead 
when Mary travelled on business. She was absent for periods ranging from 2 to four 
weeks at a time. The adult children’s livelihoods and those of their families are 
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vulnerable to the death or illness of the mother or the collapse of her business in 
the long term, although the widow has insured against this risk by investing in the 
urban property. By engaging in cross border trade and renting out the urban property. 
The example illustrates how a diversified portfolio, strong economic rural-urban 
connections and strategic decision-making enable a hearth-hold to survive the loss 
of a household head and maintain assets in a hostile environment.
Ann: combining experience and seniority to consolidate a homestead
Ann was approximately 80 years old in 2005. She lived in Makuku. She had never 
been to school74. Ann lived in a homestead which was well fenced and had an 
independent well and toilet. There was a chicken coop and a kraal for her six head 
of cattle. The homestead had one brick and asbestos structure, a granary and a 
thatched hut. There was a kitchen garden on the property. In 2005, Ann lived with 
her divorced daughter and divorced son (a war veteran75) and his two daughters. 
The divorced son and daughter had relocated to their mother’s homestead at the 
end of their own marriages. The divorced son left his own homestead as a dongo in 
Makuku village. The son had purchased this land on the market as he was not in his 
patriarchal village. Ann was born in Makuku and left the village when she married. 
Ann’s husband was a police officer in the urban area and she was farming in the 
rural area. This arrangement enabled the couple to secure financial capital to invest 
in their agricultural activities and reduce their vulnerability to the short agricultural 
season, frequent drought and crop failure. They had a son. The husband died after a 
short illness Ann decided against a kugarwa nhaka marriage and moved back to her 
natal village in Makuku. This was because the deceased husband’s brother already 
had two wives and Ann decided that joining his homestead would have reduced 
her hearth-hold to poverty. There, her father, who was the sabhuku, allocated Ann 
her own homestead and helped her to construct a dwelling and clear the land for 
farming. Ann received her deceased husband’s pension, worked on commercial 
farms, performed maricho76 for other villagers and moulded bricks for people in the 
village to sustain her hearth-hold. At the time Ann was doing this, the Zimbabwe 
economy was thriving, employment was easy to come by and Africans were not 
allowed to own urban property. They invested the proceeds of their employment 
into the development of rural homesteads for their retirement. This increase the 
demand for bricks and Ann was able to secure financial income from brick moulding. 
Through these efforts, she developed her homestead and acquired livestock. Ann 
74 Ann has no concept of dates and time. She could not even relate to major events like ESAP, independence, 
etc.
75 The divorced son did no agricultural work. He received the monthly gratuity for war veterans from 
the Government of Zimbabwe but he did not contribute to the house. He drank away all his money and 
did not even pay his daughters’ school fees.
76 Piece work performed for other villagers in exchange for food, soap, salt, old clothing or money.
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left her homestead in her father’s village when she married another man. They had 
two children, after which the man died. Ann returned to her homestead in Makuku. 
When she was too old to work on the commercial farms, Ann focused on farming 
her own land and brewing beer. This diversification reduced her vulnerability to 
poverty and old age. In addition to her own land, Ann controlled the dongo (see 
Section 6.2) of her other son who had moved to a former commercial farm, a dongo 
which belonged to her now deceased brother and her deceased parents’ dongo. She 
arguably had the most land in the village. Ann leased out some of her land to land-
short immigrants in Makuku. Although she had six head of cattle, four of them were 
calves so she had to enter into some pooling arrangements to plough her land. She 
purchased agricultural inputs on the market and did not rely on the government-
supplied inputs. In 2004/5 she harvested 3 50 kg bags of maize. Ann bought firewood 
from the young men in the village. The sabhuku Makuku tried to sell some of her 
arable land but she successfully resisted this move. She was worried about the 
increasing number of people settling in the village as this increased pressure on her 
accumulated land holdings. Every week she brewed beer for sale. Ann’s son on the 
commercial farms supplied her with maize and firewood. When her cows calved, 
Ann also sold milk. This increased the diversity in her activity portfolio.
Ann’s pathway shows how a hearth-hold over time moved from a dependent 
vulnerable position (Category IV) to one where she was able to accumulate assets 
and successfully diversify (Category I). The woman’s long experience in brewing beer 
enabled her to establish a reputation, which ensured a constant stream of customers 
to her beer parties. The woman’s senior position enabled her to accumulate land 
in a village where land holdings sizes were increasingly falling because of the land 
market. This accumulated land was a source of livelihood as she hired it out to 
land-short people. The woman’s decision to accumulate land at a time of increasing 
land demand placed her in a good position and increased her security, as land was 
becoming a scarce commodity. Ann’s senior position enabled her to defend her land 
against the sabhuku, who had a lower rank. The presence of a war veteran son on her 
homestead protected her land interests against the sabhuku. The return of her adult 
son and daughter to the homestead following the end of their marriages increased 
her access to labour for beer brewing and agriculture. The woman also received 
remittances from her other son and these enabled her to gain maximum returns 
from her agricultural investment. The consumption sheet for this widow showed 
that, between April and August 2005, she was purchasing sugar, yeast, grain and 
firewood for brewing beer on a weekly basis. The woman’s successful diversification 
into beer brewing and ‘estate management’ enabled her to overcome the risks of 
the agricultural decline. The ownership of cattle and control of land represents a 
form of savings, which she could liquidate in times of stress. Ann's health despite 
her advanced age was another important asset. The hearth-hold developed her 
homestead through harnessing people’s investment into rural property. When this 
was no longer viable, Ann diversified into beer brewing, ‘estate management’ and 
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the receipt of remittances from her employed son. This ensured the hearth-hold’s 
continued access to goods and services on the rural-urban continuum, goods and 
services that were crucial for the maintenance of the homestead.
Matty: immigrant widow consolidating a successful homestead
Matty was aged between 65 and 70 years. She lived in Makuku village with two 
orphaned grandchildren. The house was a three-bedroom brick under tile structure 
built by her husband when he was alive. The property was well fenced and maintained. 
There was a good orchard, a well-maintained thatched kitchen, protected well; cattle 
pen and chicken coop. Matty purchased all her agricultural inputs and hired labour 
and draught. She harvested 750 kg bags of maize in 2004/5. Matty lost a 32-year-
old widowed daughter, a 26-year-old married daughter and her husband between 
2000 and 2005. She had a house in Harare and her only surviving child, a divorced 
daughter, lived in the United Kingdom. This daughter was a source of remittances. 
Matty had one cow on the premises, two goats and 28 chickens. Matty came to live 
in Makuku in 1976 after her husband retired from his job in town. The couple retired 
to the rural areas where life was cheaper and to free up the urban property so they 
could rent it out for a fee. The income from the urban property would be the source 
of financial capital for the couple. The couple purchased the land from the sabhuku. 
The husband had until then been employed as a factory worker in Harare. Matty’s 
husband died after a short illness. Matty succeeded to her husband’s estate as all his 
male relatives had died before him. She also inherited a house in Harare, a plough, 
a scotch cart and a bicycle from the deceased husband’s estate. She collected rent 
from the house in Harare and received remittances from her daughter in the United 
Kingdom. Matty hired labour for the collection of firewood and the maintenance 
of her homestead garden. When ill, Matty travelled to her daughter in the UK for 
medical treatment.
Matty’s hearth-hold moved to Makuku early on in life, so that by the time the 
multiple shocks of ESAP, operation Restore Order and economic decline occurred, 
her hearth-hold was well enough established to weather the shocks because of the 
constant receipt of remittances, access to her deceased husband’s pension and 
rental from the house in Harare. She was so well established that, even when the 
hearth-hold suffered multiple adult deaths in a short space of time, the remaining 
income sources were enough to sustain her hearth-hold at above subsistence level. 
Matty was able to survive in Makuku as an immigrant because she obtained services 
from the market. Her access to foreign currency from her daughter in the United 
Kingdom buffered her hearth-hold against inflation. Matty’s hearth-hold’s connections 
changed over her life time in line with their changing circumstances. As with all 
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the hearth-holds in category I, the homestead was developed through the exchange 
of labour and finance between the rural and urban spaces. The rural area served 
as a retirement home for the couple while the money earned in the urban areas 
was used to develop the homestead and accumulate agricultural assets. Though 
the hearth-holds lost human capital through the deaths of family members and the 
head of the house, the hearth-holds secured financial income by maintaining the 
ownership of an urban property and relationship with a daughter in the United 
Kingdom that ensured the hearth-hold’s access to financial capital. This reduced 
Matty’s hearth-hold’s vulnerability to the depletion of human capital, the worsening 
economic environment and the increasing difficult conditions under which the 
contribution of agriculture to the livelihood portfolio declined.
Riba: consolidating a livelihood through opportunistic decision making
Riba was 70 years old in 2005. The Makuku sabhuku was her son. Riba lived 
with a 36-year-old daughter who had six children77. Riba was responsible for her 
grandchildren’s school fees, clothing and care. Riba’s other children, two sons and 
a daughter worked and lived in the urban areas. They sent her remittances. She 
had two employees aged 11 and 14, respectively. One herded the livestock and 
the other helped her with the housework and care of her grandchildren. She had 
a cow, six pigs and some chickens. Her homestead was well developed. She had a 
large piece of arable land and had also accumulated control of more land through 
upward inheritance (see Section 6.3.1) and by assuming control of land belonging 
to her son who had moved to live at his place of employment. The son who was 
a teacher lived at the accommodation provided for teachers at the school. During 
the school holidays he came to the village and lived in his mother’s homestead. 
Though he had been working for more than five years, the son had not accumulated 
adequate capital to develop his homestead in the rural areas. This means without his 
mother’s homestead, he had no place to retire to at the end of his working life. The 
diverse portfolio enabled Riba to accumulate financial capital which she invested in 
physical assets. In 2005, she completed the construction of a three-bedroom brick 
under asbestos house and repaired the roof of her thatched kitchen. Riba’s husband 
worked and lived in town while she lived in the rural areas and farmed. When her 
husband died, Riba continued to live in Makuku village. She inherited a house in 
Harare and continued to use the rural homestead. She also continued to farm and 
was producing surplus for sale. Through these efforts and her husband’s pension, 
Riba managed to educate all her children. In 2001, Riba abandoned her homestead 
in Makuku after the villagers accused her of witchcraft78. She sold her seven cows 
and returned to her natal village in another communal area in Zimbabwe. She lived 
there for two years. (While in her natal village, she was using her deceased parents’ 
77 This daughter was also one of the hearth-holds in the sample though she was in category III.
78 One of her grandchildren died. The villagers hired a faith healer who accused Riba of killing the child.
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dongo.) Riba returned to Makuku to take care of her adult son who was now ill and 
living on his own. Her son died in 2004 from tuberculosis and chest pains. In 2003, 
she sold some of her arable land to immigrants in Makuku and used the proceeds to 
invest in a pig-rearing venture. Riba’s was one of the few homesteads that purchased 
agricultural inputs on the market and she used all her arable land during the 2004/5 
agricultural season. She also collected government seed but put it away for the 
following year as it was delivered late. Riba’s grandchildren and labourers provided 
additional labour. Her children also gave her money to hire extra labour (maricho). 
She had vegetables in the vlei garden. In the 2004/5 season she harvested a surplus. 
She bought more grain on the market, however, to insure her hearth-hold in case 
there was another drought. She built a new three-roomed house with the assistance 
of her children, and this was completed in May 2005. Riba’s son-in-law delivered 
asbestos roofing. In June 2005 she collected thatch to repair her old home. She hired 
some boys to cut wood for her and some poles to reconstruct the pigpen. During 
the dry season, Riba produced pottery pots. She hired labour to collect clay and 
firewood for her pottery business. The demand for the pottery was high and Riba 
was having difficulty meeting the demand. Riba usually bartered pottery for grain. 
Although she has an urban house, she does not receive rent from it as one of her 
sons resides in it. In September 2005, she had to go and care for an adult daughter 
who was ill. Riba’s pottery business suffered in her absence.
Riba’s life story tells of a hearth-hold that survived through a series of livelihood shocks, 
including the death of the male head, an adult son and the temporary relocation of 
the hearth-hold’s head. This is another homestead, which had accumulated enough 
assets to tide it over the shock of losing the homestead male head. Riba’s pottery skills 
have proved a solid asset against declining returns to agriculture and the deteriorating 
economic conditions in Zimbabwe. Riba used her pottery to accumulate grain. Riba’s 
residence in Makuku and her position as the sabhuku’s mother enabled her to take 
advantage of the land market. She disposed of some land to raise money for a pig 
project. This challenges the general belief that single women hearth-holds are just 
care takers on inherited land as in this case, they even have the power to dispose 
of the inherited land. Riba also leases out some of her accumulated land. Although 
she suffered a setback when she abandoned her homestead, she was able to rebuild 
her livelihood when she returned because of her monopoly of the pottery market 
and, accumulated land interests and the income from the urban property which 
then was rented out to tenants. Like Mary, Riba’s portfolio was robust enough to 
withstand the death of an adult son and the burden of caring for her daughter and her 
six children. She coped with the demands of looking after small children by hiring 
a maid. Her position as the sabhuku’s relative made it easier for her to resist any 
move to appropriate her land for the market. Riba’s access to cash enabled her to pay 
for services like pottery clay collection and firewood collection. The hearth-hold’s 
portfolio shows that the unit was accumulating assets and reducing its dependence 
on risky agricultural activities. The type of investments she made shows the extent 
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of her hearth-hold’s liquidity in a highly unstable environment. Riba’s life history 
shows how hearth-holds manage the loss of a bread winner and cash income from 
wage labour by increasing dependence on remittances and developing a market 
niche in this case the pottery business which enabled her to continue to tap into 
financial flows on the rural-urban connections.
7.4.2 Hearth-holds II: managing
Hearth-holds in Category II had an average age of 59 years. The three hearth-holds 
(two in Ndamba and one in Makuku) in this category were managing. These hearth-
holds managed through their diversified activities to meet their daily needs. They 
however remained vulnerable to death, illness and climatic variability. However, 
category II hearth-holds were poorer than hearth-holds in category one as they lacked 
the livelihood capitals to maintain their homesteads, diversify into less risky activities 
and buffer them against a catastrophe. Although type II hearth-holds managed 
independent homesteads like those of type I their homestead infrastructure was 
deteriorating over time. Type II hearth-holds had a small resident population. Besides 
the homesteads, their assets were their health and labour. These hearth- holds had 
limited access to non-agricultural income which undermined their capacity to engage 
in agricultural activities and diversify their asset portfolios. The hearth-holds relied 
on government seed handouts, free ploughing provided by their relatives, and their 
own labour. Over time, the hearth-holds lost assets due to the recurring shocks caused 
by HIV and AIDS, the volatile socio-economic conditions and Operation Restore 
Order. Unlike the hearth-holds in Category I, type II hearth-holds were not able 
to restore their livelihoods after suffering a setback. Women in these hearth-holds 
offered labour in exchange for food, which reduced the labour available for the timely 
preparation of their own land and increased their vulnerability to crop failure. These 
hearth-holds compensated the diminishing returns of agriculture by diversifying 
into less risky activities in the locality like working for better-off households. The 
diversification strategies they followed ensured that they maintained the viability of 
their hearth-holds on their independent homesteads. They did not have the burden 
of caring for ill adults or young children. However, the hearth-holds were highly 
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dependent on their capacity to perform work, and ill health or the assumption of a 
burden of care would push these hearth-holds into Category III.
Petronella: managing agricultural risk through selling one’s own labour
Petronella was a 57-year-old illiterate widow who was born in Ndamba. The widow 
lived with a 19 year-old unmarried son on the homestead. The well and toilet 
collapsed and the buildings were in desperate need of maintenance. This rendered 
the hearth-hold vulnerable to the loss of physical capital and shelter. Petronella 
had two head of cattle, which she obtained through the Heifer project in Ndamba. 
She started working on the commercial farms as a teenager. There she met and 
married a Mozambican. They lived and worked on the commercial farm where they 
were provided with housing, food subsidies and access to a clinic by the farmer. 
The benefits from the employer reduced the household’s vulnerability to disease 
and poverty. The woman and her husband left the farm during the liberation war 
in Zimbabwe and secured a homestead in Ndamba with their four children79. The 
couple continued to work on the commercial farms. They never owned any livestock 
and did not engage in any subsistence agriculture. They relied on the commercial 
farms for their entire livelihood. During the agricultural boom in the early 1980s, 
the couple obtained subsidised draught power, seed and fertiliser, and engaged in 
agriculture on their homestead. They temporarily abandoned commercial farm 
work as they harvested surplus produce which they sold, and even constructed 
a granary. The husband resumed work on the commercial farms and Petronella 
diversified into local piecework. The husband fell ill and died from chest pains 
in 1998. Petronella assumed control of the homestead and remained in Ndamba. 
Her three children stopped attending school after the death of their father, as she 
could not afford to pay for them. Petronella’s children married and moved out. 
Petronella survived entirely on selling her labour. This left her with little time to 
invest in her own arable land. In the 2004/5 agricultural season, she tried to engage 
in subsistence farming. She used old seed and government supplied seed, which 
was delivered late. She did not apply any fertiliser to her crop. The woman hired 
someone to plough her arable land but she was not able to pay him. She harvested 
less than one 20 kg bag of maize for the 2004/5 season. This was inadequate for 
her hearth-hold’s consumption needs and rendered them vulnerable to starvation. 
In order to mediate the vulnerability, Petronella abandoned her co-operative and 
garden plot and focused instead on working for those households who could afford 
to buy agricultural inputs on time and hire labour. She provided labour on a more 
or less continuous basis for households in Category I. She worked in other people’s 
arable fields and vegetable gardens, and even collected firewood for them. She was 
paid for the work in maize meal grain on which she and her hearth-hold relied for 
79 Apparently, the guerrillas threatened to kill any sabhuku who refused to allocate land to other landless 
Africans.
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domestic consumption. The widow also did the laundry at the local school and 
was employed to sweep the dairy. She occasionally brewed beer when she had 
accumulated cash for all the inputs. She also provided healing services to the local 
community80. When the cows calved, she had milk for home consumption and for 
sale to other villagers. One of her cows died in August 2005.
The hearth-hold’s pathway shows how a livelihood portfolio shrinks over time as a 
result of its vulnerability to death and the variable climate and strategic decisions that 
sustain the hearth-holds and enable it to maintain a livelihood. Through Petronella’s 
pathways we reconstructed a marginal livelihood which is sustained by opportunistic 
decision making. The move to Ndamba and diversification from sole reliance on 
the commercial farm enabled the hearth-hold to survive the death of the husband. 
In Ndamba, the widow had access to an independent homestead which was not 
vulnerable to the fast track land reform that undermined commercial farm-based 
livelihoods. The decision to relocate introduced her to the network through which 
she gained access to employment and to NGO activities through which she managed 
to diversify her portfolio further. The portfolio of May 2005 shows that the hearth-
hold was constructing a livelihood exclusively from non-farm work which involved 
performing agricultural chores such as harvesting, shelling and winnowing maize; 
fetching firewood; herding cattle; working in the co-operative garden; working on 
the commercial farms; cleaning the heifer project premises; and doing laundry for 
schoolchildren. The woman was paid in cash and/or produce for her work. The 
resident son added to the livelihood by herding cattle and selling firewood. The 
Ndamba village head’s wife facilitated the widow’s access to the school where she 
was doing laundry. Petronella’s participation in the heifer project earned her a job 
as a cleaner at the dairy project. The performance of continuous piecework requires 
reliability and availability to provide a service to clients because some tasks such 
as gardening, herding cattle, sweeping at the dairy and laundry are routine and can 
only be performed by a healthy woman without maternal responsibilities. Although 
this left her with inadequate time to invest in her own subsistence farming, the 
activities reduced her hearth-hold’s direct exposure to agricultural failure and poverty. 
Petronella’s hearth-hold life story explores the circumstance of a communal area 
resident that had limited access to financial capital. This was mainly because the 
hearth-hold failed to export labour to the urban areas. Though the hearth-hold lacked 
direct rural-urban connections, she indirectly benefited from the flow of good and 
80 In August 2005, a young woman who was pregnant died in Ndamba village. According to custom, the 
baby and mother are not related in afterlife. So they must be buried separately. Previously, the hospitals 
would remove the foetus. In this case it was not done. The dead girl’s grandmother insisted that they take 
out the stranger in her grand daughter’s womb. She threatened that, if they did not do so, anyone else 
who fell pregnant in the village would die in the sixth month like her grand daughter. Ndamba village 
contracted Petronella to separate the corpses. The foetus was buried in the riverbed, as is local custom. 
The dead mother was buried on an anthill, like all adults. Petronella was paid with a goat, a chicken and 
a million Zimbabwe dollars.
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services by developing labour contracts with the hearth-holds that had direct access 
to the rural-urban nexus. The hearth-hold’s portfolio of activities, though diverse, only 
enabled her to meet her daily needs. The livestock show how external interventions 
by institutions like the government and non-governmental organisations can increase 
the people's livelihood vulnerability by increasing their access to livelihood capitals 
in this case livestock, which enable the vulnerable people to diversify their activities 
and acquire assets that can enable them to mobilise other capitals.
Tracy: exploiting a niche to secure livelihood
Tracy was a 68-year-old illiterate woman living alone on her parents’ dongo in 
Ndamba. There was one hut. She had no well or toilet and relied on her neighbours’ 
facilities. The sabhuku was her nephew. When she was young, Tracy married a man 
from another communal area. Tracy and her husband lived in Harare and worked 
as domestic workers. The husband died before the couple had set up a homestead. 
They had two children. Tracy married her deceased husband’s younger brother 
and had more children. When her second husband died, she left the village and 
her children after the husband’s family accused her of witchcraft. She returned to 
Ndamba, her natal village. She lived with her parents and learnt pottery skills from 
her mother. When her children had grown up and were working, they bought a 
homestead for Tracy in another communal area,81 and she moved there. She lived 
for seven years farming and making clay pots. She did not get on with her daughters-
in-law. Then she was called back to Ndamba to look after her widowed sister who 
was ill. When the sister died, Tracy stayed on in Ndamba. The children did not visit 
or send any money to her because they accused her of witchcraft. Her nephew, the 
sabhuku, ploughed some land for her for free in 2004/5. She hoed the rest of the 
land by hand. She planted organic seed that was disbursed free of charge by the 
NGO, Fambidzanai. She gathered organic fertiliser for the seed. She also planted 
old seed. She did not have any chemical fertiliser. She did not have a plot in the co-
operative garden as it was established in her absence. She borrowed land from the 
sabhuku’s wife where she grew some vegetables for herself. She harvested less than 
5 kg of maize in 2004/5. As this was inadequate to feed herself, she took up casual 
work for a local woman. The widow also made clay pots. The pots were always in 
demand as they were used as domestic utensils and increasingly in the church. She 
bartered clay pots for maize and then sold the maize for money. She was the sister 
of the spirit medium. She had the ‘job’ of brewing beer for the various rituals at the 
spirit medium’s homestead. Beer takes two weeks to prepare and brew. During that 
81 A woman who is in the care of her natal family is perceived as a dependent of the natal family. Such 
arrangements also imply failure by the husband and/or children to look after their mother. Tracy’s 
children wished to fulfil their obligation to look after their mother in her old age. Since she had lost 
the homestead in their father’s village, the children bought her a homestead on the informal market in 
another communal area.
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time, she abandoned her homestead and resided at the spirit medium’s homestead. 
The spirit medium provided food for her. The frequency of ceremonies ensured that 
the widow was almost always working. When she was not brewing beer, she sold 
her pottery. She collected pottery clay by head from the riverbed and relied on the 
Ndamba forest for firewood. Tracy relied on the Ndamba sabhuku’s children to assist 
her with pricing her pots and looking after her homestead when she was absent. 
Tracy also regularly received drought relief food from the government.
Tracy’s current situation emerged out of frequent dislocation as a result of which she 
was not able to accumulate livelihood assets like the women in Category I. However, 
she confronted each shock with the livelihood capitals at her disposal. The strategies 
included kugarwa nhaka (see Box 5.1) and matongo. Tracy’s relocation to Ndamba 
after the death of her second husband gave her an opportunity to learn pottery skills 
from her mother. Tracy’s obligation to care for her ill sister forced her to abandon her 
homestead. In that move, she lost a homestead but gained another through matongo. 
Tracy settled in Ndamba and managed to construct her livelihood through kinship, 
agricultural activities, and her pottery and her beer brewing skills. Kinship enabled 
her to access matongo, the Ndamba community and the spirit medium. The pottery 
making and beer brewing were exclusive skills through which she negotiated access 
to finance and labour. Pottery is seasonal. However, work at the spirit medium’s house 
continues throughout the whole year. Tracy farmed because she had access to land, 
and the Ndamba community enabled her to access agricultural inputs through the 
NGO activities. Even so, she failed to produce enough for her own subsistence. This 
rendered her hearth-hold vulnerable to crop failure and starvation. Tracy mediated 
this vulnerability by working for the spirit medium and bartering her pottery for 
grain. Tracy’s portfolio ensured her survival even when her children withheld their 
support. Tracy’s livelihood was vulnerable to her falling ill and or succumbing to 
old age at the time of the research.
Tessa: from farm worker to subsistence farmer
Tessa was a 52-year-old widow who resided in Makuku. She lived with her 18-year-
old son and a five-year-old nephew. The house was a well-constructed but poorly 
maintained brick structure. There was a well, which had collapsed. Tessa grew up 
in Makuku village. She married a commercial farm worker. In 1989, Tessa and her 
husband negotiated with her father who was the sabhuku in Makuku for space to 
construct their residence. They constructed two huts. They had three children. 
Tessa and her husband lived in Makuku and full-time commercial farm workers. 
They obtained food from the commercial farming areas. Tessa’s husband fell ill and 
died in 1995. Over the years, Tessa’s huts started to disintegrate and she could not 
maintain them. Tessa negotiated with the sabhuku for permission to occupy a dongo 
that belonged to a deceased sibling of Tessa and the sabhuku. The deceased man 
had constructed a solid brick and mortar house. His wife and young children left 
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the village after his death. Tessa and her sons moved into the ‘new’ house and had 
better shelter. Tessa maintained her own dongo and used it for agriculture. Tessa’s 
sons were reluctant to invest in either of their two matongo because they feared the 
risk of eviction by their mother’s relatives. Tessa’s health was deteriorating as she 
became older. In 2000, Tessa stopped going to work on the commercial farms and 
focused on farming in Makuku and leasing out land to immigrants. The hearth-hold 
had inadequate labour and relied on government seed for planting. Tessa’s sabhuku 
brother sometimes ploughed for her. One of Tessa’s employed sons sometimes 
sent her remittances. Tessa performed maricho for other households in Makuku in 
exchange for grain. During the fieldwork period, Tessa’s 18-year-old son secured 
employment in the urban area and moved out of his mother’s house. However, he 
did not send any money to his mother in Makuku.
Tessa’s is a hearth-hold that, after working all her life, did not manage to accumulate 
anything. This is consistent with the finding (Sachikonye, 2003; Rutherford, 2001) 
that commercial farm workers receive the lowest wages. The family managed to 
negotiate homestead access through Tessa’s relatives in Makuku. As a result, their 
status was better than that of immigrants. Tessa managed her failing physical health 
by withdrawing from the commercial farms and focusing on the village-based 
opportunity. However, she still needed to produce her own food. When she failed to 
do so, she coped by exchanging her labour for food. Tessa negotiated her way round 
her failing homestead infrastructure by moving to a better-constructed dongo, with 
the consent of her brother, the sabhuku. Tessa’s sons were vulnerable to eviction from 
the village as immigrants. This discouraged them from maintaining their mother’s 
housing. Tessa’s story illustrates the untenable situation of hearth-holds that failed to 
maintain the flow of goods between rural and urban areas. They end up with limited 
financial capital to invest in the development of their rural homestead or educate 
their children, which also undermines their access to remittances and waged work. 
Tessa struggles to piece together a livelihood with very limited resources and as a 
result fails to maintain an independent homestead without the reliance on regular 
transfers from her kin in the village. The case also highlights how matongo mediate 
hearth-holds’ shelter vulnerability by providing alternative accommodation to those 
who fail to establish and/or maintain their own homesteads.
7.4.3 Hearth-holds III: vulnerable hearth-holds
The women in this category lived independently on matongo. The mean age of 
the hearth-hold head was (54). These hearth-holds depended for most part of their 
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income on transfers from the State, church, or family. Type III hearth-holds could 
not produce subsistence, even when there were good rains. Type III hearth-hold 
heads were either ill and/or had a relatively heavy burden of care, as over time they 
became ill, were hosting and taking care of an ill adult, and/or were taking care of 
small children. The burden of care limited their capacity to undertake livelihood 
activities. They only invested in agriculture because they obtained the agricultural 
inputs from the State or through charity from other homesteads. Some of the hearth-
holds participated in the opportunistic trade of natural forest produce, or did local 
piecework or commercial farm work. This work left the women with no time to 
invest in their own land and they were unable to meet their basic needs. They did 
not receive remittances, as their children were either too young and/or had failed 
to leave home (see Table 7.1).
Ginny: maintaining and re-negotiating homestead access in the face of 
vulnerability
Ginny was about 63 in 2005 and the Ndamba sabhuku’s stepmother. Ginny’s late 
husband built the house where she lived in the 1970s. She had one poorly constructed 
structure on her homestead. The well and toilet had since collapsed. Ginny also 
had arable land and a vlei garden. Ginny had a son out of wedlock in 1967. She 
later married into Ndamba village and bore six other children. The husband used 
to work as a civil servant in town while Ginny farmed in Ndamba. The husband’s 
income funded the agricultural activities and provided money for the investment 
in the homestead and the children’s education. Ginny’s husband died in 1995. Her 
children stopped going to school, as she could not afford the fees. Ginny and her 
children survived on remittances from her son who was then married and working. 
In 1998, this son also died. The family’s two head of cattle were slaughtered at her 
husband and son’s funerals, respectively. Ginny had five goats and lost them to theft 
and illness. She has some chickens. Although her husband had been a civil servant, 
Ginny had not been able to claim his pension because she did not have formal proof 
of her marriage to the deceased man. In 2005, Ginny’s eldest son’s wife died. The son 
too became ill and lost his job in 2005. He had a rash, suffered chest pains and was 
coughing incessantly. He moved in with his mother so she could take care of him. 
The sabhuku initially encouraged Ginny to take her ill son to his paternal village. 
This was because Ginny relied on the community for assistance and the ill son drew 
on the meagre resources of Ndamba village. The Ndamba funeral register shows 
that Ginny did not contribute to the burial society. Ginny ignored the sabhuku. Her 
son’s health improved briefly in May 2005 to the extent that he was herding cattle 
for the headman in exchange for food. He also poached fish from the commercial 
farms for sale. Ginny went to visit her daughter who was ill with tuberculosis and in 
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hospital. In her absence, the ill son’s health deteriorated and he died. Ginny received 
minimal assistance from the village residents to the extent that there were no meals 
for mourners. Ginny’s niece from another communal area provided grain that was 
consumed during the funeral. Ginny did not participate in the co-operative garden. 
In 2003/4 she farmed only the residential land as she lacked the agricultural inputs 
to farm on a larger scale. She harvested one 10 kg sack of maize. She leased her arable 
land to another widow who compensated her with some grain. In 2004/5, although 
Ginny obtained seeds, fertiliser and draft agricultural inputs and draught well on 
time from her daughter-in law she relied entirely on her own labour and farmed very 
little land. The little that she cultivated was consumed while it was still green in the 
field82. The previous year she had managed to survive on World Vision handouts. 
In 2005, January, she was already begging for food from the other villagers. She 
harvested wild vegetables for consumption and worked for other villagers. Ginny 
received a 50 kg bag of maize at the end of August from the government as she was 
recognised as having limited capacity to grow her own food.
Ginny’s hearth-hold experienced a downward spiral as she failed to recover from the 
successive shocks that shook the country. Because of the erosion of Ginny’s assets, 
the family did not have anything to buffer them against the shocks. One of the 
biggest shocks to the household was the death of her husband and the subsequent 
loss of income. The consequence was that children ceased attending school and 
the homestead infrastructure crumpled. The hearth-hold was unable to invest in 
the Ndamba community. As a result, Ginny became increasingly marginalised and 
was excluded from the reciprocal systems. She could neither farm adequately nor 
participate in the co-operative garden as she lacked labour. As a result, she failed to 
take advantage of the opportunities available in Ndamba. The arrival of her ill son 
increased Ginny’s dependence on the host community. Even though she successfully 
resisted attempts to evict her son from the village, Ginny was excluded from the 
community. Her large dependency on transfers kept her in a vulnerable state.
Rita: struggling to cope with illness and impoverishment
Rita was born in 1957. Her parents divorced when she was young. She was forty-
eight years old in 2005. Rita lived alone on a dongo in Ndamba. She was the sabhuku’s 
stepsister. There was a single hut with a leaking roof on the property. There was no 
well or toilet on the homestead. She had no livestock. Rita was using the fencing 
poles for fuel wood. This rendered the homestead vulnerable to thieves and roaming 
livestock. Rita had a son out of wedlock in 1980. She sent him to live with her mother. 
82 Normally, to ensure food security, a household must produce enough maize. This means that there 
must be enough for them to consume ‘green’ and also have some left to dry. The dried maize becomes 
the household’s staple until the next harvest. When a household consumes all its grain while it is still in 
the field, this indicates a severe food deficit.
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Rita moved to the city where she secured employment as a domestic worker. In 1994, 
Rita married another man and moved to his village. She gave birth to three children 
and established an independent homestead with the assistance of her husband. 
Rita and her husband divorced after he married another woman. Rita returned to 
Ndamba, her natal village, with her three minor children and resided on a dongo. 
She was frequently too ill83 to work and relied on the sabhuku’s wife and children 
to assist her with fetching water, cooking and care. The sabhuku insisted that she 
return her children to their father. Rita remained in Ndamba as she relied on her 
natal relatives to assist her in her illness. Her adult son lost his job during operation 
Restore Order and moved in with her. The sabhuku gave the son some money and 
advised him to go and find his own people. The son went, but failed in his bid to 
claim his birthright to land and returned to his mother84. Rita relied on -hoeing by 
hand, when she felt well, and used government seed and fertiliser. She harvested 
nothing in the 2004/5 season. She worked as a domestic worker for a teacher and for 
a priest in the local church. She obtained meals from the two workplaces. The work 
was all year during the day, with time off during weekends and evenings. This left 
her with little time to invest in her own homestead agricultural production. Even 
so, she did piecework for other villagers in exchange for food during her time off 
work. Ndamba village gave her access to food relief, as she was ill. Table 7.3 shows 
Rita’s monthly (as at May 2005) portfolio. The structure of the portfolio reveals her 
reliance on borrowing and transfers and that, even with two jobs and subsidised 
meals, her income was inadequate to meet her own basic needs.
Rita’s illness undermined her capacity to sustain her hearth-hold and increased her 
reliance on transfers. Rita’s livelihood vulnerability was characterised by constant 
disruptions and relocations, which undermined her ability to accumulate assets. 
This was made increasingly difficult by the ever-deteriorating environment in which 
she operated. In 2005, she was ill, dependent and did not have adequate networks 
and financial income to keep her hearth-hold in a single homestead. As a result, 
Rita’s hearth-hold had to be split between Ndamba and her ex-husband’s home. Even 
then, Rita was unable to provide for herself and relied heavily on community and 
government aid. The community costs of paying for funerals and burial society 
subscriptions consumed a substantial part of her budget. The loss of her son’s 
employment and his moving into her homestead further strained relations with 
the Ndamba community. Rita was continuously in debt. The nature of her off-farm 
activities left her with no time to grow her own food. As a result, she had to obtain 
food on the market. This made her vulnerable, as she did not earn enough to sustain 
buying food. Her case highlights the impact of illness on the hearth-hold.
83 She had headaches and chest pains.
84 Rita’s son briefly secured a temporary post at the growth point but lost it after a month’s work.
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Alice: livelihood activities organised around child rearing
Alice was 36 years old in 2005. She lived in Mapfumo village, adjacent to Ndamba. Alice 
lived with her three children, an orphaned niece and her own brother and younger 
sister. The brother, a school dropout, was an active opposition party supporter85. 
The homestead was a dongo which Alice and her dependents had been using since 
the death of her own parents. Alice also spent time nursing an ill neighbour who 
was her major source of employment. She survived by doing piecework for fellow 
villagers in exchange for food. Alice had dropped out of school after the death of 
her father. She worked as a domestic maid in Harare. She lost this job after she 
fell pregnant. She left the child with her mother in Mapfumo and went to work on 
commercial farms surrounding Chikwaka. Alice had another child with a bus driver, 
who did not marry her. She also left this child with her mother. Alice’s mother died 
in 2000, and Alice had to reside on the dongo to take care of her own children and 
siblings. In 2003 Alice married a widower in Ndamba. The man had lost his wife to 
tuberculosis and was ill himself86. The man had a well-developed homestead and 
thriving orchard in Ndamba. Alice moved in with him and left her other children at 
her natal village. The marriage produced a daughter. While resident in Ndamba, Alice 
was excluded from the women’s garden co-operative, food relief and other activities 
85 Opposition Party (MDC) supporters were sometime denied access to government assistance (food 
aid, clinic, schooling).
86 Recurrent headaches and a runny stomach.
Table 7.3. Rita’s monthly portfolio.
Income (in Z$)1 Expenditure (in Z$)
Piecework 10,000 Grinding mill 5,000
Food relief 3 funeral contributions 70,000
Salary from two jobs2 130,000 Burial society subscriptions 20,000
Owes burial society 90 000 Groceries purchase 44,000
Hut repair 46,000
Borrowed 2 buckets of maize for her own 
consumption
Hospital 45,000
Borrowed bus fare to visit her children 
Total 230,000 Total2 231,000
1 Exchange rate: 1 US Dollar = 9,887 Zimbabwean Dollars at the official exchange rate and 1 US 
Dollar = 120,000 Zimbabwean Dollars in 2005 on the parallel market.
2 The portfolio is subsidised by her employers who provide her meals during the day.
Source: Fieldwork 2005.
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in the village. Alice had reduced her hearth-hold’s vulnerability to marginalisation 
within the community of Ndamba by maintaining her membership of the garden 
co-operative in her birth village. She also sold fruit from her husband’s orchard while 
he was alive. Alice’s husband fell ill and died in 2005. Alice’s church supported her 
during the illness and death of her husband. The Ndamba sabhuku reclaimed Alice’s 
marital home as a dongo. Alice returned to her parents’ dongo in her natal village. 
As already stated her parents’ village was adjacent to Ndamba village, and so Alice 
invested in cultivation, received food aid and government relief through membership 
of that community and was a senior member of the garden co-operative in her natal 
village. She had maintained her position for the duration of her marriage. Her harvest 
failed as she had spent most of the time when she should have been working on her 
crops looking after her ill husband. In August 2005, Alice’s 8-year-old son fell ill. 
She took him to her faith healing-based church for prayers, but he did not improve. 
She borrowed money and took him to the clinic where they were referred to the 
hospital. Alice’s son died before she could raise enough money to take him to the 
hospital. When the son died, her church, which normally assisted her with food and 
money, refused to participate in the funeral because she had taken the child to the 
clinic against their advice87.
Alice’s life was characterised by constant dislocation and disruption in response to 
the various calamities she experienced. Initially she tried to work as a migrant in 
urban areas but had to stop after she had a baby. While her mother was alive, Alice 
relied on her to support the children. After her mother died, Alice’s livelihood options 
were confined to the communal area, as she had become the main caregiver for her 
children and siblings. The dongo in her parents’ village enabled Alice and her children 
to access shelter, a community and a base from which to operate. However, with no 
rural-urban resource flows, the hearth-hold had limited opportunities to diversify its 
portfolio. Alice risked arrest by going to poach thatch from the commercial farming 
areas. Her initial strategy of marriage into Ndamba gave her limited access to the 
community benefits in the village as both Alice and her spouse remained excluded 
by the Ndamba community. Alice insured her hearth-hold against the exclusion in 
Ndamba by maintaining her position in Mapfumo, her birth village. This enabled her 
to gain access to government and NGO food aid. Although healthy herself, Alice’s 
capacity to benefit from her labour was undermined by the burden of caring first 
for her husband and then the young children. She also received transfers from the 
church. The vulnerability was exacerbated by the church’s withdrawal of support 
as a sanction against Alice as she had acted against their doctrine. Alice’s portfolio 
reveals a hearth-hold on a rapid decline and on the way to becoming dependent.
87 Some of the Apostolic Faith do not believe in conventional medicine but believe in the power of 
prophesy and prayer. As a result, they viewed Alice’s action of taking her son to the clinic as her lack 
of confidence in the church.
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Lizzy: maintaining a marital homestead with no income
Lizzy, a widow was more than 65 years old in 2005. She never went to school. 
She lived in Makuku village. She had no livestock or agricultural implements. 
Lizzy had the land around her homestead. Her deceased husband was an original 
inhabitant of Makuku. When she married, Lizzy and her husband were allocated a 
homestead by the then Makuku sabhuku. The couple lived and worked in Harare 
for more than 30 years. They constructed a house in Makuku using their wages to 
prepare for their retirement. The couple also acquired a house in Harare when the 
government converted the African rental housing to ownership for sitting tenants 
after independence in 1980. The couple had a son. When the couple retired to 
Makuku, their grown-up son married and took up residence in their urban house 
with his wife and children. The son, who was unemployed, offered no financial 
support to his parents. Lizzy’s husband drowned in 1999. Lizzy blamed her husband’s 
brother and his family for his death. This soured relations between the widow and 
her husband’s family. Lizzy remained in the marital village living alone on her 
homestead. The homestead had a three-roomed brick and asbestos structure, a 
crumbling hut and a dried out well. There was no toilet. She lost all her livestock 
to the drought. At her age, she had no money to hire people to repair her fence and 
this rendered her crops vulnerable to livestock. She had a banana orchard on her 
homestead but never benefited from it as the fruit was eaten by cattle. When her 
son fell ill in 2004, she went to visit him in town. During her absence, her home was 
broken into and the plough and bicycle she inherited from her husband were stolen. 
Lizzy survived on handouts that she received from her husband’s uncle who lived 
in Tunha village, next to Makuku. That family gave her firewood, food and money 
to pay the obligatory contributions in the village. They looked after her when she 
was ill. In exchange, she performed some light work for them. In 2004/5 she planted 
some old maize seed on her homestead but it was consumed by livestock. Lizzy 
could not remember when she last used her arable land in Makuku. The sabhuku 
sold some of her land to immigrants. She once participated in and benefited from 
the food-for-work programme where the most vulnerable people were selected to 
carry out some road repair work in exchange for grain.
The case describes the situation of a woman who because of declining health and 
advanced age failed to mobilise money to invest in assets to fortify her hearth-hold 
against successive shocks. The death of her husband coupled with the strained 
community relations in Makuku increased the isolation of her hearth-hold. Lizzy’s 
vulnerability was increased by her lack of access to a reliable source of income. In 
their earlier years, Lizzie and her husband accumulated financial capital in the urban 
setting, which they invested on their rural homestead. The rural homestead was 
supposed to provide a place for the couple to retire to at the end of their working 
life. The financial flows would have continued in the form of remittances from 
the son and rental from the urban property. The livelihood of the homestead was 
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exposed when financial flows ceased from urban areas as the son not only failed to 
secure employment but occupied the urban property which cost the hearth-hold a 
potential income source. As a result, Lizzy was reduced to a dependent hearth-hold 
Lizzy’s limited capacity to mobilise agricultural inputs forced her to stop using her 
arable land. This rendered her arable land vulnerable to reallocation by the Makuku 
sabhuku who saw it as a dongo. Lizzy continued to lose her assets to the elements 
and livestock that roamed the village. When her son was ill, she lost her remaining 
moveable assets. She was entirely dependent on handouts from her deceased 
husband’s family in the next village. Lizzy’s access to the little food aid that came 
to Makuku was limited by the large numbers of residents competing for the food 
aid. The story details a hearth-hold on a downward spiral with no way of buffering 
itself against livelihood threats.
Tuli: displaced and highly dependent widow
Tuli was living in Makuku 3 village in a well-developed homestead. There was a 
brick house and a hut. Tuli was a widow whose age I estimated to be at least 80. 
She spoke a different dialect than the people in the study area and relied on her 
son to translate conversations for her. The homestead owner, Tuli’s 35-year-old son, 
lived and worked in Harare with his family. Tuli lived on this homestead with a 
31-year-old divorced and unemployed son and two teenage children who belonged 
to her divorced daughter88. Tuli moved to Makuku in 1997. Prior to that, she had her 
own homestead in a communal area in Mutare. Tuli’s husband died during the war 
when her children were still at school. She managed to send her children to school 
through her farming ventures. As life became harder because of ESAP and recurrent 
drought, Tuli increasingly struggled to maintain her livelihood. In her old age, her 
sight and health were failing. The children had to make frequent trips to bring her 
to Harare for medical treatment and to maintain her homestead infrastructure. 
In 2003, Tuli’s eldest son decided to relocate Tuli to Makuku in order to bring her 
nearer to his place of work where it was easier for him to take care of her. Tuli left 
her marital homestead as a dongo in Mutare. She sold her remaining livestock and 
relocated. In Makuku, Tuli’s son purchased two acres of mostly rocky land that was 
not arable. They borrowed land from a neighbouring village to grow their crops (a 
fellow migrant). They hired draught in the 2003/4 and the 2004/5 seasons. Tuli’s 
employed son paid for draught hire and provided seed and fertiliser. Makuku village 
excluded this hearth-hold from government-provided seed and inputs as they were 
immigrants. Tuli hired maricho labour. Tuli’s son provided her with money to run the 
homestead. Tuli had a very small garden (2 x 5 metres) by the river where she grew 
some vegetables and sweet potatoes. The garden, like those of other immigrants in 
Makuku 3, was vulnerable to livestock. In April 2005, Tuli went to Harare, as her son, 
88 The daughter had since remarried and was living with her new husband.
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the owner of the property in Makuku, was seriously ill in hospital with tuberculosis. 
In their absence, they hired labour to harvest their maize crop.
Tuli’s life story is an example of how children can provide old age insurance to 
parents. This mediates the mother’s vulnerability to old age and poverty. Tuli’s son 
made the decision to move her to Makuku in order to bring her closer to his place 
of work so that he could take care of her while she in turn looked after his dongo. 
This was in response to the increasing transport costs between his place of work 
and the village where his mother lived. This secured Tuli’s hearth-hold, as she was 
no longer able to meet the practical challenges of running a homestead on her 
own. In Makuku, however, Tuli was considered a stranger, was excluded from the 
Makuku community and was only able to negotiate access to arable land through 
the money that her employed son provided. She had no community support and lost 
her privileged senior woman position when she relocated. The relocation to Makuku 
made her vulnerable to eviction as they were settled on illegally transacted land. Tuli 
remained in Category III because, compared with the hearth-holds in Category II, 
she could no longer work for herself. However, unlike the hearth-holds in Category 
IV, she was receiving a regular income. The structuring of Tuli’s livelihood portfolio 
at the time of the research illustrates the traditional ways in which rural and urban 
connections were managed through the flow of people and money between the rural 
and urban. The hearth-hold coped with deteriorating conditions by relocating the 
rural homestead closer to Harare and relocating his mother. Tuli’s whole livelihood 
portfolio remained vulnerable to her employed son losing his job and/or dying. In 
that eventuality, she would be left with her other son and grandchildren in a hostile 
community and then, like the other immigrants, would probably abandon Makuku 
and return to her dongo.
Ella: diminishing returns to labour
Ella was approximately 52 years old in 2005. She lived at her homestead with her 
married son, his wife and child, Ella’s 19-year-old daughter and four grandchildren. 
They lived in a single hut. They had no livestock and had sold their arable land. 
Ella was born in Tunha village, which is a neighbour of Makuku village. After her 
primary schooling, Ella married a man from Makuku. The couple constructed two 
thatched huts and a well on their homestead. According to Ella, her husband was 
never gainfully employed and never contributed any labour to the household farm. 
They had six children. Ella worked on farms, moulded bricks and undertook maricho 
to raise the family while the husband was not employed. In 1996, her eldest son and 
daughter secured employment and moved to Harare. Ella used remmittances to lay 
the foundation for the construction of a brick and asbestos structure. The husband 
died from tuberculosis in 1996. Ella has suffered from tuberculosis and chest pains 
since then. She tested positive for HIV/AIDS in 2003. The clinic used to treat her 
tuberculosis free of charge but stopped when they ran out of drugs in 2004. Ella’s 
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employed daughter succumbed to HIV/AIDS in 2004. The deceased daughter left 
two children in Ella’s care. The son lost his job during operation Restore Order. 
Ella sold her arable land and invested the money in the construction of the brick 
and cement structure. The money was not enough to complete the building. Ella’s 
second son married and established his own homestead in Makuku. When his wife 
died, that son moved back into the widow’s homestead. He subsequently remarried 
and lived there with his wife and two-year-old daughter. Ella had another daughter 
living at the growth point who had two children from different men. The children 
lived with Ella on her homestead while their mother resided at the growth point. 
Ella borrowed land in her natal village to grow crops. In 2004/5 Ella relied entirely 
on government seed. She hand-hoed and did not apply any fertiliser to her crop. The 
family consumed the entire crop while it was still green in the field. In addition, she 
worked on commercial farms. The farmer collected them at 06.00 and returned them 
at 15.00 hours daily. Sometimes Ella brought brooms and mice from the commercial 
farms for sale. During weekends and after the harvest on the commercial farms, 
she performed maricho. Ella’s hearth-hold was further reliant on handouts from 
the church and the widow’s natal relatives between July and October when the 
commercial farms laid off their workers. The widow’s daughter-in-law did not work 
on the commercial farm, as her son did not allow her. The daughter-in-law helped 
to look after the grandchildren when the widow was working on the commercial 
farms. Ella was frequently ill and missed work. Her health improved when she 
rested. The importance of the commercial farm income to her hearth-hold’s portfolio 
made it imperative for her to work all the time. She went to commercial farms daily 
to work there. In a kuzvarira type marriage (see Box 5.1), Ella received bride price 
from a local teacher in exchange for her 17-year-old daughter. The ‘son-in law’ gave 
the widow food and provisions. However, the daughter was not interested in the 
marriage and attempted suicide.
Ella’s life course followed a continuous downward spiral over time. Her lack of 
education confined her to an early marriage. The death of her husband did not have 
a significant impact on her livelihood, as he had never contributed to it anyway. The 
widow’s livelihood income sources became more diversified when her children grew 
up and moved out of the home. Her son’s loss of employment and her daughter’s 
death halted the flow of goods and service along the hearth-hold’s rural-urban 
connections. The vulnerability of the hearth-hold increased when the widowed son, 
his new wife and child and three grandchildren moved into Ella’s homestead. The 
decision to dispose of the arable land on the market did not reduce the hearth-hold’s 
vulnerability to poverty and income decline. This is because the money received 
was consumed by the increased hearth-hold population. Ella’s poor health limited 
her capacity to exploit her labour. The collapse of the health system in Zimbabwe 
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further undermined Ella’s health. The decision to marry off her youngest daughter 
must be understood as a desperate act by the widow to gain access to support from 
someone with a regular wage income in the same way that rural livelihoods are 
buttressed by continued access to a reliable non-agricultural income. This was the 
reason the widow made such concerted efforts to make the daughter’s marriage 
work. The decision nearly cost the daughter’s life.
Betty: opportunistic trader with inadequate capital
Betty was a 36-year-old former commercial farm dweller who moved to Makuku 
with her husband during the 2002 land invasions. Betty lived with her 15-year-old 
daughter and three grandchildren. The homestead was on the stream bank89. They 
had one goat. The homestead had not been cleared of bush. There was no fence, 
toilet or well. There was a poorly constructed mud and thatch kitchen and a two-
roomed brick and asbestos structure. Betty’s parents migrated from Malawi and she 
was born and raised on a commercial farm. Betty had a son when she was 14 years 
old. She later married a long-distance truck driver and they had three children. 
Betty and her husband were evicted from the farm during the fast track land reform. 
Initially, they stayed in Makuku and later purchased their own homestead from 
the Makuku sabhuku. The couple developed their homestead with the husband’s 
wages. Betty’s husband fell ill and died shortly after, in April 2005. He was suffering 
from tuberculosis. Betty inherited the radio, bicycle and television set. Betty was 
not able to claim her husband’s life insurance benefit as she did not have formal 
proof of her marriage. Betty was a full-time commercial farm worker. She also was 
suffering from tuberculosis. She frequently missed work because of her illness. Now 
that she no longer lived there, she made the daily trips to the farms throughout 
the planting season. The farmer picked them at 06.00 to return at 15.00 hours. 
Sometimes she stayed away for up to two weeks. Betty’s 15 year old daughter also 
worked on commercial farms with her mother during weekends. Betty’s husband’s 
friend ploughed some of her land for her. The groundnuts and maize that Betty 
had planted were overrun by weeds. Her whole 2004/5 crops was a total failure 
Betty also engaged in the sale of seasonal wild produce, including mice, brooms 
and tobacco gleanings. When the bush was destroyed by fire, she borrowed some 
money and bought tomatoes for resale but failed to sell the tomatoes as the market 
was flooded. The person who had lent Betty the money confiscated Betty’s chickens 
after Betty failed to repay the debt. When she was ill, Betty bought painkillers from 
the local shops. She did not have any money to seek medical attention. Makuku 
village excluded her from the government-provided seeds as she was an immigrant.
89 Zimbabwean conservation legislation prohibits settlement on the river bank (Bell and Hotchkiss, 
1991:204).
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Betty’s access to a homestead enabled her to reside in Makuku and have a base 
from which to operate. The death of her husband before they had consolidated their 
homestead left her without a reliable income and with an incomplete homestead. 
Betty relied on her labour, which was constrained by her ill health, to provide for 
her homestead. She relied on forest produce, which is seasonal, has low returns 
and is vulnerable to bush fires. Her attempt to diversify into tomato vending was 
limited by the small rural market. Betty lacked the agricultural inputs and labour 
needed to farm. Even though she received some assistance from her friends in the 
community, she failed to produce even at subsistence level. Betty invested her 
labour in commercial farm work. This gave her access to produce that she could 
sell to obtain food for her hearth-hold. Her hearth-hold’s existence was vulnerable to 
Betty’s deteriorating health. The hearth-hold’s immigrant status limited their access 
to community assistance and government aid.
7.4.4 Hearth-holds type IV: dependent, vulnerable hearth-holds
 The average age of a type IV hearth-hold head was 31 years. Type IV hearth-holds do 
not have an independent homestead. They exist as sub-units of other single women 
hearth-holds or male-headed homesteads. These hearth-holds either were living as 
sub-units on a homestead or were divided over different locales. For example, a single 
woman hearth-hold head lived in the urban areas while her children remained on the 
homestead in the communal areas or divorced couples where the woman returned 
to her parents’ homestead and left the children under the former husband’s care in 
his village. The women heading these hearth-holds were still of childbearing age. 
They did not invest in agriculture as they lacked land and other financial capital 
to secure agricultural inputs. Their assets were community membership, their 
kin homestead which provided them with shelter, labour and provided a fall-back 
position. The hearth-holds were compromised by illness or a heavy burden of care. 
As these hearth-holds did not control enough financial, physical and human capital 
to sustain their hearth-holds on an independent homestead, they coped by relying 
on a larger and independent homestead usually belonging to their parents. The 
larger homestead reduced the dependent hearth-holds ’vulnerability to the economic 
conditions, drought, illness and death by subsidising the dependent hearth-hold. This 
was through assistance with childcare, provision of shelter and food. The dependent 
hearth-holds’ portfolios were diversified into dependence on a larger unit, petty trade 
activities, risky activities like prostitution, and erratic employment at the growth 
point or commercial farms. These hearth-holds could not sustain themselves without 
the continuous support of the host domestic unit. The situation was worse when 
the hearth-hold head was ill.
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Timika: hearth-hold vainly struggling to construct a viable livelihood
Timika was 36 years old in 2005. She attended four years of school and left when 
her widowed mother could no longer pay the school fees. In 1983, Timika married 
and had two children in the adjacent village. In 1990, Timika and her husband 
divorced. Timika moved to her widowed mother’s residence in Makuku with her 
children. In 1994, Timika left her children in Makuku with her mother and went to 
work as a housemaid in Harare, where she worked for three years. In 1997, Timika 
lost the job after she became pregnant and returned to her mother’s homestead in 
Makuku. Timika secured employment as a dongo keeper for a person who lived in 
Harare. Timika then moved out of her mother’s homestead and had her independent 
homestead on the dongo. Timika’s employer provided her with agricultural inputs 
and paid her a monthly wage. The arrangement lasted for eight years. Timika 
augmented her income by working on commercial farms and doing maricho in the 
village. She also brewed beer with her mother. In 2002, Timika was allocated a piece 
of land in the former commercial farm areas by the government. She did not take 
up the allocation as she lacked the money and labour to establish herself there. In 
2005, Timika was evicted by the Makuku sabhuku when he repossessed the dongo. 
She moved back to her mother’s homestead. Since the demise of her first marriage, 
Timika had been struggling to establish a viable unit. The opportunity to take 
care of a dongo enabled her to run an independent homestead for eight years and 
have consistent access to non-agricultural income which is important to maintain 
communal area livelihood sustainability. Unfortunately, it was not enough for her to 
accumulate assets to establish an independent homestead as she was liable to lose 
it when the owners eventually retired to the communal area or as happened in this 
case, the sabhuku repossessed the land. Timika’s hearth-hold remained vulnerable 
to the death of her elderly mother who formed the conduit for Timika’s access to 
Makuku village. The pathway shows the risks of a divorced woman living in her 
mother’s natal village because this makes her an immigrant and undermines her 
customary claim to village membership. Timika’s hearth-hold survived by engaging 
in marginal activities that did not generate enough to sustain an independent unit. 
Timika attempted to reduce the vulnerability to loss of community membership by 
entering into the matongo-keeping arrangement. This arrangement enabled her to 
generate some non-agricultural income and diversify her portfolio. In her time as a 
dongo keeper, Timika was in Category II as she ran an independent homestead and 
was able to provide for her hearth-hold’s daily needs. Timika slipped into Category 
III when the sabhuku repossessed the dongo. This cost her homestead access and an 
important component of her livelihood-portfolio access to non-agricultural income. 
The woman coped by returning to her mother’s homestead which served as her 
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fallback position. Unlike Ann, Timika was not in a position to defend her interest 
against the sabhuku’s action.
Jane: parasitic hearth-hold
Jane was 36 in 2005. She had six children aged 18, 12, 7, 5, 3 and 1 respectively. 
Jane had 14 years of education and was poised to marry a man of her choice. In 
1987, Jane’s father, who was a truck driver, had a fatal accident in which both the 
father and another man died. The family of the other deceased man demanded 30 
head of cattle and three human beings90 as compensation from Jane’s family. In 
an Ngozi type of marriage (see Box 5.1), Jane was selected to go to the wronged 
family, bear children and return. Jane initially refused but eventually relented as the 
whole village’s future was threatened by the avenging spirit of the deceased man. 
Jane moved to the man’s village and had three children with the deceased man’s 
brother. Two of the children survived. In 1992 after fulfilling the terms of the ngozi 
marriage, Jane returned to her widowed mother’s homestead in Makuku with her 
children. In 1997, Jane had a daughter with a man who had been hired to herd cattle 
in the village. In 1999 and 2001, Jane had a relationship with another man and had 
two more children. She claimed she could not marry anyone because she had been 
spoilt by the ngozi marriage. During the fieldwork, she was in a four-year-old mapoto 
union (see Box 5.1) which had produced a child. The man was living with Jane and 
her mother at the mother’s homestead. The partner could not marry her and take 
her to his village, as he could not afford to raise money to initiate the formalisation 
of the union and to look after Jane and all her children. Jane’s mother and siblings 
felt responsible for her predicament so they assisted her to raise her children. Jane’s 
mother looked after all her children and sent them to school and the clinic when 
they were not well. When the elderly mother was absent, Jane could not conduct 
her business, as she had to assume full responsibility for her own children. Jane 
made regular four-day long trips to adjacent commercial farms to trade in a variety of 
commodities, including produce from her mother’s arable land, milk, peanut butter, 
drugs and beer.91 However, she failed to generate enough income to contribute to 
either the host homestead and/or the care of her own children. When she went on 
her trips to the commercial farms, she needed someone to help her carry the goods. 
Sometimes she employed an orphan to assist her or withdrew her own children 
from school. She was arrested in December 2004 and her mother paid a fine for her.
The case shows the importance of cultural beliefs, such as ngozi, in lives of people in 
Zimbabwe. Jane moved residence to fulfil the conditions of appeasing the avenging 
90 A woman to bear at least two children.
91 She bought nuts which she processed into peanut butter for resale. She also traded in empty grain sacks, 
One jar of peanut butter was traded for four empty Hessian sacks. The sacks were in turn exchanged for 
maize in the village at the rate of one empty 50kg bag for one (10kg) bucket of maize.
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spirit. Although she was free to leave after giving birth to the children, her chances 
of entering into a marriage were compromised by the stigma of the ngozi and her 
children. Even though the children belonged with the deceased man’s family, they 
followed her to her natal village and she had to provide for them. This further 
compromised her chances of remarriage and access to residence. Jane decided to 
base her hearth-hold at her mother’s homestead where her natal family felt obliged 
to look after her and provide for her children. Jane went on to have more children 
in repeated attempts to remarry and secure her own homestead. When all this failed, 
Jane settled for a mapoto relationship. Burdened with six children, Jane started to 
make forays into the commercial farms to trade in a variety of commodities. She 
even took risks by trading in drugs and traditional beer. In spite of all these efforts, 
Jane was not able to look after her hearth-hold and relied on transfers from her 
mother and siblings. Jane’s hearth-hold’s pathway shows how livelihoods that are 
sorely reliant on communal area resources have little chance of establishing a viable 
livelihood portfolio.
Cathy: livelihood curtailed by illness
Cathy was born in 1982. She was 23 years old in 2005, a widow, and a daughter of 
the sabhuku. She spent 13 years at school. In 2000, Cathy went to work as a domestic 
help in Harare and lived with her employers but left this residence when she married 
in 2001. Cathy was married as a second wife after her husband’s first wife had failed 
to produce children. When Cathy married this man, she went to live at the man’s 
homestead in a communal area. The husband was working in town. The marriage 
produced one son. Cathy’s homestead was destroyed by lightning in 2003. She moved 
back to town. Cathy was not working and her husband provided for her and her child. 
In 2003, the husband died of meningitis92. Cathy and her son returned to her parents’ 
homestead in Ndamba. The widow could not access the deceased husband’s pension, 
as her marriage was not registered. Cathy initially joined the neighbourhood police 
in Ndamba but left when that did not materialise into a formal recruitment into 
the police force. Cathy took work as a live-in domestic help in the urban area. She 
left her son in the care of her parents in Ndamba village. She lost her employment 
when the employer emigrated. She returned to Ndamba and assisted her parents 
with the agricultural production. She bought a goat. The goat was slaughtered at her 
brother’s funeral. She secured another domestic employee job but lost it on May 
20, 2005, after two months, when she had recurrent headaches. While at home, she 
was processing her mother’s harvest of maize, shelling and bagging it. She secured 
another job, which she lost again after she suffered a minor stroke. In September, 
she secured employment as a clerk in Harare but, after working for only two days, 
she had to leave as she had a stroke. She returned to Ndamba. She brought a bucket 
92 One of the many HIV/AIDS opportunistic infections.
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of wild fruit, which she went to sell at the school. She wanted to raise money so 
she could buy sugar in bulk and barter it for maize. In October 2005, she stopped 
the fruit business, as the bus fare to Harare was too high. Cathy asked her father, 
the Ndamba sabhuku, for land but he would not give her any, as he believed she 
might remarry. Cathy used some of her aunt’s homestead to grow vegetables for 
sale. She borrowed some land from her friend in the next village and at the time of 
this research was clearing it for the 2005/6 agricultural season.
This pathway exposes a livelihood eroded by first mortality and then the illness of 
the hearth-hold head. The young widow’s opportunities to secure her livelihood 
were contracting over her life course because of the death of her spouse and her 
possible exposure to HIV/AIDS, her responsibility for a young child and the loss of 
her marital home and assets. Initially it seemed she would recover and accumulate 
enough money to establish an independent homestead. Her constant illness limited 
her opportunities to diversify her livelihood, as she was constantly incapacitated. 
This illness cost her several employment opportunities. The widow had a relatively 
educated status and her networks increased her access to employment opportunities 
but these were all negated by her poor health status. Even when she was confined to 
the village, the widow tried to diversify into trading and agricultural work. Cathy’s 
uncertain health status increased the uncertainty of her decision-making environment 
and her dependency on the host homestead. She lacked the basic asset of labour 
that other hearth-holds had in abundance. The case shows that even networks and 
kinship support cannot help a hearth-hold to surmount HIV/AIDS. The widow’s 
location in Ndamba, though a useful fallback position, limited her capacity to set up 
an independent homestead because the sabhuku, her father, failed to allocate her 
an independent homestead. As a result, all Cathy’s labour returns accumulated to 
the sabhuku’s household. Cathy repeatedly tried to secure financial capital through 
working, trade but her illness negated her efforts and forced her to remain in a 
dependent position. The case shows that networks have limited impact in reducing 
the vulnerability of hearth-holds that are afflicted by illness.
Netty: ‘Getting by and going nowhere…’
Netty, another daughter of the sabhuku, was 27 years old in 2005. She was educated 
up to high school level. She secured a job in Harare as a housemaid. She fell pregnant 
and went to live with her father-in-law in Mhondoro (her husband’s parents were 
divorced). She had a baby. She divorced that man in 1997. She brought her child to 
her mother at Ndamba and resumed work as a domestic maid. In 2000, Netty left to 
work in a shop in Mutare. In 2003, Netty moved to the growth point and secured a 
job as a shopkeeper through the local ZANU project co-coordinator. She had another 
baby. She sent the baby to her parents’ homestead in Ndamba. In 2004, she left her 
work and secured a better-remunerated job at another shop at the growth point. The 
father of the young child sometimes gave her money but not regularly, as he was 
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employed in the informal sector at the growth points. She herself had not made any 
investments at home, except that two years previously she had planted some maize 
on her father’s land (got seed from the government and harvested 4 x 50 kg bags). 
She also helped her parents with expenses for thatching, plastering and glazing their 
homestead. She was renting a place at the growth point where she was working. She 
contributed regularly to the Ndamba village burial society.
Unlike her sister Cathy, Netty was not ill, so she was able to work for longer periods. 
However, after ten years of working she had not accumulated assets to either establish 
her own homestead or make regular contributions towards the upkeep of her children 
in Ndamba. She made erratic investments in her parents’ homestead and contributed 
to the Ndamba burial society to ensure her community membership. In spite of 
her several networks that facilitated her access to employment opportunities, and 
relatively better education Netty’s hearth-hold remained as dependent as those other 
hearth-holds in this category. This shows that for the younger hearth-holds in the 
sample, employment did little to mediate vulnerability to the declining economy 
and inflationary pressures.
Holly: ‘divorcee’ starting out
Holly was 19 years old in 2004. She dropped out of school as her brother who was 
paying her school fees lost his job during operation Restore Order. Holly went to 
live with her widowed mother in Makuku. The mother, Holly, Holly’s sister’s four 
children, a married brother and his wife all occupied a single hut on the homestead. 
The widowed mother married Holly off to a local teacher in a kuzvarira type of 
marriage (see Box 5.1). Holly was not interested in this man and refused to move 
in with him. The mother tried to force her to go. Instead, Holly went to Harare and 
secured employment, but the mother followed her and brought her back, as so she 
could live with her husband. Holly secured employment as a convenience shop 
93 assistant in Makuku but the shop was closed during operation Restore Order, 
so Holly lost the job. Holly’s mother kept pressurising Holly to move in with ‘her 
husband’ as the man was now supplying the homestead with food. In September 
2005, Holly attempted suicide. A village court was held and Holly’s marriage was 
annulled. Holly left Makuku and went to live with her elder sister at the growth 
point, where she secured employment in a shop that sold beer. Holly earned the 
equivalent of five United States dollars a month. She lost that job after a month as 
the employer also expected her to ‘entertain’94 the clients. She returned to Makuku 
village and went to live at her mother’s homestead where she assisted her mother 
with the agricultural tasks.
93 A shop set up at a spot that has not been designated for trading by the spatial land use planners. In 
this case, it was in a residential zone and was therefore an illegal development.
94 The employees are expected to flirt with clients and humour their advances so as to attract more clientele.
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This story shows the extent to which hearth-holds vulnerable to poverty will go 
to sustain their livelihoods. Holly’s life story as a single woman, though still in its 
infancy, illustrates the extent to which women can be controlled not only by men but 
also by other women. This limits their decision-making space. The consequences are 
that these women’s decision-making space is curtailed, leaving them at the mercy 
of those who wield power over them. In just a period of a single year, Holly’s status 
changed from schoolgirl to married and, eventually, divorcee. Although she did not 
actively set out on this path, she had to deal with the consequences, with the result 
that she attempted to take her own life. Holly’s attempts to get on with her own life 
and construct a livelihood were curtailed by the mother’s interference, operation 
Restore Order and poor working conditions. The result was that she ended the year 
2005 in the same position as she started: a wholly dependent person.
Tabitha: lady of the growth point
Tabitha stopped going to school after her father died. She was 38 years old in 2005. In 
1985, she left Makuku and went to work as a domestic worker. In 1991, she became 
pregnant and moved back with her mother. After the birth of her daughter, she 
left the child with her mother in the village and went to work on the commercial 
farms. In 1998, she met a man and entered into a mapoto marriage (see Box 5.1). The 
marriage produced a son. They moved into rented accommodation at the growth 
point where they were trading in beverages. Tabitha’s partner fell ill and he died 
from tuberculosis in 2000. She took her son to her village and left him with her 
widowed mother who lived in Makuku. Tabitha secured employment in a liquor 
shop at the growth point. She left that job in 2003, as the pay was too low. She set up 
her own shop, cooking and selling food to passing truckers. She stopped selling food 
during operation Restore Order. In August 2005, she started going to the commercial 
farms, buying cabbages for resale at the growth point. She was renting a room at 
the growth point, which she shared with six other women. She had never engaged 
in agricultural production but used to buy agricultural inputs for her mother when 
they were available. She visited her children twice in six months. She also relied on 
transfers from the communal area for staple maize.
The pathway reveals a livelihood that is struggling with vulnerability to 
impoverishment, death and the harsh economic conditions prevailing in Zimbabwe. 
Tabitha left the village and constantly struggled to stabilise a livelihood that remained 
largely instable and insecure. In spite of this, Tabitha was determined to continue 
residing at the growth point and exploiting the livelihood opportunities there. The 
rate at which she changed her livelihood portfolio highlights the rapid decline in the 
economy and the increasingly difficult operating environment. Operation Restore 
Order disrupted a relatively high input-high return business that she had established. 
Thereafter, she had to start experimenting again. As a result, her portfolio was made 
up of short-term, low-return activities. Although she lacked any short and long-term 
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assets, her mother’s homestead in Makuku remained a stable fallback position to 
which she resorted in times of crisis and relied on for the upkeep of her children. 
Tabitha, like Netty who was also based at the growth point, could not meet the daily 
requirements of her hearth-hold and remained heavily dependent on the family in 
Chikwaka communal area.
Asher: matongo employee
Asher was 35 years old in 2005. She was living alone on a homestead in Makuku 3. 
She was employed by the owner of the dongo who lived and worked in Harare. Besides 
keeping the dongo, Asher sold second-hand clothing on behalf of her employer. Asher 
became a widow in 2000 when her son was six years old. In 2002, Asher left her son 
under the care of a grandmother and moved to Makuku 3. In 2003, Asher married 
her employer’s brother. The husband, who worked as a cobbler at the growth point, 
was a widower. The couple did not have children. Asher’s husband was coughing 
and had chest pains at the end of 2004. He relocated to Harare to seek medical care. 
Asher’s husband died in February 2005. Because of her husband’s illness, she was 
not able to do her work. She spent all her time visiting him in Harare. She tried to 
do some manual ploughing and planted seed from her granary because she missed 
the seed distribution while she was visiting her ill husband. The maize crop was 
late and had not been weeded. When I visited, Asher and her deceased husband’s 
sister were packing the late man’s belongings so they could ferry them to Harare 
for distribution. Asher was hopeful that she would be allowed to continue to stay 
here and keep the land for her sister-in-law, who was also a widow.
Asher’s pathway details an insecure livelihood that has failed to stabilise despite her 
securing employment. This is a common characteristic of all the single women whose 
main livelihood activity is employment. Asher’s decision to remarry culminated 
in her becoming a widow and being exposed to HIV/AIDS. The changed marital 
status also changed her relationship with her employer and made her terms of 
employment uncertain.
7.4.5 Hearth-holds type V: succumbed
Chapter 2 reported that the research sample decreased as hearth-holds from the 
sample succumbed to the difficult conditions. The hearth-holds that succumbed to 
the conditions represented the worst-case scenario for single women. At this point, 
a hearth-hold has no assets left to protect itself against threats to its livelihood. 
The following case is presented to identify the circumstances that can overwhelm 
hearth-holds.
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Tina: hearth-hold decimated by illness
When I met Tina in 2004, she was 32, ill and bed-ridden. She lived with her nine-
year-old daughter on her parents’ homestead in Makuku. Tina s parents employed 
a divorced woman to look after her. Tina was born into a well-to-do family and 
received a good education. She married when she was 20 and had two children. 
She secured employment as a civil servant, lived and worked in Harare. Tina and 
her husband divorced. Tina got custody of the children and moved into her parents’ 
house in Harare from where she continued to work. In 2003, Tina was diagnosed 
with pneumonia. Her then six-year-old daughter continued to lose weight and was 
generally unwell. She had a poor appetite, was weak and small for her age. In 2004, 
too ill to work, Tina and her daughter moved to her parents’ homestead in Makuku. 
Tina’s other siblings paid for all her medical expenses and assisted her parents to 
look after her. Tina and her daughter had access to medical care in Harare. In June 
2005, the condition of Tina’s daughter deteriorated and she was rushed to hospital 
where she died. She was buried in Makuku. The daughter’s father could not attend 
the funeral, as he was too ill. Tina slipped into a coma shortly after the burial of her 
daughter. The family transferred her to hospital in Harare. She died in August 2005.
The case highlights the consequences for homesteads that are vulnerable to HIV/
AIDS. Tina’s hearth-hold first lost its own individual assets and then had to rely on 
assistance like the women in category IV. However, even with the extensive family 
support and access to medicine, the hearth-hold was unable to cope and finally 
succumbed to HIV/AIDS. Tina’s case brings to the fore an emergent consequence of 
the virus, the illness and death of very young children in addition to the economically 
productive people.
7.5 The influence of children on hearth-holds
The circumstances of children also influenced single women’s livelihood decision-
making. Children present women with both opportunities and challenges. Single 
women hearth-holds’ children are a source of insecurity and vulnerability. On the 
other hand, resident children provide companionship and much needed labour 
but at the same time increase a pressure on a hearth-hold’s livelihood portfolio. 
Unfortunately, children also pose serious mobility constraints to their primary 
caregivers whose activities are limited to the locality. The indeterminate stay by 
adult children in the hearth-holds’ homestead increases the uncertainty of the 
women’s decision-making environment. In the current study, the hearth-holds with 
dependent adult and young children are in Categories III-V. The hearth-holds in 
Category IV rely heavily on transfers. At the time of this study, they were all still 
experimenting with opportunistic activities such as trading and shop keeping which 
did not bring in an adequate income for them to establish and maintain homesteads 
for their hearth-holds.
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7.6 Discussion and conclusion
The chapter set out to establish how single women hearth-holds make livelihood 
decisions under the combined threats of HIV/AIDS and worsening livelihood 
conditions in the communal areas of Zimbabwe. Using the hearth-hold as a unit of 
analysis it was shown that under the existing volatile conditions in Zimbabwe, hearth-
hold vulnerability cannot be exclusively attributed to HIV/AIDS. However, HIV/
AIDS worsens the plight of already vulnerable people by increasing mortality, illness, 
burden of care, displacement and the erosion of human capital. Single women have 
to make decisions and construct livelihoods in an increasingly volatile environment 
where HIV/AIDs and worsening livelihood conditions increase pressure on hearth-
holds livelihoods. The pathway studies of 22 women illustrate the different ways in 
which hearth-holds made decisions to cope with the volatile situation. The extent 
to which hearth-holds could diversify their livelihoods to mediate vulnerability 
to the volatile conditions depend on their health of members, the hearth-hold’s 
assets, age of the head, access to non-agricultural income, local governance and the 
specific shock to which the hearth-hold was exposed. A typology of hearth-holds 
shows that the hearth-holds which made the decisions that mediated vulnerability, 
maintain and sustain their livelihoods were category I while those that succumbed 
to the pressures on the livelihoods were in category V. The typology shows that the 
younger hearth-holds were generally more vulnerable and were less equipped to 
mediate vulnerability to shocks over the life course. This underscores the importance 
of experience in hearth-hold livelihood decision-making. However, the finding that 
Ginny a sixty three year old hearth-hold head is in category III means that no single 
factor is the most important determinant of hearth-hold livelihood decision-making.
Access to a community and residence in the village gave the hearth-holds a base 
and enabled women to access support, networks and other livelihood opportunities. 
The hearth-holds that managed to negotiate access to an independent homestead 
were able to make autonomous decisions. The hearth-holds’ pathways were useful 
in highlighting the importance of the communal area homesteads not only as a 
primary residence for the hearth-holds but also as an important fall-back for hearth-
holds who respond to the volatile conditions by relocating. The communal area 
residence served as a repository for hearth-holds to leave their young children while 
the hearth-hold heads went in search of livelihood opportunities. The capacity to 
negotiate access to an independent homestead depended on a hearth-hold’s age, 
timing of shocks access to non-agricultural income and the specific local governance 
conditions of the village.
Although communal areas are governed by the same formal legislation, the specific 
local context of the villages presents opportunities and constraints for the hearth-
holds. The women in Ndamba reduced vulnerability through a cohesive community, 
networks and increased access to initiatives of non-governmental organisations. 
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These initiatives provided single women hearth-holds with alternatives that mediated 
their vulnerability to agricultural cop failure and drought. The small population 
in the village increased the opportunities for hearth-holds in Categories III and IV 
to benefit from any government handout. This was because the small number of 
homesteads could all have a share of anything even if it was a single sack of maize 
seed. In Ndamba, the small community enabled hearth-hold to receive some form 
of obligatory kinship help to cope with shocks. The absence of a land market in 
Ndamba, although increasing people’s access to thatch, fuel wood and grazing.
However, the Ndamba governance regime also undermined hearth-holds’ livelihoods 
and increased d their vulnerability to the volatile conditions and HIV/AIDS. The 
absence of a land market denied some women in Category III opportunities to 
dispose of their idle arable land in exchange for cash. They would then have been 
able to use the cash to pay for an emergency, such as a funeral, or to diversify their 
portfolio. By restricting single women’s autonomy in decision making, the Ndamba 
community undermined single women’s ability to cope with shocks brought on 
by drought, death in the house or the loss of an employment opportunity. This 
included restricting the number of dependents hearth-holds could host, forbidding 
land sales and discriminately applying the regulations that govern access to village 
membership, residence, funeral society membership and reciprocal networks. This 
led to the marginalisation of people like Alice and hearth-holds’ illegitimate children.
In Makuku village, the sabhuku allowed an illegal land market to flourish and did 
not control the population in the village. The relatively high number of people in 
Makuku village resulted in higher pressure on land and increased competition for 
the scarce government handouts. The Makuku land market depleted natural capital 
but brought other opportunities for employment on matongo. The land market 
enabled some women to generate income by leasing out their land and disposing 
of land on the market. The opportunities to participate in the land market enabled 
some single women to reduce vulnerability by disposing of and leasing out land. 
This was beneficial for single women hearth-holds in Category I.
The larger population increased tensions over the selection of beneficiaries for the 
distribution of food aid (see Chapter 4). In order to cope with the competition, the 
Makuku community excluded immigrants from government aid. This increased the 
vulnerability of immigrant hearth-holds as this source of transfer made little impact 
in reducing the vulnerability of hearth-holds in Category III. The land market was 
a source of risk for women who lost their homestead access on the basis of matongo 
because of the sabhuku’s disposing of land. The hearth-holds in Category III who 
disposed of land in Makuku lost this valuable asset and increased their hearth-
hold’s vulnerability to landlessness. Although all land in Makuku was vulnerable to 
the sabhuku’s illegal land-selling activities, senior women who were related to the 
sabhuku (his mother and aunt, both in Category I) were able to resist his attempts 
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to dispossess them of their land. Other hearth-holds were not as fortunate as their 
idle arable land was disposed of by the sabhuku.
Government failure to provide health services has increased the vulnerability of 
the populations. The harsh economic conditions which have increased the loss 
of employment by able bodied people and HIV/AIDS prevalence have changed 
the dynamic of gendered reproductive responsibilities. Instead of women being 
looked after by their grown-up children, it has become increasingly normal to find 
adult children depending on their mother. This phenomenon, besides extending 
a woman’s burden of care and reducing single women’s access to remittances and 
household labour, undermines single women’s capacity to diversify their livelihood 
portfolio. The cases reveal that women who were looking after ill adult children 
and/or young children were restricted in their opportunities to diversify because 
they had to provide care.
High HIV/AIDs induced, mortality, marital dissolution, and ill health decimate the 
human capital. The displacement of large volumes of people, the illegal land market, 
and dwindling flow of goods on the rural-urban nexus government regulation of 
trading, the poor rural markets, and the hyperinflationary environment all fuel 
communal area livelihood insecurity.
The hearth-holds’ pathways showed how diversification from risky activities enables 
hearth-holds to mediate risks. Generally diversification involved a shift from 
agricultural activities. This was because agricultural activities were undermined by 
the frequent drought and the declining capacity of hearth-holds to secure agricultural 
inputs on time. This increased the hearth-holds vulnerability to crop failure and 
starvation. Single women in the study were forced by circumstances to participate 
in the economy outside the communal areas on adverse terms as they lacked the 
skills and experience necessary to navigate this environment. The government 
legislation on trading imposed further constraints on single women’s ability to explore 
opportunities beyond the increasingly vulnerable communal area. The hearth-holds 
took risks and traded without licences. The women risked arrest. When unlicensed 
traders’ businesses were shut down during operation Restore Order, some hearth-
holds which had been employed by these lost their employment.
The pathways of the successful hearth-holds show how they successfully diversified 
their livelihood portfolios over time. This diversification has allowed them to 
accumulate movable and immovable assets that they can liquidate to mediate the 
hearth-hold’s vulnerability to loss of employment, an adult death or a drought. As 
a result, women in Category I not only maintained but in some cases consolidated 
their portfolios after shocks such as the loss of a spouse, relocation, loss of an adult 
child and the hyperinflationary environment. Hearth-holds in Categories II-V are 
on pathways that have deteriorated over their life courses. Although they differed 
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in their experiences, these women had become increasingly vulnerable over the 
years to loss of assets, including loss of a spouse, HIV/AIDS, loss of livestock due 
to drought/theft or natural causes, disposal of land on the market and the end of 
marriage. The single women were unable to mobilise and/or maintain livelihood 
capitals to secure the livelihoods of their hearth-holds. They increasingly relied on 
transfers from the State, church or other households. They had a history of working 
on commercial farms, multiple failed marriages or their livelihoods had declined 
over time as they had to deal with sustained human capital loss through mortality 
and morbidity. The women had never had much capital in the form of supportive 
families or other networks. The women lacked access to reliable non-agricultural 
income because their children were too young, or because the single women had 
lost access to non-agricultural income through the death or retrenchment of adult 
children.
The portfolios of all hearth-holds show that, although an increasingly risky activity, 
agriculture remains an important source of subsistence. The successfully diversified 
hearth-holds were also the best agricultural producers. They had access to the 
resources necessary to farm. Such hearth-holds all produced adequate harvests for 
their subsistence, and sometimes surplus. These hearth-holds continued to farm 
because, for them, it was a less risky way of providing food than trying to source it 
through an increasingly volatile market. The hearth-holds in Category II diversified 
from the high risk associated with agricultural production by engaging in activities 
that were not directly exposed to agriculture. These included working for those who 
had adequate resources and getting payment in produce, and producing and bartering 
commodities such as pottery, sacks and groceries in exchange for agricultural produce. 
In this way, hearth-holds ensured access to subsistence food.
Hearth-hold livelihood vulnerability arise from the volatile economy, HIV/AIDS and 
single women hearth-holds’ increasing burden of care and the changing nature of 
rural-urban connections. Through the 22 pathways, it has been possible to examine 
the role of networks in mediating livelihood vulnerability. Networks helped to 
mediate vulnerability by increasing single women’s access to information and land 
for a garden in Ndamba, and by providing opportunities to diversify their portfolio 
and coping mechanisms. It was through networks that women obtained opportunities 
to work at the growth point, the school, urban areas, engage in cross-border trading, 
and diversify into working for the spirit medium and as providers of special ritualistic 
services. Although networks go a long way in mediating vulnerability, there are limits. 
In Makuku, a diversified community excluded immigrants from their community 
benefits, and Ndamba limited the beneficiaries by controlling access to the village. 
The relatively healthy single women were the ones who were best placed to exploit 
opportunities identified through networks. The tasks that the single women performed 
were physically demanding and this increased the vulnerability of single women 
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who were ill or aged. Networks offered little in the way of assisting single women 
who were ill and/or had contracted HIV/AIDS.
Though some hearth-holds in the sample successfully consolidated their livelihoods 
through diversification, this alone was not adequate to ensure livelihood viability. 
Hearth-holds starting from a poor asset base have limited opportunities for 
diversification. The experiences of single women hearth-holds who tried to diversify 
into multi-spatial livelihoods failed to protect women from the livelihood threats. 
The rural-urban connections enable the inquiry into the whole spatial dimension 
of livelihood organisation in Zimbabwe. Through the hearth-holds pathways, it was 
possible to establish the ways in which these women maintained the rural-urban 
connections outside the marital relationship. In a marriage relationship, the roles 
of earning a wage and providing shelter lay with the men in urban areas while the 
women remained in the rural areas to maintain the homestead, farm and raise 
children. Over time the unit exported children to the urban areas to be educated and 
eventually the parents retired to the rural home where they survived on remittances 
sent by the children. The situation in Zimbabwe that virtually ended the cyclical 
migrant labour contract undermined all these linkages. Through the pathways of 
hearth-holds it was possible to see that formerly married women whose husband had 
earned a wage had been able to accumulate assets in the traditional way described 
above. However, for the homesteads that had remained exclusively in the rural areas, 
it had not been possible for them to develop without exploiting a market niche that 
secured them access to goods and services on the rural-urban nexus. Women on their 
own could not necessarily use the same strategies. As a result, the nature of single 
women hearth-holds’ rural-urban connections range from those that managed to 
earn a reliable remittance and or rental income to those who relied on opportunistic 
and erratic flow of goods and services. The latter hearth-holds struggled to maintain 
a rural homestead and have secure livelihoods. This shows the interdependent 
relationship that exists between the rural and urban and confirms that one cannot 
exist without the other.
Vulnerability has many dimensions. Age for example, reduces vulnerability on 
the one hand but also increases a hearth-hold’s vulnerability on the other. Shona 
women gain seniority with age. Senior women (in age) in this study were able 
to accumulate control of land through a combination of upward inheritance and 
assuming control of matongo. The women also used their senior position to defend 
their land interests against the sabhuku and other men in the community. The 
postmenopausal women were hired to brew beer and perform rites for the dead. In 
return, they were compensated with livestock or other commodities, which added 
to their hearth-hold portfolios. Seniority presents opportunities for single women 
to resist processes that might threaten their livelihoods, such as the disposal of land 
by the village head in Makuku and attempts to deny single women opportunities 
to care for their unemployed or ill children in Ndamba. Senior women are also 
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vulnerable to accusations of witchcraft, which weakened their negotiating positions 
and resulted in some being ostracised.
The experiences of the 22 hearth-holds reviewed here show that, although people use 
various livelihood capitals to construct and maintain livelihoods, there is no single 
resource that is adequate to ensure livelihood success. The women in this study 
relied on a variety of resources in diverse portfolios to maintain their livelihoods. 
The chapter identified, through single women’s pathways, the ways in which the 
hearth-holds used their resources to confront their livelihood risks though not 
always successfully.
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Discussion and conclusion
This thesis has focused on the ways in which single women take decisions to cope 
with risk and gain access to resources in communal farming areas of Zimbabwe. A 
study into the experiences of single women hearth-holds was necessary because 
there was a dearth of systematic research on how these women accessed resources 
in a patriarchal and legal space. The general situation with regard to communal area 
livelihood decision making has a bearing on the situation of single women. Communal 
areas have been undergoing significant changes as a result of government policies, 
HIV/AIDS, erratic weather, ambiguous governance, the collapse of the agricultural 
economy, hyperinflation and the general deterioration of the Zimbabwean economy 
over the last decade. The changes which include structural adjustment policies, land 
reform, recurrent drought and HIV/AIDS undermined the structural arrangements 
that enable people to accumulate livelihood capitals. One of these was alteration 
of rural-urban connections which underpinned both rural and urban livelihoods in 
Zimbabwe. Since the rural and urban are a single social universe, the collapse of one 
would inevitably undermine livelihoods in the other as flows of goods, financial capital 
and labour are disrupted. Another consequence was the return to the communal 
areas by men who failed to secure waged employment in the urban areas. This 
combined with the high death rate, an uncertain decision-making environment 
seriously undermined communal area livelihoods. The inhabitants responded by 
diversifying their activities and by renegotiating the flow of goods through rural-urban 
connections. The location of the research area in close proximity to a commercial 
farming area, a growth point and Harare the capital city increases the community’s 
potential for diversification of livelihoods. The scope for diversification locally is 
limited by the agro-centric nature of activities, strict legislation and the local market’s 
dependence on agricultural income.
A secure access to land is important for community membership and residence in the 
community. This enables hearth-holds to have residence, agricultural land, networks 
and a place to fall back on. This study has established that, although communal area 
resource governance systems are male biased, within those systems, there are more 
diverse forms of access to land than previously thought, and single women have more 
room to manoeuvre than previously thought. The norms used to determine single 
women’s access to resources are flexible and negotiable. However, the flexibility of 
the communal area resource governance has simultaneously increased both the 
opportunities and the vulnerabilities of single women’s access to residence in the 
communal areas. This contradiction has arisen because of the peculiar dynamic of 
different processes that influence resource access in these areas and the specific 
circumstances of single women at any one the time. An example is how the death 
of an adult male increases his widow’s risk of abandoning the residence, while at 
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the same time such abandoned residences potentially provide land access for other 
single women displaced by divorce and/or illness. However, it is not possible to 
make generalisations about the vulnerable people’s response because the difficult 
conditions have altered livelihood strategies.
8.1 Resource access of single women in communal farming areas
Generally, single women have access to land in communal areas. This study has 
shown that single women gain access to residence in the communal area through 
kinship, the market and opportunities that arise as a result of the high mobility and 
mortality of communal area inhabitants. These opportunities, discussed in Chapter 
6, are known as matongo. Single women’s birthright entitles them to land in their 
natal village, in the form of male kin’s obligation to look after their female kin as 
daughters and siblings in their time of need. This claim co-exists with patrilineal 
transfers of land through inheritance to ensure that single women have a means 
of survival and a place to reside in their natal communities. The women’s rights 
remain hidden in investigations that emphasise the use of formal resource access 
investigation frameworks to analyse land access. The formal frameworks dismiss or 
deny the importance of these so-called secondary rights. Women’s land claims are 
not handled in the same way as men’s, but can be enforced socially and customarily. 
These claims, though weaker than men’s, are significant as single women cannot be 
thrown off the land, and the women can use these claims as a negotiating base for 
access to other resources, such as assistance with children, illness and livelihood 
organisation. The finding that widows who remained in their marital residence 
after the death of their spouse constitute the majority of the single women in this 
study highlights the importance of the marital relationship for women’s access to 
residence. The finding that divorced women were generally accommodated among 
their birth kin emphasises the importance of the natal relationship for divorced 
single women’s land access.
Even though the kinship-based modes of land access remain important for single 
women, new and innovative ways of accessing land have been introduced through 
market transactions, employment relations and rights of dependents of single women. 
The market and employment are the only means of access available for single women 
who cannot enter communal areas on the basis of marriage or kin relations. Market 
access has become increasingly important for former commercial farm workers and 
immigrants from other communal areas of Zimbabwe. However, the land market 
has increased poverty levels and vulnerability as land that has been sold is no longer 
available as a fallback for single women. There appeared to be a trade-off between 
the market and social security benefits for single women in the study villages. The 
market provided residents with opportunities to raise cash through land sales and 
employment, but this came at the expense of the social security which was eroded 
as communities became more heterogeneous. This has undermined kinship ties 
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and social security systems which work through the obligations and entitlements 
entailed in these systems.
The studied single women hearth-holds’ residence access in the communal areas 
was contingent upon sets of factors that included marital status, age, child-bearing 
status, fertility status, rank and access to non-agricultural income. The constantly 
shifting conditions induced by mortality, rural–urban connections and opportunistic 
decision making by those in power has increased the instability of single women 
hearth-holds’ resource access in communal areas. The different ways in which 
single women access land, from allocation of primary rights to the possibility of 
divorced women maintaining their marital residence, reveal that anything is possible 
because existing rules are manipulated, contradictory and used strategically by, for 
example, the village heads to gain patronage and or control of land resources for 
their personal gain.. In this study, single women’s vulnerability either increased 
or was mediated depending on their relationship to those in power. However, the 
conclusions should not be overly optimistic. Even though kinship now provides 
relatively secure land access for single women, this security is contingent. Experience 
suggests that if there is a contestation between males and females, the female claims 
will be subordinated to the males. The rapidly changing conditions in communal 
areas simultaneously undermine existing conditions and give rise to new ones and 
new patterns of vulnerability.
Gendered resource access organisation in communal areas has been shifting because 
of increased poverty. This has caused the evolution of the production systems based 
on agriculture, and changes in patterns of migrant labour. The end of the migrant 
labour contract precipitated by the collapse of the economy resulted in limited 
cash flowing to rural areas for investment in agricultural activities. As a result 
communal area land ceased to function primarily as an agricultural asset. This has 
produced an enormous diversity in the composition of households, hearth-holds and 
homesteads, life cycle dynamics, and the meaning of land in communal areas. For 
many years, the structure of agricultural systems maintained and perpetuated male 
dominance and the subordination of women in resource access in communal areas. 
Now, production units are no longer dominated by marital unions but rather by a 
diversity of arrangements that include single women hearth-holds, skip-generation 
households, individuals living alone and child-headed households. This happens 
because the males are often absent from the communal areas, deceased, or have 
become dependent on the women hearth-holds who have to assume an increasing 
burden of care. This diversity of production unit means reduced control by males 
in the immediate unit, although males continue to dominate the wider institutions 
governing resource access, such as villages and family.
Studies of women’s land-right vulnerability in the developing world overemphasise 
the role of patriarchy. The historical evolution of the communal areas illustrates 
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that patriarchy is only one of several institutions governing resource access in 
Zimbabwe’s communal areas. These areas are characterised by a variety of governance 
structures and institutions which draw power from a variety of sources, including 
the government, the dominant political party, traditional authorities and formal 
legislation. The structures and systems have multiplied over time. The diversity of 
authorities, lack of clear and systematic rules, the decentralisation of the decision-
making process from the wider community to individual families and the diversity 
introduced by in-migration and marketing of communal area homesteads have 
rendered legal systems and rules largely irrelevant in determining resource access in 
communal areas. This has provided opportunities for people to negotiate resources 
through other institutions and arrangements. The scarcity of cash and the increased 
demand for land provides space for opportunistic behaviour by those in authority. It 
is not possible to generalise on either the processes or the outcome. The constantly 
shifting conditions induced by mortality, migration and opportunistic decision 
making by those in power have increased the instability of single women hearth-
hold’s resource access in communal areas.
The study of two different villages, Ndamba and Makuku, located in the same ward 
demonstrates how different modes of local governance influenced resource access 
and increased the diversity of outcomes for single women in the same communal 
area. The perception and interpretation of the laws and legal institutions by those in 
authority, and the ability of the single women to negotiate the range of institutions 
and authorities also increased the diversity. The Ndamba sabhuku suppressed land 
market activities by discouraging land sales and transfers and by imposing strict 
control on the movement of people into the village. As a result, the village remained 
relatively small, and more cohesive. They maintained a close-knit community 
which for now appears able to deliver more social security benefits to its residents 
than Makuku village. The exclusionary practices of the Ndamba village head made 
single women’s children more vulnerable and undermined hearth-holds’ stability 
in ways that could lead to displacement of single women. Makuku village on the 
other hand tolerated the land market, and as a result had a larger and more diverse 
population than Ndamba. The Makuku example shows how the land market increased 
the diversity of ways in which people accessed matongo but also increased conflict 
between the different people. This opened opportunities for outsiders to access land. 
Single women hearth-holds are among the outsiders who access land on the illegal 
market. The Ndamba style of governance shows how matongo can be managed to 
provide increased social security for single women not only on the homesteads, but 
also on the fallowed land by promoting access to natural resources. The absence of a 
land market in Ndamba increased social security for those having kin relations with 
the inhabitants of Ndamba, as matongo were retained in the family. This meant that 
such homesteads continued to be available as a fallback for vulnerable single women 
belonging to the kin group. The fallow agricultural land which reverted to bush 
provided wood fuel and thatch for Ndamba residents. The available land and small 
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and cohesive village enabled the village to take advantage of various initiatives offered 
by non-governmental organisations (NGOs). However, this limited women’s access 
to residential land, which was important for negotiating access to other resources.
8.2 Livelihood decision making of single women
The livelihood decision making of single women examined through their life stories 
shows how single women managed in the fast-changing environment. The study 
found that, although the importance of land as an agricultural asset had declined for 
single women in the communal areas, access to residential land and the community 
was a basis for negotiating access to social security and livelihood opportunities. 
However, this in itself did not guarantee secure livelihoods.
The single women from the two study villages attempted to secure livelihoods 
in hostile conditions characterised by an eroding resource base and increased 
burden of care. The resource bases were undermined by the failure of the domestic 
units to export labour which has historically been a source of remittances. HIV/
AIDS undermined human capital through illness and death. The contraction of 
wage-earning opportunities, caused by the economic collapse of the country and 
government-led land reform, further limited the communal area residents’ access 
to diversification opportunities. The increased competition for the local market 
undermined the viability of communal area-based retail activities. The continued 
use of laws to suppress trading in communal farming areas further undermined 
single women’s opportunities for diversification. All the foregoing, coupled with 
the opportunistic behaviour of the local leadership, has eroded the resource base of 
communal areas. Subsistence agriculture – a source of basic food – was constrained 
by limited access to agricultural inputs, successive droughts and the decimation of 
labour by HIV/AIDS. This significantly reduced resources locally available for people 
to insure themselves against risk and limited the scope for livelihood diversification. 
The failure by the State to provide healthcare increased the women’s burden of care. 
Both young and adult children relied on the single women, and this influenced single 
women’s decision making in various ways. The research has shown that increasing 
unemployment and HIV/AIDS increased the dependence of adult children on 
their mothers. As a result, women past their child-bearing years were assuming 
responsibility for the care of their children and grand children.
The pathways of the single women in this study illustrate the limited opportunities 
for diversification available to the increasingly vulnerable women. Each of the 22 
cases was unique. The extent to which single women could diversify their livelihoods 
depended on the hearth-hold’s assets, health of members, developmental stage of 
hearth-holds, access to non-agricultural income, access to residence, local governance 
and the specific shocks to which the hearth-hold was exposed. The continued 
exposure of livelihoods to shocks further depleted the resource base and limited 
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the diversification options. The portfolios of single women reflected the reduced 
importance of subsistence agriculture because of the increasing risk associated 
with agriculture and single women hearth-holds’ limited capacity to mobilise the 
labour and agricultural inputs needed to engage in agriculture. The affected women 
resorted to other means to secure basic food, including clustering around those who 
could produce, relying on transfers from the State and engaging in illegal activities. 
The better-off hearth-holds had access to non-agricultural income, were elderly and 
generally in good health. The single women who were not coping were comprised of 
old and younger women who were either ill themselves or were caring for ill and/
or young children. These desperate single women were particularly vulnerable as 
they entered into risky enterprises such as transactional sex, which increased their 
vulnerability to bearing more children that are dependent and to contracting HIV/
AIDS. The difficult circumstances of these single women resulted in some of them 
undertaking risky activities like illegal trade in beer and commodities, withdrawing 
children from school, prostitution, poaching fuel and thatch from commercial 
farms and working when ill. These activities were not sustainable and increased 
the vulnerability of hearth-holds. The local governance conditions in Makuku 
and Ndamba villages increased and curtailed opportunities for diversification by 
encouraging and repressing the land market, respectively. Although the land market 
in Makuku provided diversification opportunities, it increased competition for the 
scarce government transfers and undermined the community’s capacity to engage in 
co-operative activities. The absence of a land market in Ndamba denied women the 
option of disposing of their land to cope with a calamity. The relatively homogeneous 
community of Ndamba reduced vulnerability by providing networks through which 
members received transfers and access to resources. The community was also better 
organised to benefit from transfers from the State and limited NGO initiatives. The 
limited and increasingly risky livelihood diversification environment in communal 
areas forced some women to explore opportunities outside the communal areas by 
pursuing multi-spatial livelihoods. In order to cope with the limits imposed by the 
communal area environment and to reduce risk, hearth-holds spread their activities 
over different locations, extending to growth points, former commercial farming 
areas, urban areas and neighbouring countries.
In order to cope with the limits imposed by the communal area environment and to 
reduce risk, hearth-holds spread their activities over different locations, extending 
to growth points, former commercial farming areas, urban areas and neighbouring 
countries. The concept of rural-urban connections was used to capture the diversity 
of movements of goods, people and services between communal areas, commercial 
farms and the growth points. Historically the communal areas were established 
and designed to develop on the basis of these rural-urban connections. While the 
exact nature of the connections varied between individuals, the general pattern 
was that communal and urban areas were linked economic spaces which were 
interdependent. The various activities and exchanges between the communal 
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areas and other spaces in the country enabled the people to sustain livelihoods in 
communal areas. This included income, people, goods and services. The decline of 
the urban wage labour economy and the increasing number of single women changed 
the nature of rural-urban connections. Historically, the men moved to earn a wage 
while women remained in the rural areas to sustain the homestead. The research 
established the importance of urban connections for the communal area livelihoods. 
The increasing insecurity of urban livelihoods was mirrored by the deterioration 
in rural area livelihoods. Unlike the men who in the past left a spouse in the rural 
areas to raise the children and maintain the homestead, single women hearth-holds’ 
rural-urban connections were configured differently. This was to enable the women 
to meet their reproductive obligations in communal areas and secure services and 
goods from the urban areas to ensure the viability of their livelihoods. Single women 
who had a reliable access to remittances and/or rental form an urban property 
managed to maintain and extend their homesteads and livelihoods diversified into 
accumulation. The other strategy that hearth-holds in communal areas used to secure 
their livelihoods was to indirectly access money through working for those who had 
direct flows from urban areas or through the institution of matongo. Generally, the 
hearth-holds with erratic flow of goods and services on the rural-urban continuum 
had the least viable livelihoods. Single women tried to secure the flow of goods and 
services by moving out, splitting hearth-holds and engaging in trade. In addition 
to the single women hearth-holds, some male headed domestic units relocated to 
urban areas. This increased the incidence of matongo which enabled single women 
to reduce their vulnerability in the communal areas.
The different sources of income included receipt of rent from urban properties, 
waged work at growth points, commercial farm work and retail activities on the 
farms and at growth points. The single women’s capacity to explore multi-spatial 
livelihoods was limited by the presence of dependent children, the women’s age, 
the health of the hearth-hold’s members and the women’s limited labour skills. 
The returns from these multi-spatial livelihoods were inadequate for the women to 
consolidate their livelihoods. The women who were wholly dependent on mobile 
activities had some of the most vulnerable livelihoods. Some of them failed to secure 
independent homesteads in the village and remained sub-units of other homesteads. 
Generally, the combination of localised and distant livelihoods failed to protect 
women from the risks associated with communal areas. As a result, there was a 
general decline in single women hearth-holds’ livelihoods over time. An analysis 
of all 22 single women’s pathways in Chapter 7 showed how individual livelihoods 
became increasingly vulnerable over their respective life courses.
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8.3 Theoretical reflections
8.3.1 Access versus property, focusing on the phenomenon of matongo
The theoretical reflections of the thesis focus on the concepts explored in Chapter 
1 in order to highlight the contributions made to existing knowledge. The study 
introduced the concept of access to analyse how women gain and benefit from 
the land resource, the concept of hearth-hold and homestead instead of household 
as units of analysis and the concept of livelihood decision making. The use of the 
concept of access versus property widened the analytical scope of the study and 
facilitated an appreciation of the diverse means by which people gain access to 
resources in the communal areas. The concept of property focuses on ownership of 
land sanctioned by the plural systems of rules, including the law, and not on land 
access for which no rules exist and where only social relations are important. In the 
communal areas of Zimbabwe, the legal framework governing land access does not 
recognise individual ownership of communal land. As a result, it would not have 
been possible with the property concept to explore the various extra-legal ways by 
which people gain access to and deal in communal area land. The concept of access 
provides a wider framework within which to examine how residents in communal 
areas gain and maintain access to land because it includes powers, and not only 
formal rights people have on the basis of kinship and other characteristics. One of 
the extra-legal land access mechanisms, matongo, is based on neither the market 
nor State-generated regulations. However, the use of matongo is widely accepted as 
a normal means of accessing land. Using a property-centered framework of analysis 
would have marginalised matongo and treated it as a temporary phenomenon yet 
observed practice illustrated that matongo is a widespread and enduring phenomenon. 
Whereas property focuses on mutually exclusive land claims, using the matongo 
concept has enabled the analysis of land claims as complementary rather than 
mutually exclusive competing activities. The terms for gaining access to matongo are 
not always clear. In some cases, the conditions are quite restrictive by, for example, 
denying women autonomy in deciding with whom to co-reside. However, matongo 
provided a valuable and flexible resource and relief for single women in this study 
who were faced with homelessness and impoverishment when they were displaced. 
Thus, single women’s claims to matongo are stronger than presented in normative 
discussions on single women’s resource access in communal areas. The matongo 
discourse shows that the male lineage has a kind of obligation to accommodate 
their single women. This is the main reason why women who return to their natal 
village are relatively more secure than women occupying matongo through marriage, 
employment or as a guardian. Matongo acts as a pressure valve by giving access to 
the desperate while retaining the claims of the absent. Matongo is an increasingly 
important way through which single women negotiate resource access in the gendered 
resource governance space of the communal areas. Matongo has enabled women 
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to overcome the barriers imposed by the market and custom and to gain access to 
resources in the communal areas without directly confronting the patriarchal norms.
8.3.2 Hearth-hold versus household
The study used the concepts of hearth-hold, homestead and village to analyse the 
domestic unit. The selection of the hearth-hold as a unit of analysis enabled the 
research to focus on single women in their various marital statuses, relationships to 
the head of the house and relationships to men outside the formal marital relationship. 
Acknowledging that single women hearth-holds do not exist in a vacuum but have 
been shaped by their relations with other units, the homestead and village were 
also incorporated as units of study. Unlike the household, the hearth-hold placed 
the single women at the centre of the research, regardless of the individual woman’s 
relationship with a man at any point in her life. This was useful because the male 
headship bias in the household unit would have confined the analysis to other male-
centred ways of examining women’s resource access. The woman-centred focus 
facilitated a continued spotlight on the dynamics of women’s resource access. A 
household focus would have been benchmarked by the men’s entry and exit from 
the woman’s life. The use of hearth-hold rather than household challenged the notion 
that in patrilineal societies adult men are always the head of a domestic unit and 
showed that it is common for adult men to be dependents of single women. The use 
of the hearth-hold highlighted the autonomy and diversity of hearth-holds which 
the household focus would have glossed over. This is not to say that hearth-holds 
do not have to conform to patriarchal norms but rather that they remain in control 
of their individual circumstances and, in doing so, are also agents of change and 
decision-making units. The hearth-hold focus also showed how, contrary to popular 
belief, single women domestic units in a patriarchal setting can have a high degree 
of flexibility.
8.3.3 The concept of vulnerability
The concept of vulnerability led to an analysis of how prone individuals are to risks, 
how they manage the risks and what happens after the risk comes to pass. Livelihood 
diversification is a strategy that is commonly used to reduce vulnerability. Hearth-
holds diversify by investing in non-agricultural activities and pursuing multi-spatial 
livelihoods. The individual women’s capacity to diversify depends on their resources 
and decisions they make. The experiences of single women studied here show that, 
in a fast-changing hostile environment with multiple risks, people may become 
so impoverished that their capacity to respond is undermined. This highlights the 
impact of structural factors that produce vulnerability. For example, the existence 
of the communal farming areas as legal spaces creates a vulnerable population 
because they have no access to land outside these areas, even after the fast-track 
land reform (see Section 3.2.3). Communal farming areas are legal and political 
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spaces that produce vulnerability and act as places where the ill and unemployed 
are dumped. The experiences of the 22 hearth-holds studied show that, even though 
in the short term some women successfully diversified and averted disaster, they 
are all destined for impoverishment in the long term as their livelihoods slide 
from being hearth-holds at risk to becoming succumbed hearth-holds. The at-risk 
hearth-holds just manage by generating enough from their daily activities to meet 
their immediate consumption needs. The conditions in the communal area make 
it difficult for hearth-holds to adequately insure themselves against subsequent 
shocks and long-term risks, regardless of their participating in several activities that 
include remittances, subsistence agriculture, wage labour, barter trade, community 
garden, dairy projects, beer brewing and government transfers. The diversification 
is not sustainable because the context continues to deteriorate. The women largely 
improvise and lack the resources needed to sustain the activities. The women also 
overextend their meagre resources – usually labour – in pursuing so many activities. 
This exposes them to illness. The act of diversifying is not in itself adequate to 
mitigate risk. There has to be sustained access to resources to enable the diversified 
hearth-hold to accumulate adequate stocks to insure against future risks. Without 
this progressive outcome, diversification becomes a futile activity that may further 
increase vulnerability. This research has established that, once illness afflicts a 
hearth-hold, there is little the domestic unit can do by way of mitigating the effects. 
It also emerged that no one asset was adequate to ensure livelihood security. The 
successful hearth-holds in the study relied on a variety of resources to ensure their 
survival. The use of the vulnerability concept enabled the research to show how 
individual hearth-holds experience the hostile environment but also how they use 
individual resources to confront risk. Even though individual pathways are unique, 
generally the hearth-holds become more impoverished, powerless and vulnerable 
over time, not just as a consequence of individual circumstances but also as a result 
of the rapid and sustained deterioration in the wider environment within which 
the hearth-holds reside.
8.3.4. Pathways
Through the use of pathways a concept developed to analyse decision-making in high 
risk environments it was possible to examine hearth-holds’ decision-making and the 
consequences of those decisions. Even though the factors that lead to the generalised 
vulnerability of hearth-holds’ livelihoods were identified, pathways enabled us to link 
these factors to individual hearth-holds’ decision-making so we could understand the 
processes behind the decisions they took. By focusing on individual hearth-holds and 
having the women tell their life stories, it was also possible to capture the diversity 
in decision-making and outcomes that characterised the 22 single women who 
were the focus on the study. A focus on the individual hearth-hold experiences put 
those women in the centre of the stories and enabled us to capture diversity in the 
women’s life experiences and decision-making. The study also increased our insight 
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into how hearth-holds made decisions in the volatile conditions in Zimbabwe. The 
pathway reconstruction enabled us to not only illustrate the diversity of livelihood 
activities that the women engaged in but also to show the improvised nature of the 
hearth-holds’ portfolios and the character of hearth-holds’ livelihood altering events. 
As a result, it was possible to identify the main factors that resulted in hearth-holds 
pathways either leading them to sustainable hearth-holds or those whose livelihoods 
remained vulnerable to the volatile conditions and/or succumbed over their life 
course. The pathways enabled us to show that hearth-holds’ livelihood decision-
making was determined by their age, health status, marital status, specific shock to 
which the hearth-hold has been exposed, specific local governance conditions and 
health status of hearth-hold heads and rural-urban connections. It was also possible 
to establish the potential role of NGOs and government to influence hearth-holds’ 
pathways. Matongo is also another institution that was identified as a potential 
factor in inducing a more progressive pathway for hearth-holds. The experiences of 
the 22 hearth-holds decision-making showed that kinship and networks can either 
increase or decrease a hearth-hold’s livelihood viability. While individual cases give 
insights into specific experiences, it is not possible to draw generalisations at either 
the community or countrywide level.
8.3.5 rural-urban connections
 The concept of rural-urban connections was used to analyze hearth-holds’ livelihoods 
spatial organization. The concept facilitated a scope of analysis that extended beyond 
the physical boundaries of the communal area to include the urban areas, growth 
points and commercial farming areas where hearth-hold livelihood activities were 
pursued. This enabled us to expose the complimentary relationship that exists 
between the communal areas and urban areas in Zimbabwe and that one could not 
exist without the other. The rural-urban connections illustrated that the exchanges 
between communal areas and urban areas extended beyond the movement of people 
to include the exchange of goods and services. The ebbs and flows in volumes and 
direction of movement were influenced by how individuals responded to the various 
economic, social and political stimuli. The concept of connections enabled us to 
illustrate how the flow of goods and services between urban areas and communal 
areas historically evolved. The male labour market dominated rural urban mobility 
of the colonial era were gradually replaced by more diverse movements of both men 
and women as the laws and social conditions governing resource access changed over 
time. The evolution of rural urban connections in response to the ESAP, economic 
decline and government policies resulted in diminished financial flows to rural 
areas. People responded to this pressure by increased shorter term travel patterns, 
reduced investment in rural areas, splitting families between various locations and 
some abandoned their rural homesteads. Through the thesis, it was possible to 
establish how generally the evolution of rural-urban connections over time resulted 
in a gradual shift in the meaning of the communal area to those who had access to 
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this land. For some the utility of the rural home as a retirement ceased after they 
secured freehold access to urban property while for others this was heightened. 
The concept of rural–urban connections enabled us to link the wider processes to 
local conditions and to provide steps towards answering questions about why people 
in rural areas are no longer farming, why land is left fallow and why there has been a 
sustained deterioration of communal area homestead infrastructure over the years.
Although rural-urban connections are diverse, they were also gendered in the study 
area. The gendered structuring of rural-urban connections was historically shaped 
by the governance framework that controlled the mobility of women and prohibited 
African ownership of land in urban areas. As a result, men moved to urban areas 
while women remained to farm and raise children. The focus on single women 
hearth-holds enabled us to highlight the evolution of gendered livelihood structuring 
across the rural-urban continuum. Single women hearth-holds secured goods and 
services differently than men. They had to balance the pursuit of money with their 
obligations to look after the young and the ill. For single women the role of the rural 
home as a primary residence and fall-back became increasingly important as it was 
here that they could negotiate access to other resources. The women’s capacity to 
maintain homestead infrastructure, farm and even diversify their livelihood portfolio 
was a function of the nature of their rural-urban connections. The single women 
who had manages to successfully establish rural urban connections through lucrative 
trade, secure access to regular remittances or ownership of an urban property were 
best placed to maintain a viable existence in the communal areas. The women who 
severed or failed to establish and/or maintain a continuous flow of goods on the 
rural–urban continuum remained the most vulnerable as they could not produce 
subsistence food maintain homestead infrastructure and their livelihoods increasingly 
became vulnerable over time. Therefore, rural urban connections were an important 
determinant of livelihood sustainability.
8.4  Zimbabwe’s communal farm areas, single women’s land 
rights and the impact of AIDS: towards a more complex 
understanding of vulnerability
The livelihood experiences of single women are inextricably linked to the political 
economy of the communal farming areas in Zimbabwe. The present situation 
in communal areas characterised by vulnerable livelihoods and a poor resource 
base has historical roots. The historical reason for the establishment of communal 
areas as vulnerable and dependent spaces created the conditions that characterise 
the political economy of communal areas today. Communal farming areas were 
created as dependent spaces to enable the successive governments to maintain 
power and control over the inhabitants’ access to productive resources. The land 
tenure regime and the location of power in traditional structures maintained land 
as the key productive asset under State control. As a result, even in Zimbabwe’s 
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‘good years’, communal areas continued to be dependent on the State and resource 
flows from outside. The events of the period 1990-2003 undermined the economic 
linkages between the communal farming areas and the rest of the country. Since 
then, livelihoods in the communal areas have become more vulnerable. This has 
reduced the people’s access to productive resources and rendered them powerless. 
The communal areas have changed from being a labour market able to provide 
their own subsistence food into a largely residential place wholly dependent on the 
government for sustenance. The government has used this as a strategy to foster 
patronage through the politicisation of food and the use of restrictive legislation to 
force the private sector, NGOs and other civic organisations out of the humanitarian 
sector. This has had the effect of concentrating power in the hands of the State and 
reducing the autonomy of communal areas.
With respect to the initial mission of this thesis, to establish the impact of HIV/AIDS 
on single women’s access to land in communal areas of Zimbabwe, it can be concluded 
that the existing vulnerability of single women cannot be exclusively attributed to 
HIV/AIDS, because women’s land tenure in Zimbabwe is the outcome of various 
factors, none of which can be conclusively studied in isolation. Women’s tenure 
is an outcome of wide spectre of historical and socio-economic factors, including 
power and gender relations, rural-urban connections, misfortune, social relations 
and land tenure rules. HIV/AIDS is one of the many factors along with the legacy 
of dual development in Rhodesia, gender discrimination, governance dynamics and 
changing livelihoods that have shaped women’s land rights. HIV/AIDS increases 
the vulnerability of an already vulnerable population by increasing the incidence 
of mortality, marital breakdown, single women hearth-hold relocation, changing 
the governance of resource access and eroding the labour base. A meaningful 
understanding of vulnerability has to embrace the other processes that impact on 
women’s ability to gain a livelihood from the land. These include economic, social 
and historical circumstances. Any attempt to understand the vulnerability of women’s 
land rights has to include these other fundamental linkages. Vulnerability therefore 
entails an examination not just of a livelihood’s current circumstances, but also 
of the historical and socio-economic circumstances which the specific livelihood 
has experienced. Vulnerability discourse should also examine the role of the State, 
because commonly the State is assumed to be one of the main sources of resources 
to reduce risk. In Zimbabwe, the State uses vulnerability as a resource for political 
expediency. A sustainable solution to mediating communal areas’ vulnerability, and 
consequently women’s tenure security, should start with the restructuring of the 
communal areas’ political economy.
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Single women, land and livelihood vulnerability in a 
communal area in Zimbabwe
This thesis focused on the ways in which single women take decisions to cope with 
risk and gain access to resources in communal areas of Zimbabwe. A study into the 
experiences of single women hearth-holds was necessary because there was a dearth 
of systematic research on how these women accessed resources in a patriarchal and 
legal space. Communal areas have been undergoing significant changes as a result 
of government policies, HIV/AIDS, erratic weather, ambiguous governance, the 
collapse of the agricultural economy, hyperinflation and the general deterioration 
of the Zimbabwean economy over the last decade. This has resulted in changing 
rural-urban connections, increasing poverty, depleted resource base, a high death 
rate, loss of traditional sources of cash income, a decline in the capacity to produce or 
procure subsistence food and an uncertain decision-making environment. This study 
has established that, although resource governance systems in communal farming 
area are male biased, within those systems, there are more diverse opportunities of 
access than previously thought and single women have more room to manoeuvre 
than previously thought. The norms used to determine single women’s access to 
resources are flexible and negotiable. However, the flexibility of the communal area 
resource governance has increased both the opportunities and the vulnerabilities of 
single women’s residence access in the communal areas. This paradox has arisen 
because of the peculiar dynamic of different processes that influence resource access 
in these areas and the specific circumstances of single women at any one time.
This research was initially designed to document the ways in which gender 
inequality in relation to control of land made single women particularly vulnerable 
to impoverishment and the impact of HIV/AIDS in Zimbabwe. The research context 
– Zimbabwean communal areas – has been undergoing rapid changes in the past 
two decades, which increased the vulnerability of communal area livelihoods by 
undermining the communal area economy. The people’s reactions to the increasing 
risks induced changes in relationships governing resource access in the communal 
areas. There is a large body of literature on gendered land rights of rural women 
in Southern Africa which suggests that the secondary land rights of these women 
leave single women vulnerable to poverty and destitution, particularly in a time of 
HIV/AIDS. This thesis suggests that the reality is more complex in rural Zimbabwe: 
firstly because gendered land rights are not well captured by the distinction between 
primary and secondary rights, and secondly because rural livelihoods are no longer 
just dependent on land.
Instead of focusing only on customary land tenure and property relations, this 
research focused on a broader concept of land access to analyse the tenure position 
of women. The research looked at decision making by single women in the face of 
the multiple challenges emanating from unpredictable economic, political and social 
conditions and rapid changes in domestic units. The livelihood decision making of 
single women is analysed through the concepts of access and hearth-holds, which 
put women at the centre of the research. The focus on hearth-holds as a unit of 
analysis represented a major departure from the conventional domestic units used 
in patrilineal land research. The concept of access focuses our attention not only 
on property rights in land, but also at the ability of people to benefit from resources 
through various mechanisms and powers they have. The livelihood framework was 
used for looking at different kinds of resources along with the related concept of 
vulnerability. The pathways concept developed to study decision making in risky 
areas, which focuses on the improvised character of many livelihood decisions 
was used to analyse livelihood decision making and to illuminate the diversity of 
livelihood activities and portfolios of single women.
The aim of the research was to find out how in this period of heightened vulnerability, 
single women took livelihood decisions and gained access to productive resources 
in communal farming areas of Zimbabwe? The question was divided into four sub 
questions:
1. How have historical changes in the wider environment of Zimbabwe affected 
resource access and livelihood decision making in the communal areas of 
Zimbabwe?
2. What are the emergent modes of access to land and other resources through which 
women and men construct their livelihoods in the rapidly changing communal 
areas of Zimbabwe?
3. What are the specific vulnerabilities confronted by single women in obtaining 
access to land for residential and agricultural purposes in the communal areas 
in the context of these changes in the wider environment?
4. How do single women organise livelihoods and take livelihood decisions in the 
communal areas of Zimbabwe?
The research fieldwork was conducted between August 2004 and December 2005 in two 
Shona villages in the communal areas of Zimbabwe. Chapter 2 describes the research 
design strategy, research experience and the data collection methods employed. 
The chapter shows how the research design was adapted to accommodate observed 
differences between the literature studied and ethnographic reality in the field, the 
author’s considerations in selecting the research area, villages and units of analysis. 
The chapter, through a description of the researcher’s experiences, demonstrates the 
shortcomings of normative frameworks for investigating single women hearth-holds’ 
decision making. It also illustrates the theoretical, methodological and practical 
challenges of using conventional research methodologies in such a fast-changing 
environment and how new methods were devised. The field experiences show that 
fast-changing environments require a sensitive and flexible approach. The research 
site was selected because of security concerns, a crippling fuel crisis in Zimbabwe at 
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the time and the opportunity the site offered to study livelihood diversification. The 
research focused on 22 single women hearth-holds, homestead, village and ward. The 
use of multiple units of analysis was necessary because of the importance of linkages 
between the hearth-holds and other socio-economic spaces such as urban areas.
Chapter 3, based on secondary data, explores the historical and contextual framework 
of land tenure and livelihood decision making of single women in communal farming 
areas. The chapter constructs a framework within which to analyse how single women 
take livelihood decisions and gain access to productive resources in the communal 
areas. The complexity of single women’s land rights and the vulnerability of their 
livelihoods need to be understood historically, taking account both of long-term 
transformations in the colonial period and of the immediate history of political 
turbulence, economic stagnation and AIDS in Zimbabwe. The transformation of 
institutions in communal areas governing resource access has always been contingent 
upon larger economic and political developments in the country. This Chapter 
shows how this created all kinds of constraints and opportunities for livelihoods in 
communal areas for the population at large as well as single women. The chapter 
also highlights how the legal complexity introduced by successive governments 
created a diversity of institutional spaces which have shaped the resource access of 
single women and other people in the communal areas.
Chapter 4 describes the specific spatial and historical context of the study. The 
chapter shows how the rapid changes experienced by the communal areas in the 
last two decades increased livelihood differentiation and altered gendered relations. 
The impact of the rapid changes in each communal area was mediated by the 
location, resource endowment and local governance context. The impact of the 
shocks on the different households and people was mediated by their respective 
positions. The study of two different villages, Ndamba and Makuku, located in 
the same ward demonstrates how different modes of local governance influenced 
resource access and increased the diversity of outcomes for single women in the 
same communal area. The chapter, drawing from the village inventory also highlights 
how the communities within which the single women were located experienced the 
deterioration of communal areas and processes described in Chapter 3.
Chapter 5 looks at how single women negotiated community membership and 
access to homesteads. The chapter highlights the importance for vulnerable women 
of access not just to land as a resource but also to membership of the community 
in which the land is located. The chapter shows that single women gain access 
to residence in communal areas in a very uncertain environment. The findings 
of this study are that single women have more room for manoeuvre in deciding 
where to set up their residence. The chapter shows how changes in marital status 
wrought by death or divorce alter the conditions upon which the women maintain 
residential and community access. The resultant changes in terms of access mean 
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that women have to resume negotiations with different people who assume control 
of the homestead and community membership. The multiplicity of variables that 
influence single women’s residence access is inconsistent with findings that infer 
that customary tenure systems generally result in the eviction of widows and restrict 
hearth-holds’ access to residence in their natal homestead. Hearth-holds deserted 
homesteads, were nudged out by the community or were pulled out by their natal 
relatives. These tendencies are neither the dominant nor the only outcomes of 
single women’s residence status following the change of marital status. There was no 
single outcome of these negotiations as each single woman’s situation was unique. 
It appears vulnerability of single women hearth-holds’ residence in communal areas 
is linked to the vulnerability of their children’s residential rights. The importance 
of support and social relations for single women cannot be overstated. There is no 
general impact of the various factors on single women’s residence. The conditions 
may interlock to produce extreme vulnerability, but the reverse is also true. However, 
access to residential land remains subject to constant negotiation. By exploring 
the strategies and paradoxes, the chapter shows that women are not only passive 
recipients but also active decision makers who influence the outcomes following 
changes in their marital status.
Chapter 6, explains the tragic puzzle of agricultural production in rural communal 
areas today – the presence of uncultivated land in the midst of scarcity and extreme 
poverty – and shows how hearth-holds’ access to agricultural land fits within it. A 
focus on practices and individual single women hearth-holds rather than norms 
highlights an increasingly important mechanism through which people gain and 
maintain access to land and residence in the communal areas of Zimbabwe. The 
chapter shows how indeterminate governance institutions, migration, and high 
morbidity and mortality processes intersect to produce diverse resource access 
opportunities and vulnerabilities for single women and other marginalised people 
in the communal areas. Various extra-legal methods that single women use to access 
resources and to reduce their vulnerability in communal areas are described. These 
opportunities are known as matongo (vacant lands). Through the concept of matongo 
the chapter deconstructs the meaning of ‘vacant land’ in the context of the communal 
areas. It illustrates how the processes of migration, mortality and legal ambiguity 
identified in Chapter 3 nurture matongo. The chapter shows how single women 
gain resource access through the matongo layer and identifies the vulnerabilities of 
these opportunities. The terms for gaining access to matongo are not always clear. 
In some cases, the conditions are quite restrictive by, for example, denying women 
autonomy to decide with whom to co-reside. Matongo act as pressure valve by giving 
access to the desperate, while retaining the claims of the absent. The indeterminate 
rules governing matongo are a source of uncertainty for people who gain access to 
land through matongo. This is a source of vulnerability. The unclear governance of 
matongo results in some people retaining ownership, while others dispose of their land 
claims on out-migration. Matongo enable women to overcome the barriers imposed 
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by the market and custom, and to gain access to resources in the communal areas 
without directly confronting the patriarchal norms. This examination of matongo 
has enabled the analysis of land claims as complementary rather than mutually 
exclusive and competing categories.
In Chapter 7, livelihood decision making of the 22 hearth holds as examined through 
their life stories shows how single women made livelihood decisions in the fast-
changing environment. The pathways of the single women in this study illustrate 
the limited opportunities for diversification available to the increasingly vulnerable 
women. Each of the 22 cases was unique. The extent to which single women could 
diversify their livelihoods depended on the hearth-hold’s assets, health of members, 
developmental stage of hearth-holds, access to non-agricultural income, access to 
residence on a homestead, local governance and the specific shocks to which the 
hearth-hold was exposed. The continued exposure of livelihoods to shocks further 
depleted the resource base and limited the diversification options. The portfolios of 
single women reflected the reduced importance of subsistence agriculture because 
of the increasing risk associated with agriculture and single women hearth-holds’ 
limited capacity to mobilise the labour and agricultural inputs needed to engage in 
agriculture. The chapter shows the difficult circumstances of these single women 
which resulted in some of them undertaking risky activities. The chapter also shows 
how the local context within the two study villages influenced opportunities for 
diversification and how hearth-holds spread their activities over different locations, 
extending to growth points, former commercial farming areas, urban areas and 
neighbouring countries to cope with the limits imposed by the communal area 
environment and to reduce risk. The single women’s capacity to explore multi-
spatial livelihoods was limited by the presence of dependent children, the women’s 
age, the health of the hearth-hold’s members and the women’s limited labour skills. 
Generally, the combination of localised and distant diversification options failed to 
protect women from the risks associated with communal areas. As a result, there was 
a general decline in the viability of single women hearth-holds’ livelihoods over time.
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by drawing together all the discussions reflect on 
lessons learnt and map out the contribution of this thesis to existing knowledge. This 
study has established that, although communal area resource governance systems 
are male biased, within those systems, there are more diverse forms of access 
than previously thought. The different ways in which single women access land, 
from allocation of primary rights to the possibility of divorced women maintaining 
their marital residence, reveal that anything is possible because existing rules are 
manipulated, contradictory and used strategically by, for example, the village heads. 
The thesis showed how single women’s rights remain hidden in investigations that 
emphasise the use of formal resource access frameworks to analyse land access. 
The formal frameworks dismiss or deny the importance of these so-called secondary 
rights. Women’s land claims are not handled in the same way as men’s, but can be 
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enforced socially and customarily. These claims, though weaker than men’s, are 
significant as single women cannot be thrown off the land, and the women can use 
these claims as a negotiating base for access to other resources, such as assistance 
with children, illness and livelihood organisation. The finding that widows who 
remained in their marital residence after the death of their spouse constitute the 
majority of the single women in this study highlights the importance of the marital 
relationship for women’s access to residence. The finding that divorced women 
were generally accommodated among their birth kin emphasises the importance 
of the natal relationship for divorced single women’s land access. Even though the 
kinship-based modes of land access remain important for single women, new and 
innovative ways have been introduced through the market, employment and derived 
rights by dependents of single women.
Studies of women’s land-right vulnerability in the developing world overemphasise 
the role of patriarchy. The thesis illustrates that patriarchy is only one of several 
institutions governing resource access in Zimbabwe’s communal areas. This is because 
of the existence of a variety of governance structures and institutions which draw 
power from a variety of sources, including the government, the dominant political 
party, traditional authorities and formal legislation. The diversity of authorities, lack 
of clear and systematic rules, the decentralisation of the decision-making process 
from the wider community to individual families and the diversity introduced by 
in-migration and marketing of communal area homesteads have rendered legal 
systems and rules irrelevant in determining resource access in communal areas. 
This has provided opportunities for people to negotiate resources through other 
institutions and arrangements.
Through the use of two villages located in the same ward the thesis demonstrated 
the mediating effect of the local governance context and increased the diversity of 
outcomes for single women in the same communal area. The respective sabhuku’s 
position on the land market and the resulting extreme outcomes for single women 
and the general population in the two villages highlights not only the role of local 
authorities but also the importance of the specific local context in shaping resource 
access. The thesis showed that the differential interpretation of the regulations 
governing the land market in communal areas combined with the other processes to 
produce significant differences in the dynamics of single women’s resource access. 
The existence of a land market in one village increased population, opportunities 
for accessing land and joining the community and increased opportunities for 
vulnerable single women to secure their livelihoods through exploiting opportunities 
on the land market. In the same village, the market reduced single women’s land 
access through kinship, increased competition for scarce transfers from the State, 
undermined kinship support and increased the vulnerability of single women 
who controlled underutilised land as the men in power took advantage of the land 
market. The refusal by the sabhuku in the other village to facilitate a land market 
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secured single women’s access to communal land as a fall back, reduced the strain 
on the community by restricting the immigration rate, increased the community 
and consequently single women’s capacity to benefit from State and NGO transfers 
and enhanced community cohesion. On the other hand, this restriction of the land 
market undermined single women’s opportunity to diversity and benefit from the 
land market, denied single women autonomy in terms of decision-making about their 
children and left the women’s land access vulnerable to opportunistic behaviour by 
the sabhuku. The thesis showed that while the two localities exhibited differences 
that impacted on single women’s livelihood decision-making, the local context had 
no impact on mediating women’s vulnerability to HIV/AIDS.
The livelihood decision making of single women examined through their life stories 
shows how single women managed in the fast-changing environment. The study 
found that, although the importance of land as an agricultural asset had declined for 
single women in the communal areas, access to residential land and the community 
is still the basis for negotiating access to social security and livelihood opportunities. 
However, this in itself did not guarantee secure livelihoods.
The study contributes to knowledge by introducing the concept of access to analyse 
how women gain and benefit from the land resource, the concept of hearth-hold and 
homestead instead of household as units of analysis and the concept of livelihood 
decision making. The use of the concept of access versus property widened the 
analytical scope of the study and facilitated a better appreciation of the diverse 
means by which people gain access to resources in the communal areas. The 
concept of property focuses on ownership of land sanctioned by the plural systems 
of rules, including the law, and not on land access for which no rules exist and 
where only social relations are important. In the communal areas of Zimbabwe, 
the legal framework governing land access does not recognise individual ownership 
of communal land. As a result, it would not have been possible with the property 
concept to explore the various extra-legal ways by which people gain access to and 
deal in communal area land. The concept of access provides a wider framework within 
which to examine how residents in communal areas gain and maintain access to land 
because it includes powers, and not only formal rights people have on the basis of 
kinship and other characteristics. One of the extra-legal land access mechanisms, 
matongo, is based on neither the market nor State-generated regulations. However, 
the use of matongo is widely accepted as a normal means of accessing land. Using 
a property-centered framework of analysis would have marginalised matongo and 
treated it as a temporary phenomenon yet observed practice illustrated that matongo 
is a widespread and enduring phenomenon. Whereas property focuses on mutually 
exclusive land claims, using the matongo concept has enabled the analysis of land 
claims as complementary rather than mutually exclusive categories. Matongo has 
enabled women to overcome the barriers imposed by the market and custom and 
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to gain access to resources in the communal areas without directly confronting the 
patriarchal norms.
The study used the concepts of hearth-hold, homestead and village to analyse the 
domestic unit. The selection of the hearth-hold as a unit of analysis enabled the 
research to focus on single women in their various marital statuses, relationships to 
the head of the house and relationships to men outside the formal marital relationship. 
The hearth-hold placed the single women at the centre of the research, regardless 
of the individual woman’s relationship with a man at any point in her life. This was 
useful because the male headship bias in the household unit would have confined 
the analysis to other male-centred ways of examining women’s resource access. The 
woman-centred focus facilitated a continued spotlight on the dynamics of women’s 
resource access. A household focus would have been benchmarked by the men’s 
entry and exit from the woman’s life. The use of hearth-hold rather than household 
challenged the notion that in patrilineal societies adult men are always the head of 
a domestic unit and showed that it is common for adult men to be dependents of 
single women. The use of the hearth-hold highlighted the autonomy and diversity 
of hearth-holds which the household focus would have glossed over. This is not to 
say that hearth-holds do not have to conform to patriarchal norms, but rather that 
they remain to a certain extent in control of their individual circumstances and, in 
doing so, are agents of change. The hearth-hold focus also showed how, contrary 
to popular belief, single women domestic units in a patriarchal setting can have a 
high degree of flexibility.
The concept of vulnerability focuses our attention on how prone individuals are to 
risks, how they manage the risks and what happens after the risk comes to pass. 
Livelihood diversification is a strategy that is commonly used to reduce vulnerability. 
The experiences of single women studied here show that, in a fast-changing hostile 
environment with multiple risks, people may become so impoverished that their 
capacity to respond is undermined. The experiences of the 22 hearth-holds studied 
show that, even though in the short term some women successfully diversified and 
averted disaster, they are all destined for impoverishment in the long run as their 
livelihoods slide from being hearth-holds at risk to becoming succumbed hearth-holds. 
This showed that the mere act of diversifying is not in itself adequate to mitigate 
risk. This research has established that, once illness afflicts a hearth-hold, there is 
little the domestic unit can do by way of mitigating the effects. It also emerged that 
no one asset was adequate to ensure livelihood security.
The research was originally oriented at establishing the impact of HIV/AIDS on 
single women’s access to land in communal areas of Zimbabwe, concluded that the 
existing vulnerability of single women cannot be exclusively attributed to HIV/AIDS, 
because women’s land tenure in Zimbabwe is the outcome of various factors, none 
of which can conclusively be studied in isolation. Women’s tenure is an outcome of 
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a multitude of historical and socio-economic developments, including power and 
gender relations, misfortune, social relations and land tenure rules. HIV/AIDS is one 
of the many factors along with the legacy of dual development in Rhodesia, economic 
crisis, gender discrimination, governance dynamics and changing livelihoods that 
have shaped women’s land rights. HIV/AIDS increases the vulnerability of an already 
vulnerable population by increasing the incidence of mortality, marital breakdown, 
single women hearth-hold relocation, changing the governance of resource access 
and eroding the labour base. A meaningful understanding of vulnerability has to 
embrace the other processes that impact on women’s ability to gain a livelihood 
from the land.
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Alleenstaande vrouwen, toegang tot land, bestaanswijze en 
HIV-AIDS in de communale landbouwgebieden in Zimbabwe
Dit proefschrift gaat over de wijze waarop alleenstaande vrouwen beslissingen 
nemen ten aanzien van risicofactoren in hun bestaan en hoe zij proberen toegang tot 
land te krijgen in communale landbouwgebieden in Zimbabwe. Een studie naar de 
matrifocale sociale eenheden die deze vrouwen vormen binnen en buiten bestaande 
huishoudens is belangrijk vanwege het gebrek aan kennis over hoe zij toegang 
tot hulpbronnen verwerven in een traditioneel rechtsstelsel dat door patriarchale 
relaties wordt gedomineerd. De communale landbouwgebieden in Zimbabwe hebben 
fundamentele veranderingen ondergaan als resultaat van overheidsbeleid, HIV-
AIDS, onregelmatige regenval, de economische crisis en de ondergang van de 
plattelandseconomie in Zimbabwe gedurende het afgelopen decennium. Deze 
veranderingen hebben geleid tot toenemende armoede, degradatie van natuurlijke 
hulpbronnen, een hoog sterftecijfer, een afname van mogelijkheden om buiten de 
landbouw een inkomen te verwerven, en een afname van de capaciteit om voedsel 
voor eigen consumptie te verbouwen, vanwege gebrek aan arbeid en de noodzakelijke 
inputs, in een context waarin onzekerheid steeds belangrijker werd. In deze studie 
wordt vastgesteld dat ondanks het feit dat systemen om toegang tot hulpbronnen 
te regelen ten voordele van mannen werken, er meer mogelijkheden voor vrouwen 
zijn om toegang tot land te verwerven dan voorheen werd aangenomen. De normen 
die toegang tot land voor vrouwen bepalen zijn flexibel en onderhandelbaar. Deze 
flexibiliteit vergroot aan de ene kant de mogelijkheden voor vrouwen, maar aan de 
andere kant de kwetsbaarheid van vrouwen in hun toegang tot stukken land waar 
zij kunnen wonen in de communale landbouwgebieden. Deze paradoxale situatie is 
ontstaan door de specifieke dynamiek van verschillende processen die de toegang 
tot land beïnvloeden en de specifieke omstandigheden van individuele vrouwen.
Dit onderzoek richtte zich aanvankelijk op het onderzoeken hoe ongelijkheid tussen 
de genders in relatie tot toegang tot land alleenstaande vrouwen meer kwetsbaar 
zou maken voor de gevolgen van de HIV/AIDS epidemie in Zimbabwe. Echter, 
de context van het onderzoek de communale landbouwgebieden van Zimbabwe 
hebben fundamentele veranderingen ondergaan gedurende de laatste decennia 
die de kwetsbaarheid van de inwoners van deze gebieden hebben vergroot doordat 
de lokale landbouweconomie werd ondermijnd. De reacties van mensen op de 
toenemende risico’s veroorzaakten veranderingen in de sociale relaties die toegang tot 
hulpbronnen mogelijk maakten. Er zijn een groot aantal publicaties over landrecht in 
Zuidelijk Afrika die beweren dat de secundaire of van mannen afgeleide landrechten, 
alleenstaande vrouwen kwetsbaar maken voor armoede met name in de context 
van de HIV/AIDS epidemie. In dit proefschrift wordt aangetoond dat de situatie 
complexer is in ruraal Zimbabwe, ten eerste omdat de analyse van landrechten langs 
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genderlijnen niet goed gedaan kan worden via het onderscheid tussen primaire 
rechten (voor mannen) en secundaire rechten (voor vrouwen) en ten tweede omdat 
huishoudens op het platteland vaak niet langer afhankelijk zijn van landbouw.
In plaats van uitsluitend te kijken naar traditioneel land recht en bezitsrelaties is 
in dit onderzoek een ruimer concept van landrecht gebruikt om de toegang van 
alleenstaande vrouwen tot land te begrijpen. Het onderzoek richtte zich ook op de 
analyse van de beslissingen door alleenstaande vrouwen om de vele uitdagingen 
het hoofd te beiden die de economische en politieke situatie en sociale instabiliteit 
en de snelle veranderingen in hun huiselijke situatie aan hen presenteerde. De 
beslissingen van vrouwen worden geanalyseerd met behulp van de concepten toegang 
en matrifocale eenheid die vrouwen in het centrum van de analyse plaatsen. Met 
het concept toegang wordt verder gekeken dan alleen de eigendomsrechten die 
alleenstaande vrouwen hebben en wordt ook gekeken of en hoe zij de mogelijkheid 
hebben om te profiteren van hulpbronnen en de mechanismen en machtsmiddelen 
die zij hebben om dat te bewerkstelligen. Met het begrip matrifocale eenheid wordt 
bedoeld een eenheid met een vrouw aan het hoofd en de individuen die van haar 
afhankelijk zijn die een huishouden vormen of een onderdeel van een huishouden 
zijn. Het begrip livelihood, hier ‘bestaanswijze’ genoemd wordt gebruikt om de 
aandacht te richten op de verschillende hulpbronnen die vrouwen hebben om in een 
inkomen te voorzien, samen met het gerelateerde concept kwetsbaarheid. Tenslotte 
wordt door de lens van het begrip levenspad (pathway) dat werd ontwikkeld om het 
nemen van beslissingen in risicovolle omstandigheden te onderzoeken, gekeken naar 
beslissingen die alleenstaande vrouwen nemen om in hun inkomen te voorzien en 
hun bestaanswijze in stand te houden en om de diversiteit aan bestaansactiviteiten 
en de portfolio’s van alleenstaande vrouwen in beeld te brengen.
Het doel van het onderzoek was te bepalen hoe in deze periode van verhoogde 
kwetsbaarheid, alleenstaande vrouwen beslissingen namen ten aanzien van hun 
bestaanswijze en activiteiten on inkomen te verwerven en hoe zij toegang verwierven 
tot productieve hulpbronnen in de communale landbouwgebieden van Zimbabwe. 
Deze hoofdvraag kan worden opgedeeld in 4 subvragen:
1. Hoe hebben historische veranderingen in de wijdere omgeving van Zimbabwe 
beslissingen ten aanzien van bestaanswijzen in de communale landbouwgebieden 
van Zimbabwe beïnvloed?
2. Welke wijzen van regulering van toegang tot land en andere hulpbronnen zijn in 
deze context ontstaan die mannen en vrouwen gebruiken bij het (re)construeren 
en aanpassen van hun bestaanswijze in de snel veranderende communale 
landbouwgebieden van Zimbabwe?
3. Wat zijn de specifieke kwetsbaarheden en problemen die alleenstaande vrouwen 
ondervinden bij het verkrijgen van toegang tot land om zich te vestigen en om 
landbouw te bedrijven in deze context?
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4. Hoe organiseren alleenstaande vrouwen hun bestaanswijze en nemen zij 
beslissingen over aanpassing van hun bestaanswijze in de communale 
landbouwgebieden van Zimbabwe?
Het veldwerk voor dit onderzoek werd verricht tussen augustus 2004 en december 
2005 in twee Shona dorpen in de communale landbouwgebieden van Zimbabwe. 
In hoofdstuk 2 word beschreven hoe het onderzoek werd vorm gegeven, en welke 
onderzoeksmethoden er werden gebruikt, evenals een aantal ervaringen die het 
onderzoek een andere richting gaven. Het hoofdstuk laat zien hoe het onderzoek werd 
aangepast om de verschillen die werden gevonden tussen de bestudeerde literatuur 
en de etnografische werkelijkheid te accommoderen. Het geeft een overzicht van de 
overwegingen om onderzoeksgebied, dorpen en de verschillende analyse-eenheden 
te kezen. Het laat zien hoe de ervaringen in het veld de tekortkomingen van de 
gangbare en normatieve analyse kaders voor landrecht die zich vooral richten op 
patriarchale relaties en eigendomsrechten om de positie van matrifocale eenheden 
in beeld te brengen. Het laat ook de theoretische, methodologische en praktische 
problemen zien van het gebruik van deze conventionele kaders voor analyses van 
een zo snel veranderende situatie en hoe andere onderzoeksstrategieën werden 
ontwikkeld tijdens het veldwerk, die meer sensitiviteit en flexibiliteit bevatten. 
Het onderzoeksgebied werd gekozen uit veiligheidsoverwegingen, een permanente 
brandstofcrisis tijdens de veldwerkperiode en de mogelijkheid die het gebied 
bood om diversificatie van bestaanswijzen te bestuderen. Het onderzoek richtte 
zich op verschillende niveaus, 22 matrifocale eenheden, het woonerf waar een 
of verschillende eenheden samen kunnen wonen, het dorp en de gemeente. Het 
gebruik van meerdere analyse niveaus was noodzakelijk vanwege het belang van 
de verbindingen tussen de matrifocale eenheid en andere sociaaleconomische 
eenheden en ruimtes zoals urbane gebieden.
Hoofdstuk 3, gebaseerd op secundaire gegevens verkent het historische en politiek 
kader waarbinnen landrecht en bestaansbeslissingen van alleenstaande vrouwen 
vorm krijgen. Op deze wijze wordt een interpretatie kader gecreëerd. De complexiteit 
van het proces van het verkrijgen van landrechten voor alleenstaande vrouwen 
en de kwetsbaarheid van hun bestaanswijze moet historisch worden begrepen. 
Hierbij moet zowel naar de lange termijn veranderingen tijdens de koloniale tijd 
als naar meer recente veranderingen door de politieke instabiliteit, economische 
stagnatie en de HIV/AIDS epidemie worden gekeken. Veranderingen in de instituties 
binnen communale landbouwgebieden treden altijd op in relatie tot grootschaliger 
economische en politieke ontwikkelingen in het land. Deze veranderingen 
hebben allerlei beperkingen en mogelijkheden geopend voor de ontwikkeling van 
bestaanswijzen van de bevolking als geheel en voor alleenstaande vrouwen in het 
bijzonder. De rechtscomplexiteit die door opeenvolgende regeringen werd gecreëerd 
door de diverse maatregelen die werden genomen heeft geleid tot een variatie van 
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institutionele ruimtes die van invloed zijn op de wijze waarop alleenstaande vrouwen 
en de bevolking als geheel toegang krijgen tot hulpbronnen.
In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt de specifieke ruimtelijke en historische context van het 
onderzoek beschreven. Het hoofdstuk laat zien hoe de snelle veranderingen in 
communale landbouwgebieden hebben geleid tot diversificatie van bestaanswijzen en 
veranderingen in genderrelaties. De specifieke impact van deze veranderingen was 
afhankelijk van de locatie, de aanwezigheid van hulpbronnen en het lokale bestuur. 
De gevolgen van vaak rampzalige veranderingen en schokken voor individuele 
huishoudens en individuen was weer afhankelijk van de posities die deze individuen 
en huishoudens innamen. De keuze voor twee dorpen, Ndamba en Makuku maakt 
het tevens mogelijk te laten zien hoe de verschillen in bestuur op het niveau 
van deze dorpen de toegang tot hulpbronnen beïnvloedde en de diversiteit van 
uitkomsten voor alleenstaande vrouwen in hetzelfde communale gebied. Verder laat 
het hoofdstuk aan de hand van resultaten van een in 2004 uitgevoerde enquête zien 
hoe de veranderingen die zijn beschreven in hoofdstuk 3 door deze gemeenschappen 
en hierbinnen de alleenstaande vrouwen werden opgevangen.
Hoofdstuk 5 richt zich op de vraag hoe alleenstaande vrouwen proberen lid te 
worden en te blijven van lokale gemeenschappen. Het laat zien dat land niet alleen 
belangrijk is als een hulpbron, maar dat het ook toegang tot het lidmaatschap van 
de gemeenschap waartoe het land behoort. Dit gebeurt via een analyse van hoe 
vrouwen toegang krijgen tot een woonerf in een zeer onzekere omgeving. Hieruit 
blijkt dat vrouwen meer manoeuvreerruimte hebben in hun beslissingen waar te gaan 
wonen dan verondersteld wordt in de literatuur. Veranderingen in hun huwelijkse 
staat vanwege de dood van hun echtgenoot, scheiding vernaderen de voorwaarden 
waarop alleenstaande vrouwen toegang krijgen tot land. Hiertoe moeten vrouwen 
in onderhandeling met verschillende mensen die controle hebben over het woonerf 
en het lidmaatschap van lokale gemeenschappen. De vele variabelen die invloed 
hebben op toegang tot land spreekt de gangbare opinie tegen rechtssystemen die 
gebaseerd zijn op gewoonterecht meestal leiden tot het wegsturen van weduwen en 
de toegang van haar matrifocale eenheid beperken tot de groep waarin zij geboren 
is. Zij vertrokken soms uit eigen beweging, dan wel gedwongen door de familie 
van de overleden man, of werden soms teruggehaald door hun eigen familie. 
Echter deze varianten zijn niet de dominante noch de enige mogelijke uitkomst 
bij het bepalen van de vestigingsplaats van de alleenstaande vrouwen. Iedere 
onderhandeling had haar eigen unieke eigenschappen en leidde tot verschillende 
uitkomsten. Het lijkt erop dat de rechten op een woonerf voor een alleenstaande 
vrouw afhankelijkheid zijn van de kracht of de kwetsbaarheid van de rechten van 
haar kinderen. Hierbij zijn sociale zekerheid en steun relaties van groot belang. In 
het ene geval kan dit leiden tot gevallen van extreme kwetsbaarheid en armoede 
maar het omgekeerde kan ook plaats vinden, maar in alle gevallen is de toegang 
tot land het onderwerp van onderhandelingen. Door de strategieën en paradoxen 
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voor vrouwen te laten zien wordt tevens duidelijk dat alleenstaande vrouwen niet 
alleen passieve ontvangers zijn maar ook actieve beslissers die invloed hebben op 
de uitkomst van de onderhandelingsprocessen.
Hoofdstuk 6 gaat in op de paradoxale situatie in landbouwproductie vandaag 
de dag, namelijk dat van de aanwezigheid van onbebouwd land te midden van 
landschaarste en extreme armoede en laat zien hoe de toegang van land voor 
matrifocale eenheden hierin past. Aan de hand van een analyse van de praktijken 
en individuele matrifocale eenheden die afwijken van de vigerende normen en 
regels wordt een steeds belangrijker mechanisme getoond via welk mensen toegang 
krijgen en houden tot land en woonerven. Onduidelijkheid over de juiste toepassing 
van regels ten aanzien van toegang tot land, migratie en een hoog sterftecijfer en 
grote aantallen mensen die aan ziektes leiden, creëren nieuwe mogelijkheden 
voor toegang tot hulpbronnen voor alleenstaande vrouwen en andere marginale 
groepen in de communale landbouwgebieden van Zimbabwe. Het geboorterecht 
kent alleenstaande vrouwen recht op land toe in hun geboortedorp, in de vorm van 
de verplichting van hun mannelijke verwanten om voor hun vrouwelijke verwanten 
als dochters en zussen te zorgen als ze behoeftig zijn. Deze claim bestaat naast de 
patriarchale overdracht van land via vererving en garandeert dat alleenstaande 
vrouwen middelen van bestaan hebben en een plak om te wonen in de gemeenschap 
waarin zij geboren zijn. Ook andere mogelijkheden voor alleenstaande vrouwen 
om toegang tot land te krijgen die buiten de bestaande normen en regels vallen 
worden behandeld. Een van dezen staat bekend als matongo ofwel braakliggend en 
ongebruikt land. Migratieprocessen, sterfte en de vaagheid van normen en regels 
zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 3 hebben het bestaan van grote aantallen stukken 
land die braak liggen bevorderd. Veel alleenstaande vrouwen krijgen toegang tot 
deze braaklanden op verschillende voorwaarden. Vaak zijn deze voorwaarden 
heel restrictief of slecht gedefinieerd en bieden deze weinig zekerheid. Zij mogen 
bijvoorbeeld vaak niet beslissen met wie zij op zo’n stuk land mogen wonen. Het 
verschijnsel matongo werkt als een veiligheidsklep in het geheel van normen en 
regels op het land door toegang te geven aan degenen die in extreme armoede 
leven, terwijl de rechten van hen die afwezig zijn en bijvoorbeeld in de stad wonen 
gewaarborgd blijven. De vage regels voor matongo zijn een bron van onzekerheid 
voor degenen die op deze wijze aan land of een woonerf komen en zijn een bron 
van kwetsbaarheid. Tegelijkertijd is dit een manier voor alleenstaande vrouwen 
om aan land te komen als zij daartoe niet in staat zijn vanwege het gewoonterecht 
of wanneer zij over onvoldoende geld beschikken om land via de markt te kopen. 
Zij hoeven dan ook niet te onderhandelen met degenen die over de toewijzing van 
land gaan binnen hun patriarchale verwantengroep of die van hun overleden man. 
De analyse laat zien dat deze verschillende claims op land complementair kunnen 
zijn en niet altijd als wederzijds uitsluitende categorieën hoeven te worden gezien.
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Hoofdstuk 7 gaat over de bestaansbeslissingen van 22 matrifocale eenheden. Dit 
gebeurt door een analyse van hun levensverhalen in deze snel veranderende 
omgeving. De levenspaden van de alleenstaande vrouwen in deze studie laten de 
beperkte mogelijkheden zien voor diversificatie voor vrouwen die in toenemende 
mate kwetsbaar zijn. Elke van de 22 verhalen was uniek. De mate waarin vrouwen 
in staat waren om hun bestaanswijze te diversifiëren was afhankelijk van de 
hulpbronnen die zij tot hun beschikking hadden, de gezondheid van de leden van 
de matrifocale eenheid, de ontwikkelingsfase van de eenheid, toegang tot niet 
agrarisch inkomen, toegang tot een woonerf, het lokale bestuur en de specifieke 
risico’s waarin de matrifocale eenheid werd blootgesteld. De continue blootstelling 
van bestaanswijzen van alleenstaande vrouwen aan risicofactoren ondermijnde 
verder hun basis van hulpbronnen en beperkte hun opties om te diversifiëren. De 
portfolio’s waaruit vrouwen konden kiezen lieten ook de verminderde betekenis van 
landbouw zien, vanwege de toegenomen risico’s van landbouw en hun beperkte 
capaciteit om arbeid te mobiliseren en om de noodzakelijke inputs te verkrijgen 
en te betalen. Dit leidde een aantal vrouwen tot het ondernemen van risicovolle 
activiteiten zoals prostitutie en illegale handel. Het hoofdstuk laat verder zien dat 
de lokale context invloed had op de mogelijkheden voor diversificatie, and hoe 
matrifocale groepen hun activiteiten verspreiden over verschillende locaties, naar 
door de overheid georganiseerde handelsplaatsen, commerciële landbouwgebieden, 
stedelijke gebieden en buurlanden, om uit de sfeer van beperkingen van het 
communale landbouwgebied te ontsnappen en om risico’s te verminderen. Echter 
de mogelijkheden van alleenstaande vrouwen om deze multilokale bestaanswijzen 
op te bouwen werden beperkt door de aanwezigheid van kleine kinderen, de leeftijd 
van de vrouwen, de gezondheid van de leden van de matrifocale eenheid en de 
beperkte vaardigheden van de vrouwen zelf. In het algemeen was de combinatie 
van lokale en verre opties om inkomensverwerving te diversifiëren niet voldoende 
om de vrouwen te beschermen tegen de risico’s van het bestaan in de communale 
landbouwgebieden. Alle alleenstaande vrouwen werden in de loop van hun levenspad 
kwetsbaarder werden en geen enkele hulpbron was voldoende om hun tegen de 
toenemende risico’s te beschermen.
In hoofdstuk 8 wordt een synthese gepresenteerd van de bevindingen uit de eerdere 
hoofdstukken. Hoewel de systemen om toegang tot land te reguleren in het algemeen 
in het voordeel van mannen werken, zijn er binnen deze systemen meer diverse 
vormen van toegang dan aanvankelijk gedacht. De verschillende wijzen waarop 
alleenstaande vrouwen toegang tot land verkregen, van de toewijzing van primaire 
rechten tot de mogelijkheid voor gescheiden vrouwen om op het voormalige erf 
van hun man te blijven wonen, laten zien dat er veel meer mogelijkheden omdat 
bestaande regels en normen kunnen worden gemanipuleerd, elkaar tegen spreken 
and strategisch worden gebruikt, door bijvoorbeeld de dorpshoofden die het land 
verdelen. Dit proefschrift laat zien dat deze rechten van vrouwen verborgen blijven 
in onderzoek dat de nadruk legt op de formele regels die toegang tot land bepalen. 
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Binnen deze formele kaders wordt geen belang gehecht aan deze afgeleide rechten. 
De claims van vrouwen op land worden niet op dezelfde wijze behandeld als die 
van mannen, maar kunnen wel worden opgeëist binnen sociale relaties en binnen 
het traditionele recht. Deze claims hoewel ze zwakker zijn dan die van mannen 
zijn van belang omdat alleenstaande vrouwen daarmee niet zomaar van hun land 
kunnen worden gezet en de vrouwen kunnen deze claims gebruiken als basis om 
toegang tot andere hulpbronnen te onderhandelen zoals hulp bij kinderverzorging, 
ziekte en de organisatie van hun bestaanswijze. Het gegeven dat de weduwen die 
na de dood van hun man op zijn erf blijven wonen de meerderheid vormen van 
de alleenstaande vrouwen in deze studie duidt op het belang van huwelijksrelaties 
voor de toegang van vrouwen tot een woonerf. Het gegeven dat gescheiden vrouwen 
meestal geaccommodeerd werden door hun de familie waarin zij geboren waren. 
Laat het belang zien van bloedverwantschap voor deze categorie vrouwen. Zelfs nu 
deze op verwantschap en huwelijk gebaseerde toegang tot land belangrijk blijft voor 
vrouwen zijn er nieuwe en innovatieve wijzen van toegang tot land ontstaan door 
de markt, betaalde arbeid en afgeleide rechten van degene die afhankelijk zijn van 
alleenstaande vrouwen.
Studies van de kwetsbaarheid van landrechten van vrouwen in minder ontwikkelde 
landen leggen te veel de nadruk op de rol van het patriarchaat. Dit proefschrift laat 
zien dat het patriarchaat maar een van de verschillende instituties is die toegang 
tot hulpbronnen reguleren in de communale gebieden in Zimbabwe. Dit vanwege 
het bestaan van een spectrum aan bestuursstructuren en instituties die hun macht 
ontlenen aan diverse bronnen, zoals de regering, de dominante politieke partij, 
traditionele autoriteiten en formele wetgeving. De diversiteit van autoriteiten, 
het gebrek aan duidelijke en systematische regels, de decentralisatie van het 
beslissingsproces van de gemeenschap naar individuen en de diversiteit voortkomen 
uit migratie en het ontstaan van een informele en illegale markt voor land en 
woonerven hebben formele regels en wetgeving irrelevant gemaakt in het bepalen 
van wie toegang mag hebben tot land. Dit heeft geleid tot nieuwe mogelijkheden 
voor mensen om toegang tot land te krijgen via andere instituties en arrangementen. 
Door de vergelijking tussen twee dorpen in de zelfde gemeente werd aangetoond dat 
het bestuur op het niveau van het dorp invloed heeft en de diversiteit van mogelijke 
utkomsten voor alleenstaande vrouwen word vergroot.
De beslissingen over hun bestaanswijze die met behulp van levensverhalen werden 
onderzocht laten zien hoe vrouwen zich moesten zien te redden in een omgeving in 
snelle veranderingen. Hoewel het belang van land als een hulpbron voor landbouw 
afgenomen is voor alleenstaande vrouwen is toegang tot een plek om te wonen 
nog steeds de basis om toegang te krijgen tot andere vormen van sociale zekerheid 
en mogelijkheden een bestaan op te bouwen. Deze analyse liet tevens zien dat 
de mogelijkheden voor diversificatie zijn beperkt en nemen af voor de steeds 
kwetsbaarder vrouwen. De langdurige blootstelling aan risicofactoren ondermijnt 
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verder de bestaansbasis en diversificatie opties. Dit leidde een aantal vrouwen ertoe 
mogelijkheden buiten de communale gebieden te exploreren door een multilocale 
bestaanswijze op te bouwen. Deze multilocale bestaanswijzen waren achter niet 
voldoende vrouwen te beschermen tegen de risico’s van het bestaan in communale 
gebieden.
De bijdrage aan onze kennis van deze studie ligt in de introductie van het begrip 
toegang om te analyseren hoe vrouwen toegang krijgen tot land en er inkomsten 
uit halen. Verder zijn de begrippen matrifocale eenheid en woonerf in plaats van 
huishouding gebruikt als analyse eenheden en het begrip beslissingen over de 
bestaanswijze. Het gebruik van toegang in plaats van eigendom of bezit verbreedde 
de analytische breedte van de studie en hielp om de diverse wijzen waarop mensen 
toegang krijgen tot hulpbronnen beter in beeld te brengen. Het begrip bezit richt 
zich op het eigendom van land, gesanctioneerd door meervoudige rechtssystemen, 
inclusief het officiële recht, en niet op toegang tot land waarvoor geen regels bestaan 
and waar sociale relaties het belangrijkste zijn. In de communale landbouwgebieden 
in Zimbabwe erkent het juridische kader geen individuele eigendomsrechten. 
Daarom zou het onmogelijk zijn geweest met het begrip bezit de verschillende 
buitenwettelijke manieren waarop mensen toegang tot land verwerven te exploreren. 
Het concept toegang geeft een breder kader om recht op land te bestuderen, omdat 
hierin ook de dimensie macht ingesloten zit en niet alleen de formele rechten die 
mensen hebben op basis van verwantschap of andere sociale relaties die ze hebben. 
Een van die ‘buitenwettelijke’ mechanismen matongo verloopt niet via statelijke 
of traditionele regels of normen, noch via de markt voor land. Echter, toegang tot 
land via dit mechanisme wordt beschouwd als een gangbare wijze om toergang tot 
land te krijgen. Een analytisch kader dat zich op bezitsrelaties had gericht zou het 
verschijnsel matongo als iets marginaals beschouwen en als een tijdelijk fenomeen. 
Deze studie toont aan dat matongo een wijdverspreid en langdurig mechanisme is. 
Het voorkomen van matongo laat zien dat claims op land complementaire en niet 
wederzijds uitsluitende categorieën hoeven te zijn en het stelt vrouwen in staat 
om toegang tot land te krijgen als dat onmogelijk is vanwege het traditionele recht 
of de werking van de markt zonder dat de patriarchale normen zelf in het geding 
hoeven te komen.
Voor de analyse van de domestieke eenheid werd het begrip matrifocale eenheid 
gebruikt. Dit begrip richt de aandacht alleenstaande vrouwen ongeacht hun 
verschillende huwelijkse staat, de soort relatie tot het hoofd van de huishouding 
en hun relaties met mannen buiten de formele huwelijksrelatie, dus ongeacht de 
relatie van een individuele vrouw met mannen op enig punt van haar leven. Een 
focus op de huishouding had de aandacht meer gericht op mechanismen om toegang 
tot land te krijgen via relaties met mannen. Door de aandacht op matrifocale een 
heden te richten kon de dynamiek van mechanismen voor het verkrijgen van 
toegang tot land voor vrouwen beter begrepen worden. Er werd ook mee aangetoond 
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dat in patrilineaire samenlevingen het niet altijd de man is die aan het hoofd van 
een huishouding staat, en dat volwassen mannen ook in een aantal gevallen in 
afhankelijkheidsrelaties stonden tot vrouwen. De autonomie en de diversiteit van 
arrangementen waarin alleenstaande vrouwen leven kon hier ook mee worden 
aangetoond. Dit betekent niet dat de matrifocale eenheid zich aan de patriarchale 
normen kan onttrekken, maar dat ze daarbinnen tot op zekere hoogte controle hebben 
over hun individuele omstandigheden, en dat alleenstaande vrouwen binnen deze 
patriarchale omgeving een zekere mate van handelingsvrijheid kunnen hebben.
Het begrip kwetsbaarheid richt onze aandacht op hoe gevoelig individuen zijn 
voor risico’s, hoe ze er mee om gaan en wat er gebeurd als de risico’s werkelijkheid 
worden. Het diversifiëren van de bestaanswijze is een algemeen gebruikte strategie 
om kwetsbaarheid te verminderen. De ervaringen van alleenstaande vrouwen laten 
zien dat in een snel veranderende en vijandige omgeving met meervoudige risico’s 
hun capaciteit om met die risico’s om te gaan word ondermijnd. De voorbeelden 
van de 22 matrifocale eenheden die intensief werden gevolgd in deze studies laten 
zien, hoewel vrouwen op de korte termijn succesvol hun bestaanswijze wisten te 
diversifiëren en rampen wisten af te wentelen, zij allemaal op de lange termijn 
gedoemd waren te verarmen en als functionerende matrifocale eenheid ten onder 
te gaan of uit elkaar te vallen. Dit toont aan dat het enkele feit dat deze eenheden 
voor meer diversiteit in activiteiten kiezen geen garantie is om rampen te vorkomen. 
Als ziekte eenmaal een matrifocale eenheid binnen kwam was er weinig meer dat 
er gedaan kan worden om de gevolgen ervan te verminderen. Geen enkele hulpbron 
was voldoende om bestaanszekerheid te garanderen.
Dit onderzoek oorspronkelijk gericht op het vaststellen van de impact van HIV/AIDS 
op de toegang tot land van alleenstaande vrouwen in communale landbouw gebieden 
in Zimbabwe, stelde vast dat de kwetsbaarheid van vrouwen niet alleen kan worden 
toegeschreven aan HIV/AIDS. Toegang tot land is de uitkomst van een veel groter 
aantal factoren, die geen van allen in isolement kan worden bezien. De toegang 
tot land van alleenstaande vrouwen is ingebed in een veelvoud van historische en 
sociaaleconomische ontwikkelingen, inclusief macht, genderrelaties, sociale relaties, 
en regels en normen voor landrecht. HIV/AIDS is een van de vele factoren, samen 
met de erfenis van het duale systeem van landrecht in het koloniale Rhodesië, de 
huidige economische crisis, discriminatie van vrouwen, politieke en bestuurlijke 
ontwikkelingen en problemen, en veranderende bestaanswijzen. HIV/AIDS vergroot 
de kwetsbaarheid van een bevolking die al kwetsbaar was door een hoger sterftecijfer 
en waardoor toegang tot arbeid verminderde, een grotere instabiliteit van huwelijken, 
de grotere mobiliteit van matrifocale eenheden, en veranderende regels voor toegang 
tot land. Een goede analyse van kwetsbaarheid moet al deze andere processen in 
beschouwing nemen die het vermogen van vrouwen om een bestaan op te bouwen 
met behulp van land beïnvloeden.
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